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I. Identifying the Problem



1. Do Apes Read Minds?
I know that you believe you understand what you think I said, but I’m not sure you realize
that what you heard is not what I meant.
—Robert McCloskey, attributed

Social Apes
A dirty young orangutan named Ceceb wants his head cleaned off. He picks a leaf from the ground

and hands it to a human named Anne, who uses it to brush away some dirt. But Ceceb isn’t satisfied
with the first brushing, because he picks up another leaf and hands it to Anne, as well. But now Anne
does nothing. Ceceb decides to show Anne what he wants, so he takes the leaf away from her, rubs it on
his head, and hands it back. This time Anne gets the message, cleans his head, and Ceceb walks away,
satis- fied (Russon and Andrews 2010).

Daniel Tammet, who has a form of Asperger’s, writes, “I found it difficult to understand the concept
that people had their own personal space that was not to be entered and that had to be respected at
all times. I had no idea that my behavior could be irritating and intrusive and felt hurt when a brother
or sister became angry with me for what I considered to be no reason” (Tammet 2006, 108–109).

Sherlock Holmes is searching for a respectable gentleman named Neville St. Clair, who was last seen
in the window of an opium den, without collar or tie. Since St. Clair isn’t the sort of man who takes
opium, Holmes wonders what he was doing there.

A two-and-one-half-year-old child named Alexandra sees a fallen child in the park and asks, “Why is
she crying?” Her mother responds, “Why do you think she’s crying?” Alexandra answers, “Because she
wants her mommy.”

Here we have four examples of apes engaged in the practice of folk psychology. Ceceb’s behavior is
interpreted in terms of his wants or desires.

Daniel thought his siblings were angry with him for no reason. Sherlock is trying to explain a behavior
that doesn’t cohere with what he knows about a man. And Alexandra is explaining a behavior, though
probably poorly. The social ape knows to various degrees how to engage with other agents, and the
skilled apes can anticipate what others are going to do, understand their motivations, and read their
feelings. Most verbal apes soon use language to explain why people do what they do, in terms of reasons
and causes or sometimes just in terms of factors that make the behavior cohere with the other things
we know about a person.

By the time the human ape reaches adulthood, it is typically an expert in human behavior—without
needing to take a single university course. While skill levels vary, most adult humans are able to make
sense of the myriad behaviors they find in their environments, from the shopping mall to the family
dinner. We anticipate normal behavior, like going to the checkout counter before walking out of the
grocery store; we make predic- tions in more uncommon situations, like concluding that he will accept if
you propose marriage; we can explain someone’s actions to others, like saying that the celebrity shaved
her head because she lost it; and we can justify or condemn others’ behaviors by presenting what we
take to be their reasons for engaging in a behavior, like explaining the young adult’s decision to get a
tattoo as being intended to upset Mom and Dad.

We are also skilled at describing individuals in terms of their typical behaviors, moods, personality
traits, skills, desires, and beliefs. While sister Heather is a creative, intelligent, fun, but moody person
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who loves to travel and learn new things, neighbor Lucia is a retired Italian meatpacker who believes
in God and shares her lasagna with us.

In the philosophy of mind, our understanding of others has largely been explained in terms min-
dreading, or knowing others’ beliefs and desires. It is true that we are skilled at offering descriptions
of others’ beliefs and desires—the farmer hopes it will rain, the politician believes the death penalty is
wrong, the physicist wonders whether there is a grand unified theory. But this skill is only one part of
a much larger story.

Descriptions of others’ behavior in terms of the beliefs and desires associated with them are thought
to form the core of what has come to be known as folk psychology, or the commonsense understanding
of other people. This lay understanding of others has been given an impor- tant role in the philosophy
of mind; the concepts of mentality that come from folk psychology are taken as the explanandum for
work in the meta- physics of mind, and in some parts of action theory and neurophilosophy, and are
arguably also implicated in philosophical research in ethics and epistemology. We have good reasons to
start with folk psychology in the study of mind. Folk psychology allows us to individuate behaviors;
without some sort of framework, we would not know how to divide the flow of movement into individual
behaviors, and we would not know how to categorize the behaviors that we have identified. If we want
to understand the nature of mind, we must have some conception of what the mind is, and starting
with the commonsense view will at least assure us of studying something that the folk are interested in.

However, an analysis of the mental that begins with the commonsense understanding of the mind is
a good method only insofar as it gets the commonsense understanding of the mind right. This is not to
say that the commonsense understanding of the mind must be correct; the folk might be wrong about
the mind just as early human folk astronomy was wrong. Two distinct questions arise here: What is the
nature of folk psychology? And is folk psychology accurate? Both questions can be examined through
appeal to empirical evidence. This book tackles only the first question, so my aim here is to accurately
describe how the folk understand other minds in terms of how they engage in the practices associated
with folk psychol- ogy. A common assumption in philosophy is that folk psychology is min- dreading.
From this it would follow that folk psychology is limited to attributions of propositional attitudes, things
like the belief that snow is white or the desire that the ruling party fall. I challenge this assumption
by appealing to research in developmental psychology, social psychology, comparative psychology, and
social cognitive neuroscience. While humans do think about others’ beliefs and desires, we more often
think about other people in terms of their emotions, personality, moods, past behavior, and experiences,
as well as our expectations about what the individual should do given her role in society, her group
memberships, and her cultural norms. All these considerations are involved in our folk psychological
practices of predicting, explaining, and justifying behavior.

Based on an investigation of the practices of folk psychology, I argue that the standard theories
of folk psychology rely on an overly narrow understanding of other minds. Instead I offer a pluralis-
tic account of folk psychology and suggest two necessary conditions for engaging in folk psychological
practices: a folk psychologist must (1) be able to distinguish agents from nonagents and (2) be able
to build and use models of individu- als that include of a variety of individual properties (including
moods, propositional attitudes, emotions, personality traits, dispositions, typical behaviors, group mem-
berships, socioeconomic status, social role, cultural background, and past experience). The practices of
folk psychology constitute a social competence and include the ability to identify behavior, predict
behavior, explain behavior, justify behavior, normalize behavior, and coordinate behavior. The social
competence of folk psychology is subsumed by a number of different cognitive mechanisms, and one’s
degree of success as a folk psychologist is a function of the number of competences mastered and the
degree of facility with the different com- petences. This view contrasts with standard approaches to folk
psychology, according to which being a folk psychologist is a binary situation: either you can mindread
or you cannot. In my view, to be a folk psychologist is to satisfy the two necessary conditions, which are
jointly sufficient for landing somewhere on the folk psychology continuum. As will be seen, this means
that some nonhuman apes can be folk psychologists, too, even if they can’t attribute beliefs and desires.
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Why is it important to correctly characterize the commonsense under- standing of other minds?
First, there are methodological implications for scientists. In both developmental psychology and animal
cognition, researchers are trying to determine when children first start attributing beliefs and desires,
and if any other animals do. I argue that these research programs have been investigating the wrong
sorts of behaviors, because the standard accounts of folk psychology have mischaracterized adult human
folk psychology. It has long been accepted in this field that cor- rectly predicting or anticipating the
behavior of someone with a false belief requires an understanding of belief and an understanding that
people have beliefs different from one’s own. I argue that appeal to belief is not neces- sary, and different
methods could be used to accurately predict behavior even in false-belief situations. My conclusion is
that researchers need to do different kinds of experiments to examine belief attribution in children and
other apes; we need to examine whether individuals seek to explain behavior. By introducing the social
psychology research on how normal adult humans predict behavior into the theory of mind research
program, better experiments for studying theory of mind in humans and nonhu- mans can be devised.

We should also want to correct the characterization of how humans engage in their folk psychological
practices if we want to identify some of the mechanisms involved in these practices, so this project is
relevant to researchers engaged in the debate between simulation theory, theory theory, and hybrid
theories. The current discussion has too frugal a view of the methods by which humans understand
others; my claim is that many methods are involved in folk psychology, and the models being put forth
leave out some essential elements implicated in our folk psychological practices. If I am correct, then
the models of folk psychology put forth by philosophers such as Alvin Goldman (2006) and Nichols and
Stich (2003) miss the mark by neglecting these elements.

Standard Views of Folk Psychology
But first things first. Folk psychology, understood most generally, is nothing more than the com-

monsense understanding of other minds. But in the philosophical literature, the term folk psychology
has a more specific definition.

The topic of folk psychology is often introduced to students by using examples such as the following:
“I might predict Mary’s future behavior by saying, ‘We cannot count on Mary’s vote because she will
almost cer- tainly not turn up to the Faculty meeting, because she believes that Fred will be there and
she just cannot stand Fred’ ” (Lyons 2001, 118). As the story goes, we attribute beliefs and desires to
Mary (the belief that Fred will come to the meeting, the desire to avoid Fred), appeal to some general
law (e.g., people act to fulfill their desires, ceteris paribus), and conclude that Mary will not attend
the meeting. The process is straightforward: we attri- bute a specific mental content and attitude to
the target, then use a folk psychological theory—or perhaps a mental simulation, or some combina-
tion of theory and simulation—and then generate the prediction. The claim of standard folk psychology
is that the richness of our social lives, the ability to anticipate what others are going to do and to
understand what they have done, is made possible by this ability to attribute propo- sitional attitudes
to others.1 According to this view, the folk rely on propo- sitional attitudes because they think that
propositional attitudes are what cause behavior. For example, the student’s belief that class meets at
3 p.m. and his desire to attend class jointly cause him to go to class at 3 p.m. His action was caused,
as well as explained, by his belief and desire, and any intentional action will be caused by a similar set
of mental states. The first principle of the general approach that I will label standard folk psychology
(SFP) reflects this commitment:

(SFP1) Propositional attitudes are the cause of all intentional behavior.
The next two principles of SFP are illustrated by two encyclopedia entries on the topic. Lynn Rudder

Baker’s entry for The MIT Encyclopedia of the Cognitive Sciences emphasizes the role of propositional
attitudes when she describes folk psychology as “commonsense psychology that explains human behavior
in terms of beliefs, desires, intentions, expectations, preferences, hopes, fears, and so on” (Baker 2001,
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319). Barbara Von Eckardt emphasizes the functions of folk psychology in her entry to Blackwell’s A
Companion to the Philosophy of Mind, where she states that folk psychology minimally consists of “(a)
a set of attributive, explana- tory, and predictive practices, and (b) a set of notions or concepts used
in these practices” (Von Eckardt 1995, 300). Together, these accounts suggest the second and third
principles of SFP:

(SFP2) Folk psychology is the attribution of propositional attitudes.
(SFP3) One needs to be a folk psychologist to have robust success in predicting, explaining, and

interpreting behavior.
These two elements of folk psychology are thought to be intimately intertwined, such that the

attribution of mental content is what allows us to engage in the folk psychological practices. However,
the ability to engage in social action—predicting, explaining, and so forth—is what is essential to folk
psychology, and we can take (SFP3) as the central claim of folk psychology or part of the core definition
of the term. If someone were unable to formulate predictions, explanations, or interpretations of human
behavior, then they would lack a folk psychology.

Despite disagreements over the mechanisms that connect the attribution of content to the prediction
of behavior, the notion of the unification of folk psychological prediction and explanation is almost
universally shared, as we will see in chapter 3. Thus we can state a fourth principle:

(SFP4) The cognitive mechanism that allows us to predict behavior is also the cognitive mechanism
that allows us to explain behavior.

That is, whatever the correct account of the cognitive mechanism we use to ascribe mental content
to others, it will also be the mechanism we use to understand, predict, and explain others.

The principles of SFP suggest that two main descriptive questions are associated with our ability
to understand other minds. The first question is “How do we attribute mental content to ourselves
and others?” The second is “How do we predict and explain behavior?” Though many views of folk
psychology assume that if you answer the first question, you get the second answer for free, I will argue
that these questions are not parallel. The methods we use to predict and explain behavior need not be
the same methods we use to attribute mental states, because we may be able to predict and explain
without appeal to the content of others’ beliefs and desires.

The commitments of SFP can also be seen in the discussion of the simulation theory and the
theory theory. This debate focuses on the cognitive mechanisms used in the attribution of mental
states to predict and explain behavior. Fundamentally the debate is between those who claim that our
understanding of other minds is theoretical and those who deny that claim. According to the theory
theory, we postulate beliefs, desires, and other unobservable theoretical entities and use a theory to
predict and explain behavior. The theory may be partially innate or learned, but either way it consists
of generalizations that connect mental states and behaviors to one another in a lawlike fashion. In this
view, our under- standing of others is inferential and indirect, mediated by our theories of behavior.

On the other hand, the simulation theorists argue that we understand other minds directly via a
kind of mental simulation. We imagine being another person and use the same cognitive mechanisms
that gener- ate our own behaviors to understand what another will do. We do not need all the bulky
machinery of a tacit theory of mental states, because all that information is available in the processes
that lead to our own behavior.

In the 1980s and 1990s, the assumption was that theory theory and simulation theory were “the
only two games in town” (Stich and Nichols 1995, 90), and the debate largely consisted of supporters
of one theory citing studies that appeared problematic for the other theory. As this game proved less
than productive, many participants in the debate came to accept some version of a hybrid model (A.
Goldman 2006; Nichols and Stitch 2003). However, the hybrid models also assumed a central role for
the attribution of propositional attitudes for predicting behavior.

My project takes the debate between simulation theory and theory theory to be ancillary to the
larger questions about the nature of folk psy- chology. I focus on the assumptions behind these sorts
of models. The four principles of SFP are descriptive claims about the causal nature of the atti- tudes,
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how we predict and explain behavior, and how we attribute propo- sitional attitudes. I argue that if we
take the core concept of folk psychology to be (SFP 3), or the notion that a folk psychologist enjoys
success in pre- dicting, explaining, and interpreting behavior, we will have to reject the other principles
of SFP. The pluralistic account of folk psychology that I suggest as an alternative is meant to be an
empirically adequate account of how we understand others and how we engage in the folk psychological
practices of predicting and explaining behavior.

A Pluralistic Folk Psychology
The central goal of this book is to argue that the folk understand one another not primarily as

receptacles of propositional attitudes but rather as whole persons embedded in time and in social and
physical environ- ments. Our understanding of others’ beliefs and desires derives from a more basic
understanding of others as intentional agents. We think about beliefs in particular kinds of situations,
such as when a person deviates from expected behavior or violates the norms of society, but we don’t
need to appeal to beliefs to predict quotidian behavior.

I begin to defend this position in chapter 2 by discussing the research programs on theory of mind in
human children and chimpanzees. I show how these research programs have been influenced by philosoph-
ical theo- ries of the mind, and I argue that neither infants nor young children need a representational
understanding of belief to predict or anticipate the behavior of an actor with a false belief. Because
understanding of representational belief develops only later in life, children who predict behavior before
they gain this understanding provide some evidence against SFP.

In chapter 3, I offer another argument against SFP’s emphasis on belief attribution by challenging
the psychological symmetry thesis. I argue that prediction of behavior and explanation of behavior are
not both subsumed by a single process, so we should not expect a model of folk psychological prediction
to also serve as a model of folk psychological explanation. I conclude that the methods we use in both
prediction and explanation are pluralistic, and that the mechanisms of folk psychology can differ depend-
ing on whether one is predicting or explaining a particular event or action. Here too methodological
implications arise for researchers studying theory of mind. This ends the first part of the book.

Next I turn to a detailed examination of the folk psychological practices of prediction and explanation.
Chapters 4 through 6 deal with prediction, and chapters 7 through 9 focus on explanation. For both
practices, I examine the philosophical commitments and the empirical data and argue for an account of
how we engage in these practices. This investigation leads toward an acceptance of folk psychological
pluralism. Take prediction, for example. Not all predictions are equal, and not all predictions involve
the same reasoning processes. When I predict that my daughter will wake at 7 a.m., and when I predict
that the taxi driver will take me home as I asked him to, I am using different kinds of information. I
know my daughter’s normal behavior, and I use that knowledge to form my prediction about her future
behavior. But I have never met the taxi driver before, though I know quite a bit about the social role
of taxi drivers, as well as the stereo- type of a Toronto taxi driver, and this is the information I use
to predict his behavior. The empirical evidence from developmental and social psy- chology helps to
defend the claims that an individual need not be able to attribute propositional attitudes to predict
or explain behavior, that behav- ior can be understood without knowing the causal processes that led
to the behavior, and that a number of cognitive processes are involved in different folk psychological
acts. We can no more generalize about the cognitive mechanisms that subsume one folk psychological
practice than we can generalize about the cognitive mechanisms that subsume types of folk psychological
practices. Thus we get pluralism both between predic- tion and explanation and within each category.

In the book’s final chapters, I present my positive theory of folk psychol- ogy and examine two
implications. In chapter 10, I conclude that what is central to folk psychology is seeing something as a
person—or, if you prefer, as an intentional agent. Intentional agents or persons are unified creatures who
are self-propelled, cognitively flexible, and differentiated in their personality traits and abilities. The
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folk understanding of a person, or agent, is what forms the core of folk psychology, while the cognitive
architecture that allows a creature to act intentionally consists of a hetero- geneous and interconnected
set of mechanisms.

As a result of examining the practices of folk psychology, I propose replacing the principles of SFP
with the following five principles of plural- istic folk psychology:

(PFP1) One needs to be a folk psychologist to have robust success in predicting, explaining, and
interpreting behavior.

(PFP2) Folk psychology is a social competence, which includes the ability to identify behavior,
predict behavior, explain behavior, justify behavior, normalize behavior, coordinate behavior, and so
on.

(PFP3) The social competences of folk psychology are subsumed by a number of different cognitive
mechanisms, and one’s degree of success as a folk psychologist is a function of the number of competences
mastered and the degree of facility with the different competences.

(PFP4) Intentional behavior is seen as sometimes caused by any number of factors, such as moods,
propositional attitudes, emotions, and so on, and sometimes influenced by other factors such as person-
ality traits, dispositions, or historical facts.

(PFP5) The requirement for being a folk psychologist is the ability to recognize that there exist
intentional agents and to fare well in discriminating intentional from nonintentional agents.

Pluralistic folk psychology is more empirically adequate than the alterna- tives, insofar as it reflects
the development and the diversity of our folk psychological practices of prediction and explanation. This
approach also has greater explanatory force insofar as it can account for folk psychologi- cal practices
other than prediction and explanation, such as justifying and coordinating behavior, understanding
others, and the more normative aspects of folk psychology.

Chapter 11 examines an implication of pluralistic folk psychology, namely, its challenge to the dom-
inant view of the evolution of the con- cepts of belief and desire that we find in some versions of the
Social Intel- ligence Hypothesis. According to this hypothesis, human cognitive abilities, including the
ability to attribute belief, evolved as a result of our ancestors’ complex social environment. I show that if
our attitude concepts did evolve based on social pressures, these would not have been pressures to make
better predictions of behavior. While the folk psychology and theory of mind literatures have empha-
sized agents’ ability to predict behavior, I argue instead that it is in the explanation of behavior that we
see a greater role for belief attribution. Any evolutionary pressures that made the devel- opment of the
attitudes an adaptation would have to be based on the advantages associated with explaining behavior,
rather than predicting it. Finally, in chapter 12, I argue that my account of folk psychology also makes
sense of nonhuman animals’ social cognition. Some critters (a term I prefer to the unwieldy nonhuman
animal), like humans, could form models of individuals, groups, and species that they use to predict
behav- ior, make normative judgments about behavior, and even engage in expla- nation-seeking behav-
ior. While this theory brings humans and nonhumans closer together in their folk psychological abilities,
it does so by offering a deflationary theory of folk psychology that does not require the sophisti- cated
cognitive machinery of second-order metacognition typically associ- ated with having a representational
theory of mind.

Folk psychology is less a causal theory of human intentional action than it is a means of individuating
behaviors and constructing, modifying, and using models for persons and types of persons. As such, it
is misleading to say that apes read minds. If they are reading anything at all, they are reading persons.
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2. Baby Humans and Adult Chimpanzees:
Propositional Attitude Attribution in
Philosophy and Psychology

Why is it we don’t see skin-bags but husbands and wives and children—people with thoughts
and feelings, beliefs and desires like ours. . . ?
—Alison Gopnik, Andrew Meltzoff, and Patricia Kuhl

From Philosophy to Psychology
In the last chapter, I suggested that a common assumption of standard folk psychology (SFP) is

that folk psychology consists primarily of the attribu- tion of propositional attitudes. A propositional
attitude will take the form Person-Attitude-Proposition: Brian hopes that the Chiefs will win; Sam
believes that he will visit the Giza pyramids; Anne hates that classes start on Tuesday. According to
SFP, we use the attitudes to anticipate what others will do next and to explain why people did what
they did, and the attitudes are seen as both a cause of behavior and a tool that we use to understand
others and ourselves. Indeed, the ability to attribute propositional atti- tudes, and especially the ability
to attribute belief, is taken to be necessary for understanding other minds.

I challenge the claim that the ability to attribute propositional attitudes and having the concept of
belief are necessary for successfully engaging in our folk psychological predictive and explanatory prac-
tices. The emphasis on the need to attribute beliefs and desires to others, and to engage in a calculation
to predict or explain behavior, is part of a larger trend in phi- losophy and cognitive science associated
with information-processing models of mind, and its influence has also been felt in developmental and
comparative psychology.

In this chapter, I first demonstrate that while it is widely held that a folk psychologist is someone
who is skilled at the practices of predicting, explaining, and interpreting behavior, it is also generally
assumed that folk psychology consists of the attribution of propositional attitudes. I then turn to the
research on children’s emerging understanding of belief to undermine the conjunction of these two claims.
Since we are taking the practices of folk psychology to be central to the notion, a tension between the
two claims should lead to a rejection of the assumption that a folk psychologist must also be a belief
attributor.

Until recently, psychologists thought that children do not have the ability to attribute belief until
around four years, because it is not until then that they have an understanding of belief as represen-
tational (Wellman et al. 2001). However, this view has been challenged based on the growing body of
evidence that even young infants are capable of tracking an actor’s false belief (Baillargeon et al. 2010).
I argue that these studies do not offer compelling evidence that infants have a folk understanding of
representa- tional belief and that there are other methods they can use to make predic- tions and form
expectations about how a person with a false belief should act. Further, I argue that even at four years,
children do not have anything like a robust understanding of representational belief. I conclude that
during childhood, children continue to develop and refine an understand- ing of representational be-
lief, all the while acting as fully fledged folk psychologists who predict, explain, justify, and coordinate
behavior with others.
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The interpretation of the children studies owes much to the tradition in philosophy that emphasizes
the role of belief and desire as a cause of action, and as the way of understanding others’ actions, so let
us begin there.

Belief Attribution in Philosophy
The view that behavior is both caused by beliefs and desires and under- stood through their at-

tribution can be traced back at least to classical times. In looking to understand animal and human
behavior, Aristotle (1987) postulated that desire is the fundamental cause of action. For Aristotle, it
is desire in conjunction with the ability to perceive the world that leads humans and other animals to
action. I desire to eat, so when I perceive food, I will move toward it; but when I desire to avoid a fight,
I move away from my potential opponent. Desire alone will not lead to these actions, though, because if
desires were the complete cause of behavior, the only thing that would stop us from acting on a desire
would be a stronger, conflicting desire. But we sometimes avoid fulfilling our desires even while lacking a
stronger desire in the other direction. Aristotle concludes that desire, while necessary for action, cannot
be sufficient. Instead desire must be combined with practical reason. Even animals need practical reason
along with desire to act, because sometimes their desires conflict as well. Aristotle’s causal model of
action portrays desire as activating practical reason, which then takes over in determining how best to
fulfill that desire. The action is the final output. Since both perception and desire are needed to move
one to action, if we want to understand an individual’s behavior, we need to know both aspects of the
cause.

A similar line of reasoning is present in the writing of David Hume, who also insists that action
rests on two aspects. In Hume’s case, however, action is jointly caused by reason and the passions, or
in current terms, by belief and desire. Hume, like Aristotle, emphasizes the role of the conative aspect
of action: “Reason is, and ought only to be, the slave of the passions, and can never pretend to any
other office than to serve and obey them” (Hume 1978, 415). While I may believe that I will get rich if I
become a corporate lawyer, having that belief will not cause me to do anything, any more than having
a desire alone can cause me to act. The question is whether getting rich is one of my desires. Hume’s
famous portrayal of reason as the slave of the passions shows that he, like Aristotle, takes desire to be
fundamental. Reason—our beliefs—guides us in the fulfillment of our desires, but both are needed for
action.

If beliefs and desires are the cause of behavior, then knowing what mental states an individual has
should help us predict and explain behav- ior. This epistemic issue was of central concern to Wilfrid
Sellars (1956), who argued that we do not have private and privileged access to our own mental states,
much less to the mental states of others. Sellars is often credited with originating the idea that we
understand other minds through appeal to a folk theory of psychology in his critique of the Myth of the
Given, where he argued that little is epistemically given and much is inferred (Sellars 1956). To establish
the idea that we understand mental states as theoretical entities that fulfill some functional role, he
asks us to consider another myth—the myth of our Rylean ancestors. Sellars tells us that our Rylean
ancestors had language that they could use to describe appearance, behavior, and so forth, but they
lacked any way to refer to internal states, such as beliefs and desires. While this society worked quite
well, one day a genius named Jones began to ask why people behaved as they did. While individuals
would often articulate reasons for their actions, sometimes they engaged in behavior without saying
anything. Jones rea- soned that when people do not speak their reasons, they still have reasons. Being
a genius, he realized that he could ask people why they engaged in the behaviors that they did, and
they would respond by citing reasons. He realized that those reasons existed for an agent even before
they were uttered, as a kind of unspoken utterance.

The unspoken utterances became the postulated beliefs and desires, unobservable entities that are
useful when predicting and explaining peo- ple’s behavior. Sellars thinks that with the introduction
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of mental-state vocabulary into human society, our Rylean ancestors acquired a new lan- guage that
“contains an explanation of, not just a code for, such facts as that there looks to me to be a red and
triangular physical object over there” (Sellars 1956, 116). Our ancient ancestors came to posit mental
states as an expla- nation for human behavior much as they came to posit gods as an expla- nation
for natural phenomena. That is, we became able to explain behaviors both anomalous and common by
talking about the actors’ beliefs and desires that caused the behaviors. The combination of Aristotle
and Hume with Sellars provides the kernel of the theory-theory account of human folk psychology. We
understand other minds by understanding the beliefs and desires that others have.

In contemporary philosophy, encyclopedia entries and top textbooks on the philosophy of mind
continue to focus on the role of propositional attitude attribution in human folk psychology. For example,
John Heil writes, “The practice of explaining behavior by reference to the proposi- tional attitudes is
sometimes labeled ‘folk psychology’ ” (2004, 152). In E. J. Lowe’s textbook, folk psychology is identified
with our “propositional attitude vocabulary” or our “belief-desire discourse” (2000, 62). Jaegwon Kim
also takes folk psychology to consist primarily of attributing attitudes to predict and explain behavior:
“Much of our ordinary psychological thinking and theorizing . . . involves propositional attitudes; we
make use of them all the time to explain and predict what people will do. Why did Mary cross the
street? Because she wanted coffee and thought she could get it at the Starbucks across the street” (2006,
15–16).

The reliance on propositional attitudes as central to folk psychology is also seen in much contem-
porary philosophy of mind and language. From David Lewis’s account of mental-state terms to Daniel
Dennett’s analysis of belief, attribution of attitudes, rather than attribution of emotions, sensations,
or other nonpropositional mental states, has taken center stage. Jerry Fodor is one of the staunchest
defenders of folk psychology as using the propositional attitudes. He writes, “Folk psychology is pri-
marily intentional explanation; it’s the idea that people’s behavior can be explained by reference to
the contents of their beliefs and desires” (Fodor 1994, 292). Given Fodor’s commitment to realism and
representationalism, he believes that the propositional attitudes that we use to explain and predict
behavior have three essential properties: they are semantically evaluable; they have causal powers; and
they are linked together in lawlike generalizations in such a way as to resonate with our commonsense
assumptions about the mind (Fodor 1987). In this view, to believe that P is to represent P in the
right way, so that it is in the correct functional relationship with other attitudes and behaviors. The
attitudes form the core of cognition for Fodor and are an essential aspect not only of social cognition
but of cognition more generally. They are so central for Fodor that he says that if the elimi- nativist
challenge were right, and we were to learn that beliefs, desires, and the other attitudes do not exist, it
would be “the end of the world” (Fodor 1990, 196).

To be fair, Fodor does not claim that folk psychology exhausts mental representations; he wants
his view to be consistent with subpersonal or unconscious processes. And he admits that the attitudes
may not be the only kind of mental representation: “It’s not also required that the folk- psychological
inventory of propositional attitudes should turn out to exhaust a natural kind. It would be astounding if
it did” (Fodor 1987, 26). However, Fodor emphasizes the attitudes, and other mental experiences, such
as sensations, emotions, and perceptions, play only a supporting role. Donald Davidson also focuses
on the attitudes. On his account of reason explanations, we explain intentional action in terms of
propositional atti- tudes to provide the agent’s reason for the action, which in turn “gives the action a
place in a pattern” (Davidson 1963, 692). Thus we begin with the idea that the propositional attitudes
are entrenched in rational rather than logical relations that produce a holistic and normative description
of human action. Mental events are propositional attitudes, and their content is determined by their
relationship to all the other relevant attitudes.

Davidson takes the attitudes to include intentions, perceptions, memo- ries, decisions, wantings,
urges, and aesthetic, moral, and social norms, as well as the more mundane beliefs and desires. How-
ever, for Davidson these are all attitudes that take a proposition. A person judges that Africa is more
interesting than Asia, decides that this year’s summer trip should be to Tanzania, desires that the plane
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tickets are not too expensive, and so forth. We get this focus on propositional attitudes from Davidson’s
interest in accounting for mental causation. A belief and a desire (or what Davidson calls a pro-attitude
or what Hume would call a sentiment) are jointly neces- sary to give an agent a reason for acting,
and thus for intentional action itself. At the risk of oversimplifying, in Davidson’s view, our attitudes
toward those propositions serve to cause our behavior and are also the reasons—or explanations—for
our action.

A third contemporary theory that endorses the standard view of folk psychology is Dennett’s account
of intentional agency. Like Fodor and Davidson, Dennett starts with the notion that our commonsense
under- standing of other minds primarily involves a set of propositions that are logically related to one
another in such a way as to allow for predictability of behavior. In Dennett’s view, to be a minded
agent is to behave as if you have goals that are rational given your environment, and as if you have
beliefs that allow you to fulfill those goals (Dennett 1978a, 1987a). For a third party to predict rational
behavior, she must take the intentional stance; that is, she must determine the beliefs and desires the
target ought to have given the assumption of rationality. Not only does the intentional stance have the
pragmatic advantage of allowing us to predict behavior, but it also has epistemic value as a method for
distinguishing between agents and nonagents, and a metaphysical value insofar as it provides an account
of what belief is. “Intentional systems are, by definition, all and only those entities whose behavior is
predictable/explicable from the intentional stance” (Dennett 1996, 34).

According to Dennett, the predictive power of folk psychology makes possible all our interpersonal
projects and relations; without it, “we would be baffling ciphers to each other and to ourselves. . . .
Our power to interpret the actions of others depends on our power . . . to predict them” (Dennett
1991, 29). In this view, the primary role for folk psychology as the attribu- tion of beliefs and desires is
presented as the simplest predictive heuristic available for making accurate-enough predictions across
different domains. Even to predict that a person will duck when a brick is thrown at him, we rely on
the attribution of beliefs and desires (Dennett 1991).

While Dennett and Davidson certainly have influenced psychology, it is the representationalism in
Fodor’s view of belief, not the instrumental- ism or interpretationism of Dennett and Davidson, that has
had the most purchase. In both developmental psychology and comparative cognition, when researchers
investigate the subject’s understanding of belief, what they are really interested in is representational
belief.

Belief Attribution in Psychology
In psychology, we can see the influence of such views of the mind in at least two different areas:

theories about the function of our mental-state ascriptions, and research on human children and members
of other species. Many evolutionary psychologists have been interested in the function of our mental-
state ascriptions and have looked for the ultimate and proximate causes of this ability. Psychologists
who are examining how the ability to attribute beliefs and desires evolved in the human species largely
accept the principles of SFP. The dominant account of the evolution of propositional attitudes is known
as the Social Intelligence Hypothesis, an idea developed independently by the psychologist Nicholas
Humphrey (1976) and the primatologist Alison Jolly (1966).

According to the social intelligence hypothesis, human cognitive ability evolved as a result of our
ancestors’ complex social environment rather than due to pressures of the physical environment. The
daily battles and stresses that come from living among others created a need to become psychologists
who are better able to make predictions of behavior, and these pressures led to the development of
mental-state concepts and a corresponding logic (Humphrey 1978). The logic is nothing more than the
platitudes of folk psychology that connect beliefs and desires to one another and to behavior.

Humphrey draws a picture of a cutthroat political landscape that emerged as a result of large
social groups, and describes social intelligence as what allowed our ancestors to survive the subsequent
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challenges. This Hobbesian description of our social milieu has led some to describe Hum- phrey’s thesis
as Machiavellian (see, e.g., Byrne and Whiten 1988), because anyone who had the ability to attribute
mental states, like Sellars’s genius Jones, had a huge advantage over those who did not have the ability.
Jones would be better able not just to predict behavior but also to manipulate behavior by deceiving
others. In the Machiavellian intelligence view, Jones’s insight was the beginning of an evolutionary arms
race. Like the principle of SFP that this account largely relies on, this version of the Social Intelligence
Theory is subject to criticisms that I discuss in chapter 11.

A second psychological beneficiary of the Aristotelian view of the propo- sitional attitudes is the
research program known as theory of mind. David Premack and Guy Woodruff introduced the term in
1978 during their investigation into whether chimpanzees are able to attribute propositional attitudes.
They originally defined the term as follows: “An individual has a theory of mind if he imputes mental
states to himself and others. A system of inferences of this kind is properly viewed as a theory because
such states are not directly observable, and the system can be used to make predictions about the
behavior of others” (Premack and Woodruff 1978, 515).

Premack and Woodruff’s definition of theory of mind reflects Sellars’s claim that our understanding
of minds is indirect and mediated by theo- retical inference. But it also reflects the Aristotelian and
Humean views by suggesting that to predict intentional behavior, one has to understand the cause of
that behavior. That is, one has to understand the belief and desire that led to the behavior. Premack
later wrote that he and Woodruff were interested in the question “Does the ape do what humans do:
attribute states of mind to the other one, and use these states to predict and explain the behavior of
the other one? For example, does the ape wonder, while looking quizzically at another individual, What
does he really want? What does he believe? What are his intentions?” (Premack 1988, 160). The implicit
inference here is that to predict some class of behaviors, one must know the cause of the behavior, and
since it is belief and desire that jointly cause behavior, we must attribute them.

In the theory of mind research program, the essence of the strategy used to determine whether
someone has the ability to attribute belief is to examine her ability to predict what someone will do
when she has a belief the subject knows to be false. Understanding false belief as the key arose from
discussions of Premack and Woodruff’s study of chimpanzee theory of mind. In their study, Premack
and Woodruff asked a fourteen-year-old chimpanzee named Sarah to predict the behavior of a human
who was confronted with a problem, such as acquiring out-of-reach bananas or warming up a cold room
with a heater. Sarah rather easily accomplished this task by choosing from an array the photograph that
demonstrated the best solution to the problem. Originally Premack and Woodruff interpreted Sarah’s
performance as requiring the attribution of “at least two states of mind to the human actor, namely,
intention or purpose on the one hand, and knowledge or belief on the other” (Premack and Woodruff
1978, 518). In commentaries on the paper, this interpretation was soundly criti- cized. Sarah could
simply be solving the problem herself, not thinking about how the actor portrayed in the photographs
was thinking. But what emerged were some novel suggestions for how to test for theory of mind. Three
philosophers independently suggested that to determine whether a chimpanzee knows that others have
beliefs, experimenters could present the chimpanzee with a problem where he would have to alter
his own behavior in expectation of another’s behavior (e.g., Bennett 1978; Dennett 1978b; Harman
1978). Predicting that another will act the same way you would may be relatively simple, but making
predictions of someone’s behavior when she would act differently from you is more of a challenge.
Different behavior in the same environment cannot be predicted using an associationist strategy, because
there would be no difference in the stimu- lus. The difference in the two cases must be conceptual, rather
than environmental.

In Dennett’s commentary, he argued that a good test of theory of mind will rest on a coordination
problem that involves the subject responding to the actor’s false belief. This will ensure that the an-
ticipated action will be relatively novel, and that an associationist explanation is not possible. Dennett
suggested modeling a test after a Punch and Judy puppet show. Children watching Punch and Judy
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squeal for joy when Punch is about to push a box over a cliff, because though Punch thinks that Judy
is still in the box, the children know that Judy snuck out when Punch wasn’t looking.

Dennett proposed constructing a similar situation for chimpanzees: First let the chimpanzee observe
someone move a banana from one box to another. Then when the experimenter comes to retrieve the
banana, the chimpanzee who has a theory of mind will predict that the experimenter will go to the
wrong box. The only problem, as Dennett noted, is how to tease out the chimpanzee’s expectation. In
any case, the task requires that the subject understand that the actor has a false belief and will thus
act in a way inconsistent with his goal.

These suggestions for testing chimpanzee theory of mind were taken up by the developmental psy-
chologists, first with Wimmer and Perner’s false- belief task (which I discuss in the next section), and
later with other tests of false belief such as the unexpected-contents task (Gopnik and Astington 1988).
The unexpected-contents task lets a child watch as a familiar box, such as a tube of Smarties candies,
is filled with atypical objects such as pencils. The child is then asked what another uninformed child
thinks is in the box. Older children will correctly say that the uninformed child thinks the box contains
candy, but younger children will say that the child thinks the box contains pencils.

It is not always clear whether the focus on false belief reflects an epis- temic or constitutive criterion.
In some cases, passing the false-belief task is described as a method for determining whether a child
has a theory of mind. This view is sometimes conflated with the constitutive claim that understanding
belief requires understanding false belief. Premack, for example, sees understanding false belief as a
methodological criterion: “False belief is pivotal to the claim that an individual is attributing states
of mind” (Premack and Premack 2003, 148). But understanding false belief may be implicated in the
concept of belief, and to understand belief, one must understand truth and falsity. This view is clearly
associated with the representational theory of mind as developed by Fodor, and it is also defended by
Davidson. Davidson argues that one cannot have a belief without having the concepts of objective truth,
or of truth and falsity, and to have those concepts, one must have the concept of belief (Davidson 1982,
1991). This is because you can’t understand the meaning of a propo- sition without joint attention, or
what Davidson calls triangulation, and a successful triangulation involves two agents who can interpret
each other’s attitude toward an object in the external world (Davidson 1991). The act of triangulating
leads to an understanding of truth and falsity, because it requires that the agent recognize whether the
other agent’s utter- ance correctly describes the external world. Thus it follows that you can’t believe
that P without believing that P is objectively true. All thoughts depend on having the concept of
objective truth.

As part of the acceptance of representational belief, this constitutive view appears to be the one
that has gained acceptance in the past twenty- five years. Alan Leslie writes, “The central dogma in
the field quickly came to be that children attribute beliefs to other people only when they pass the
‘standard’ FB task at 4 years of age” (Leslie 2005, 460), and he cites Josef Perner’s book Understanding
the Representational Mind (1991) to back up the claim. That is, understanding false beliefs is thought
to be necessary for understanding that others have beliefs.

We can turn now to the research on the child’s theory of mind. I argue that the experimental results
are consistent with the position that children do not have an understanding of representational belief
until late child- hood. Rather, infants and young children may have a dispositional under- standing of
belief, given that their ability to anticipate people’s false-belief behavior can be explained in terms of
other mechanisms.

Theory of Mind in Children
Humans are born into the social cognitive domain. Infants orient toward human faces, prefer to look

at and listen to humans, and even imitate others when only a few days old (Wellman 2010). Infants
are able to syn- chronize behavior with others from a very early age; as early as two weeks from birth,
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infants can imitate facial expressions (Meltzoff and Moore 1977). Toward the end of the second month of
life, an infant begins to actively engage with the caretaker through an exchange of positive emo- tional
actions (Lavelli and Fogel 2005). By six months, infants recognize that hands have agency (Leslie 1984),
and by ten months infants already treat others as intentional agents with whom experiences can be
shared (Desrochers et al. 1995; Legerstee and Barillas 2003). At this age, children engage in declarative
pointing with adult caretakers, indicating objects of interest and checking to verify the partner’s gaze
(Camaioni 1993). They can also distinguish between adults who are unwilling to engage in an action
and those who are unable to do so, and they get angry with unwill- ing partners (Behne et al. 2005).
They can also identify and imitate some- one’s goal even when the actor fails to achieve it (Brandone
and Wellman 2009). Between eight and eighteen months, infants’ ability to differentiate self and other
increases, and around twelve months prosocial behavior such as helping emerges (Roth-Hanania 2002).
Just after twelve months, infants are able to differentiate between information that is new and old for
another (Tomasello and Haberl 2003). By fourteen months, a child knows what others can and cannot
see (Moll and Tomasello 2007).

Despite the rich social understanding demonstrated by human infants, until recently the consensus
has been that children do not understand desire until about eighteen months and do not understand
belief until about four years (Wellman et al. 2001). The evidence for belief comes from the traditional
false-belief task, developed by Hans Wimmer and Josef Perner (1983). This task is often taken as a litmus
test for understanding belief, insofar as anyone who passes it is thought to have a full understand- ing
of the propositional attitudes, including the ability to recognize that others have beliefs and desires
that differ from one’s own. In the original version of this task, children watch a show in which a puppet
named Maxi puts away a piece of chocolate before leaving the room. While Maxi is out, his mother
finds the chocolate and moves it to another location. Maxi returns to the scene, the show is stopped,
and children are asked to predict where Maxi will go to look for his chocolate. This experiment came
to be known as the unexpected-transfer test or simply the false-belief task.

The result of Wimmer and Perner’s original experiment is that children younger than four fail to
predict that Maxi will search for the chocolate where he left it, and only 57 percent of children in the
four- to six-year range make successful predictions (Wimmer and Perner 1983). This result has been
widely replicated, and a meta-analysis of 178 studies concludes that children are able to pass this task
as four-year-olds (Wellman et al. 2001).

The finding that children pass the false-belief task at four years is con- sistent with many other
things we know about children of this age. It is not until this age that children begin to use contrastives
to remark on any discrepancies between a mental state and reality; though they use mental- state
language such as “think,” “know,” and “remember” from two and one-half years, they will not say things
like “Before I thought he was mean, but he’s nice” (Sabbagh and Callanan 1998, 492). They also begin
to under- stand that people lie and deceive (Siegal and Peterson 1996, 1998), that thought bubbles
show a person’s thoughts (Wellman et al. 1996), that people control their facial expressions to mask
their true feelings (Harris et al. 1986), and that appearance and reality can differ (Flavell et al. 1987).
If failing the false-belief task demonstrates that a child does not under- stand that others have beliefs,
as is commonly claimed, then children younger than four cannot be using a full-blown folk psychology
based on propositional attitude attribution. Yet even very young children are able to make accurate
predictions. Infants at eighteen months are able to dif- ferentiate between their own desires and others’
desires based on facial expressions and are able to predict what will please another person (Repa- choli
and Gopnik 1997). When given the chance to offer food to an experimenter, the infant could offer either
food the infant herself prefers or a food the experimenter prefers. At fourteen months, infants tend to
offer an experimenter the food that the infant prefers, but four months later will offer food that the
experimenter expresses preference for, even when the infant herself does not prefer the food.

Another study that explicitly asks children to make predictions based on a person’s desire was
conducted with two-year-olds (Wellman 1990). Children were told a story about Sam, who wants to
find his rabbit. Sam’s rabbit is hiding in one of two locations. Sam walks to one of the locations, where
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he finds his rabbit, or finds a dog, or finds nothing. At this point the story is halted, and children are
asked whether Sam would now go to school, or whether he would look in the other location. At two
years, children are able to correctly predict Sam’s behavior depending on whether he found the rabbit.

Nonetheless, at this age children do not have a perfect understanding of desires. Even four-year-olds
have trouble attributing different desires to two people who are performing the same actions (Baird
and Moses 2001), and have problems distinguishing intention and desire (Schult 2002). Despite these
problems, children are able to successfully engage in many folk psychological practices at a young age.
This raises the question about how children are accomplishing such behaviors.

There are two ways of resolving the tension: either children younger than four do understand belief,
or children do not need to understand belief to engage in these practices. While the first response seems
to be supported by a growing body of data about infant social cognition, I think the second response
has more merit. To see why, we can turn to the research on infant belief attribution.

Infant Belief Attribution
With the publication of Kristine Onishi and Renée Baillargeon’s study of infant false belief under-

standing in 2005, the claim that children do not understand false belief until four years came under
attack. Since then, a flurry of studies on infant understanding of false belief has suggested that humans
come to understand false belief by their second year of life (Bail- largeon et al. 2010). Infants demon-
strate their sensitivity to people’s false beliefs through spontaneous response tasks, such as helping an
adult with a false belief (Buttelmann et al. 2009), anticipatory looking (Clements and Perner 1994;
Garnham and Ruffman 2001; Southgate et al. 2007), and violation of expectation paradigms (Onishi
and Baillargeon 2005; Song et al. 2008; Surian et al. 2007; Träuble et al. 2010).

The violation of expectation paradigm is commonly used in studies of infant cognition, and in this
context it is used to test whether infants will look longer at actions that are inconsistent with the actor’s
false belief than they will look at actions that are consistent with false belief. The interpre- tation is
that infants look longer at unexpected events than expected ones; thus researchers believe they can
determine what an infant expects before she can utter a word. In Onishi and Baillargeon’s 2005 study,
the structure of the task is modeled after the standard false-belief task: infants are first familiarized
with a scene including an actor, an object, and two boxes. In the false belief condition of the test, the
actor places the object in one of the boxes and then is removed from the scene by a screen that blocks
her vision (and the infant can no longer see her). While the screen is down, the object moves from one
box to the other box. When the screen is raised, the actor looks into one of the boxes. Infants stared at
the scene longer when the actor looked into the box that now held the object, rather than the box where
the actor had left the object. Onishi and Baillargeon also ran a true-belief condition and found parallel
results. The infants were surprised, that is, they looked longer, when the actor’s apparent belief and
action were inconsistent. But when they were consistent, the infants were relatively uninterested. Onishi
and Baillargeon interpret these and related findings as indicating that “even young children appeal to
others’ mental states—goals, perceptions, and beliefs—to make sense of their actions” (257).

While these experiments and subsequent related studies seem to indi- cate that infants have a theory
of mind long before they are able to pass the traditional false-belief task, they raise questions about how
children go about solving these tasks. If the understanding of belief is sufficient, and children understand
belief at fifteen months, then we should expect chil- dren to pass the standard false-belief task as well.
But of course they don’t. How to explain this apparent conflict?

One answer is to claim that the false-belief task is too difficult and requires children to do much
more than attribute belief. Even before the infant studies took off, many criticized the false-belief task
for being dif- ficult even for children who have an understanding of belief. For example, Bloom and
German write, “To solve it, the child has to follow the actions of two characters in a narrative, has to
appreciate that Sally could not have observed the switching of the chocolate, has to remember both
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where the chocolate used to be and where it is at the time of the test, and has to appreciate the precise
meaning of the question (for instance, that it means where will Sally look, not where she should look)”
(2000, B27). They con- clude that having a theory of mind is not a sufficient condition for passing the
false-belief task, but it is a necessary one.

Specific difficulties with the false-belief task include the act of making a prediction (Moses and
Flavell 1990; Robinson and Mitchell 1995), coun- terfactual reasoning (Riggs et al. 1998), the necessity
of controlling one’s inclination to refer to reality (Carlson and Moses 2001; Mitchell 1994; Robinson
1994; Robinson and Mitchell 1995), the curse of knowledge, or inhibiting one’s own true belief (Birch
and Bloom 2003), and the need to ignore heuristics that have been successful in the past, such as
the rule that people will generally act so as to fulfill their desires (Fodor 1992; Roth and Leslie 1998;
Saltmarsh et al. 1995). To predict the behavior of someone with a false belief, the child must disregard
the actual state of affairs. Chil- dren must be able to refrain from indicating where the object actually
is, and young children are notoriously bad at inhibitory control; young chil- dren may find referring
to the chocolate in the story irresistible (Carlson and Moses 2001, 1034). Other studies suggest that
children are more likely to refer to the actual state of affairs unless the character’s false belief has been
given a physical instantiation (Mitchell and Lacohée 1991; Saltmarsh et al. 1995).

These criticisms of the traditional false-belief task can only explain the difference in performance if
these features are not also involved in the infant false-belief tasks. Scott and Baillargeon (2009) suggest
that this in fact is the explanation. They emphasize the difference between the spontaneous nature
of the infant tasks and the more controlled nature of the traditional false-belief tasks, which they call
elicited-response tasks. They claim that the spontaneous-response tasks involve only one process, the rep-
resentation of false belief, whereas the elicited-response tasks involve three processes: representation, a
response-selection process (which allows them to access the represented false belief), and a response- inhi-
bition processes (which allows them to inhibit their tendency to respond based on their own knowledge).
However, the claim that only one process is involved in the spontaneous-response tasks is implausible;
if the infant does first represent the target’s false belief, then, in an infor- mation processing model of
cognition, that representation is information that still needs to be activated and connected with other
relevant informa- tion to cause the looking behavior. Other processes must be involved, and many of the
difficulties associated with the traditional false-belief task are also implicated in the infant false-belief
tasks. For example, infants still need to inhibit their own knowledge about the location of the object
to accurately represent where the actor thinks it is, they are still prone to the curse of knowledge, and
they are still engaged in an act of prediction when anticipating where the target will look for an object.

If task difficulties cannot explain why infants demonstrate theory of mind yet preschoolers do not,
we need to turn elsewhere to look for an explanation. Let’s look at two candidates. First, it may be that
the infant experiments have been optimistically interpreted by researchers, and the infant behaviors can
be explained in terms other than understanding belief. Second, it may be that the infants have some
nonrepresentational understanding of belief. We will examine these claims in turn.

Given that the infant studies have challenged conventional wisdom, there has been no shortage of
alternate explanations offered for the infants’ success in these tasks. There are at least four alternative
explanations for the infants’ behavior:

1. Associations or behavioral rules. Infants might form associations between people and their actions
on objects that guide their future actions (Perner and Ruffman 2005). Or infants might have
a theory about how people behave in certain situations, and generate new rules from observed
behavior (e.g., following Povinelli and Vonk 2004).

2. Reasoning from ignorance. Infants might expect that actors who are ignorant are more likely to
make an error or be uncertain in their action (Southgate et al. 2007; Wellman 2010).
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3. Explicit simulation or perspective taking. Infants might be able to ask themselves what they would
do or desire if they were in the target’s situ- ation, or they might recognize that the target has
her own unique perspec- tive (e.g., following Gordon 1995b).

4. Teleological understanding. Infants can understand another’s goals without understanding any-
thing about belief. Knowledge of goals plus attribution of rationality might be sufficient for pre-
dicting behavior (e.g., following Csibra and Gergely 1998).

One potential problem with the association interpretation is that it would require infants to have
a large set of associations or rules, which may be biologically implausible. Baillargeon and colleagues
claim that the association explanation cannot be correct, given control conditions. For example, infants
who habituate to an adult grasping object A will look longer at the adult when she grabs object B only
if object B was present and visible to the adult when she was grasping object A. This, they suggest,
indicates that the infants are not merely forming associations between the actor and an object but have
some understanding of the actor’s motiva- tions and their inaccurate informational states (Baillargeon
et al. 2010). However, this reply would only work if infants had the ability to make only very simple
associations, and it may be that infants are able to make more robust associations that do not merely
associate a person and her behavior with an object but instead associate a person, an object, and a
context. So this interpretation largely rests on whether an infant’s mind is capable of processing a large
number of fairly complex associations or behavioral rules.

The reasoning-from-ignorance interpretation is based on a larger worry about the looking-time meth-
ods. Wellman (2010) points out that while this method tells us that infants have some expectations, it
does not tell us what the content of the expectation is. The interpretation of the experi- ments is based
on the assumption that an infant’s expectation is an exclu- sive disjunction, such that the infant ex-
pects the actor to engage in either action A or action B. However, it is possible that the infant expected
neither action; from the information that the infant did not expect action A, we cannot infer that she
did expect action B. But it is just that inference that leads Baillargeon and colleagues to conclude that
infants understand false belief.

However, Wellman’s concern does not generalize to other spontaneous- response tasks, such as the
Buttelmann study of infant false belief using an active helping paradigm (Buttelmann et al. 2009). In
this study, eigh- teen-month-olds were encouraged to help an actor fulfill his goal by opening one of two
boxes. During the initial setup, the child watched the adult play with a toy, then put it into a box, and
then the child helped another adult lock the box. In the true-belief condition, the actor then tried to
open the box without the toy, and the child helped the actor open that box. In the false-belief condition,
the toy was moved from one box to another when the actor was out of the room. When the actor came
back, he attempted to open the box that had previously held the toy (i.e., the box that the actor falsely
believed held the toy). The child helped by opening the other box—the box with the toy in it. This
result suggests that the children understood the actor’s goal in the true-belief condition was not to get
the toy but to look inside the other box, and that the actor’s goal in the false-belief condition was to
get the toy. But for the infant to determine the actor’s goal in the false-belief condition, she would have
to understand that the actor did not realize that the toy had been moved to the other box. The authors
claim that the infants needed to actively imagine the actor’s belief to usefully help the actor.

However, alternative explanations exist for the performance on the active helping paradigm as well.
For example, it may be that the social nature of the interaction allows the infant to put herself in
the actor’s position and see the world from his perspective, or to run a mental simula- tion from that
starting point. However, an explicit simulation may be too difficult for an infant, insofar as it requires
counterfactual thought, quar- antine of one’s own beliefs, and perspective taking.

Alternatively, solving the task might involve teleological understanding rather than an understanding
of belief. For example, the child may be considering the actor’s goal, rather than his belief. In the false-
belief condi- tion, the child correctly tracks the actor’s goal of retrieving the toy. In the true-belief
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condition, the actor changes games by switching from one box to the other, and the child’s willingness
to help the actor open the new box can be explained in terms of the child taking the actor to have a
new goal associated with the new behavior.

Even if these alternative explanations are not immune to criticism, they are certainly no worse off
than the explanation that infants have an under- standing of representational belief. While compelling
evidence shows that infants are able to track the behavior of people who have false beliefs in quasi-
social situations, the claims that success in these tasks “require[s] the active imagining of others’ beliefs”
(Buttelmann et al. 2009), that infants “must imagine a thought bubble in [the actor’s] head that has
actual content driving his behavior” (341), and that infants “represented the agent’s false belief and
used this representation to infer what goal the agent was trying to achieve” (Baillargeon et al. 2010,
116) are too strong. These researchers think that tracking false beliefs requires having an understand-
ing of representational belief, but as we will see, it could be that children are using a dispositional
understanding of belief. This interpretation would help to make sense of the cognitive changes around
age four; it may be that the development of a primitive understanding of representational belief allows
children to begin passing the traditional false-belief task around this age.

Representationalism about belief is the dominant theoretical perspec- tive about the nature of be-
lief; when we believe something, we have a symbol—a representation—tokened in the head that has
the same content as the proposition used to describe the belief. Thinking is the manipulation of these
symbols, and a belief is a relationship between the belief attitude and its represented content. In this
view, to understand that others have beliefs requires being able to represent a representation, and thus
requires metacognitive abilities. Whether belief is representational or not, the infant’s folk understand-
ing of belief may not reflect representationalism. Instead infants might track false belief understood
nonrepresentationally, and the infants’ folk understanding of belief might be described disposi- tionally
as a relation between a subject and a possible state of affairs (Marcus 1990). For example, Ruth Barcan
Marcus presents her dispositional account of belief as follows: “x believes that S just in case under
certain agent-centered circumstances including x’s desires and needs as well as exter- nal circumstances,
x is disposed to act as if S, that actual or non-actual state of affairs, obtains” (Marcus 1990, 133).

In Marcus’s view, a belief is related to its content without being under a particular description, since
states of affairs are ordered structures of actual object, properties, and their relations. To represent
someone’s belief, then, would be to understand how a person would act in a certain state of affairs.

According to another dispositional account, belief is understood as a dispositional stereotype that
consists of a cluster of behavioral and phe- nomenal properties that we are apt to associate together.
In describing this view, Eric Schwitzgebel writes: “To believe that P, on the view I am propos- ing, is
nothing more than to match to an appropriate degree and in appro- priate respects the dispositional
stereotype for believing that P. What respects and degrees of match are to count as ‘appropriate’ will
vary con- textually and so must be left to the ascriber’s judgment” (Schwitzgebel 2002, 253).

The account is dispositional because it treats believing as being disposed to do and experience
things, and it is phenomenal because the disposi- tional stereotype also includes emotions, moods, and
other phenomenal states. Dispositionalism, like associationist explanations, plays up the nonlinguistic
conceptual and categorization abilities that are a core feature of human cognition. According to such
views, humans are able to engage in sophisticated behaviors without the need for representational or
sym- bolic abilities.

The dispositional approach to belief is related to antirepresentational- ism in cognitive science, such
as Rodney Brooks’s research in artificial intelligence and robotics (e.g., Brooks 1991). Some cognitive
scientists and psychologists who accept a connectionist or dynamical approach to model- ing cognition
also argue that the human mind, and hence belief, is non- representational (Thelen and Smith 1994).
In philosophy, too, interest in the power of nonrepresentational models of cognition has been growing
(Clark and Toribio 1994; Thompson 2007; Van Gelder 1995).

Whether or not such views begin to accurately describe human cogni- tive architecture, they may
nonetheless accurately describe some part of the folk understanding of belief. Infants who track false
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belief using a dispositional understanding of belief do not require metacognitive abili- ties. Rather, in
certain situations for which they have something like belief stereotypes, scripts, prototypes, or general
rules, infants would be able to act in ways appropriate to the actor and her situation.

The difference between attributing dispositional belief and attributing representational belief may
map onto the difference between knowing how and knowing that. Knowing how refers to procedural
knowledge that allows one to act. We know how to speak English, to ride a bike, to get to work, to
make an omelet. On the other hand, our knowledge that is propositional in form and takes sentences or
propositions as objects. We know that January comes before February, and we know that Java is part
of Indonesia. In knowing how, we may lack explicit awareness of the processes underly- ing the activity,
and the ability may not be under voluntary control. In contrast, the propositions that we know can be
made available to con- sciousness, and we can choose whether or not to consider them.

To make sense of the claim that the infant has implicit knowledge of the propositional attitude
“Actor believes that the watermelon is in the green box,” we would need to understand how we can
“know how” a propositional attitude. To know a propositional attitude implicitly is to know how to
act on propositional knowledge. But the infant does not have the propositional knowledge, in this
interpretation of implicit knowledge. She only knows how to act as if she has this knowledge.

Consider a paradigmatic example of knowing how: riding a bicycle. The ability to ride a bicycle
can be described in the language of physics by referring to concepts such as friction, center of gravity,
inertia, and force.

Being able to engage in bicycle riding requires skill that is sensitive to these physical constraints.
We have implicit understanding of these domains as we engage in the particular practices, but that
knowledge is tacit, not explicit, and cannot be straightforwardly applied in different contexts.

The activities that we know how to do may be subsumed by rules—such as the rules of grammar—but
these rules need not become explicit. The developmental story being suggested is that children begin
with situated know how knowledge about social interaction. Only later do they develop an explicit
understanding of those platitudes when they develop more general metacognitive abilities. The shift
from implicit knowledge how to explicit knowledge that, or the shift from relying only on dispositional
belief to also relying on representational belief, can be accounted for in terms of the developing general
ability to engage in metacognition.

Note, however, that given these suggestions, we should expect differ- ences in the understanding of
belief in infants and preschool children. For example, a full-fledged understanding of representational
belief requires an understanding of truth and falsity, and an understanding of the opacity of belief. It is
unlikely that the infant has an understanding of the opacity of belief, given that even older children have
difficulty understanding that while Frank might believe that Mark Twain wrote Huckleberry Finn, he
need not believe that Samuel Clemens wrote Huckleberry Finn, even though “Mark Twain” and “Samuel
Clemens” refer to the same person. Children are not able to make these sorts of inferences until after
they pass the false- belief task, and according to some reports, they cannot handle such infer- ences
until seven years (Apperly and Robinson 1998, 2001, 2003; Russell 1987; Hulme et al. 2003). Without
understanding that others may lack relevant information about the different true descriptions of the
same object, one cannot make accurate inferences about an individual’s other beliefs, desires, and so
on. Children who lack the ability to make such fundamental inferences about others’ beliefs and desires
de dicto and had only standard folk psychology to rely on to predict and explain behavior would be
horribly flawed as human beings. They would be unable to understand much of the goings-on in their
social environment. But this is not the case.

Rather, it seems that infants, four-year-olds, and seven-year-olds have different understandings of
belief, and a full-fledged understanding of representational belief is not necessary for tracking or even
predicting false belief. I believe that we must be cautious when we talk about belief, given the different
theories and features associated with it. The term belief, like the term theory of mind, might be an
umbrella term that involves a number of different cognitive processes, and having an understanding of
represen- tational belief might be only one of them.
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Children’s Changing Understanding of Other Minds
Despite the wealth of studies on children’s developing understanding of mind, we still lack a model of

the development of cognition that makes sense of the changes in children’s abilities in these tasks during
the first several years of life. By way of an easy explanation, we might say that children are developing a
representational theory of mind. But that explanation might tell us more about the current theoretical
framework under which researchers are operating than it tells us about the actual concepts or cognitive
processes involved in children’s folk psychological capacities.

The change in children’s ability to pass the false-belief task may have more to do with developing
an increasingly sophisticated and nuanced understanding of behavioral correlations, rather than with
developing a belief concept. For example, four-year-olds may pass the false-belief task by appealing to
a newly developed behavioral correlation, such as the “People look for things where they left them” rule
that was suggested to explain infant performance. A general rule such as this would allow the child to
successfully interact in a variety of contexts and is not specific to the experimental condition.

Children could pass the false-belief task in five steps:
(a) Subject observes Maxi putting her chocolate in a box and then observes Maxi leaving the room.
(b) Subject observes Mother coming into the room and moving the chocolate from the box to the

cupboard.
(c) Subject observes Mother leaving the room and Maxi returning.
(d) Subject appeals to her database of behavioral generalizations and finds the matching “people

look for objects where they left them” heuristic.
(e) Subject predicts that Maxi will look for her chocolate in the box. (Andrews 2005)
This explanation for children’s performance in the false-belief task mirrors explanations given to

undermine mentalistic interpretations of chimpanzee performance on related tests of mental-state un-
derstanding (Povinelli and Vonk 2004). If the existence of these kinds of alternative explanations under-
mines the claim that chimpanzees understand the rel- evant mental state, then it is prima facie sufficient
to undermine the claim that children understand the mental state of belief. Of course, to back up this
conclusion, we must consider related abilities. While children might have a concept of representational
belief at four years, performance on the false-belief task cannot determine whether or not that is the
case. Given the possibility that alternative mechanisms are at play in successful false- belief prediction,
appeal to false belief cannot be used as the criterion for understanding belief or being able to attribute
propositional attitudes.

Research on children’s verbal behavior further undermines the notion that they have an understand-
ing of belief at age four. If a child has an understanding of belief and is an able user of language, we
might expect her to explain behavior based on people’s beliefs. However, the ability to predict behavior
that is the result of a false belief seems to appear before children begin to explain behavior based on
a false belief (Hughes 1998; Perner et al. 2002). Perhaps it is more difficult for children to explain
behavior than it is to predict it. However, several psychologists have argued that the task demands for
explanation should be simpler than for predic- tion (Robinson and Mitchell 1995; Moses and Flavell
1990; Bartsch and Wellman 1989), and given such arguments, we should expect that children who can
predict by attributing beliefs can also explain behavior in terms of beliefs.

We can give several reasons for the claim that explaining behavior based on a false belief should
be cognitively simpler than predicting behavior caused by a false belief. If passing the false-belief task
does indicate that the child has an understanding of belief, then prediction would be more difficult than
explanation because the prediction tasks ask for more than just belief attribution; they ask the child to
use the belief attribution to predict what others may do. It may be that to predict behavior is a more
complex task than merely to recognize that one can have false beliefs. For example, if young children
have a general difficulty with counterfactuals, as Riggs and colleagues argue (1998), it is possible that
they have false- belief understanding yet are unable to make predictions based on this knowledge. If
successful false-belief predictions rest on a familiarity with counterfactuals, then a child who has a rich
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belief-desire folk psychology may be unable to make predictions because of the conditional nature of
the task.

Another reason given for the expectation that explanation is cognitively simpler than prediction is
that children need not avoid referring to reality when explaining a behavior that has already happened
(Mitchell 1994; Robinson 1994; Robinson and Mitchell 1995). In the traditional unex- pected-transfer
tasks, children have the opportunity to predict that the protagonist will look for the object where it
actually is (Wimmer and Perner

1983). In an explanation task, the behavior to be explained has already occurred and is the actual
state of affairs; thus it has been suggested that any bias children might have toward reality would
not affect performance on explanation tasks (Robinson and Mitchell 1995). If this were true, then
explanation would be intrinsically easier than prediction, and not simply an artifact of the experiment.
In addition, Moses and Flavell (1990) have argued that explaining behavior is simpler than prediction
because the false belief can be read off behavior. They claim that when children see an actor behaving
contrary to the satisfaction of his desire, this is a clue to his false belief.

If children robustly understand representational belief, they should understand it, and use it, across
circumstances and for different purposes. The evidence that children are not explaining in terms of
others’ beliefs until after they pass the false-belief task suggests that even at four years, children may
not have a flexible and robust understanding of representa- tional belief.

Instead of looking for litmus tests for a child’s possession of represen- tational belief, I suggest that
we should instead investigate the folk psy- chological practices across situations. We can examine the
changing understanding of other minds both in active social interactions and in more passive situations
to better understand the relationship between the child’s knowledge of how to behave in the face of
actors’ different epis- temic states and her metacognitive theoretical understanding of the reasons why
people act as they do.

Regardless of exactly when children begin to attribute propositional attitudes, it is clear that they
are able to engage in folk psychological prac- tices before this ability develops. Before young children are
able to flexibly and robustly attribute beliefs in both situated social interactions like the active helping
paradigm and in more spectatorial situations such as under- standing how a character in a story would
act, and before young children are able to use beliefs to explain others’ behaviors, they are still folk psy-
chologists. Since alternative accounts of the young child’s folk psychologi- cal abilities are plausible, we
have reason to be suspicious of SFP’s emphasis on folk psychology as the attribution of propositional
attitudes.

The claim that we understand other minds by understanding what others believe and desire is in
one sense obviously true. Without knowing that a theist believes in god or that a capitalist desires to
maximize profits, we cannot have a rich understanding of those individuals. The problem arises when
one insists that knowing others’ propositional attitudes is the whole story. People do not just have
beliefs, desires, fears, hopes, and so forth. We also have intentions—goals that need not be expressed
in propo- sitional attitudes. We have emotions, moods, and other qualitative mental experiences, and
scientists are learning about how some of these emotions are related to physiological states. Stress, for
example, is associated with increases in the hormone cortisol in humans and other primates. We have
perceptions, and these perceptions allow us to navigate the physical as well as social world. We also
have sensations, of cold and warmth, comfort and discomfort. We have past histories, personality traits,
social standing, and a host of other features that all work together with the attribution of beliefs in our
understanding of the theist and the capitalist. While it is true that children do not understand people
as bags of skin stuffed into pieces of cloth, it is also true that children do not understand people as bags
of skin filled with propositional attitudes.

While it has already been hinted at in this chapter, in the next chapter I turn to an explicit exam-
ination of the SFP assumption that folk psycho- logical prediction and explanation rely on the same
cognitive mechanism. The assumption that folk psychological prediction and explanation are symmet-
rical has played an important methodological role in the theory of mind research program described
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in this chapter. I argue that because the assumption of symmetry is unwarranted, the methods that
researchers use to investigate belief attribution require significant revision.
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3. The Asymmetry of Folk Psychological
Prediction and Explanation

The fact is that the average person is able to explain, and even predict, the behavior of other persons
with a facility and success that is remarkable.

—Paul Churchland

Standard Folk Psychology Emphasizes Prediction (and
Assumes Explanation Follows)

There is no doubt that we attribute beliefs and desires to others to a great extent, and for many
reasons. We gossip about what others desire or believe, we condemn people simply by citing their beliefs
(“He rejects evolution because he thinks that dinosaurs still exist and they’re really good at hiding!”), and
we ascribe propositions to manipulate our audience or as an act of celebration. However, the ubiquity
of our belief and desire talk in our explanations of behavior should not be taken as evidence that we
consider beliefs and desires when predicting behavior.

Despite this fact, it is a widespread assumption that psychological pre- diction and explanation are
symmetrical. The general account of symmetry in folk psychology goes like this: When I predict what
a person will do by appealing to initial belief-desire conditions C and the relevant information F, I can
infer with some degree of probability that the person will engage in the behavior B. And when I explain
behavior B, I look for appropriate initial conditions C and information F that implies B. For prediction,
beliefs and desires are the inputs, and the behavior is derived. For explana- tion, the behavior is the
input, and the beliefs and desires are derived. The slogan for the symmetry thesis is “No prediction
without explanation, and no explanation without prediction.” Because in folk psychology the symmetry
of prediction and explanation is thought to be cognitive rather than logical, the psychological symmetry
amounts to the view that pre- diction and explanation are accomplished by the same cognitive processes.

That is, the two folk psychological practices are subsumed by the same mechanisms.
If the psychological symmetry thesis is true, then any account of the structures underlying folk

psychology must accommodate both our predic- tive practices and our explanatory ones. This view
has been held either implicitly or explicitly by a number of philosophers of various stripes (Fodor
1987, 1991; Churchland 1989; Gordon 1995a, 2000; Stich and Ravenscroft 1996; Nichols and Stich 2003;
Sehon 2005). This assumption appears also to be widespread in the research on theory of mind in
apes and children, as reflected in the writing of developmental psychologists Elizabeth Robinson and
Peter Mitchell, who describe explanations as nothing more than “backward predictions” (Robinson and
Mitchell 1995). Despite its popularity, I argue that we should reject the psychological symmetry thesis.
If no symmetry exists between psychological prediction and explanation, then it cannot be the case that
a single model of folk psychology works for both practices. A rejection of symmetry does not provide
evidence that different cognitive mechanisms are at work within our acts of predictions or within our
acts of explanation. It only implies pluralism between prediction and explanation.

Rejecting the psychological symmetry thesis has two implications. For one, it suggests that the
current attempts to model folk psychology are flawed insofar as they presume a set of mechanisms that
are implicated in both our predictive and our explanatory practices. In addition, rejecting symmetry
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has methodological consequences for practicing psychologists and animal cognition researchers. The
experiments in these disciplines are designed to find evidence of folk psychological abilities by having
partici- pants predict behavior, and from their findings, researchers make infer- ences about participants’
ability to explain behavior. Given the asymmetry of folk psychological prediction and explanation,
researchers should develop experiments on belief attribution that examine the ability to explain behavior.
The experimental paradigms designed to test for belief attribution in human children, especially in young
infants, as well as those used to test for belief attribution in other apes, should be reevaluated.

Before we begin to examine the symmetry thesis, we need some under- standing of what is meant by
prediction and explanation. A prediction can be described as an expectation that some event will occur
in the future. Understanding what is meant by explanation requires a little more work. An explanation
may be of an event that will happen or of an event that has already happened. Explanations are not
limited to events but may be given for states of affairs, capacities, functions, intentions, and so on.

Following Bas van Fraassen (1980), we can understand an explanation as an answer to a why-
question. Explanations are responses to a desire to understand the explanandum, a need to make the
world coherent and comprehensible, and why-questions express that desire. Two caveats must be made
with regard to this initial way of understanding explanations. First, we should not limit explanations
to linguistic or quasi-linguistic acts. It may be possible to seek or offer explanations in nonpropositional
terms, as we will see. Second, we should clarify that any answer to a why-question that satisfies a
questioner’s need for understanding will count as a folk psychological explanation, though it might not
count as a scientific explanation. While the goal of scientific investigation is to get things right, the folk
aim for coherence. This is not to say that there are no accurate folk psychological explanations of human
behavior. Rather, it is a descrip- tive claim that when people offer explanations of behavior, they are
recognized by the folk as explanations when they satisfy the coherence and understanding condition,
rather than an accuracy or correspondence condition.

I develop and defend these points in chapter 7. For now, we can begin to look at the similarities
between symmetry in science and folk psychol- ogy with this simplified definition.

The Symmetry Thesis
The assumption of symmetry in folk psychology can be traced back to the deductive-nomological

(D-N) account of explanation offered by Carl Hempel and Paul Oppenheim (1948) and by the attempts
of identity theo- rists and functionalists to explicate mental states in terms of observables. In the spirit
of the logical empiricism of their day, Hempel and Oppenheim described the nature of explanation as a
valid deductive argument that consists of a general covering law and initial conditions (jointly known as
the explanans), which deductively entails the phenomenon to be explained (known as the explanandum).
The scheme of the argument is presented as follows:

C1, C2, . . . , Ck
L1, L2, . . . , Lr E where the Cs represent the initial conditions or facts implicated, the Ls represent

the relevant general laws, and E is the explanandum. Because the relationship between the explanans
and the explanandum is deductive, the explanans can also be used to predict the explanandum. Thus,
accord- ing to the D-N model, prediction and explanation are symmetrical.

Philosophers of mind who adopted this methodology attempted to give analyses of mental states
in much the same way, as can be seen in David Lewis’s 1972 account of psychophysical identifications.
Lewis sug- gests that we should think of our folk psychology as a term-introducing theory that defines
mental states functionally. The theory consists of all the commonsense platitudes that connect sensory
stimuli, mental states, and behaviors, plus the platitudes that relate mental states to one another. We
can predict behavior by appealing to the platitudes of folk psychology and the initial conditions (i.e., the
facts of the agent’s state of mind and her environment), and by virtue of having this information, we also
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have an explanation. Once folk psychology is understood as a theory in this sense, the corresponding
claims of symmetry are a natural result.

As I have argued elsewhere, philosophers involved in the debate between simulation theory and
theory theory assume the psychological symmetry thesis as well (Andrews 2003). Given the view that
a theory’s job is to predict and explain, the theory-theorists took their models to be capable of both
predicting and explaining other people’s behavior (e.g., Fodor 1987, 1989, 1991; Stich and Ravenscroft
1996). The inputs used to predict a behavior become the explanation of that behavior. Fodor takes
the pre- dictive structure of folk psychology to allow for the explanation of behav- ior, speaking of
“explanation/prediction” (Fodor 1991, 19) and moving from a discussion of “predictive adequacy” to
“explanation” in a way that presents them as two sides of the same coin (Fodor 1987).

The simulation theorists also accept the symmetry thesis. In response to Paul Churchland’s worry
that simulation theory does not account for our ability to explain behavior, both Alvin Goldman (1995a)
and Robert Gordon (1995a) implicitly accept the requirement of symmetry by taking Churchland’s
remarks as a serious criticism and by offering simulation accounts of explanation.

Goldman, for example, writes: “Explanation can consist of telling a story that eliminates various
alternative hypotheses about how the event in question came about, or could have come about. This
is done by citing a specific set of goals and beliefs, which implicitly rules out the indefinitely many
alternative desire-and-belief sets that might have led to the action” (A. Goldman 1995a, 89). That is,
one generates a number of possible belief- desire sets that could have caused the action, and then tests
these by using them as inputs in a simulation. When we arrive at a set of beliefs and desires that does
produce the behavior in question, we take that set as a possible explanation of the behavior.

Gordon offers a similar account of explanation. He shows how model simulations can explain the
behavior of what is being modeled because models are manipulable. If we have a model that can be
manipulated until the object behavior is exhibited, we can determine which features interact to cause the
behavior. Gordon observes that “in explaining one’s own behavior, it would seem that one can—without
invoking or using laws or theories—simulate in imagination various counterfactual conditions and test
their influence by methods akin to Mill’s. . . . And one can perform such thought experiments not just
in one’s own case but also within the context of a simulation of another” (1995a, 115). Gordon (2000)
has argued that explanations of intentional behavior need not refer to a per- son’s psychological state,
but facts about a person’s “epistemic horizon” can and do serve equally well as explanations. Thus even
versions of simu- lation theory that take facts about a person’s situation rather than her beliefs and
desires as inputs to the simulation can provide satisfactory explanations. Both Gordon and Goldman
take simulation theory, like theory theory, to be consistent with the view that explanation is merely
backward prediction.

Criticisms of the Symmetry Thesis
An early challenge to the scientific symmetry thesis was given in the form of a counterexample:

Consider a flagpole’s shadow at 2 p.m. The length of a flagpole’s shadow can be explained by reference
to the height of the pole, the position of the sun, and the general law of rectilinear propagation of light.
However, the height of the flagpole is not explained by these other facts, though we can derive it from
the initial conditions of the length of the shadow along with the general law. Nonetheless this deduction
does not offer an explanation even if it allows one to predict how tall the flag- pole is (Bromberger
1966).

Or consider that early sailors understood that a constant conjunction holds between the phases of
the moon and the tides, and they used this law to predict the tides. However, until Newton, no one
knew why this constant conjunction existed, and no one was able to explain the move- ment of the
tides.
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In folk psychology, we can also find examples of asymmetries. We can predict behaviors that we do
not have an explanation for. If Alfred wants to buy milk and believes there is milk at the store, and if
people act to fulfill their desires given their beliefs, I can predict that Alfred will go to the store. For
the person who wonders why Alfred is going to the store, reference to his desire to buy milk can serve
as an explanation.

However, that answer need not provide an answer to the person’s why- question. It wouldn’t satisfy
an explanation seeker who wanted to know why Alfred went to the store if the explanation seeker
believed there was milk in the refrigerator. Is there something wrong with that milk? Or does Alfred
need a large quantity of milk for some purpose? An answer to a why-question in terms of the particular
beliefs and desires that were used to predict the behavior does not always resolve the explanation
seeker’s curiosity.

The problem with symmetry does not go only one way. We can also explain events that we cannot
predict. Biographies often focus on explain- ing the actions of historical figures who took bold—and
surprising—steps to change the course of society. Indeed, in our quotidian social relations, we are
frequently concerned with explaining unexpected behaviors, behav- iors that we could not have predicted.
Why did Brenda leave her husband of twenty years? She discovered that he had had an affair, and she
was unhappy that he had the affair. To put this explanation in terms of propo- sitional attitudes, Brenda
believed that her husband had had an affair, and she desired not to be married to someone who would
cheat on her. These attitudes form a plausible explanation for the end of a marriage. However, these
attitudes and conditions would not allow for a deductively sound argument entailing that a cuckquean
would leave, or provide statistical information about how likely it is that Brenda will file for divorce.
That is, while we can explain Brenda’s behavior by referring to her mental states (or, as we will see
in chapter 6, perhaps by referring to the details of the situation), knowing these same mental states of
Brenda’s does not allow us to accurately predict her behavior. Suppose you have coffee with Brenda
soon after she discovers the affair. She tells you that she has solid evidence that her husband had an
affair, and she doesn’t want to be married to a cheater. You might not be surprised if she later files for
a divorce. But at the same time, you would be well advised to refrain from telling Brenda how irritating
you find her husband, given the possibility that they might work things out. Many a friendship has been
strained by making too hasty a prediction about the demise of a relationship. While one should not
predict that a marriage ends given knowledge of an infidelity, reference to the wronged party’s belief
that an infidelity occurred can serve as an expla- nation of a divorce after the fact. Thus we also see
that the information provided by something that satisfies as an explanation may not be robust enough
to form a good prediction.

A double disassociation exists between the prediction and explanation of people’s behavior. We can
predict what people are going to do without having an explanation, and we can explain behaviors that
we could never have predicted. This disassociation leads to a wholesale rejection of the psychological
symmetry thesis. Although the thesis seems implausible as soon as it is directly examined, its hold on
philosophy of mind and psy- chology is strong. Given its influence in the literature, perhaps we all must
guard against an implicit commitment to the symmetry thesis.

An Asymmetric Folk Psychology
Once we reject symmetry, we should also reject the claim that only one set of mechanisms accounts

for our ability both to predict and to explain intentional behavior. Instead, as we will see in chapter
8, people use a variety of explanatory methods to answer why-questions about actions. In different
circumstances and for different individuals, one offers different kinds of explanations. The same goes for
methods of prediction. Given these situational influences on how a particular prediction or explanation
is generated, we cannot map cleanly from explanation to prediction; no isomorphism holds between all
cases of prediction and explanation.
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This means that any theory that purports to offer a single mechanism that subsumes our folk
psychological practices will be incomplete. It also means that we cannot make generalizations about
explanation simpliciter based on characteristics of one particular example of explanation. The same
is true for prediction. To fully understand the ability to generate explanations and predictions, we
must first recognize that there are differ- ent varieties of prediction and explanation, and a variety of
mechanisms at work.

With the rejection of the psychological symmetry thesis, the privileged position of psychological
prediction goes too. We cannot simply examine how people predict behavior and from that build a
theory that includes an account of folk psychological explanation. This means that knowing when a
child can pass the false-belief task cannot on its own tell us any- thing about the child’s ability to offer
explanations. To build a theory of folk psychology, we need to investigate predictions and explanations,
as well as other folk psychological practices, and we also need to examine the varieties of predictions
that we make and the variety of explanations that we offer. Rather than asking how people explain
behavior generally, we might ask how people explain familiar versus unfamiliar behavior, accept- able
versus unacceptable behavior, behavior of friends and family versus behavior of strangers, and so on.
It is time to ask different kinds of ques- tions. This is true in the research on children, and, as I argue
in chapter 12, it is essential if we are to move ahead on answering Premack and Woodruff’s question
about whether chimpanzees have a theory of mind. In the next six chapters, I turn to an examination of
prediction and explanation to defend my claim that an empirically adequate theory of folk psychology
ought to be pluralistic with regard to mechanism. This point will be made via theoretical arguments
and through a review of the psychological literature. I conclude that the mechanisms differ not merely
between different folk psychological practices but also within a single practice.
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II Prediction



4. How Do You Know What I’m Going to
Do? You Know My Beliefs

Someone I don’t know phones me at my office in New York from—as it might be— Arizona. “Would
you like to lecture here next Tuesday?” are the words that he utters. “Yes, thank you. I’ll be at your
airport on the 3 p.m. flight” are the words that I reply. That’s all that happens, but it’s more than
enough; the rest of the burden of predicting behavior—of bridging the gap between utterances and
actions—is rou- tinely taken up by theory. And the theory works so well that several days later . . . and
several thousand miles away, there I am at the airport, and there he is to meet me. . . . The point—to
repeat—is that the theory from which we get this extraordi- nary predictive power is just good old
commonsense belief/desire psychology.

—Jerry Fodor

Prediction and the Propositional Attitudes
In the previous chapters, we saw that a tension exists between the accounts of folk psychology

that accept both the claim that folk psychology consists primarily of mindreading, and the claim that
folk psychologists are suc- cessful behavior predictors and explainers. I suggested that we resolve this
tension by rejecting the central role of belief attribution for folk psychol- ogy and accepting that we have
a plurality of methods for engaging in folk psychological practices. I also argued that we must examine
the practices separately if we want to understand the cognitive structures that allow us to engage in
the behaviors, because the presumption of symmetry should be discarded.

The argument against the centrality of belief attribution can be strength- ened by looking at a
particular folk psychological practice. In the next three chapters, I investigate the practice of predicting
behavior, to uncover the cognitive mechanisms implicated in predicting intentional action. In chapter 2
we saw that infants anticipate action and thus predict behavior, though no evidence supports the claim
that they attribute propositional attitudes. If infants are engaged in folk psychological prediction without
attributing propositional attitudes, then attribution of belief is not neces- sary for predicting behavior.
Adults, however, are the paradigmatic folk psychologists, so a stronger critique of the centrality of belief
attribution could be made if we find evidence that adults do not attribute proposi- tional attitudes
when they predict behavior.

Of course, a simple discovery that humans sometimes predict behavior without appeal to proposi-
tional attitudes would not suffice to decide the issue. This is because, as all sides of the debate accept,
the mature folk psychologist develops shortcut heuristics for predicting behavior after becoming a com-
petent predictor of behavior. For example, Goldman recognizes that we can use the heuristic of induction
to make predictions after having run successful simulations to predict behavior. He writes: “I am not
saying, it should be emphasized, that simulation is the only method used for interpersonal mental as-
criptions, or for the prediction of behavior. Clearly, there are regularities about behavior and individual
differences that can be learned purely inductively” (A. Goldman 1995a, 83). Later he adds: “When a
mature cognizer has constructed, by simula- tion, many similar instances of certain action-interpretation
patterns, she may develop generalizations or other inductively formed representations (schemas, scripts,
and so forth) that can trigger analogous interpretations by application of those ‘knowledge structures’
alone, sans simulation” (88).
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So a true challenge to the centrality of belief attribution would come from folk psychologists who
use methods for predicting intentional behav- ior that do not rely on prior applications of propositional
attitude attribu- tion. But this finding may not be sufficient either, since the claims of SFP have been
tempered in some cases to talk about the frequency with which we use certain methods of prediction. In
his more recent work, Goldman (2006) argues for a hybrid theory that emphasizes the role of simulation.
Though this account draws on a combination of theory and simulation, Goldman continues to call it
a version of simulation theory, in part because it stresses how often we need to simulate to predict
behavior.

Thus, to undermine the central role of belief by looking at the act of prediction, I will need to show
that other methods of prediction are fre- quently used by adult folk psychologists. Also, I must show
that these methods do not rely on the prior ability to attribute propositional attitudes and should not
be seen as shortcut heuristics. Finally, I will argue that we have no evidence that the attribution of
propositional attitudes is the predominant or most frequent method for predicting intentional behavior.
I will take on these tasks over the next three chapters.

In this chapter, I point to some theoretical worries about the current theories of folk psychological
prediction. Chapter 5 presents empirical evidence on adult human methods of predicting behavior
and offers a challenge to the view that attributing propositions is the predominant method for making
predictions. I address the role of mental-state content in chapter 6 and argue that the evidence presented
in the previous chapters should lead us to demote belief attribution to a minor folk psychological role.

Predicting Behavior
Humans are predictors extraordinaire, and we engage in predicting behav- ior on a daily basis. We

predict others’ behavior when planning a dinner party, considering how different individuals will get
along with one another. We also predict our own behavior when we decide whether we can handle eight
guests rather than four. Not all our predictions of behav- ior take such overt forms; most of the time
when we are predicting behav- ior, we do so automatically, at the subpersonal level, and such predictions
take the form of background expectations. I predict that people will keep their promises, that drivers
will stay on the road, and that my students will show up to class. These are the sort of predictions that
are only noticed when they are false.

Such background predictions are the ones stressed by Dennett (1991) when he says that the predic-
tive power of folk psychology makes possible all our interpersonal projects and relations. If the people
around us were wildly irregular in their movements, it would be extremely difficult to enter into any
social relations, and the formation of cultural groups would be next to impossible. Acting in predictable
ways allows us to see similarities among individuals, and people rely on these similarities when forming
communities and distinguishing between in-group and out-group members. Our ability to predict be-
havior accurately not only lets us get by in the world but is essential to the development of our social
relationships. Without the ability to predict what our friends and family members will do in typical
situations, we could not feel the close attachment to others that we do. The knowledge that your best
friend will be willing to listen to you talk through your dark depression, or that your spouse will make
dinner tonight, or that your mother will invite you to visit for the holidays serves to ground your social
environment. The more our friends and family act against our expectations, the less comfortable those
relationships become.

Since prediction is central to our ability to fulfill our basic daily needs— getting food, navigating
from place to place, earning money, and so on—and central to our ability to form deep and satisfying
relationships with others, it should not be surprising that the paradigmatic role of folk psychology has
been taken to be prediction. Recall that many developmen- tal and comparative psychologists use an
individual’s facility with predic- tion as the litmus tests for theory of mind.
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Not only is prediction a central focus in the empirical literature on theory of mind, but it is also
seen as the strength of folk psychology. Our ability to predict behavior is remarkable, says Churchland
(1981), although the method we rely on to make these predictions is descriptively inade- quate. We are
quite good predictors, in many cases. In most of our daily interactions with people on the street, we
are in a continual state of antici- pating behavior. When walking down a city street, we are confronted
with hundreds of people with whom we interact, however briefly. We must dodge people approaching
us and move aside for those who want to pass. Our verbal and nonverbal interaction with other people
is a constant dance choreographed by our society and our human impulse to anticipate simi- larity. If
we were not skilled at predicting behavior, we would be paralyzed in the world, unable even to order a
cup of coffee. Our predictions of behavior are ubiquitous, and to paraphrase Fodor (1989), predictions
work so well they disappear.

While our success with prediction may be evident in the case of back- ground expectations, it is
less obviously true when looking at the predic- tions we make overtly. Will your new colleague bring a
bottle of wine to the dinner party? If she were mugged on the way to the liquor store, how would she
react? Would she run, or hand over the money, or try to talk her way out of it, or use a self-defense
maneuver? What would you do in such a situation? We have difficulty predicting the behavior of people
we don’t know well, and of people we do know when they are in unfamiliar or anomalous situations;
we even have difficulty predicting our own behavior. If I have never observed a person in a particular
situation, such as being confronted by a mugger, I will not have a good idea of how that person might
behave in those situations, just as I would have a hard time predicting how I might act in a strange or
complex situation.

If our failures rest with unfamiliar actors and unfamiliar situations, where are our successes? We are
most successful when predicting in famil- iar contexts. For example, suppose I need to get $100 from the
bank. I can go inside the bank, fill out a withdrawal slip, and ask the teller for $100 from my account.
Because I have done this many times before, and because

I was taught that this is normal behavior, I can predict that the teller will give me $100. I know
what the teller is going to do because I know that tellers are supposed to honor withdrawal requests,
so long as the customer has sufficient funds. I don’t need to attribute beliefs to the teller to predict
his behavior, and I don’t need to imagine being him. I know that the teller will give me the money
in the same way that I know that the automatic teller machine will give me the requested funds: they
always (or at least usually) have in the past, and their function is to give me the money. I predict the
person’s behavior using the same reasoning as I use for the machine, by making generalizations from
past experience and knowing the target’s function.

We are good at making predictions based on familiar patterns of behav- ior, and not so good in
complex or novel situations, because complex or novel situations cannot be directly mapped onto a
scenario that had been previously learned. There are no familiar scripts, as in the bank scenario, to
which we can appeal to know what will happen next in such unfamiliar conditions. Some behaviors are
easier to predict than others. It is easier to predict the behavior of the teller in the context of his job
at the bank than it is to predict what he would do when confronted with a moral dilemma. It is often
easier to predict one’s own behavior, or what one’s family and friends will do, than to predict what
strangers would do in the same situ- ation. However, this isn’t always so. If someone fits a stereotype or
a social role, then, as we will see in the next chapter, we can use that stereotype to make predictions. For
example, when I observe a lone firefighter in front of a burning building, I will expect him to attempt to
rescue the people inside. But if I were placed in the same situation, with no one else around to rescue
the victims, I have little faith in any self-prediction I would make. While I would like to think I would
help if I could, I have no past experi- ence with myself in such situations to help guide a prediction.
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Accuracy of Predicting Behavior by Relying on the Attitudes
In the debate regarding the cognitive architecture that subsumes our ability to make predictions

of behavior, the variants of theory theory and Gold- man’s versions of simulation theory, plus hybrid
accounts, all rely on the attribution of propositional attitudes when predicting intentional acts. The main
difference between simulation and theory theory in this regard is what we do with the propositions to
make predictions. According to the story from theory theory, we use the propositional attitudes and
environ- mental conditions as initial conditions, select the correct covering law that connects those
propositional attitudes and relevant environmental condi- tions with behavior, and then infer that the
target is likely to engage in the behavior. In the simulation theory account, we use the propositional
attitudes as pretend beliefs and desires of our own, and adjusting for any relevant differences between
ourselves and the target, we use our own practical reasoning system to determine what we would do as
such a person in such a situation.

Given that the two primary models of standard folk psychology share this commitment that we (a)
are excellent predictors of behavior and (b) predict behavior through attributing propositional attitudes,
my first task is to defend the claim that knowing a target’s beliefs and desires is neither necessary nor
sufficient for accurately predicting her behavior. This leads to a number of problems for both theory
theory and simulation theory and makes clear the need for a new account of folk psychology.

Propositional Attitude Attribution Is Not Sufficient for
Accurate Predictions

When you really want to know what someone will do next, it may not be terribly helpful to know
what her beliefs and desires are at a particular point in time. Recall one example of how propositional
attitude prediction is supposed to work: you predict that Mary will not show up at the depart- ment
meeting because she believes Fred will be there, and she doesn’t want to see Fred. Notice that though
these facts about Mary could help to explain why Mary didn’t come to the meeting, you probably
wouldn’t feel comfortable relying on them to make a confident prediction about Mary’s behavior, since
these two pieces of information are consistent with Mary’s attendance. After all, Mary might grudgingly
attend the meeting if her desire to do her job well is stronger than her desire to avoid Fred. Other factors
may be involved in Mary’s decision to act. She may believe that she shouldn’t let her feelings about
Fred affect her work, for example. Or she may be on her best behavior, anticipating her tenure review.
Unless Mary told you that she will not attend the meeting, in which case your prediction could rely on a
“people generally do what they say” heuristic, or unless Mary has a history of never attending meetings
when Fred is there, in which case your prediction would rest on simple induction, you have insufficient
evidence to conclude that she will not show up.

If Mary’s absence would guarantee that the vote would go my way, I would not rest easy after
hearing this story about why Mary won’t show up to the meeting. It isn’t good enough information for
making a real-world prediction. My response to hearing this story would be to ask, “Yes, but did she
tell you that she won’t come to the meeting?” A verbal promise to act is much more reliable than a just
so story constructed out of a person’s possible beliefs and desires (Gauker 2003).

For this belief-desire pair to serve as a good means of predicting Mary’s behavior, I need to have
more information about the relevant details of the situation. I need to know if Mary has other beliefs
or desires that would defeat her belief that Fred will be there, or her desire to avoid Fred. I also need to
know how rational Mary is in her behavior. And I need to know how strong her feelings are. Knowing
only that Mary has the specified belief and desire doesn’t disallow the possibility that she will say, “Oh,
what the hell!” and allow a colleague to pressure her into attending the meeting, without much in the
way of careful analysis of how best to fulfill her desires given her beliefs.
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Or recall the example of Brenda, who learned that her husband had had an affair. I claimed that
even knowing Brenda’s beliefs and desires was not sufficient for predicting what Brenda would do next,
because those beliefs and desires are consistent with both leaving her husband and staying with him.

Both are examples of people making decisions. Insofar as making a deci- sion is an act that does not
fit a familiar schema, successfully predicting the outcome of a person’s deliberation is among the more
difficult predic- tions to make. In this instance, it may be easy to predict Brenda’s emotional response
to the information: she will be sad about her husband’s affair. But determining how Brenda will act
given her emotional response is a differ- ent matter. Our behavior, after all, is underdetermined by our
beliefs and desires. This indeterminacy may rest on the lack of specificity associated with our beliefs
and desires, or on the lack of specificity associated with the beliefs and desires we are able to attribute
to others.

For example, suppose Curt is trying to decide which flavor of ice cream to order. He looks at fifteen
flavors and disqualifies five as undesirable. The remaining ten are possibilities. Curt says, “I like these
ten flavors, and I desire a delicious ice cream cone.” We know Curt’s beliefs and desires, and Curt knows
his beliefs and desires, but he has not made a decision, and knowing his beliefs and desires in this case
cannot help us determine what his decision will be. In comparing the different flavors, he could compare
them according to various different aspects—health (the sorbet versus the ice cream or nuts versus
candies), past choice (the flavor he chose last time was good, but should he try something new or stay
with the tried and true?), mood (light fruit flavors versus rich flavors), and so forth. This belief-desire
pair can help us know what Curt won’t do, but it doesn’t let us make a specific prediction of what he
will do. It only facilitates a less specific prediction. Some other method of prediction, such as predicting
from Curt’s past behavior, may in this case be more appropriate. If Curt orders pistachio 80 percent
of the time, and there is no evidence that Curt is deciding against pistachio this time, then making a
prediction based on Curt’s past behavior may be all that is needed to draw a plausible conclu- sion
about Curt’s choice.

Propositional Attitude Attribution Is Not Necessary for
Accurate Predictions

The folk psychology literature contains some classic examples of how we predict behavior by attribut-
ing beliefs and desires. However, many of these predictions could be made without reference to another’s
mental states. For example, to illustrate his intentional-stance version of belief-desire psychology, Daniel
Dennett presents a case of what may seem to be a rather simple prediction. Mrs. Gardner’s husband
calls, telling her that he will be home for dinner within the hour and will be bringing the boss with him.
Mrs. Gardner asks her husband to pick up a bottle of wine on the way home. Mrs. Gardner, of course,
is able to predict that her husband will arrive home in one hour, with the boss and a bottle of wine.
However, as Robert Nozick suggests, aliens of vastly superior intelligence who can predict behavior from
the microphysical structure of the world could predict Mr. Gardner’s behavior as well (and they would
predict every motor activity that went along with the behavior, something no human can do). To these
Laplacean aliens, however, Mrs. Gardner’s prediction would “look like magic,” since she was able to
make the prediction without scrupu- lously calculating the placement of subatomic particles (Dennett
1987b, 27). How does she do it? According to Dennett, Mrs. Gardner, along with the rest of us, makes
accurate predictions of this sort all the time, by attrib- uting the appropriate beliefs and desires.

But do we need to attribute beliefs and desires to make this prediction? That is, are there other
possible accounts of the reasoning that leads you to predict that your spouse will come home with a
bottle of wine? Here’s one: your husband usually keeps his promises, and he promised to pick up a bottle
of wine on the way home from work, so you infer that your husband will keep his promise this time as
well. Or perhaps you could have used an even more general law: people usually keep their easy-to-keep
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promises, your husband’s promise to bring home a bottle of wine is an easy-to-keep promise, and thus
you form the prediction.

To the aliens, our ability to generate such predictions may look amazing at first, but after conducting
some anthropological research on humans, the aliens may well decide to stop calculating our behaviors
with such precision. They may find that humans operate according to simple pat- terns, patterns that
can be observed without having any knowledge of human beliefs and desires. What additional predictive
accuracy would the aliens gain by attributing to your spouse the belief that he should keep his promise
to bring home a bottle of wine, and the desire to keep his promises to you? The answer is simple: none.

The attribution of propositional attitudes is not required to make correct predictions in cases like
this. Your success at predicting your spouse’s behavior will be seen as less than amazing when the aliens
discover that humans make many such predictions by following a simple inductive rule: people generally
do what they say they are going to do. If we appeal to this rule, then no belief or desire attribution
is required to make this pre- diction, and no simulation needs to be run. The people-do-what-they-say
rule is quite reliable. Dennett has given us an example of a prediction that could be made by appeal to
a simple, nonmentalistic heuristic, but the promise of folk psychology is to offer more than that.

Defenders of SFP suggest that we use the attribution of beliefs and desires when we make all sorts of
predictions, from the prediction that someone will duck if you throw a brick at him (Dennett 1991) to
the pre- diction that you will arrive on the 3 p.m. flight if you say you’ll arrive on the 3 p.m. flight (Fodor
1989). But do we really need to attribute proposi- tions to draw these conclusions? Take Dennett’s brick
example. If we just know that people duck when bricks are thrown at them, then ascribing beliefs and
desires to a person in that situation is superfluous. We can make similar predictions about critters,
since individuals of many species will duck in such a situation. But few would claim that an animal
who anticipated his conspecific’s behavior did so by attributing mental states, and it is unlikely that
humans likewise ascribe such mental states when predicting the animal’s action. Agents, whether human
or nonhuman, generally try to avoid being hit by flying objects, and ducking is a good way of doing so.

Fodor’s example is also easily explained without reference to mental states. I can predict that you
arrive on the 3 p.m. flight by using the people-do-what-they-say rule. Neither Dennett’s nor Fodor’s
example lends credence to the claim that we attribute beliefs and desires to predict behav- ior. Instead
we see that behavioral generalizations can be used in both cases to make an accurate prediction.

It seems clear that we can make at least some predictions of intentional action without attributing
beliefs and desires (though objections can be raised; I examine those in chapter 6). Given the ability
of human infants to engage in predictions without the ability to attribute representational beliefs, the
possibility that we start our folk psychological careers by attrib- uting propositional attitudes, and only
later begin to use shortcuts, induc- tive generalizations, behavioral rules, and so on, is unlikely.

Prediction in Theory Theory and Model Theory
As was discussed in the last chapter, the theory-theorists propose that we predict behavior through

appeal to postulated beliefs and desires and envi- ronmental conditions plus some general covering law.
In this account, we predict behavior automatically the same way we form grammatical sen- tences: by
using a tacit set of principles that we do not have introspective access to.

In the debate between simulation theory and theory theory, the stan- dard criticisms that have
been leveled against theory theory have to do with its profligacy, the difficulty involved in specifying
the theory, and the concern about ceteris paribus clauses. The worry about profligacy comes from an
estimation of the vast cognitive resources that would be required to internalize a complete theory of
behavior, compared with the much lower resource demands of the just-in-time processing posited by
simulation theory. The second worry is based on the idea that if there is a theory, we should be able
to say something about the principles of the theory. For example, the grammatical theory that we rely
on to construct well-formed sentences is also tacit, and we do not have access to those rules through
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introspection. But it has been one of the successful projects of academic linguistics to uncover these
rules for different languages by testing people’s responses to different sentences, and to use these rules
in formulating predictions about how sentences will be formed. A parallel project has been investigating
folk psychological concepts (e.g., Jackendoff 2009), but the content of the folk psychological laws remains
largely unexamined.

While these two criticisms have been much discussed in the literature, I think that a third criticism
deserves further attention. It is of special concern that the laws of folk psychology, which are the key to
making predictions and explanations of behavior, appear to be rather different from the laws of scientific
theories. It does not take much investigation to see that folk psychological laws, such as “Thirsty people
drink,” either are false, strictly speaking, or must be qualified by a ceteris paribus clause. The worry is
that this sort of qualification makes the laws empty. Given that this last criticism has led to a modified
version of theory theory, let us examine the objection in some detail.

Even the most general laws of folk psychology, such as “People seek to fulfill their desires,” do not
allow for prediction of behavior given the target’s desire. This is because we often have conflicting
desires, and because we may not know how to fulfill our desires. Even more specific laws, such as “When
you desire to drink a beer and believe there is a beer in the fridge, you will acquire a beer from the
fridge,” would be strictly speaking false, given possible exceptions to this law. Again, the competing
desire to avoid becoming drunk or taking in too many empty calories may cause you not to acquire a
beer, or you may be too lazy to get up. But you might also believe that the beer in the fridge is Miller
Lite, and you hate Miller Lite, so you don’t get the beer from the fridge and instead head to the cooler
where you keep your favorite microbrew.

The general laws of folk psychology must be hedged in reasoning about human behavior, because
human logic is nonmonotonic. The kinds of inferences humans make are ones in which defeaters may
always show up and invalidate the inference. Humans do not draw deductive inferences about their
world but make tentative ones that are revisable in light of new evidence. This goes for our reasoning
about other people as well as physical world. Thus, the folk psychological laws that we use must be of
the form

“Pa → Qa, ceteris paribus.” For example, Kelly believes there is Zima in the fridge; she desires a
Zima; ceteris paribus people act to fulfill their desires; thus Kelly will go to the fridge and get a Zima.

The main concern about ceteris paribus clauses is that generalizations using them do not allow for
successful predictions, whether they are about social or other natural phenomena. The generalization
“When you see cumulonimbus clouds, it will rain, ceteris paribus,” can be read as “When you see
cumulonimbus clouds, it will rain unless it doesn’t rain.” Unless you know what conditions are relevant
defeaters of the generalization, you cannot use it to make predictions about the weather.

In response to criticisms about the emptiness of generalizations that use ceteris paribus clauses,
Fodor (1991) argues that folk psychology is in no worse a position than natural sciences. He uses the
partners-in-guilt strat- egy to avoid answering the worry more directly. In the natural sciences, laws with
ceteris paribus clauses are nothing to fret about, so we ought not worry about them in folk psychology.

However, since the laws of folk psychology are thought to be internal- ized laws that describe the
functioning of human cognition, and humans in fact use them to make predictions and explanations of
behavior, there is a difference between scientific theories, which philosophers of science have agreed are
idealized, and folk psychological theories, which are supposed to reflect the architecture of our cognitive
processes. Though it is true that ceteris paribus clauses are used in the natural sciences, this fact doesn’t
help us understand how it is that we—or perhaps more accu- rately, our cognitive structures—actually
apply laws when using them to make inferences about the physical world. A ceteris paribus clause says
that there is nothing else of relevance that could limit the effect of the law. However, attempts to analyze
the notion of relevance have been less than successful. As an idealization of knowledge structure, laws
with ceteris paribus clauses can capture some of the relations that scientists have dis- covered. But as a
description of human cognitive processing, this type of law leaves key features of cognition mysterious.
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Folk psychology is sup- posed to describe our understanding of other minds. Appealing to laws with
ceteris paribus clauses as the currency of cognition leaves much unexplained.

Another response to the ceteris paribus criticism is to deny that theories are sets of propositions.
By taking propositions out of theories, we remove the worry that these propositions are either false or
empty. According to the received view, scientific theories introduce theoretical entities and find patterns
between theoretical entities and observations that allow for pre- diction and explanation. The received
view of scientific theories under- stands the pattern as an axiom system that could be used to define the
theoretical terms and make the predictions and explanations through purely syntactic manipulations
(Carnap 1956). This syntactic view describes theories as interpreted formal systems, where the axioms
are statements that are true or false, at least some of which are universal generalizations (Suppe 1972).

The semantic view of scientific theory, on the other hand, takes theories to consist of models of the
world rather than sets of propositions, and so it seems such views would sidestep the ceteris paribus
criticism. The notion that the laws of folk psychology could be something other than proposi- tions can
be seen as a natural extension of Ron Giere’s account of the structure of scientific theories and Paul
Churchland’s theory of cognition. Churchland (1989) and Giere (1996) both made this point during
the heyday of the debate between simulation theory and theory theory. The model-based accounts
of scientific theories reject the idea that statements or laws form the foundation of theories, because
no evidence supports the existence of a single true law, when a law is understood narrowly without
qualification by a ceteris paribus clause (Giere 1988). Some advocates of the model-based view of
scientific theories suggest that what have been taken to be universal generalizations are instead part of
a definition that is made true by some idealized model. The generalizations correspond to the idealized
model, and the model can be manipulated to make predictions.

Churchland now accepts something like this account of scientific theory as a modification of his earlier
account of the structure of folk psychology. While he still accepts that folk psychology is a theory, one
that is akin to scientific theories, he has changed his views about what the correct account of scientific
theory is. Churchland’s account of theory is based on a con- nectionist model of knowledge representation
where prototypes take the place of universal generalizations (Churchland 1991). A prototype of some
concept P is a probabilistic structure that encompasses the properties of a P, such that an exemplar of P
is something that has enough of the proper- ties of the prototype. Variations of the idea that knowledge
and cognitive processing operate on prototypes are widely found in cognitive psychol- ogy, as well as in
developmental psychology (Rosch 1973), linguistics (Lakoff 1987), and AI research (Minsky 1981).

Churchland applies this notion of scientific theory to folk psychology and suggests that a “human’s
understanding of the springs of human action may reside not in a set of stored generalizations about
the hidden elements of mind and how they conspire to produce behavior, but rather in one or more
prototypes of the deliberative or purposeful processes” (1991, 64). Given this account of theory, some
versions of simulation theory might count as theory, too. However, a distinction larger than the one
between model-based and statement-based theories of theory may remain. Churchland also suggests that
the prototypes will represent the traditional theoretical entities associated with the standard account of
folk psychology. Beliefs, desires, intentions, and so on, and the relations between them will be represented
by the prototypes, much in the same way that they were described in the platitudinal statements
of traditional folk psychology. Thus, though Churchland suggests that we need not understand folk
psychology as sets of propositions, we still need the con- cepts of beliefs and desires—the attitudes—to
have a folk psychology that allows for predictions and explanations of behavior.

If our folk psychology is a theoretical model, then to predict behavior, we manipulate the model
rather than make a deduction from principles. The model version of theory theory has not been fleshed
out in great detail, though Maibom (2003) and Godfrey-Smith (2005) have done some work toward
developing the suggestion that folk psychology can be theoretical while avoiding the problems of general
laws. However, as in traditional accounts of theory theory, the models are thought to be used for both
predicting and explaining behavior, and are thought to represent our knowledge of others’ beliefs and
desires. Thus, while avoiding the worries about ceteris paribus clauses, such accounts remain open to
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some other problems associated with the standard view, which I discuss in chapter 7. Still, for reasons
I give in chapter 10, I think we have much to gain by understanding folk psychology in terms of model
manipulation.

Prediction in Simulation Theory
The class of theories called simulation theory is even less homogeneous than the theory theories, but

all versions have in common the negative claim that we do not use a folk psychological theory when
predicting or explaining human behavior (Currie 1995; A. Goldman 1995a, 2006; Gordon 1995a, 1995b;
Harris 1992; Heal 1995). According to the simula- tion theory, instead of using a tacit folk psychological
theory, we use our own cognitive processes when predicting and explaining behavior; we appeal to the
same mechanisms that we use when deciding what to do next ourselves.

The accounts of the inputs for the simulation differ according to the version of the theory. In some
accounts, we use environmental factors and relevant differences between oneself and the subject of the
simulation as the inputs (Gordon 1995b). Other accounts remain closer to standard folk psychology;
these take the inputs to be beliefs and desires (A. Goldman 1995a). In this discussion, I focus on
Goldman’s view, because with Gordon’s some unresolved difficulties persist in avoiding at least some
attribution of belief and desire.1

In Goldman’s account, the simulation gets started with an observation of the subject’s environment,
and from this information, “I infer that you have certain perceptual experiences or beliefs, the same
ones I would have in your situation. I may also assume (pending information to the contrary) that you
have the same basic likings that I have: for food, love, warmth, and so on” (A. Goldman 1995a, 82). This
information is not gained by having a theory of folk psychology; it comes instead from an examination
of the person’s environment and situation. These hypothetical beliefs and desires are used as the input
for the simulation. They are then manipulated by one’s own practical reasoning mechanisms, the same
cognitive pro- cesses used to determine one’s own behavior. However, the output of the simulation is not
behavior, as in the usual case, because the practical rea- soning mechanisms have been taken off-line.
Instead the output will be a prediction of behavior. According to this version of the simulation theory,
the following methodology is used to predict behavior:

(a) Infer that the subject has beliefs B and desires D;
(b) Use B and D as initial conditions;
(c) Take your practical reasoning system off-line and input B and D;
(d) Note that if you had not taken your practical reasoning system off-line, you would have engaged

in behavior H;
(e) Predict that the subject will most likely engage in H.
The critics of simulation theory have focused largely on three concerns: the origin of the initial inputs

to the simulation, concerns about the col- lapse of simulation into theory, and the cognitive penetrability
of our predictions. Theory theorists have suggested that step (a) in the mental simulation requires some
theory, or at least a database of the kinds of beliefs and desires that a person would have in a particular
situation. The worry about the origin of the inputs for the simulation blurs the distinc- tion between
the two theories, leading to a concern that simulation theory is just a variety of theory theory.

These first two worries may be overcome by some alternative account of the origin of the initial
conditions. However, the cognitive penetrability criticism as developed by Shaun Nichols and colleagues
(1996) is of more concern. Predictions appear to be cognitively penetrable insofar as gaining information
about a situation or a general law can lead to a change in prediction. However, if simulation theory
is true, a change in one’s explicit knowledge should not lead to a change in one’s prediction, because
the prediction is a function of an implicit system, namely, one’s own practical reasoning system. Any
psychological phenomenon that affects one’s own behavior would be activated during the simulation,
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and so it has been argued that the inability to predict the consequences of such phenomena is evidence
against the simulation theory (Nichols et al. 1996; Stich and Nichols 1996).

Social psychology abounds with cases where individuals fail to predict the behavior that they would
engage in. For example, a study by Ellen Langer (1975) focused on subjects’ inability to make certain
kinds of predictions. In this study, Langer organized a football pool among cowork- ers and sold tickets
for $1 each. Some of the people were given a choice of teams, and others were offered only one. A few
days later, Langer offered to buy back the tickets at a price set by the subjects. She found that the
people who had a choice of tickets sold them back at an average of $8.67, whereas those who were not
offered a choice set a significantly lower price, averaging $1.96.

The Langer study reveals a psychological effect that has been widely replicated. The general psycho-
logical lesson we might take from this study is that people feel that objects have more worth if they are
freely chosen rather than randomly assigned. If someone unfamiliar with this study is asked to predict
what sell-back price a person would set for a freely chosen ticket versus a randomly assigned ticket, will
the estimated prices show the same statistical difference? That is, without being told of this study, can
humans predict the Langer effect?

Shaun Nichols and colleagues (1996) used a modified version of Langer’s experiment to answer this
question. They tested thirty subjects who thought they were being tested on their ability to evaluate
the grammar of sentences. Before the test, the subjects were told that a lottery was being arranged as
a reward for participating. The prize was $30. Some of the subjects were given a lottery ticket; others
were allowed to choose among three different tickets. The experimenter then read the fifteen sentences
and had the subjects mark their answers on paper. After the test, which took about five minutes, the
subjects were told that it might be necessary to run more subjects than planned, and to give everyone
a fair chance at winning the lottery, the experimenter might be willing to buy back some of the lottery
tickets. The subjects were then asked to indicate on the bottom of their answer sheet a price at which
they would be willing to sell the ticket back to the researcher.

Langer’s results were replicated in this study; those with no choice of ticket set an average price of
$1.60, whereas those who selected a ticket set an average price of $6.29. Nichols and colleagues then
tested observer- subjects on their ability to predict this phenomenon. They showed the observer-subjects
one of two videos of a confederate performing the task described earlier. The only difference between
the two scenarios occurred during the first two minutes, when the confederate was either given a lottery
ticket or offered a choice of tickets. The observer-subjects were asked to predict how the subject on the
tape would answer the questions on the grammar test. They were also asked to predict the price at
which the confederate-subject would sell his ticket.

The observer-subjects were not able to predict the Langer effect in this study. The average predicted
price for the choice of tickets was $4.62, in contrast to $3.47 for those who were not given a choice.
Though the choice group did place a higher value on their tickets than did the no-choice group, the
difference between the two prices is not statistically significant.

Why is it that adults cannot predict the Langer effect? Nichols et al. designed this test as a way to
adjudicate between simulation theory and theory theory. Since the theory theory is cognitively pene-
trable, and infor- mation or lack of information about a domain can affect performance in that domain,
the researchers hypothesized that the results of their study support the theory theory. A simulation
is not cognitively penetrable, and thus we should not expect that lack of explicit knowledge regarding
the Langer effect would cause failure in the predictive task. The theory theory’s theory is only as good
as the information one has regarding the domain at issue. If a person does not learn about the Langer
effect, then it is not reasonable to expect that such a person could predict behavior based on that
information. However, since the Langer effect does seem to be a part of our own practical reasoning
system, and simulation theory accounts for our predictive abilities though the same practical reasoning
system, accord- ing to the simulation account, we should be able to predict the effect.

In such situations, we need to learn something about human behavior to make an accurate prediction;
having just read about the Langer effect, we are now in a better position to predict it. That is, we can
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use that knowledge to generate the beliefs and desires that serve as inputs to a mental simulation. But
once we allow such information to play a role in the simulation, the account starts to look more like a
hybrid between simulation and theory rather than pure simulation.

Leaving the Armchair
According to both theory theory and simulation theory, we predict behav- ior by first understanding

the propositional attitudes of others. However, there is reason to think that attributing propositional
attitudes is neither necessary nor sufficient for predicting behavior. While supporters of SFP would not
deny that we can predict behavior without appeal to the propo- sitional attitudes, they do believe that
propositional attitude attribution is foundational to our ability to predict intentional action, and that
other methods of prediction are derivative of our ability to see others as holders of beliefs and desires.

Any account of folk psychological prediction that aims to challenge SFP must be immune to at least
some of the criticism raised against the two standard theories. To avoid these criticisms, an accurate
folk psychology will reject the claim that mindreading is foundational to all folk psycho- logical acts,
and this can only be done by moving beyond the armchair. We need to learn more about where we
succeed and where we fail at making predictions, and develop an account of predicting behavior that
reflects this information.

Studies from social psychology suggest a model of folk psychological prediction that is quite different
from the standard view from philosophy of mind and action. Not only does the social psychological
evidence offer a different view about the methods used to make predictions, but it also challenges
the widespread philosophical view about the accuracy of our predictions. In the social psychological
picture, humans make predictions of behaviors using a number of different methods, including appeal
to stereotypes, trait and mood attributions, normative inferences about what people in such a situation
ought to do, and other generalizations. In many cases, these heuristics do not result in predictions as
successful as we might expect. But they do reflect our actual practice of predicting behavior, so we can
turn to the social psychology literature to help develop a more complex, but more empirically adequate,
account of folk psychology that captures how people understand people—rather than how minds under-
stand minds.
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5. How Do You Know What I’m Going to
Do? You Know Me

The fundamental unpredictability of humans is “perhaps akin to unpredictability in physics.”
—Lee Ross and Richard E. Nisbett

Mental Content and Intentionality
Though the philosophical tradition emphasizes the role of belief and desire attribution in the pre-

diction of behavior, when we turn to look at the empirical research on behavior prediction from social
and developmen- tal psychology, a different picture emerges. Pluralism in the methods used to predict
behavior appears to be an undeniable fact. In this chapter, I review the psychological literature to
further undermine the idea that humans fundamentally consider propositional attitudes when predict-
ing behavior. Some questions arise about the relationship between beliefs, desires, and the predictive
methods discussed here, and I address those in chapter 6.

Around the same time that Wilfrid Sellars was developing his story about how minds understand
other minds inferentially, a different approach to social knowledge was being developed by the social
psycholo- gist Fritz Heider. In 1958, Heider published his influential account of what he referred to as
the “naïve analysis of action.” Heider, like Sellars, was interested in how we know our own mental states
and how we explain others’ behavior. And, like Sellars, Heider can be seen as advocating a theory-theory
account of folk psychology. Heider describes our knowledge of human behavior as “the unformulated
or half-formulated knowledge of interpersonal relations as it is expressed in our everyday language and
experience—this source will be referred to as common-sense or naïve psychology” (Heider 1958). For
Heider, much of what we know about the mind stems from our natural, commonsense psychology, and
this knowledge forms the foundation for research in scientific psychology. As Heider says, quoting Köhler,
“The lack of great discoveries in psychology as compared with physics [is accounted for] by the fact that
‘man was acquainted with practically all territories of mental life a long time before the founding of
scientific psychology.’ ”

Heider’s analysis differs from Sellars’s given their different views of what is central to our under-
standing of other minds. Sellars’s interest was in mental content, and he focused on the concepts of belief
and desire; Heider was more interested in intentionality and correspondingly focused on the concepts
try and can. In the psychological literature, Heider is portrayed as making a distinction between two
dimensions of action analysis. The folk are said to see people as acting from their own nature, on the
one hand, and acting due to environmental pressures, on the other. As Heider puts it, “In common-sense
psychology (as in scientific psychology) the result of an action is felt to depend on two sets of condi-
tions, namely factors within the person and factors within the environment” (Heider 1958, x). Heider
applies this distinction to a number of different kinds of interpersonal relations, including moral ones.
For example, his analysis of folk concepts led him to see oughts and values as dispositional, rather than
necessarily motivating.

The internal factors implicated in action include the intentional concepts can (as in “p can cause
x”) and try (as in “p tries to cause x”) (Heider 1958). Because these notions were analyzed according to
power and exertion, they can come in degrees. Thus for Heider, we don’t under- stand the behavior of
others digitally—that is, as being fully caused by a belief and a desire, or deductively entailed by the
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propositional attitude plus general law. Rather, for Heider, there are degrees of intentional action, and
our understanding of others’ intentional action is likewise on a continuum.

The subsequent research in social psychology took Heider’s insights as a given and focused on
intentional action, ability, capability, and exertion, rather than on mental content in terms of beliefs
and desires. Because social psychology had no tradition of perceiving social understanding in terms of
beliefs and desires, social psychologists were free to understand the mind in fundamentally different ways
from the philosophical tradi- tion. Until recently, this research has been isolated from other branches of
psychology and has not been part of the developmentalist’s discussion of theory of mind. This, however,
is changing as the findings of social psy- chology contribute to a growing understanding of the nature
of folk psychology.

Methods of Prediction
To know how much of a role Heider’s intentionality or Sellars’s beliefs and desires actually play

in our folk psychological predictive practices, we can first examine the extent to which we rely on
the attribution of mental content when predicting behavior. In addition, since accurate prediction of
behavior is touted as one of the benefits of belief-desire attribution, we might also examine whether
SFP is more accurate than other methods of prediction. Of course, since humans are not optimally
rational, merely finding that one method of prediction is most accurate cannot alone serve as evidence
that the method is the one we in fact use. But since supporters of SFP assume that humans are behavior
predictors extraordinaire, it will be useful to see whether attribution of propositional attitudes allows us
to make better, or more, predictions of behavior than do the other methods. As I have already discussed,
predictions of behavior are ubiquitous for humans: we predict what the people walking down the street
will do and not do, we predict that our students will show up for class, we predict that the waiter will
bring the bill, we predict that the neighbor will say hello when she walks by. These predictions are
automatic and go largely unno- ticed. If the people on the street walk backward, if no students are in
the classroom, if the waiter never brings the bill, or the neighbor walks by without a hello, we would
be terribly concerned about what is going on in the world. Only when such quotidian predictions go
wrong do we tend to notice that we made a prediction in the first place.

Supporters of SFP often point to these kinds of quotidian predictions as examples to support their
case. However, the evidence shows that many of these sorts of predictions are generated automatically,
without conscious effort and with very little information. For example, after meeting someone, within
a few seconds we are able to make accurate predictions of behavior and attributions of personality
traits or emotional states that can be used to predict behavior (see Ambady and Rosenthal 1992 for a
meta-study). Social psychologists have likened this ability to the ethological concept of display behavior,
which allows for the exchange of information automati- cally, on a non- or subconscious level (Goffman
1979). Like the female peacock who responds to the tail display of the male, or the chimpanzee who
responds to the relaxed open mouth of a conspecific, humans respond to subtle cues expressed by gait,
facial muscles, or vocal modulation. If peacocks and chimpanzees can make such automatic predictions,
then we probably shouldn’t expect that the attribution of beliefs and desires is part of the mechanism
at work here.

Quotidian predictions should be distinguished from what we can call prognosticating predictions.
Prognosticating predictions are not automatic and occur at a level of conscious awareness. For the so-
cial psychologists, quotidian predictions are not an amazing ability unique to humans but a continuation
of abilities we see in other species. Consequently, social psy- chologists have been less interested in the
mechanisms underlying our ability to make quotidian predictions than in the prognosticating predic-
tions that shape our perceptions. Prognosticating predictions might be made of someone who has just
been observed for the first time, for example, “She is going to make a good employee.” We also prognos-
ticate when we foretell the distant future: “He will marry his new boyfriend” or “She won’t finish the
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marathon.” Typically, we are aware of making prognosticating predictions, while quotidian predictions
are those that occupy the back- ground—the spontaneous judgments we make about everyday behavior:
“The shopkeeper will say hello” or “My husband will make coffee when he wakes up.”

While the heuristics and biases literature is familiar to many working in philosophy of psychology and
mind, this research has important con- sequences that need to be more fully explored. In this chapter,
I aim to show that entire classes of behavior can be predicted, and even prognos- ticated, without the
attribution of beliefs and desires. Indeed, I aim to show that a number of different mechanisms are
involved in making predictions of intentional behavior, and these mechanisms are extremely sensitive
to factors including the context in which one is making the prediction; the kinds of knowledge available
to the predictor; the predictor’s own biases and past experiences, and the familiarity of the target; the
mood of the predictor; and the target’s status as in-group or out-group. I will discuss four methods
of predicting behavior that arise from research in social psychology: predicting from the situation,
predicting from self, predicting from trait attribution, and predicting from stereotype.

Though the general methods of predicting behavior are related to each other and to some less-studied
methods of predicting behavior, such as making generalizations over an individual’s past behavior or
predicting based on a person’s mood, I argue that these methods are not based on prior attributions of
beliefs and desires. That is, individuals who are unable or unwilling to attribute content to an actor can
use these methods of predicting behavior without having previously considered the actor’s reasons for the
behavior. Most importantly, I argue that these methods can be used to generate accurate predictions—
at least as accurate as predictions made by the attribution of contentful mental states. Though these
methods of predicting behavior have been uncovered by looking at biases in human reasoning, they have
strong pragmatic value, as we will see.

All the methods of predicting behavior that I discuss here are kinds of generalizations. When you use
yourself as a model for what another will do, you are generalizing from your past behavior, or your belief
about what you would do in a particular situation, to another’s behavior. When you use stereotypes,
you are generalizing about how members of particular groups are supposed to act. Prediction by trait
attribution appeals to a broader category than stereotype attribution. Even belief-desire psychology
relies on generalizations, namely, the platitudes considered to make up the core of folk psychology (e.g.,
thirsty people will drink, ceteris paribus).

Given that all these methods are kinds of generalizations, it might seem as though drawing a dis-
tinction between them will not be useful in under- standing how we predict behavior. Unfortunately
the situation is even muddier than it might first appear. Not only are all these methods varia- tions on
generalizations, but they also overlap with each other. For example, we can understand stereotypes as
generalizations about groups that refer in part to properties and traits that group members are seen
as having. This definition of stereotype makes it clear that overlap occurs between trait attribution
and stereotyping; both make predictions about how people will behave based on traits attributed to a
target.

Despite the fuzzy edges, it makes sense to discuss the methods indepen- dently, because each method
has its own necessary feature. Generalizing from self requires understanding oneself before making
judgments about another. Stereotyping involves considering a constellation of personality traits and
other properties when predicting behavior, and it can also acti- vate in-group–out-group judgments.

However, there are limitations about what we will be able to conclude about these methods of pre-
dicting behavior. One might hope to construct a decision tree or a functional organizational chart of
how an individual predicts behavior, but that would be a misguided goal. Over the years, attempts to
determine when different methods are used have failed. For example, early in the study of stereotypes,
researchers thought that we only use stereotypes to predict future behavior when we have no informa-
tion about an individual’s past behavior (Locksley et al. 1980). But stereo- types vary in strength, and
studies found that some stereotypes, such as gender stereotypes, remain in the face of disconfirming
behavioral evi- dence (Deaux and Lewis 1984; Jackson and Cash 1985; Swim 1993). Studies that si-
multaneously vary potential diagnostic features (e.g., stereotype and past behavior, or stereotype and
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trait) have found that in some cases an additive effect occurs, and in other cases behavior can override
stereotype (Krueger and Rothbart 1988). Such findings suggest that the different methods of predicting
are often used simultaneously when making predic- tions, and the final judgment will be the result of
a combination of the various methods. Krueger and Rothbart point out that “in trying to predict the
relative power of stereotypic categories and trait information, it may be necessary to examine more
precisely the relation between categories and category attributions. Not all categories are the same, and
it does not make sense to think that broad categories, such as gender . . . will be as predictive of people’s
attributes as more narrow categories” (193).

To predict what an unknown fellow female student would do in a par- ticular situation, a male
student might consider what he would do, what he thinks women in general would do, what people
would generally do, what students generally do, and so on. He might also consider whether what he
would do or what women would do is consistent with the stereo- type about what students would do.
All these considerations will interact when making the determination about how the unknown female
student will act. And the final judgment will depend on the strength and consis- tency of these different
possible behaviors, not to mention other factors, such as mood or affect. It quickly becomes apparent
that the methods we use to predict behavior are related in complex and interesting ways. A satisfactory
account of how the folk predict behavior will have to engage this complex dynamic.

Predicting from the Situation
Will the students show up for the final exam? Will the woman turn to face the door when she gets

on the elevator? Will the audience applaud or boo at the end of the performance? Will your husband
get up with the baby in the night?

Traditionally, social psychology has emphasized two different types of causes of human behavior:
internal causes such as personality traits, moods, emotions, beliefs, intentions, and so on; and external
causes related to the situation or a person’s past experiences. One of the major findings from social
psychology in the last fifty years is that people in the West tend to underestimate the effect the situation
has on people’s behavior when offering explanations about why someone acted as she did (L. Ross 1977).
While we do not always recognize the extent to which the situation influences someone’s behavior, we
often predict people’s behavior based on knowing what their situation is. Whether someone just finished
a long bike ride or disembarked from a plane in a foreign country, it is easy to generate scenarios the
individual might follow. The cyclist will probably drink some water and take a shower. The passenger
might rush toward the customs line or use the restroom. If you needed to find the cyclist after he
finished his ride, you would look in the kitchen and the bathroom. These predictions are based on likely
scenarios and can be useful for finding a person when you have no other information about what she
might be doing.

The social psychologist Kurt Lewin (1931) first suggested that people’s behavior can largely be
predicted from knowing the situation in which the behavior occurs, an insight that was followed up by
both Gustav Ichheiser (1949) and Fritz Heider (1958). While the distinction between the person and
the situation is widely attributed to Heider today, the psychologist Bertram Malle argues that Heider
was more interested in the distinction between intentional and unintentional behavior and believed that
people explain intentional behavior in terms of reasons, whereas they explain unintentional behavior in
terms of causes (Malle 2004). Nonetheless it cannot be denied that the distinction between the person
and the situation has played a huge role in the social psychological experiments conducted over the past
fifty years. The person-situation focus solidified with the discovery that (at least in the West) people
systematically underestimate the power of situations and thus make incorrect predictions about the
behavior of others. In study after study, subjects were motivated by the situation to degrees that even
the psychologists had not predicted, such as the subjects in Milgram’s study who were willing to shock
people at the suggestion of a person in a lab coat.
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Once it was discovered that people underestimate the power of situa- tions over behavior, under-
standing the mechanisms underlying this phe- nomenon became a central research project in social
psychology. The tendency is called the “fundamental attribution error” or “correspondence bias,” and
it has variously been attributed to a lack of awareness, a faulty theory about how people in situations
would or would not behave, poor categorization skills, or being cognitively busy with other tasks (Gilbert
and Malone 1995).

What has not received as much attention is how much behavior is accurately predicted by appeal
to situations. Successes in human reasoning are less interesting to social psychologists than are failures,
so this empha- sis should not be surprising. A variety of experiments show that people do refer to
situations when explaining behavior (e.g., Gilbert et al. 1988; Heider 1958). We saw in the last chapter
that making an inference from how we explain behavior to how we predict behavior is problematic, so
we cannot rely on this evidence alone to show that predictions are made from the situation. As we know,
studies suggest that people are often inac- curate when predicting behavior because they underestimate
the relevance of the situation (L. Ross 1977; Dunning et al. 1990; Vallone et al. 1990). This result occurs
even when predicting one’s own future behavior (Vallone et al. 1990). A focus on the correspondence
bias might lead one to think that while behavior is explained by situations, it is not predicted by appeal
to situations. This, however, would also be a hasty conclusion. There are good reasons to think that we
do predict behavior based on the target’s situation.

For one, the conclusion of the famous situational studies is that the power of the situation is under-
estimated, not ignored. Psychologists were able to make predictions based on the power of the situation
once they realized it to be a significant variable. The finding is not that we cannot use the situation
to help us determine what someone will do but that in cases when multiple variables have to be si-
multaneously considered, the power of the situation is often discounted. The situational variables of
the Princeton Seminary experiment (Darley and Batson 1973) were varied because the psychologists
expected that people—even seminary students— who were running late would be less likely to stop and
help a person in need. While the layperson finds this result surprising, the inability to make a correct
prediction may have to do with the number of variables at play. The stereotype of a seminary student
may have overridden the situational considerations in predicting the result. On the other hand, the folk
would have little problem predicting that a random man who is not running late is more likely to stop
and help a person with a flat tire than the man who is running late.

In addition, we can consider the kinds of predictions that subjects were asked to make in such studies.
For example, while Vallone’s research team found that people would be more likely to make accurate
predictions of their own and others’ future behavior by looking at the base rates for people in their
situation, the kinds of predictions that subjects were asked to make were prophecies about the future
(Vallone et al. 1990). For example, subjects were asked to predict whether they would end a romantic
relation- ship, for example, or attend the big game later that year. The quotidian predictions that we
make are perhaps more likely to be made through appeal to the situation than are prognosticating
predictions. Appeal to the situation can easily answer the following questions about future behavior:
What is Joe going to do when he walks into the bathroom? Is the driver in front of me going to drive off
the road or suddenly reverse or stop? Will the student sit quietly in class? We often make predictions
simply by con- sidering what is done in certain situations. Students come to class, drivers stop at stop
signs, and waiters bring our order. It is clear that we make these predictions, because we are puzzled
(and sometimes irritated) when they don’t come true. Why doesn’t the waiter come with our food? Is
it because he is too busy, or did he forget to place our order?

Such observations are consistent with a model of social prediction offered by Kahneman and Tversky
(1982), according to which people predict behavior by setting up the situation and then running a
simulation. The situation, while not the only diagnostic category for one’s future behavior, is a significant
variable. When considering the situation as well as one’s own counterfactual behavior, however, one
risks making a false self-centered or self-serving prediction, because the simulation may be based on an
implicit assumption that others are like oneself; I discuss this point further in the next section. Note
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that not all predictions will require both setting up the situation and running a simulation. Consider
situa- tions that the predictor has never been in and could not foresee herself in, such as being awarded
the Nobel Prize. We know what such a situation calls for (e.g., giving an acceptance speech) without
having to consider what we would do in the situation. Instead this prediction can be generated by simple
association. In the past, people who have been publicly awarded this prize have given grateful speeches,
and the future cases of being awarded a Nobel Prize are relevantly similar to the current case, so the
target is likely to behave as the past recipients did.

Experimental evidence also suggests that some kinds of predictions do take the situation to be
diagnostic. We know that actors tend to take situ- ational constraints into account when considering
their own behavior, even while neglecting situational factors when predicting the behavior of another
(Darley and Batson 1973; Griffin et al. 1990; Moore 2005; Pietro- monaco and Nisbett 1982; Safer 1980).
While perhaps more familiar in the case of explanation (Nisbett et al. 1973), the asymmetry between
self and other holds for predicting behavior, as well. In one study, subjects were given a hypothetical
bargaining scenario and were asked to predict the final sale price under two conditions. One condition
imposed a final dead- line for the bargaining; the other had no deadline. Participants were asked to
predict the values their bargaining partner would assign to the two situ- ations (Moore 2005). Subjects
concluded that a deadline would hurt them more than their bargaining partner, regardless of whether
the subject was a buyer or a seller. Across several studies, Moore found that actors predicted that a
situational factor would constrain their own behavior more than it would constrain another’s action.

Despite this finding, we should not conclude that predictors never take the situation into account
when predicting others’ behavior. As I suggested earlier, quotidian predictions are likely made through
appeal to the situa- tion. Experimental data also confirm the hypothesis that appreciation of the sit-
uation, coupled with knowledge of a person’s past behavior in that situation, allows for fairly good
predictive accuracy of the individual’s future behavior (Lorei 1967; Mischel 1972). In one study that
explicitly examined the kind of information a subject preferred to have before offer- ing a prediction,
information about past behavior in a similar situation was preferred to information about behavior in a
dissimilar situation and to information about the target’s personality traits. For example, subjects were
presented the following question:

Paul is a junior biology major who is a member of his college track team. Paul’s track team has
weekly meets with teams from other schools.

How many hours will Paul spend training for next week’s track meet? (Your answer should be in
numerical form.)

Information that you may choose amongst (Check one choice)
the number of hours that Paul spent training for last week’s track meet, accord- ing to an observer.
an estimate of how hardworking Paul is, according to his best friend. (Mischel et al. 1974, 235)
Subjects were significantly more likely to indicate the number of hours that Paul had previously

spent training for the track meet. Perhaps because this finding is unsurprising, little research has been
done on how much quotidian behavior is predicted via situational inferences. Research on prophecies
tends to be more interesting and more likely to result in surpris- ing discoveries. Confirmations of banal
platitudes are less likely to appear in the journals, but this should not raise much suspicion that people
predict future behavior by generalizing from past behavior in similar situ- ations. It’s how we predict
much physical movement, and for reliable behaviors, we need not rely on a sophisticated manipulation
of all the variables at play. Instead, if you want to know whether someone will take her coat before she
heads out to work on a cold winter’s day, you need only know that people wear coats during northern
winters.

One conclusion from this social psychology research is that Westerners could be more accurate in
their prognosticating predictions if they were better able to take into account the actor’s social and
physical environment. Nonetheless appeal to the situation is one of the tools all humans use to predict
behavior.
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Predicting from Self
If you needed to predict whether an advertising campaign would be suc- cessful, you might consider

whether you would be motivated by it. And if you were asked who would be more upset, a person who
missed his plane by five minutes or one who missed it by a half hour, you might also appeal to your
own response in that situation. In that case, you would be predict- ing by appealing to yourself.

Since the 1930s, psychologists have found that the kinds of predictions we make are affected by our
own past behaviors. The earliest work on this question found that students who had previously cheated
on an exam were more likely to predict that other students would cheat, too (Katz and Allport 1931).
In the subsequent eighty years, this result has been found to be robust: smokers think that more people
will smoke, conservatives think that more people are conservative, and sushi lovers think that sushi is
more popular. We think others are more like us than they really are, and we expect others will engage
in similar behaviors and have similar traits and beliefs (Krueger 1998; Marks and Miller 1987; Mullen
et al. 1985).

Children appear to use this method early on and predict that others will have the sorts of emotional
reactions that they themselves would have in similar conditions. For example, when told a story about
an actor who wants another child to be hit by a ball, subjects younger than five years are unable to
suppress their own sentiments and will say that the actor is sad when the child is hit by the ball (Yuill
1984; Yuill et al. 1996).

Though at first glance simulating from self might appear to be the same as the method of predicting
behavior promoted by simulation theorists, some important differences distinguish the two methods.
First, not all generalizations from self occur at the subpersonal level. In some cases, we make an overt
prediction from self when we ask ourselves, “What would I do if I were him?” But more interestingly,
predicting from self is a simpler process than mental simulation, and it does not require the same subper-
sonal mechanisms. An essential aspect of constructing a successful mental simulation involves making
the relevant shifts from self to other that allow for the discrepant beliefs that the target might have.
The predictions from self we make often fail to make such adjustments. Predictions from self might lead
a mother to expect that her sister would be happier once she had a child, for example (or unhappier,
depending on the predictor’s own experiences).

During the battles between simulation theory and theory theory, a study by Kahneman and Tversky
(1982) was widely cited as evidence in favor of simulation theory. The study has been interpreted as
evidence that we generalize from self when making some predictions of others’ behavior. Specifically,
in this study, subjects appeared to first determine how they would feel in the counterfactual situation,
and then attribute that emotion to the target to make predictions about their behavior. Subjects were
given the following vignette:

Mr. Crane and Mr. Tees were scheduled to leave the airport on different flights, at the same time.
They traveled from town in the same limousine, were caught in a traffic jam, and arrived at the airport
30 minutes after the scheduled departure time of their flights.

Mr. Crane is told that his flight left on time.
Mr. Tees is told his was delayed, and left five minutes ago. Who is more upset? (Kahneman and

Tversky 1982, 203)
Almost all the subjects reported that Mr. Tees would be more upset. Kahne- man and Tversky

interpret this result as evidence that people predict behavior by setting up a situation, determining
what they themselves would do in that situation, and then generalizing that response to the target.
Some simulation theorists interpreted the study as evidence that people use mental simulation to predict
behaviors (A. Goldman 1995b). Before accepting that interpretation, note what subjects don’t have to
do to make the prediction. Subjects are not forced to attribute discrepant beliefs to Mr. Tees and Mr.
Crane, because a subject has no information about what beliefs they might have that differ from the
subject’s. So a natural response to this question is “I would be more irritated if I missed the flight by
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five minutes.” It is a simple projection of one’s own response onto another and does not require the
cognitive shifts that are part of the machinery of mental simulation.

These differences between simulating and generalizing from self suggest that generalization from self
may be more likely to lead to false predictions. Predicting from self gives us an egocentric bias and can
cause us to focus more on our own actions and traits than on the actions of others (M. Ross and Sicoly
1979). We also have a tendency to anchor our judgments of others on behavior, traits, or attitudes that
appear salient in the situation, so our own perception of the situation will lead us to emphasize features
that matter to us, even though they may not matter to the actor (Quattrone 1982). Taken together,
these two tendencies may lead us to expect that other people will behave in the same way that we will,
and to think that other people are more like us than they are.

Because anchoring from an egocentric position does not involve dis- crepant belief attributions, it
may lead us to make incorrect predictions and incorrect judgments. Egocentric judgments can cause
great problems in cross-cultural contexts, where the differences between self and other may be much
stronger than usual. For example, while a Western visitor to a rural town in a developing country may
feel sorry for the local people’s lack of access to an education, the local people may feel sorry for the
Western visitor, whose family must not care about her to let her travel alone so far from home.

If predicting from self leads to such problematic judgments about other people, perhaps we ought
to avoid it. Psychologists have long suggested that it is irrational to project onto others in this fashion.
In a well-known study, Lee Ross, Greene, and House (1977) suggested that this method of prediction is
an irrational bias, and dubbed it the false-consensus effect. They argued that generalizing from self is
irrational because it is an induc- tive inference made from a reference set of one. If other information is
available that could be used to make the prediction, Ross and colleagues suggest it is more rational to
use that information because it would likely lead a more accurate prediction.

But it seems that though people often do assume consensus when using themselves as models for
others’ behavior, the claim that this is an error in reasoning may be unwarranted. To make this point,
let us examine another study by Ross and colleagues in which Stanford University stu- dents were asked
to walk around campus wearing a sandwich board that read “Repent!” (L. Ross et al. 1977). After the
students decided whether or not to comply with the request, they were asked to estimate the percentage
of other students who would agree to wear the board. The students who had agreed to wear the board
estimated that more than half of people would also comply, whereas the students who did not agree
to wear the board estimated that less than a quarter of people would comply. From these results, the
authors concluded that since the consensus estimates vary with the subject’s own decision, the estimates
must be, overall, incorrect.

There are several things to note about this study. For one, the subjects are asked to make an
overall estimate about a population rather than to predict the behavior of a single individual. The only
information that the subjects have about the targets is that they are fellow students. So in this situation,
no other information is available that the subjects could use in making the prediction. There are no
individuals whose behaviors the sub- jects need to predict.

A second thing to note is that the subjects are asked to make a judgment about a group of which
they are members. Recent research suggests that estimates made by generalizing from self to members
of an in-group result in relatively accurate predictions. This is because groups tend to be homo- geneous
in certain respects. For example, generalizing from self about other adolescents in one’s peer group is
an accurate strategy, given the strength of the group in fixing beliefs, traits, and behaviors (Prinstein
and Wang 2005).

Given these facts, how should subjects come up with their estimates? Dawes and Mulford (1996) have
suggested that subjects might perform a Bayesian analysis with a uniform prior distribution of belief.
They suggest that we should expect results like those Ross found if subjects are first told about the
behavior of one member of the group before being asked to make the decision about wearing the board.
With no other information to go on, knowledge about the behavior of one member of the group, be it
oneself or another, should rationally affect the frequency estimates. Further, they suggest that because
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members of groups often share characteristics, the consensus effect can lead to accurate predictions of
behavior. Depressed adults do not show the same pattern of generalizing from self (Cross et al. 2002).
Given that depressed adults may see themselves as outside all groups, this finding is consistent with the
explanation for the consensus effect under conditions of low knowledge. When depressed, people tend
to think that they are unique, and alone.

The conclusion is that if you know nothing about the target, or if you only know that you and the
target are members of the same group, then generalizing from self can be an effective method. As the
psychologist Robyn Dawes argued, generalizing from self is the primary method we use to predict others’
behavior when we have no other relevant information (Dawes 1989).

However, we have reason to think that our methods of predicting behavior change with even a
small amount of concrete information about an individual. For example, students who were asked
to make judgments about most other students in the United States overestimated the popula- tion’s
tendency to take risks, but when asked to make a judgment about an unknown student sitting nearby,
the subjects would significantly lower their judgment. Predicting the behavior of concrete strangers
apparently activated different strategies than did predicting the general behavior of a population (Hsee
and Weber 1997). And when asked to predict the behavior of a person outside their own group, people
appear not to predict from self (Krueger and Zeiger 1993). Thus, if you have some information about
another person, even if it is only a physical description, you then have the opportunity to activate other
methods, such as predicting via stereotype.

Without additional information, it is difficult for most people to avoid predicting from self, if forced to
make a prediction. Even when people are told that a false-consensus bias exists, and that to generalize
from one’s self when predicting behavior is an error in reasoning, people continue to demonstrate
the consensus effect (Krueger and Clement 1994). This sug- gests that generalizing from self may be
automatic and not under inten- tional control.

Children are perhaps principally predictors from self; it is with good reason that Piaget suggested
children younger than seven years are cogni- tively egocentric. Children’s egocentrism is offered as one
explanation of the three-year-old’s performance in the false-belief task. Recall that these children are
unable to set aside their own privileged information about the location of a chocolate bar when they
predict where Maxi will go to look for it. However, while the false-belief literature suggests that at age
four children overcome this deficit, even after children pass the false-belief task, they continue to engage
in false-consensus behavior. For example, four- and five-year-olds will fail to realize that information
that was just learned (such as the fact that cats use their whiskers to determine whether they can
fit into tight places) is not known by their peers (M. Taylor et al. 1994). Five- and six-year-olds have
difficulty realizing that others cannot recog- nize the subject of a line drawing that is partially obscured,
when they themselves are familiar with the picture (Chandler and Helm 1984). Note too that such
studies offer corroborating evidence that children’s under- standing of representational belief continues
to develop after they pass the false-belief task.

Children tend to generalize from self about emotional as well as infor- mation states. For example,
like the adults in Kahneman and Tversky’s study, we saw that children predict that others will have the
sorts of emo- tional reactions that they themselves would have in similar conditions (Yuill 1984; Yuill et
al. 1996). If both children and adults predict from self, but adults fail to make many of the mistakes that
children make, what accounts for the difference? A couple of suggestions have been offered. Birch and
Bloom (2004) suggest that the general problem with children’s mind-reading ability can be attributed
to the egocentrism that results from the so-called curse of knowledge. Knowledge is cursed when one
has too much of it, and irrelevant information affects one’s judg- ments. The children’s knowledge that
the chocolate bar has been moved when Maxi was out of the room is cursed, because it is difficult for
the three-year-old to disregard that information when predicting Maxi’s behavior. Though Birch and
Bloom suggest that older children and adults pass mind-reading tasks because the strength of the bias
diminishes with age, we have seen that adults also have problems with overgeneralizing from self.
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Another suggestion for the increase in accuracy of older children and adults comes from Epley and
colleagues, who suggest that adults have developed ways of correcting for their initial faulty egocentric
judgments (Epley et al. 2004a). In a study comparing egocentrism in perspective taking between children
and adults, the researchers found that when requested to move an object by a confederate who had a
different visual perspective, both children and adults were as likely to initially look at the object that fit
the confederate’s description from their own perspective, rather than the object that fit the description
from the confederate’s per- spective. Despite this initial similarity, adults were less likely to manipulate
that object and made fewer egocentric errors than did the children. Thus adults must develop some
method for overcoming their initial egocentric response, since they clearly have not outgrown it.

While both children and adults engage in generalizing from the self to predict others’ behavior or to
determine their judgments or emotions, the mechanisms used are unclear. Epley and colleagues suggest
that assump- tions of consensus are an example of the anchoring and adjustment heu- ristic, according
to which people’s estimates come from an implicitly suggested anchor and adjust up or down according
to how representative they take the anchor to be (Epley et al. 2004b). When one predicts another
person’s response to some behavior, such as their willingness to wear a board reading “Repent!,” one
may use one’s own response as the anchor and then, depending on how representative one thinks one
is, make adjust- ments from there.

Explanations for egocentric consensus vary depending on whether the authors think that it is a useful
heuristic for predicting behavior and judg- ments, or a bias that results in incorrect judgments. So, for
example, Dawes and Mulford (1996) appeal to inductive Bayesian reasoning as a useful heuristic, whereas
Ross and colleagues’ original explanation for the con- sensus effect appealed to selective exposure and
cognitive availability. They suggest that since one’s own behaviors are the most salient and most readily
called to mind, one’s own behaviors are the most available (L. Ross et al. 1977). (For a review of the
theoretical perspectives on the consensus effect, see Marks and Miller 1987.)

Regardless of the mechanisms involved, the tendency of both children and adults to base their
predictions of other people’s behavior on what they themselves would do appears to be widespread.
However, adults do not use this method in all cases of prediction, nor do they use it with all targets.
Though some researchers take generalizing from self to be a bias that leads to irrational thinking, in
the cases where it is most widely used, with members of an in-group who are not otherwise described,
or with complete strangers, it is a fairly efficient strategy. That is, in some cases, generalizing from self
may be the best available approach for predicting someone’s behavior. In naturalistic conditions, if one
is forced to predict the behavior of an individual in proximity to the predictor, it may well work given
the relative similarity of people in situations, peer groups, or other in-group conditions. When one has
additional information, other methods of prediction come into play. We turn next to stereotypes.

Predicting from Stereotypes
On the first day of class, you see that the university’s football star is in your seminar. How do you

think he will do in the class? Different tech- niques are used to teach freshmen, graduate students, and
nontraditional students, because we have different stereotypes associated with these three groups. We
use stereotypes when we expect our Asian student will succeed, the freshman will be nervous, and the
football player will be dim.

Stereotypes are sets of properties that are associated with a particular group or kind of person. We
have stereotypes about any number of social groups, not just those that are defined by race and gender
but also groups based on geographic location, age, vocation, avocation, and so on. We have stereotypes
for vegetarians as well as obese people, professors, and plumb- ers. One and the same person is going
to be subject to multiple stereotypes, and in different situations one stereotype may be most salient.
For example, a white police officer and mother may be seen primarily as a mother at the funeral of her
young child, but primarily as a police officer as she walks down the street in uniform. The stereotype
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that is used may be the one that is most useful for the attributor (Stangor et al. 1992), or the choice
of stereotype may be affected by the degree of accountability that the attribu- tor feels (Pendry and
Macrae 1996). That is, if you are not worried that you might get called on your stereotype, you may be
a bit sloppy in your categorization and use a broader category rather than a finer one.

Children begin using gender stereotypes—one of the strongest stereo- types—at a very early age.
Some researchers suggest that at two years, children are already shaping their gender identity and
developing an own-sex schema that they use to categorize activities as appropriate or not (Martin
2000). Children’s early stereotypes of sex roles lead them to expect that boys won’t skip rope and that
girls won’t play with trucks.

The properties associated with a stereotype can include personality traits, behaviors, beliefs, descrip-
tions of physical appearance, goals, and so on, and these properties are thought to be structured—related
to one another in some way. Given the view that stereotypes are knowledge struc- tures that are an
example of basic cognitive functioning, some regard stereotypes as schemas, which include a priori
knowledge of how the dif- ferent properties are related to one another (Hamilton 1981; S. Taylor 1981;

S. Taylor and Crocker 1981; Schneider 2004). Much debate continues about the structure of schemas,
how they are applied, whether they are hypoth- eses, and so on; and while I cannot begin to address these
issues here, suffice it to say that the use of stereotypes is a more sophisticated and specific attribution
than one based on past behavior, situation, or self. Stereotypes are also generalizations, but when we use
stereotypes to predict an individual’s behavior, we are making generalizations from a group of people
to an individual. Predicting from stereotype attribution requires negotiation between the categories a
person belongs to, determining the degree to which an individual fits in each category, the relevance of
the category for the prediction, the strength of the stereotype, and the traits, beliefs, goals, and so on,
associated with the stereotype.

We most often hear about stereotypes in the context of bigotry and prejudice, given that generaliza-
tions based on a person’s race, sex, sexual orientation, ethnicity, religion, and so on, have historically
been used, and unfortunately continue to be used, to justify everything from atrocities to daily irrita-
tions. But not all stereotypes involve prejudice or discrimina- tion, and not all stereotypes are misleading.
Some generalizations we make about groups are consistent with the comparative probabilities of having
the properties between the group and the general population. For example, the stereotype that Asian
American students are good students may be consistent with data on the relative percentage of Asian
American students who go on to college after high school. However, like negative stereotypes, positive
stereotypes can also cause problems for an individual; consider the Asian American student who doesn’t
fit the stereotype because she does poorly in school or desires to lean a trade. While some stereotypes
exag- gerate a trait associated with a group (Campbell 1967), other stereotypes systematically under-
estimate group differences (McCauley 1995). One worry, then, is that predictions of behavior based on
stereotypic judgment will tend to be false. I return to this worry shortly.

Despite concerns about stereotypes and prejudice, stereotypes are an essential part of cognition.
Like our other associative acts, relying on ste- reotypes allows us to make inferences without starting
from scratch each time we need to predict someone’s behavior. Stereotypes give us a starting position,
without which judgments would be extremely difficult to make. Stereotype attribution allows people to
make rapid predictions of behavior, and some evidence shows that predictions made from stereotype
attribution are faster and more efficient than predictions made from trait attribution (Andersen et al.
1990). Stereotypes appear to be richer categorizations than traits. Studies in which subjects were asked
to ascribe features to a number of different stereotypes and traits have demonstrated that stereotypes
tend to have more associations than traits and also use more visual elements than do traits (Ander-
sen and Klatzky 1987). In addition, since traits are often strongly associated with stereo- types, and
stereotypes are less frequently described as having core attributes that are associated with the related
traits, some psychologists have argued that stereotypes are more distinctive and memorable than traits
(Andersen and Klatzky 1987). Given the richness of the stereotype category, it is expected that people
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use stereotypes to make extensive inferences about individuals, both about what individuals will do in
the future and why they act as they do.

Stereotypes do appear to facilitate predictions more quickly than does trait attribution, and this
result is explained by suggesting that traits get their predictive power from the associated stereotypes,
whereas stereotypes are more directly linked to likely actions (Andersen et al. 2000). In a set of studies,
subjects were given a stereotype term or trait term and a descrip- tion of an action and were asked
to decide whether the type of person described by the stereotype or trait was likely to engage in the
behavior. The sentences that associated a stereotype with a behavior were judged significantly more
quickly than the sentences that associated a trait with a behavior.

The claim that activating a stereotype primes predictions that are con- sistent with the stereotype
is widely accepted as part of commonsense psychology. For example, social groups and the popular
media view ste- reotype activation as the cause of tragedies such as the shooting of Amadou Diallo, the
unarmed young black man who was shot forty-one times by four police officers who mistook Diallo’s
wallet for a gun. The police officers predicted that Diallo was going to shoot them, because they had
activated a stereotype about black youth.

Studies suggest that this interpretation of the Diallo tragedy is probably at least partially correct.
Shortly after Diallo’s death, the social psychologist Keith Payne studied some of the effects of the
African American stereotype. Payne studied nonblack participants’ ability to correctly identify a photo-
graph of a tool or a gun after being primed with a photograph of a white or a black face. He found
that subjects who are shown a black face are quicker at correctly identifying a gun than when they are
primed with a white face, and when under time pressure they are significantly more likely to misidentify
the object as a gun after seeing a black face (Payne 2001).

The predictive power of stereotype activation has been examined explic- itly in another study of the
negative effects of stereotypes. Class stereotypes were examined in a study of judgments about poor and
wealthy children’s academic abilities (Darley and Gross 1983). Subjects were shown a video- tape of a
child at school and playing in the neighborhood. Half the subjects saw video of a nine-year-old white
girl named Hannah in an inner-city setting, and the other half saw video of Hannah playing and going
to school in suburbia. Subjects in the inner-city condition were also told that the girl’s parents had only
a high-school education and had working-class jobs, whereas subjects in the suburban condition were
told that the parents were college graduates with white-collar jobs.

Half the subjects in each group were asked to make predictions about the girl’s academic ability
after watching the videos, and the authors found no evidence of stereotype activation; subjects based
their predictions on Hannah’s age or year in school.1

The other half of the subjects were shown a lengthy videotape of the girl answering the test questions.
The videotape was designed to provide no evidence about the girl’s academic ability, and an independent
measure confirmed this. These subjects did make stereotypical predictions based on class. The subjects
who saw the girl in the inner-city environment had formed expectancies about how she would perform,
and they subsequently interpreted the ambiguous performance on the test in a way that con- formed
to their expectations. On the other hand, subjects who saw the girl in a suburban environment had an
implicit prediction that she would do well on the test, and this expectancy shaped their interpretation
of her behavior.

These studies demonstrate that we do sometimes use stereotype activa- tion when predicting be-
havior. However, these studies also raise the ques- tion of accuracy in stereotype prediction. Before we
look at that issue, we should examine under what conditions we use stereotypes to make predic- tions.
Judgments about the usefulness of a heuristic can only be made if we know what sort of information is
available to the person using the heuristic.

One suggestion is that stereotypes are used to make inferences about people only when no other
behavioral information is available. If we know only that the individual is a woman, we activate the
woman stereotype to predict what the typical woman would do in a given situation. However, a host
of studies suggests that this is not the case. There are studies galore on the force of gender stereotypes
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in judgments about job suitability and work evaluations, showing that gender remains a predictor even
when subjects possess relevant information about the individual (Deaux and Lewis 1984; Jackson and
Cash 1985; Swim 1993).

These studies suggest that relevant behavioral evidence might not always undermine stereotypic
judgments; when the stereotype is strong, a predictor might disregard apparently contradictory behav-
ioral evidence to avoid a dissonance with the prior stereotyped category. Gender stereotypes are among
some of the stronger stereotypes there are, and it is relatively difficult to revise judgments that stem from
them. Stereotypes about pro- fessional groups may be much weaker and easier to overlook in the face
of disconfirming evidence. Theories about the interaction of stereotypes, traits, and behavior abound,
along with views on the extent to which stereotypes are automatic or under one’s control. Despite the
disagree- ments about how stereotypes interact with other means of interpreting and predicting social
behavior, there is good reason to think that stereo- types play a large role in our predictions of behavior.

Assuming that we do use stereotypes when making predictions, is this a matter of concern? The
connection between stereotype and prejudice, the frequency of false gender stereotypes in the workplace,
and so forth suggest stereotypic thinking cannot be an accurate method of predicting how a female job
candidate will perform or whether a black youth is holding a gun. The generalizations we make from
group membership to individual may be problematic in two regards. For one, we may overesti- mate the
prevalence of the property in the target group. That is, we may think that criminality is more prevalent
among black male youths in America than it actually is. We may also overgeneralize from the group
to the individual and attribute a relatively peripheral property of the group to an individual who is
identified as a member of that group. Finally, we might think that a person is a member of a group
that she does not actu- ally belong to.

When we stereotype others, we form expectations about people’s behav- iors and their beliefs based
on their group membership. These judgments are generalizations, and like our ability to generalize in
other domains, our reliance on stereotypes to make inferences about an individual is only as good as
the generalization is accurate.

It is true that stereotyping can lead to false conclusions about an indi- vidual. For example, one
common error in using a stereotype to make a judgment is ignoring the frequency of the property or the
behavior in the group. For example, one might predict that an American Catholic woman will not get
an abortion if she has an unwanted pregnancy, because the Catholic Church forbids abortion. However,
this would be a hasty conclu- sion, since it fails to consider the percentage of American Catholic women
with an unwanted pregnancy who have abortions. Some studies suggest that rates of abortions among
Catholics are higher than among Protestants, and the group Catholics for a Free Choice claims that
a majority of Ameri- can Catholics support legalizing abortion. This error is generalizable; we tend to
attribute beliefs to individual members of a group that correspond to the group policies. This is so even
when the policies are determined by a vote, and the policy passes only by a small margin (Allison and
Messick 1985).

Overgeneralizations also occur when the predictor is encouraged to make a thoughtful decision
(McHoskey and Miller 1994), when the predic- tor agrees with the belief or action (Mackie et al. 2001),
and even when the predictor only has some stake in the issue, on either side (Allison et al. 1990; Worth
et al. 1987). Overgeneralizations, however, are not unique to stereotype attribution but are a feature of
associations more generally.

Despite the serious problem with attributing negative properties to individuals based on a prejudicial
stereotype, a good deal of evidence sug- gests that our stereotypes are largely accurate and have prag-
matic worth (Lee et al. 1995). Our stereotypes about gender (Diekman et al. 2002), nationality (Triandis
and Vassiliou 1967), race (Ryan 1996), and other groups often turn out to be somewhat accurate when
judged against rel- evant data or self-descriptions of the group by a member of the group. For example,
in a study of stereotypes about men’s and women’s attitudes about political positions, Diekman and her
colleagues (2002) found that people are fairly accurate in estimating the percentage of men and women
who agree with policies that are either stereotypically female or male. Subjects were asked to estimate
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the percentage of men or women who support policies deemed to be female stereotypic (such as paid
parental leave, affordable or public housing, and child care tax credits) and male stereotypic (such as
government regulation of business, the man as the primary wage earner, the high rate of federal income
tax). They found that while all subjects were generally accurate in estimating people’s attitudes about
such issues, they were slightly less accurate in estimating men’s attitudes than women’s attitudes.

In another study of stereotypic accuracy, researchers interested in the accuracy of ethnic stereotypes
in Toronto asked subjects to estimate the academic performance of nine ethnics groups (Aboriginal,
British, Cana- dian-born black, Caribbean-born black, Chinese, East Indian–Pakistani, Jewish, Por-
tuguese, and Vietnamese) (Ashton and Esses 1999). Subjects were accurate in their judgments of the
relative academic performance between the different groups, given data published by the Toronto Board
of Education. That is, subjects were able to correctly rank the ethnic groups according to their academic
performance. However, some estimates of average grade differed significantly from the actual average
grade for three ethnic groups. This study suggests that though some accurate information can be had
from stereotypes, specific claims about a group are more likely to be false compared to relative claims
about groups.

One view about the accuracy of stereotypes is that most stereotypic attributions contain a kernel
of truth (Campbell 1967). That is, our stereo- types are an exaggeration of the frequency of a property
in a group, but the traits are accurately applied to some members. However, this cannot be a general
truth about stereotypes, because many stereotypes underesti- mate group differences (McCauley 1995).

Given the association between stereotypes and prejudice, the accuracy of stereotypes has been more
of a vexed issue than is accuracy in the other methods of prediction. As a result, there has been much
debate on what is meant by accuracy in stereotype use. For the purpose of predicting behavior, the
accuracy standard is clear. If stereotypes allow us to make accurate predictions of behavior, that will
suffice.

Decades of social psychology suggest that human reasoning is rife with bias that leads to irrational
thinking, but some have wondered whether these gloomy findings reflect a laboratory artifact. After
all, if we were so terrible at making judgments, we should notice it at least some of the time. And
we might think that the species would be in some danger. But that doesn’t appear to be the case.
William Swann (1984) has argued that we ought not judge accuracy about person perception in the
same way we judge accuracy about the physical world. Rather, Swann suggests that personality is a
negotiation between individuals in a social context, and perceiving is in some sense creating. Given this
understanding of persons not as fixed entities but as malleable and context dependent, we can identify
success in person perception as the promotion of shared goals. Swann’s pragmatic-accuracy view takes
as a goal circumscribed accuracy, or accuracy in particular situations, rather than global accuracy across
situations.

Stereotypes are a necessary simplification that allows us to make infer- ences about others, and
they interact with other information we have about people when predicting behavior. They enrich our
understanding of others by allowing us to place individuals into a rich network of traits, goals, and
behaviors. Seeing someone in such networks may be only a starting point, an implicit acceptance of
a hypothesis that can be modified as we gain more information about people. But some stereotypic
judg- ments are stronger than others and require more information to overturn. So while stereotypes
are a useful means of predicting behavior and can provide accurate information, when it comes to false
stereotypes related to groups that are the object of discrimination, judgments need to be revised.

A final word on stereotype attribution. While we have been focusing on the predictive force of
stereotypes, some stereotypes also have normative force. The waiter who doesn’t take our order is not
just acting against the waiter stereotype; he also is not doing what he ought to be doing. Girls may
be criticized for not acting feminine enough, and inner-city youths who talk with a newscaster’s accent
may be criticized for not being black enough. Gender stereotypes are a good example of prescriptive
stereotypes, and evidence suggests that people are more inclined to think that females should be more
nurturing than males and that blacks should be more athletic than whites (Burgess and Bordiga 1999;
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Eagly 1987; Fiske and Stevens 1993). At least some stereotypes not only are descriptions but include
normative platitudes about what people ought to do.

Predicting from Traits
Who is going to give the best wedding gift, the stingy aunt or the generous colleague? The trait terms

that we use in our descriptions of people suggest a stable disposition that person has; paradigmatically,
trait terms refer to established personality dispositions. For example, when we say that Fred is rude,
we mean that something in Fred’s personality makes him accu- rately described as a rude person. In
contrast, we can also use trait terms to describe a particular behavior (e.g., “That was rude”), to describe
a person at a particular time (“Why were you so rude to him?”), to describe habitual behaviors (“He
always acts rudely to this waitress”), or to describe a person over time (“He has been rude”) (Newman
and Uleman 1993).

Personality traits are some of the most studied aspects of social psychol- ogy. The dispositions and
internal attributes that are studied in social psychology are usually related back to personality traits.
This is with good reason; we learned early on that traits are widely used by North Americans. We
describe people primarily using trait terms (Fiske and Cox 1979; Hampson 1983; Park 1986), and we
explain behaviors, especially other people’s behavior, by referring to their personality traits (Budesheim
and Bonnelle 1998). Lee Ross and Richard Nisbett (1991) concur, claiming that we explain behavior
in terms of traits by relying on a folk theory dubbed “lay dispositionalism.” Though reliance on trait
attribution is common among the Americans studied, it is less common among some American subpopu-
lations such as Mexican Americans (Zárate et al. 2001) and among Asians (Cousins 1989; J. Miller 1984;
Morris et al. 2001; Nisbett 2003). It has been suggested that collectivist cultures are less likely to use
traits to describe or explain behavior than are individualist cultures, where personal action is empha-
sized (Nisbett 2003; Schneider 2004). However, when pre- dicting behavior in cases where the situation
is not salient, Koreans and Americans show no difference, both relying on internal traits (Norenzayan
et al. 2002).

We can learn about an individual’s traits by observing behavior and appearance, through stereotype
categorization, and through personal com- munication with either the target or a third party. When
traits are inferred from behavior, we can make inferences from extremely small amounts of behavioral
evidence (Ambady et al. 2000). This result is accentuated when inferring negative personality traits
(such as being selfish or rude). However, before attributing a positive personality trait, people require
additional evidence (Rothbart and Park 1986). Inference from information about behavior to trait is
seen as spontaneous—requiring attention but no con- scious control (Uleman et al. 1996).

Regardless of how the information about one’s trait is acquired, it is only indirectly perceived. That
is, insofar as they are objective causal fea- tures of an individual, traits, like other mental states, are not
directly observed. Traits, like beliefs and desires, are theoretical entities. In addition, insofar as traits
are dispositions, traits are thought to be causally effica- cious. That is, just as solubility can be seen to
cause the sugar cube to dissolve in a glass of water, being rude is seen as the cause of rude behavior.
Traits as causal properties are used to predict that an individual will perform some particular behavior
in the kind of circumstances that activate the trait (Wright and Mischel 1987). Thus the relationship
between traits and behaviors is like the relationship between beliefs and behaviors; in each case, the
theoretical entity is thought to enter into a causal chain leading to the behavior.

Unlike beliefs, traits are taken to be stable properties of an individual. While I change my beliefs
frequently, my personality traits are much more constant and can be changed with effort, training, or
brain injury. Because traits are seen as stable and causally efficacious, we expect people to be consistent
over time and across domains, and because of this, trait attribu- tion is closely related to behavior
prediction and leads us to make gener- alizations about related behaviors in other situations. Our
inference from observing past behavior to a character trait (for example, from observing a colleague
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offering to chair a committee to inferring that the colleague is helpful) leads us to make predictions
about that person’s helpful behavior in other circumstances, as well (e.g., offering to take on extra
household chores).

While traits make up some of the content of stereotypes, we saw in the last section that stereotypes
are more specific than traits, and trait attribu- tions are less rich and connected with fewer other
properties. That is, while stereotype attributions allow us to make rather specific predictions about
behavior, trait attributions may only allow for more general predictions.

Evidence suggests that predictions derive primarily from the traits that we attribute to others. When
told that the target is introverted or extro- verted, subjects tend to predict that the target will behave
in the corre- sponding manner, regardless of the situation (Nisbett 1987). Once a target is seen as
having a trait, people in the West expect that individuals will behave according to that trait, across
situations (Nisbett 1987). We saw earlier that people tend to underestimate the effect of the situation
on behavior. That bias is combined with what is thought to be an overreliance on personality traits as
both causally efficacious and diagnostic of future behavior (Nisbett 1987; Nisbett and Ross 1980). When
they are cognitively busy, people are especially likely to rely on trait attribution to such an extent that
they ignore relevant situational factors (Newman 1996). Such studies suggest that people’s prediction
of behavior relies on a simple heu- ristic: they predict that a target will behave consistently with a trait
attribu- tion previously used to explain the target’s behavior.

Prediction via trait attribution, and indeed the recognition of people as having traits that affect
behavior, does not develop until middle childhood (Kalish 2002; P. Miller and Aloise 1989; Rholes et
al. 1990; Wellman 1990; Yuill and Pearson 1998). Though predicting behavior based on exposure to a
small set of exemplars about personal preferences and traits (e.g., preferring a yellow flower to a blue
one, or being open to sharing) does not develop until after age five, younger children will use inductive
gen- eralizations to predict people’s behavior when it appears not to be based on individual differences
(Kalish 2002). For example, young children are good at making inductive generalizations about biological
or physical properties of humans and other objects (Carey 1985; Gelman 1988), and at an early age
they are able to accurately predict behaviors based on idio- syncratic physical attributes such as hearing
acuity (Kalish 2002). But even once young children are able to use trait terms to describe an individual,
they still fail to appeal to that trait descriptor when predicting that actor’s future behavior (Rholes and
Ruble 1984). By age ten, children are making inferences about the future based on past observations
and will judge that a character who performed a nice action on one occasion is likely to behave nicely
in a new situation (Cain et al. 1997; Heller and Berndt 1981; Heyman and Gelman 1999; Yuill and
Pearson 1998).

Some psychologists see our reliance on traits to predict behavior as problematic, in the same way
as prediction via stereotype. They worry that our reliance on traits is also an overestimation, but in
this case, it is an overestimation of the causal efficacy of traits over the causal efficacy of the situation.
Social psychologists have largely accepted that the environment plays a significant role in our action, as
was famously demonstrated by Milgram’s obedience experiments, where subjects were ordered to shock
people at ever-increasing levels of voltage (Milgram 1963), and the Princ- eton Seminary experiment,
which found that theology students’ willing- ness to help someone in need was inversely correlated with
how rushed they were (Darley and Batson 1973). These and other studies showed that small pressures
in the environment could affect people’s behaviors in ways they could not anticipate.

Though the situation has great influence on our behavior, this fact is often underappreciated by
the folk when making predictions of behavior. Since Ichheiser’s work in the 1940s, psychologists have
noted that we com- monly fail to adjust our predictions to take into account environmental constraints
(Ichheiser 1949). Attributing traits to people causes us to be overly optimistic about people’s consistency
across situations and over time (L. Ross and Nisbett 1991). That is, once we have pegged someone
with a particular trait, we use that information when making predictions about that person’s behavior.
However, cross-situational consistency of behavior is low. For example, an outgoing lecturer who eagerly
engages with an audience of hundreds may be shy and awkward in a more intimate setting. And those
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who perform well in a job interview may be terrible at the front of a lecture hall, because behaviors are
not consistent across situ- ations (L. Ross 1977; L. Ross and Nisbett 1991).

Despite low cross-situational consistency of behavior and questions about the reality of personality
traits, it seems that Westerners cannot help but attribute them. Predictions by trait attribution appear
to be under little conscious control; even psychologists, who are well informed about the bias, fall prey
to the fundamental attribution error in predicting behavior.

Trait attributions have been soundly criticized as a means of accurately predicting behavior across
different kinds of situations. However, this does not mean we should deem prediction via trait attribution
an unreliable method. As we saw with the other methods, overgeneralizations may occur, and relevant
information may be ignored. Yet despite the recent focus in social psychology on the problems associated
with trait attribu- tion, no one is clamoring for us to stop using traits in this fashion. Even among those
who have directed attention to the fundamental attribution error, it is argued that trait attribution is a
useful heuristic. For example, if we use a trait to make a prediction in the same situation in which the
trait was discovered, our prediction is likely to be fairly accurate. Traits don’t turn out to work globally,
across situations, but they do work for making predictions within a particular situation.

Though we can predict with some accuracy what others will do in a situation after having observed
their behavior in that same situation, we have more difficulty predicting with any accuracy what people
will do in other situations, given these sorts of errors in reasoning. Why, then, do we think that we are
such good predictors of behavior?

Social psychologists have an answer to this question, as well. An expectation can cause us to interpret
behavior so that it is consistent with that very expectation. Hence we think we are more accurate than
we really are (Olson et al. 1996). In addition, we tend to notice things that correspond to our beliefs
and expectations, and especially to remember successful predictions (Kunda 2002). Thus, although we
may be poor predictors of behavior in some situations, it is possible that we will not notice this, because
either we interpret the situation so that it corresponds to our expectation, or we forget about making
the faulty prediction.

Another explanation comes from Ross and Nisbett (1991), who argue that our predictions are largely
accurate because most of our predictions are made in the same situation, broadly construed. For example,
if you form a trait description of Sue in the workplace, and you interact with Sue only in the workplace,
your prediction is likely to be largely accurate. This is because traits are stable within situations. It
is only when you attempt to generalize to another situation, such as how Sue would be as a road-trip
companion, that your prediction is likely to fail you. Ross and Nisbett note, however, that the predictor
is often part of the situation she predicts, and what may appear to be stability across situations may
in fact only be the stability of the person’s behavior in your presence. For these reasons, many of our
predictions of behavior are correct.

Other Factors Involved in Predicting Behavior
So far I have briefly reviewed four different methods that social psycholo- gists think are implicated

in our behavior predictions. These are not the only variables that play a role in the predictions we
generate. One of the simplest ways we predict a person’s future behavior is to generalize from that
person’s past behavior in a similar situation. We can easily predict idiosyncratic behavior if we know
that an individual habitually engages in the idiosyncratic act. Inductive generalization based on an
individual’s past behavior may be overt, like the waiter’s prediction that a regular customer will order a
tall soy latte. Or it may be less overt, such as the ability to recognize when someone is being deceptive.
While we are not very good at determining whether a stranger is deceiving us, as we get to know a
person, our ability to recognize deception increases; we are much more accurate in judging the honesty
of a close friend’s behavior than we are a stranger’s. It is thought that the reason for this effect is that
people, like some poker players, often have a telltale behavior that indicates they are being deceptive.
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Through exposure we come to associate the distinctive behavior with an act of deception, and then we
can use that behavior to predict future acts of deception (Anderson et al. 2002). If you have evi- dence
about a person’s past behavior in a similar situation, simply inferring that the person will do the same
thing again is an extremely reliable method (Krueger and Clement 1996). Perhaps for this reason, we
are much better at judging the frequency of attitudes and traits of people we know than those of people
we do not (Judd et al. 1991), and better at predicting familiar people and people from familiar groups
than we are in predicting people who are not familiar to us (Kunda 2002).

This technique may be among the most cognitively simple strategies used to predict behavior. Indeed,
some take this position when they argue that a theory of behavior is simpler than a theory of mind.
As we will see in chapter 12, some ape researchers claim that experiments attempting to show that
chimpanzees have a theory of mind can be explained equally as well by the simpler theory that apes
have a theory of behavior (e.g., Povinelli and Vonk 2004).

We do know that human infants are great statisticians and are able to make generalizations from an
early age. Even eight-month-old infants can make generalizations about a member of a population after
being exposed to the population, and conversely can make inferences about a population from exposure
to a sample of that population (Xu and Garcia 2008). It is not too far of a reach to suppose that they
use this ability to make predic- tions within the social realm as well as the physical. By three years,
chil- dren possess script-based knowledge and can make predictions based on what they know happens
in situations such as a birthday party (Hudson et al. 1995).

We also predict that people will follow certain societal norms. For example, people walk facing
forward, those who call meetings tend to show up, and people do what they say they are going to do.
I can use the “people do what they say they will do” heuristic to predict that you will arrive today on
the 3 o’clock flight, because you said you would arrive on the 3 o’clock flight.

Such methods of prediction, whether they are generalizations about an individual, a group, a theory
of behavior, or a theory of appropriate behav- ior, are all rather uninformative when it comes to the
cause of behavior. No theoretical entities with causal efficacy are postulated to make predic- tions given
these methods; nothing is inferred that could later be used to explain the behavior. Such predictions
are like our lay predictions of occur- rences in the physical world. I predict that my car will start when
I turn the key, not because I understand the mechanical structure of the car but because my car has
always started when I turn the key.

Interactions between all the methods mentioned in this chapter, and between these methods and
affective states, will also affect the predictions that we generate. Just as mood affects our behaviors in
ways we do not expect (like making us more likely to help a stranger in need), so mood also affects
the predictions that we make. For example, when people are in a good mood, they are more likely
to categorize a person as a member of some group, even if that person is on the borderline for group
member- ship (Isen and Daubman 1984; Isen et al. 1992), and hence would be more likely to make
a prediction that draws from the group stereotype. We tend to predict behavior consistent with the
affective state we are in at the time of prediction, so that we often make incorrect predictions when in
a hot affective state and predicting the behavior of a person who is not in such a state, or when we are
cold and trying to predict what we or others would do in a hot state (Loewenstein 1996). Errors like
this often lead us to have false expectations about our future hedonic states and cause us to make bad
decisions about the paths that will make us happiest (T. Wilson and Gilbert 2005).

Given the number of factors that are involved in predicting behavior, the various relationships
between these factors, and the threat of con- founding variables, any detailed model of how humans
predict behavior would be impossibly complex. It would have to take into account how well the predictor
knew the target, whether the target was an in-group or out- group member, the stereotypes the target
fit into, the situation the target was in, and so forth. The processes involved in making predictions are
dynamically interrelated, and while work in social psychology is able to illuminate some of the salient
features involved in making predictions, and has offered general theories about how we make predictions,
no general working model for behavior prediction has been offered. The same is true of philosophers
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working from within the debate between theory theory and simulation theory. None of the mindreading
models on the table even approach the degree of complexity we see involved in the folk psychologi- cal
practice of prediction.

If we are to learn more about the ways that humans predict behaviors, we first need to accept that we
may use different methods for different instances of prediction. Psychological research can tell us where
we succeed at making predictions, and where we fail. It can also enlighten us as to how we go about
making different kinds of predictions. Plausibly, I do not use belief-desire psychology when I predict
that the waiter will bring the coffee I ordered, and plausibly I do use it when I am trying to figure out
where my foe will strike next in a complex game of cat and mouse. Just as plausibly, my predictions
of the waiter’s behavior will be more accurate than my predictions of the foe’s. Whereas the waiter is
following a familiar script, the foe is doing his best to avoid predictability, which will lead to complex
and perhaps recursive lines of thought in an attempt to predict his behavior.

It is also likely that we use a number of methods to predict behavior in a single case, as is demon-
strated in the following dialogue fromWilliam Goldman’s novel The Princess Bride. Vizzini has accepted
a challenge to partake in a game of wits. He is to determine which glass of wine contains the poison
iocane, the glass in front of him or the one in front of his foe (W. Goldman 2007, 176–178):

Vizzini begins by saying, “It’s all so simple. All I have to do is deduce, from what I know of you,
the way your mind works. Are you the kind of man who would put the poison into his own glass, or
into the glass of his enemy? . . . Now a great fool would place the poison in his own goblet, because
he would know that only another great fool would reach first for what he was given. I am clearly not a
great fool, so I will clearly not reach for your wine.” The man in black asks, “That’s your final choice?”
Vizzini continues, “No. Because you knew I was not a great fool, so you would know that I would never
fall for such a trick. You would count on it. So I will clearly not reach for mine either. . . . We have now
decided the poisoned cup is most likely in front of you. But the poison is powder made from iocane and
iocane comes from Australia and Australia, as everyone knows, is peopled with criminals and criminals
are used to having people not trust them, as I don’t trust you, which means I can clearly not choose
the wine in front of you. . . . But, again, you must have suspected I knew the origins of iocane, so you
would have known I knew about the criminals and criminal behavior, and therefore I can clearly not
choose the wine in front of me. . . .”

“Truly you have a dizzying intellect,” whispered the man in black. “You have beaten my Turk, which
means you are exceptionally strong, and exceptionally strong men are convinced they are too powerful
ever to die, too powerful even for iocane poison, so you could have put it in your cup, trusting on your
strength to save you; thus I can clearly not choose the wine in front of you.”

First note that though Vizzini clearly uses folk psychology, he is not clearly engaged in an act
of prediction. He is trying to figure something out, but he is not seeking an explanation. We might
say that he is retrodicting—making a prediction about something that happened in the past—which
demonstrates another role for folk psychol- ogy. Whatever we want to call it, we can analyze the passage
as a piece of folk psychological reasoning. Despite Vizzini’s use of belief attribution (B knows V is not a
great fool), trait attribution (B is used to not being trusted, B is clever, B is strong), information about
the situation (B acquired the poison from Australia, Australia is full of criminals), stereotypes (criminals
are used to not being trusted, strong people think they will never die), and inductive generalization (B
bested the Turk, so he will come out ahead in other tests of strength), Vizzini guesses wrongly and falls
to the ground dead.

To avoid an analogous fate, philosophers who hope to build theories on top of descriptive claims
regarding how humans predict behavior are well advised to recognize the complexity of behavior pre-
diction. Social psychology has given us a start in cataloging the different methods we use to predict
behavior. In constructing our models of folk psychological mech- anisms, philosophers need to take
seriously what is already known. Vague as that knowledge may be, it suggests a radically different
perspective from the one taught in philosophy classes today.
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6. The Role of Propositional Attitudes in
Behavior Prediction

Prediction is very difficult, especially if it’s about the future.
—Niels Bohr

Predicting Behavior and Mental Content
I invite you to dinner, and you tell me that you will bring a bottle of wine. Later, when I am doing

my wine shopping, I take into account the fact that you will bring a bottle of wine. I have made a
prediction that you will bring a bottle of wine, a quotidian prediction that you will do what you said
you would do. I may even be able to predict to some extent what kind of wine you will bring. If I told
you that I am preparing steak for dinner, I might without reflection expect that you will bring a bottle
of red wine.

How do I make this prediction? The standard folk psychology answer is that I mindread; I implicitly
attribute beliefs and desires to you, activate some mechanism, and output the prediction. But if I did
engage in such an operation, I would also have access to a theory about your reasons for acting—your
reason explanation. That is, not only would I predict what you would do, but I would have some
knowledge of why you did it.

In chapter 3 I argued that we cannot explain all the behaviors we can predict. The research from
social psychology discussed in the previous chapter bolsters that conclusion. To predict that you will
bring a bottle of red wine to dinner, I could be relying on my knowledge of your habits, and I need not
know anything about your wine beliefs. If I know that you are a traditional wine drinker, who chooses
red for beef and white for fish, then this prediction is easy to make. Maybe the correct explanation for
your behavior is that you believe drinking red wine with beef is socially required, or perhaps you believe
that the fruit and tannins of a robust red accentuate the taste of the meat. Perhaps you want to have a
fine aesthetic experience, so you buy the Borolo, or maybe instead you buy it with the desire to impress
me with your good taste and financial success. I can predict what you will do, if I know your habits,
but I may not have a good understanding of why you buy a certain bottle of wine. I could generate
any number of possible explanations for your behavior, even if I were able to predict that behavior with
great success.

Sometimes we predict behavior by considering the beliefs and desires of a target. But sometimes we
do not. The advocates of SFP claim that our wide-ranging success in predicting behavior is based on our
ability to attribute beliefs and desires. Given the availability of multiple methods for predicting behavior,
should we finally reject this claim? Before drawing that conclusion, let us consider two rejoinders that
SFP supporters could give in the face of evidence that we routinely rely on methods other than belief-
desire attribution for predicting behavior.

The first criticism of the claim that we can predict someone’s behavior without attributing beliefs or
desires is based on the idea that the methods of prediction identified in the previous chapter all require
having some knowledge of mental content. For example, personality traits might be associated not only
with behaviors but also with intentions, beliefs, desires, and other internal contentful states. This is a
view that some psychologists advocate (Schneider 2004). If this view were right, then a trait attribution
would be shorthand for the attribution of some set of beliefs, desires, and so forth; and if that were true,
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then anyone who was able to predict in terms of trait attributions would also have facility with belief
attribution. If trait attribution is simply shorthand for belief or desire attribution, then our ability to
predict behavior by attributing personality traits relies on a prior ability to attribute beliefs and desires.
Once again, the attribution of propositional attitudes would play a foundational role.

Another worry about the view I am defending is that prediction via the attribution of beliefs and
desires may be more accurate than prediction using other methods. The response might begin thus:
Of course we use different methods to predict behavior, and some heuristics work well enough. But
once humans began making predictions through the attribu- tion of mental states, predictions became
more accurate, and those who were able to make such predictions were better able to manipulate and
control others. The development of a theory of mind started an evolution- ary arms race that forced
most humans also to develop a theory of mind to become viable competitors. Thus, while we have other
methods for making rather inaccurate predictions of behavior, humans are amazing in their ability to
accurately predict what others are going to do, and such successes in predicting can only be accounted
for by mindreading. The critic may worry that the alternative methods of prediction I presented are
not true alternatives, because they do not permit successful predictions in the way attributing mental
content does.

Does Trait Attribution Require Attribution of Mental
Content?

Of all the methods of prediction discussed in the previous chapter, predic- tion based on trait
attribution appears the most likely to be based on the attribution of mental states. Indeed, one might
expect that a trait attribu- tion is merely shorthand for mental content. If so, then belief-desire psy-
chology can be made consistent with the social psychological story, such that when I appeal to Sue’s
generous nature to predict that she will con- tribute to hunger relief, I simply mean that Sue wants to
help others and believes that she can fulfill that desire by contributing to hunger relief. Understanding
traits in this fashion reconciles at least part of the social psychological picture with the traditional
philosophical one, and thus the evidence from social psychology about trait attribution would not
under- mine the claim that we predict behavior through the attribution of beliefs and desires. The
apparent conflict may be seen as arising from the different terminology used in the different disciplines.

However, we have good reason to think that trait attribution is a practice distinct from the attri-
bution of beliefs and desires. People can categorize an individual as personifying a trait and use that
categorization to treat the individual differently, even when they have an impaired ability to attribute
beliefs and desires.

For example, children on the autistic spectrum who are unable to attri- bute mental states can
come to learn how to predict behavior by attribut- ing personality traits. Social Stories Therapy is an
intervention method designed to teach social skills to children with autism (Gray 2000). Thera- pists
teach children how to recognize a salient behavior, apply a character trait or mood term to it, and then
associate other behaviors with that label. After successful therapy, the child is able to make predictions
using the trait identifier, but she does not gain a theory of mind or an understanding of beliefs and
desires as parts of a folk theory of behavior. For example, a person with autism might be taught to
associate a smile with the term happy, and the term happy with a number of specific behaviors (e.g.,
hugging, laughing, etc.). The child with autism can be taught to describe a smiling person as happy
and, given that trait, can predict that the person will engage in happy behaviors. Although one might
be inclined to describe the autistic child’s new knowledge as a theory, it is a theory of behavior, not a
theory of mental states.

Not only do some children with autism use traits to predict behavior, but some animals may use
this method, as well. Growing evidence shows that animals, like humans, have personalities. Individual
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differences that take the form of personality traits have been identified in a number of different species,
including orangutans, chimpanzees, cats, dogs, even octopuses and guppies (Gosling and John 1999).
Animal behavior research- ers who study personality, temperament, or behavioral style look for indi-
vidual differences in behavior that persevere across time and through a variety of situations. Individuals
are assessed either by measuring their responses to sets of stimuli designed to elicit exploratory or
avoidance behavior (Wilson et al. 1993; Verbeek et al. 1994) or by the ratings of researchers or caregivers
who have worked with the animals over time and have observed or interacted with the individuals in
social settings (Gosling and John 1999; Capitanio 2004; Weinstein et al. 2008).

While humans can use these personality trait assessments to make pre- dictions of an individual’s
future behavior, we do not know whether animals use trait categorization to anticipate what others will
do. Future research will have to address that question. However, we have suggestive evidence that they
might; we know that acquisition of certain traits affects the quality of relationships in other species.
For example, rhesus monkeys tend to form friendships with others who share the same temperament
(Weinstein and Capitanio 2008).

If we can investigate the possibility that nonhuman animals who lack a theory of mind use person-
ality ascriptions to make predictions, then we have already admitted a conceptual distinction between
understanding beliefs and desires, on the one hand, and understanding personality traits, on the other.
The conceptual distinction alone shows that without evidence to the contrary, one should not expect
that trait attribution is somehow derivative of belief-desire attribution.

Just as nonhuman animals and some people who lack a theory of mind may use traits to form
expectations of behavior, so typical adults can, as well. Rather than referring to mental states, a trait
attribution could refer to a class of behaviors, which would allow a person with autism to predict
behavior without appealing to mental states. Though the average adult human understands that others
have mental states, and these mental states may explain a person’s behavior, typical adults could also
use trait attribu- tion to predict action without appeal to the attitudes. If there is a normal folk theory
of behavior, it involves connecting specific traits with other traits and with behaviors. Some evidence
supports this view, since the data suggest that humans understand which sets of traits are consistent,
and which are not, and such models are used when we predict what someone with certain traits will do
(see Ross and Nisbett 1991 for a review). I take these considerations as reason to think that without
good evidence to the contrary, we should not consider trait attribution to be shorthand for attribution
of belief in any nondispositional account of belief.

However, one might object that predicting behavior requires seeing the movement of an individual
as behavior, and this requires understanding another’s beliefs, desires, and intentions. That is, to under-
stand others involves attributing mental contents. This is part of the Gricean picture of communication,
certainly, and is also part of Davidson’s account of inter- pretation (Grice 1969; Davidson 1973). The
idea goes like this: For me to understand what another is saying, I must attribute propositions to the
speaker, because true communication requires that the audience recognize that the utterer has a partic-
ular mental state. To predict from my student’s utterance that he will make up the exam at 3 p.m., I
have to decode the meaning of the acoustic blasts emanating from the student, and I must believe that
my student believes that he will be in my office at 3 p.m., ready to take the exam. Thus one cannot use
a simple heuristic like “people generally do what they say they are going to do” without attributing a
belief to the utterer.

While it may be true that communication between two people involves the recognition that the other
is an intentional agent, it does not follow that for each particular utterance made, the audience must
consider the mental content associated with that particular utterance. Here again we can turn to the
example of young children. Before they are three years old, children do not use false-belief contrastives
in conversation (Bartsch and Wellman 1995), nor are they passing the false-belief task (Wellman et al.
2001) or demonstrating understanding of the opacity of propositional attitudes (Apperly and Robinson
2003; Hulme et al. 2003). These young children do not understand much about representational belief.
Yet chil- dren do appear to understand very well what others mean by their utter- ances at this age,
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and are able to treat others as intentional agents. All the data reviewed in chapter 2 suggest that even
very young children recognize that others are minded, intentional agents, but this knowledge is not
dependent on the ability to attribute representational belief.

Without explicitly acknowledging that another has beliefs with speci- fied content, a child can use
the “people generally do what they say they are going to do” heuristic to predict that father will chase
her when he says, “I’m going to chase you!” The child need only know that she can usefully apply the
heuristic to the utterer. To make largely accurate predic- tions, the child must realize that her father,
unlike the tape recorder that emits the same sounds, is an intentional agent. However, in this model,
the child doesn’t need to attribute to him a particular belief associated with his utterance. She doesn’t
do that because she can’t, not until she gains a more robust understanding of belief. Yet she is still able
to make the prediction.

Predicting behavior comes in many varieties, but not all methods of prediction require attributing
mental content. Very young children, even infants, form expectations of behavior, as do nonhuman
animals, and they use these expectations in their relations with others. Long before humans are able
to attribute a personality trait, we predict behavior based on the “primary intersubjectivity” we see in
infants when they imitate, engage in joint attention and triadic interactions, respond emotionally to
facial expressions and speech prosody, and so on (Trevarthen 1979). We share this method of predicting
behavior with other apes such as chimpanzees, insofar as both human and chimpanzee infants follow
the same pattern of social development in the first few months of life. For example, neonatal smiling
and imitation occur during the first two months of life in both chimpanzee and human infants. These
behaviors disappear around the same time in both species, to be replaced with social smiling and mutual
gaze at three months (Matsuzawa 2006).

As young children, we can also make predictions through the attribu- tion of mental states that
are nonpropositional, such as emotions, inten- tions, and perceptions. Young children and chimpanzees
are also sensitive to these mental states at an early age. For example, a study by Felix Warneken
and Michael Tomasello (2006) established that chimpanzees engage in helping behaviors in response
to a human caregiver’s nonverbal request for an out-of-reach object, as do eighteen-month-old children.
Though the children demonstrated a greater degree of helping behavior across task types than did
the chimpanzees, the chimpanzees did seem to recognize the caregiver’s goal in some of the situations.
Without a full- blown understanding of representational belief, both children and chim- panzees were
able to predict that the caregiver would be satisfied once he received the requested object.

Like children, nonhuman animals are skilled at predicting behaviors of their conspecifics, predators,
and prey, though it is doubtful that most other species understand representational belief. Given that
young children and nonhuman animals are able to predict behaviors without considering the content of
another’s belief, it follows that being capable of attributing both a belief and a desire is not necessary
for predicting some behavior.

How Accurate Is Standard Folk Psychology?
We are most likely to make accurate predictions of behavior when making general predictions in

familiar situations or when making more specific predictions of people with whom we are familiar. I
can predict that my husband will open a beer when he gets home from work today, but I hesi- tate to
predict whether any of his colleagues will. If I have to guess, my predictions might rest on stereotypes
(gender, age, nationality), reliance on base rates (the percentage of philosophy professors who engage
in daily beer drinking), or generalizing from self (how likely am I to crack open a beer at the end of the
day?). Or I might make the prediction by mindread- ing—attributing to the colleague the belief that
beer is a good way to relax after a long day of teaching, the belief that he or she did a lot of teaching
today, the desire to relax, and so on. The question we have to consider here is which of these methods
would lead to better predictions. Or since it is difficult to individuate the methods, we can rephrase the
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question: is a prediction that takes into account an actor’s beliefs and desires more or less likely to be
accurate than one that does not take mental content into account?

Let me point out some difficulties with giving a general answer to this question. For one, it assumes
that all predictions are the same, whether I am predicting my husband’s behavior or that of his colleagues.
And we know that different levels of accuracy are associated with predicting dif- ferent people, depending
on how well we know them, how well they fit into a stereotype, how consistent their behavior is, and so
forth. Despite this worry, we can make a few general observations about the accuracy of these methods.

Traditional folk psychology is praised for making accurate predictions of behavior: the predictive
skills humans have are thought to be amazing, we are generally correct in our predictions, and so on.
On the other hand, social psychologists are gloomy in their portrayal of human predictive abilities. We
operate under biases that lead to all manner of incorrect pre- dictions, from expecting others to act like
us to misidentifying an object in a black man’s hand. Perhaps the attitudes of the philosophers reflect
the relatively high accuracy of the folk psychological method, compared to the methods that come out
of the social psychology research. Perhaps we should conclude that predicting through trait attribution
is a less accurate method than predicting through appeal to beliefs and desires. However, given other
findings in social psychology, this conclusion would be hasty. Predicting from trait attribution is not as
problematic as the foregoing discussion suggests. We have a number of reasons to think that the dis-
coveries of social psychology do not have much of an impact on actual social reasoning. For example,
when making predictions about an indi- vidual based on a trait we have learned to associate with that
person, chances are we are making the prediction in the same situation in which the trait was generated
to begin with. Since the worry about trait attribu- tion as a means for predicting behavior is that traits
are not stable across situations, when predicting in the same situation, we avoid the concern altogether.
For example, if you form a trait description of Purwo in the workplace, and you interact with Purwo
only in the workplace, your pre- diction will likely be largely accurate, since traits are stable within
situa- tions. Only when you attempt to generalize to another situation, such as how Purwo would
be as a road-trip companion, is your prediction likely to fail. In their discussion of the fundamental
attribution error, Ross and Nisbett (1991) point out that the bias does not cause a wholesale failure in
our predictive abilities, since we make most of our predictions in the same situation, broadly construed.
They also suggest that the predictor is often part of the situation she predicts, and what may appear to
be stability across situations may in fact only be the stability of the person’s behavior in the predictor’s
presence. For these reasons, many of our predictions of behavior are correct.

In addition, we have reason to challenge the prima facie claim that prediction via the attribution of
beliefs and desires is more accurate than other methods given the biases that are activated in making
such predic- tions. In describing the intentional-stance account of prediction, Dennett observes that the
intentional stance “is notoriously unable to predict the exact purchase and sell decisions of stock traders,
for instance, or the exact sequence of words a politician will utter when making a scheduled speech,
but one’s confidence can be very high indeed about slightly less specific predictions: that the particular
trader will not buy utilities today, or that the politician will side with the unions against his party, for
example” (Dennett 1987b, 24). Another way of understanding this limitation is to see that the beliefs
and desires associated with an action are underdetermined. The prediction that the stockbroker will
not buy utilities today is consistent with any number of reasons that the stockbroker might have had:
don’t buy utilities when they are trading above a certain amount, don’t buy utilities from today’s seller,
don’t buy utilities when bonds are low, and so on. And because the actor’s reason is often opaque to
us, we cannot make the more specific predictions that Dennett refers to.

Given the underdetermination of the reasons by behavior, when making a prediction, we would
ideally generate all the plausible reasons the actor might have for acting, determine which among them
are most plausible, and generate the prediction from that set. However, the need to generate belief-desire
hypotheses raises a problem for predicting behavior via min- dreading. When considering a person’s
beliefs and desires, we sometimes actually decrease the accuracy of our predictions, because prediction
via belief-desire attribution involves considering the reasons our target has for behaving in a certain
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way, and studies suggest that by considering some- one’s reasons for action, we come to see the action
as more likely (T. Wilson and LaFleur 1995). For example, when college students were asked to predict
whether they would act in a friendly or unfriendly way toward another student, Wilson and LaFleur
found that participants who were asked to consider their reasons for acting subsequently judged their
predic- tion as more likely than did a control group who were not asked to consider their reasons. Wilson
and LaFleur also measured the participants’ actual behavior and found that the experimental group
made less accurate predictions.

This effect is explained as an example of a confirmation bias. In general, when we examine whether
a theory is correct, we use a positive test strat- egy and attend to the information that makes the
hypothesis seem more likely. Thus, in developing a theory, we are likely to accept the first plau- sible
explanation and act on that.

When predicting behavior based on a belief-desire set that is consistent with the situation, we should
be expected to make the same error. Because many different belief-desire sets are consistent with any one
situation, and belief-desire sets are paradigmatic reasons for others’ behavior, these find- ings suggest
that we would likely fixate on the first belief-desire set we generate, rather than the best belief-desire
set available. Any subsequent predictions we make will then be biased because of this.

In addition, cognitive biases may also cause fans of folk psychology to overestimate the extent to
which people make accurate predictions. While it might seem as though our powers of prediction are
amazing, this seeming might not be accurate. Other research in social psychology has shown that human
reasoning is flawed when it comes to making these kinds of judgments. For example, after forming an
expectation about how a target will behave, the subsequent behavior is then interpreted to conform to
the expectation. This is one possible reason that humans think they are more accurate predictors than
they really are (Olson et al. 1996). In addition, since humans suffer from a confirmation bias such that
we tend to notice things that correspond to our beliefs and expectations, and we have selective memories,
it is more likely that humans will notice and remember instances of successful predictions rather than
failures. Thus, although we may be poor predictors of behavior in some situations, it is possible that
we don’t recognize the failure either because we interpret the situation so that it corresponds to our
expectation or because we forget about making the faulty prediction. These concerns challenge the
prima facie evidence that belief attribution is a successful method of pre- dicting behavior.

Social psychologists do not typically distinguish between trait attribu- tion and belief or desire
attribution; the distinction they have found most salient has been the distinction between the person
and the situation. Thus when Heider discusses predicting in terms of internal dispositions, he includes
traits, emotions and moods, and beliefs and desires among the internal features. For Heider, all these
methods of prediction involve a kind of naive factor analysis (Heider 1958). Appealing to theoretical
entities, whether dispositional or contentful, is a heuristic that simplifies the data processing, taking a
huge number of behaviors and categorizing them into fewer groups.

Evidence suggests that internal attributions are biased, whether they are attributions from traits or
from beliefs and desires. Both methods are subject to the fundamental attribution error. Even if our
predictions using these methods often result in false predictions, perhaps this is not a real object of
concern. Accuracy might not be the central goal for predicting behavior.

Gilbert and Malone (1995) offer three reasons why people might make dispositional inferences al-
though the mental attributions are not accurate. First, such attributions are quick and easy heuristics
that are sometimes accurate. Second, even when they are false, they sometimes generate correct predic-
tions, as when the situation that causes the behavior is an effect of the person’s internal states. Third,
mental-state attributions give observers a sense of control over the actor and the situation as a whole,
and while this sense of control may be illusory, it might have greater psy- chological benefits than a
more realistic feeling of powerlessness.
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What Place Is There for Traditional Folk Psychological
Prediction?

While mental-state attribution might not be generally more accurate than other methods of predict-
ing behavior, it may be that some predictions can be made only by using this method. Can a detective
use the Sherlock Holmes method without getting into the mind of the criminal? Can you be a really
successful used-car salesman without understanding what your clients want and believe? Can you be
a good teacher? Probably not. Tradi- tional folk psychological prediction certainly has a place in our
world. That place just may be rather smaller than the place it has traditionally been given in philos-
ophy (and it may be smaller than the place given it by detectives, salespeople, and teachers who may
mindread more often than others). Before ending the discussion of prediction, I want to run a thought
experiment with you.

Consider a world full of our Rylean ancestors, who have not yet gained from the insight of Sellars’s
Jones. Recall that this is a world where no one thinks about other people’s mental content. The question
I want to pose is: what predictive advantage do we gain by coming to see others as being moved by
their beliefs and desires?

Two of the benefits of attributing beliefs and desires are said to be engag- ing in deceptive behaviors
and predicting people’s actions when they have a false belief. However, both could have developed
without an understand- ing of the notions of belief or desire, so long as the individual was a skilled
observer of patterns of behavior. Our ancestors could have engaged in the very behaviors that have been
touted as evolutionarily advantageous, such as hiding food or having forbidden sex, without attributing
mental states to one another. For example, an ancestor may have come to notice that every time he
found food, he made a certain sound, and when he made that sound, everyone else came and took away
some of the food. He may have wondered what made everyone come running when he found food, and
perhaps he experimented with different aspects of his food-finding behavior. One variable he tested
was the food-discovery cry. Once he noticed that people came when he uttered the cry, he learned not
to utter the cry when he wanted to keep the food for himself. We describe this behavior as deceptive,
and coming up with this trick would surely have been an advantage for our ancestor, as it represents
a cognitive step toward scientific reasoning and would offer him a benefit when living in a large social
group. However, it does not require the attribution, or even the concepts, of belief or desire. Note the
similarity between the analysis of behavior here and the killjoy explanations of animal behavior. The
similar- ity is intentional; the methods that are used to explain away nonhuman animal psychological
reasoning can be used to explain away much human psychological reasoning, as well. But just as the
existence of killjoy expla- nations for animal behavior does not argue against the possibility that animals
attribute beliefs in some contexts, so we should not take my example as arguing that we never need to
attribute beliefs. Of course, we will need to appeal to mental states in situations that are about mental
states to begin with (e.g., when one wants to determine how to stop another from feeling angry about
some injustice), but those situations would not have arisen among our prementalistic ancestors.

False-belief predictions, on the other hand, can be made through a more straightforward inductive
generalization about past behavior. Take the child’s prediction in the false-belief task. While the child
may think about the puppet’s belief that the chocolate is in the cupboard, she could also predict that
the puppet will go to the cupboard to find her chocolate because people seek out objects in the same
place they left them. Our pre- folk-psychological ancestors could make these kinds of predictions, even
without the folk psychological concept of belief. Our ancestors might have known that when people say
“chocolate,” they walk over to where they left their chocolate, even if the chocolate has been moved
while they were away. It does not require an extremely clever observer to make a prediction like this,
even without the concept of belief, so long as she has been exposed to similar behaviors in the past and
does not have any cognitive deficits that would keep her from noticing, recalling, or generalizing from
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the behaviors. So long as she has some prior experience with behavioral invariants that she can use to
make predictions regarding future behavior, appeal to mental states is not necessary.

When, then, must we use the attribution of beliefs and desires to make a prediction of behavior?
Rather than deceptive or false-belief cases per se, the primary condition under which our Rylean ances-
tors would need the ability to see others’ mental states to predict behavior is in an anomalous situation.
A situation in which one has no past experience, or in which a person’s behavior was unexpected or
unusual, will not be open to gener- alizations from self, stereotypes, past behavior, or relevant traits.
This sort of situation would not even be understood by the predictor, so he could not even ask himself
what he would do in such a situation. To take advan- tage of the new information that we get when
someone engages in anoma- lous behavior, our ancestor would first seek to understand the behavior. To
do that, she may have had to consider the target’s beliefs and desires.

To predict behavior in an anomalous situation, we must seek to under- stand the situation. That is,
we must develop a construal of the situation, which means that we need to explain the behavior. While
observers more often explain behavior by appealing to the causal history of the individual, and actors
more often explain their own behavior by appeal to beliefs and desires, in some conditions observers
do explain others’ behavior through belief-desire attribution (Malle 2004; Malle et al. 2007). Malle has
found that observers will attribute beliefs and desires to actors when they are motivated to portray
the behavior in a positive light. I suggest that when a group member acts in an anomalous manner,
others in that group will be motivated to portray that behavior in a positive light, and hence the sorts
of explanations that will be generated will tend to be reason explana- tions in terms of propositional
attitudes.

However, given the underdetermination of propositional attitudes by behavior, these explanations
may not be accurate. But to understand the state of affairs involves asking for an explanation of what led
up to the current situation, and this leads us to generate the beliefs and desires that the actor might have.
After having developed a plausible explanation that cites an actor’s beliefs and desires, we can use that
attribution to make a prediction. In an anomalous situation, a prediction of future action will only come
after an explanation for the agent’s past behavior. Thus predict- ing behavior based on the attribution
of beliefs and desires relies on a prior ability to explain—or at least construe—behavior as being caused
by beliefs and desires. This suggests that before our ancestors began explaining behavior, they had no
ability to attribute propositional attitudes. Develop- mental evidence supports this contention; children
tend to begin asking why-questions around thirty-five months, which is six to twelve months before
they pass the false-belief task (L. Bloom et al. 1982). Rationalizations are paradigmatic uses of the
propositional attitudes. I develop this point in chapter 11, where I present an alternative evolutionary
account of the development of our ability to attribute propositional attitudes.

Predicting Behavior without Attributing Propositional
Attitudes

We saw that the accurate prediction of intentional action does not typically require the attribution
of beliefs and desires, and the traditional emphasis that philosophers have placed on the necessity of
understanding mental content for predicting behavior does not hold up. Thus, as far as prediction is
concerned, we have reason to reject the SFP claim that folk psychology is the attribution of propositional
attitudes.

Further, we saw that predicting behavior through the attribution of mental states derives from
explaining behavior. This means that to under- stand the attribution of propositional attitudes, we
must examine the role that beliefs and desires play in the explanation of behavior.

In the next three chapters, I turn to examining the role of propositional attitude attributions in terms
of explaining behavior. While philosophers of mind have emphasized the role of propositional attitude
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ascription in prediction, I show that it is more important to our explanations of behav- ior. Belief and
desire attribution does take a central place when it comes to our practice of explaining behavior.
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III Explanation



7. What Is Folk Psychological
Explanation?

I may have said the same thing before . . . but my explanation, I am sure, will always be different.
—Oscar Wilde

A Preliminary Account of Folk Psychological Explanation
At this point, we have seen many reasons to reject the claim that folk psychology should be under-

stood as the attribution of the propositional attitudes, because we do have robust success in predicting
behavior without having to attribute beliefs. Though in some cases we do need to appeal to proposi-
tional attitudes, I argue that we do so largely when making prog- nosticating or deliberate predictions
rather than in our typical and largely automatic quotidian predictions.

Turning now to folk psychological explanation, we will see that attribut- ing propositional attitudes
is a common way of explaining behavior, but it is by no means the only method we use. In turn,
explanatory pluralism raises a challenge against the view that the folk take propositional attitudes to
be the cause of all intentional behavior. Before defending these points, I must first make clear what we
are doing when we offer folk explanations of behavior.

So far we have been working with a preliminary account of folk psy- chological explanation (or FP
explanation for short) as something that fulfills a person’s drive to understand another person or as an
answer to a folk psychological why-question. This working definition of FP explana- tion is unsatisfying
for a number of reasons. For one, it is rather vague. For another, it might appear to be subjective.
In this chapter, I intend to address these issues and develop a fuller account of FP explanation that
is descriptively accurate, rather than normative. As in the discussion of pre- dicting behavior, what
I am interested in here is how we in fact explain behavior, rather than in developing a prescriptive
theory about how we should be explaining behavior. The account I develop will be compared with the
descriptive accounts derived from theory theory and simulation models, and I argue that my account is
more empirically adequate than the others.

To illuminate what is at stake in FP explanation, it may be useful to compare it with scientific
explanation. Compared to FP explanation, an enormous amount of philosophical work has been done
on the notion of scientific explanation. To a certain extent, I think a theory of scientific explanation has
simply been imported into the standard account of FP explanation, to the detriment of our understand-
ing of FP explanation. I hope to show how the goals of FP explanation are different from the goals of
scientific explanation, to set the stage for developing an empirically adequate model of FP explanation
that is distinct from models of scientific explanation.

Scientific explanation has as its object of understanding the actual physical world, and it purports
to offer something more than a description of the world. The standard way of drawing the distinction
between a description and an explanation is to say that descriptions are accounts of singular events,
whereas explanations refer to underlying principles to offer a general account of why things happen as
they do. In science, an explanation is part of a larger theoretical model, and one goal of science is to find
true theories that cite the laws of nature. One purpose of science is to uncover the truth, so evaluating
explanations in science demands a strong veristic criterion.
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On the other hand, we have the kinds of explanations people offer when engaged in nonscientific
inquiry about others and their actions. While science has truth as its goal, FP explanation does not
share this single-minded focus. Empirical evidence demonstrates that people offer explanations of their
own and others’ behavior to fulfill a number of prag- matic goals; we explain behavior to impress other
people, to condemn other people, and even to reduce the discomfort associated with having seemingly
inconsistent beliefs about a person. These goals are more central to typical behavior explanation than
is the goal of truth, and while our FP explanations tend to be consistent with the other things we
know, we have no veristic requirement for whether something counts as an FP explana- tion or not.
Psychologists who study our explanatory behavior do not analyze explanations in terms of justification
or truth. As Heider puts it, regardless of whether a person’s explanations are true, they are that person’s
explanations and “must be taken into account in explaining certain of his or her expectations and actions”
(Heider 1958, 5).

Thus, while one might be prima facie concerned with the preliminary account of FP explanation
insofar as it implies that explanations do not need to be true, this concern is based on a misunderstanding
of the differ- ences between scientific explanation and FP explanation. Scientific expla- nation has truth
as its aim, and epistemic criteria dictate how best to construct scientific explanations. FP explanation
is a folk practice and has as its goals whatever the goals of the explainers are. The goal may be truth,
but we have reason to think that truth would be only one among many other goals of FP explanation.
Our examination of FP explanation is a study of a natural practice, so our account of FP explanation
will be a descriptive one; it is an answer to the question “How do people actually go about explaining
behavior?” The preliminary answer to that question has been that an FP explanation is any answer to
a why-question that fulfills the explainer’s drive to understand.

We are interested in the kinds of explanations people actually give for intentional action, and the
structures of those explanations. And while we may be interested in the pragmatic usefulness of these
explanations, insofar as they help humans with their social practices, it is a violation of this descriptive
task to insist that our account of folk psychological explana- tions be limited to explanations that are
truthful or justified; they are explanations as long as they fulfill the subjective requirement for the indi-
vidual seeking the explanation. I should also point out that we should not see the philosophical work
in action theory as a method for understanding FP explanation. The action theorist, like the scientific
psychologist, is interested in the actual causal explanation for behavior, but the folk psy- chology theorist
is concerned with what the folk think serves as an expla- nation for behavior. That is, we are doing folk
action theory in our conversations and gossip, and folk psychology or folk action theory may or may
not relate to the mechanisms that really do serve as a basis for our actions.

While the epistemic goals of scientific and FP explanation can lead to different explanations of the
same event, both types of explanation share the pragmatic goal of increasing understanding of the ex-
planandum. The various models of explanation in the philosophy of science all hold that understanding
is a central feature of explanation, but they differ on how understanding is generated. Hempel and the
logical empiricists suggested that we gain understanding when we know the general laws and initial
conditions that deductively or inductively entail the explanandum—when we have a covering-law expla-
nation. But as Wesley Salmon pointed out, having this information is not sufficient for understanding
all explananda, because covering-law explanations can be causally irrelevant. Consider the following
explanation:

(L) All males who take birth control pills regularly fail to get pregnant.
(K) John Jones is a male who has been taking birth control pills regularly.
(E) John Jones fails to get pregnant. (Salmon 1971, 34)
While the law and the initial conditions do deductively entail the explanan- dum, they do not satisfy

our desire to understand why John Jones didn’t get pregnant. The budding physiologist who wonders
why John Jones doesn’t get pregnant presumably knows that males don’t get pregnant, regardless of
whether they take birth control pills regularly. Salmon’s analy- sis of this example is that it fails to
explain because no causal relationship holds between the covering law and the explanandum. Salmon
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argued that we must replace the covering-law model of explanation with one that accounts for the causal
nature of explanations. Discussion of causal models of scientific explanation continues today (see, e.g.,
Cartwright 1979; Glennan 2002; Salmon 1971, 1984, 1994; Spirtes et al. 1993; J. Woodward

2003).
However, another way to understand Salmon’s example is to say that it does not help to unify our

understanding, or that it does not dispel the wondering that led to the question in the first place. One
might say that the problem with covering-law explanations doesn’t have to do with cau- sality but rather
is due to failures in terms of unification (e.g., Kitcher 1989), or the resolution of a wondering-why (van
Fraassen 1980). A causal explanation may be the best way to unify our knowledge or to psychologi-
cally fulfill our need to understand in some cases, but it won’t always suffice.

All models of scientific explanation are first judged on their correspon- dence to our commonsense
understanding of what explanations are sup- posed to do. This criterion is perhaps clearest in the
pragmatic account of scientific explanation offered by van Fraassen, who argues, “An explana- tion is
not the same as a proposition, or an argument, or list of proposi- tions; it is an answer” (1980, 137). More
specifically, an explanation is a contrastive answer to a why-question: a why this, rather than that, answer.
In this model, even answers that might appear to lack explanatory power can count as an explanation in
the right situation. For example, van Fraas- sen gives a story that undermines Bromberger’s purported
counterexample of the D-N model of scientific explanation. Recall that Bromberger pointed out that
while the height of a flagpole can be deduced by reference to the length of the flagpole’s shadow, the
position of the sun, and the general law of rectilinear propagation of light, the height of the flagpole
is not itself explained by these other facts. But this example is compelling only in the absence of a
context that makes sense of the explanation. Van Fraas- sen suggests that if there were a mad chevalier
who wanted to build a tower to commemorate an ill-fated relationship he had with his maid, such that
the tower’s base is at the spot where he killed her, and the shadow covers the place where he first
declared his love to her, Bromberger’s argument would be explanatory. Given this story, we can explain
the height of the tower by referring to the (in this case necessary) length of the shadow (van Fraassen
1980). Thus explanations are not context independent, but the correctness of the explanation depends
on the conditions under which the question is being asked.

Such pragmatic features of scientific explanation are shared with FP explanation. Our explanations
for people’s behavior arise from wondering why they did this rather than that, and an explanatory
response to the wondering-why will be dependent on the information we already have. If you wonder
why Anne didn’t come to work, and someone answers that she called in sick, this does not explain
Anne’s absence if you already knew that she had made the phone call. This is because it does not
resolve the affective state that led you to wonder why in the first place; you are still wondering why
Anne isn’t around—if she is really sick, or if she wanted to watch the soccer match.

Wondering-why should not be seen as limited to linguistic why- questions. If it were, explaining
would be limited to those who are adequate users of a natural language. Anglophone children do not
begin to ask why-questions until three years (Brown 1968; Ervin-Tripp 1970; Labov and Labov 1977;
M. Lewis 1938), and they do not begin offering explanations in their spontaneous speech until about a
year later (Sabbagh and Callanan 1998). However, it is thought that children engage in explan- atory
practices as two-year-olds (Hood and Bloom 1979) or even earlier (Chouinard 2007). If verbal behavior
is required for engaging in explana- tory practices, children younger than three years would not count as
explainers, though a host of evidence shows that children both seek and offer explanations before they
gain mastery of the why-question syntax. A linguistic requirement would also exclude the possibility
that humans with language deficits, including some children with autism and nonhuman animals, might
engage in explanatory practices.

So rather than taking the practice of explaining to consist of asking and answering why-questions,
I will be talking about explanation as involving seeking and generating explanatory information. The
practice of FP explanation begins most basically with an affective state that will drive a person to engage
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in some explanation-seeking behavior, be it the linguistic behavior of asking “Why?” or nonlinguistic
behavior that seeks knowledge from another person, one’s own cognitive resources, or the environment.

Though scientific explanation and FP explanation share the feature of fulfilling a wondering-why,
the differences between the two types of expla- nation are great. Scientific explanation is largely propo-
sitional, social, and discursively learnable. While scientific explanations are intended to be disseminated
and used to develop a body of information that can be com- municated to others, FP explanations
are not generated to construct a textbook of human behavior or a database of general principles that
parents can give to their children. We don’t learn about human behavior from textbooks, the way we
learn a lot of science. And often we both seek and develop explanations without communicating our
actions to anyone. For example, if you observe that someone walking down the street toward you is
acting strangely, you might wonder why the person is acting that way to determine whether the indi-
vidual will be a threat or not. If you see a beer in his hand, you explain the behavior as drunkenness. If
you see a cell phone bud in his ear, you explain the behavior as animation due to a conversation he is
having. In this case, you want to explain for your own benefit, and the explanations you develop are not
communicated to anyone else. Furthermore, you may be satisfied with the explanation that the man is
drunk, even if that isn’t true.

What is central to FP explanation is one person’s drive to understand another’s behavior. Instead
of an answer to a why-question, we can con- ceive of an FP explanation as a response to explanation
seeking, or wonder- ing why, about a person or her behavior. Given these considerations, we can describe
the three features of satisfactory FP explanations as follows:

1. FP explanations are constructed by individuals as a response to an affec- tive tension, such as
a state of curiosity, puzzlement, fear, disbelief, and so on, about a person or behavior. This affective
tension drives explanation- seeking behavior.

2. FP explanations reduce cognitive dissonance and resolve the tension that drives the explanation-
seeking behavior; generating an explanation promotes a feeling of satisfaction.

3. FP explanations are believed by the explanation seeker and are not believed to be incoherent given
the individual’s other beliefs, regardless of whether the belief is true or consistent with those beliefs.

These three features also describe the three stages involved in FP explana- tion. The first stage
comes from being in the affective psychological state that leads a person to seek an explanation. The
second is the explanation- seeking behavior, and the third comes about when an explanation is gener-
ated such that it resolves the tension that started the process in the first place.

The claim that explanation-seeking behavior is associated with an affec- tive state of curiosity,
befuddlement, confusion, and so on (for con- venience I will refer to such states as “curiosity states”),
follows in a long psychological and philosophical tradition that recognizes that an affective discomfort
can be associated with epistemically challenged states. David Hume talks about the pain associated
with not knowing something one wants to know, and suggests that curiosity, as the passion that drives
us to seek truth, is a response to the uneasiness caused by lack of knowledge. It is the desire to clear up
“doubt or difficulty” about a topic of interest (Hume 1978, 453). Charles Peirce describes doubt as an
irritation that drives us to form beliefs through inquiry; doubt is like the irritation of a nerve that causes
a reflex action toward inquiry, and inquiry ceases once we reach the “calm and satisfactory” state of
belief (Peirce 1877, 5). Thomas Hobbes is more vehement when he expresses a similar sentiment: “There
is a lust of the mind, that, by a perseverance of delight in the continual and indefati- gable generation
of knowledge, exceedeth the short vehemence of carnal pleasure” (quoted in Gopnik 2000, 299).

This idea has been pursued more recently, as well. Eric Schwitzgebel (1999) argues that the phe-
nomenology associated with our explanatory practices is a biological drive, stating that the phenomeno-
logical aspect of explanation is a crucial feature of explanations generally, and the drive to seek explana-
tions will lead us to develop theories that we take to be good, regardless of whether they are in fact true.
Others have argued that though a feeling of understanding may be neither necessary nor sufficient for
explanatory behavior, humans evolved to experience satisfaction with the development of explanations.
Alison Gopnik agrees with Schwitzgebel that explanation seeking and generating are closely associated
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with affective states, but she denies that the relationship is a necessary one (Gopnik 2000). Gopnik sug-
gests that Hobbes, and the rest of us, receive such a great satisfaction from generating explanations for
the same reason we receive such a great satisfaction from having sex: it is nature’s way of encouraging
us to engage in that behavior. According to Gopnik, the sense of under- standing is not an epistemic
marker but rather a phenomenological marker for the operation of our theory construction system, and
it is usually working when we offer explanations. However, the more explanation seeking and generating
we do, the more likely we are to gain knowledge about the world, so the goal of the phenomenological
marker is the gen- eration of accurate theories. But just as not all acts of sex lead to reproduc- tion,
not all acts of explanation seeking lead to additional knowledge about the world.

A similar view emerges from David Velleman’s (2003) account of narra- tive explanation. While Velle-
man’s interest is in what makes something a story rather than an unintelligible series of events, and
whether providing information in narrative form offers greater explanatory success than the same infor-
mation provided in nonnarrative form, his central claim about narrative is also true of FP explanation.
He argues that stories enjoy an explanatory power that leads us to experience a greater understanding
of the events by both initiating and resolving an emotional cadence.

Psychologists are identifying the same phenomenon when they talk about cognitive dissonance. In
some cases when people lack information about an area of interest, or when their information conflicts
with other beliefs they hold, they feel a physical discomfort that leads them to take action to resolve
the state. When in this affective state, adults will ask questions to resolve their cognitive disequilibrium
(Graesser and McMahen 1993). In the face of this unease, people seek the kind of information needed
to resolve the discomfort, says Hume, as surely as the hunter seeks the game or the gambler seeks the
win.

The tendency to feel uncomfortable while in certain epistemically chal- lenged states appears to be
a universal property of humans. Cross-cultural studies of cognitive dissonance find that East Asians
are also subject to cognitive dissonance effects, though the situations that create cognitive dissonance
may differ between cultures (Hoshino-Browne et al. 2005), and East Asians may be less concerned
about internal contradictions about the self (Spencer-Rodgers et al. 2009). Consider, for example, the
phenomenon of choice justification, such that when people are given a choice between two objects, they
quickly upgrade the desirability of the chosen object and downgrade the desirability of the rejected
one. Cross-cultural studies have found this phenomenon across cultures, and ongoing research programs
are examining the similarity and differences in the conditions that trigger it. One set of studies on
cross-cultural choice justification found that

Japanese and Americans respond differently to “social eyes”—Japanese justify their choices more
when in the presence of an observer or even when alone and merely exposed to a schematic face.
Caucasian Americans, on the other hand, justify their choices less often in the presence of social eyes
(except when the social eyes are perceived as powerless), perhaps because they feel their choice is
constrained in such situations and thus is less representative of the self (Imada and Kitayama 2010).
While both Americans and Japanese are subject to choice justification, there appear to be differences
in the conditions that trigger the affective response that creates the effect.

These affective states are associated with epistemic states, since the affec- tive state is caused by a
lack of information or a conflict between pieces of information one has. In the choice justification cases,
this lack of informa- tion may lead to the individual to wonder things like “Does the observer think I
made a strange choice? Does she now have a different opinion of me? What can I do to give her a good
opinion of me?” As such, this affec- tive state depends on the existence of a complex cognitive state in
which the individual is responsive to the fact that she lacks information. This is not to say that the
cognitive state must be metacognitive, in that the individual is considering her epistemic state. It may
be, but it could also be an automatic process that requires no metacognitive knowledge. In either case,
the affective curiosity state is a marker that the individual’s epistemic state is in disarray, and a new
piece of information is needed to resolve that tension. But note that what counts as epistemic disarray
can vary between cultures and even between individuals.
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The second stage of explanatory behavior is the explanation seeking, which can include manipulation
of the physical world (such as exploratory behavior), verbal behavior (such as thinking out loud), or
contemplation. Developmental psychologists have long been interested in children’s exploratory behavior,
and since the seminal work on exploratory play by Berlyne (1954) and Piaget (1936/1952), psychologists
have identified a number of behaviors associated with exploration and seeking explana- tions, including
the following:

• Touching objects
• Manipulating objects
• Observing attentively
• Visual awareness of the environment
• Detailed observation
• Aural awareness of the environment
• Listening attentively
• Asking questions
• Searching for answers
• Using different methods to search for answers (Chak 2007)
As we will see in the next chapter, even infants can engage in some of these exploratory behaviors.
In complete FP explanation, the explanation-seeking behaviors will lead to the final stage of expla-

nation generating and accepting. Explanation accepting involves considering the possible explanations
that have been generated, though one might accept the first explanation generated, so it is not as if
explanation accepting requires testing alternative hypotheses. Rather, we have reason to think that in
our lay reasoning, we tend to accept the first explanation that we generate (Wason 1968). The human
tendency toward a confirmation bias leads us to look for reasons why a hypothesis is true, rather than
for reasons why it might be false, which often leads us to accept the first plausible explanation that we
generate.

Once we generate an explanation that meets the limited rationality constraints just described—
namely, the belief that the explanation is true and doesn’t conflict with any of one’s other beliefs—the
affective state that caused the seeking behavior is replaced with a different affective state of satisfaction,
such as relief or happiness.

Each of these three aspects of the folk psychological practice of expla- nation—the arising of a
curiosity state, the explanation seeking, and the explanation generating—can be experienced without
going on to the next step. One might experience curiosity and have a drive to seek an explana- tion but
have other reasons for avoiding a search. For example, your curi- osity may be culturally prohibited,
so that, given the standards of your community, you refrain from asking all the questions you’d like.
In other cases, one can have a curiosity response and engage in seeking behavior without ever finding
a satisfactory explanation. An explanation seeker may become bored or distracted and never generate
an explanation. Or an explanation seeker may not have the cognitive capacity to come up with an
explanation for the particular behavior, and thus stop seeking in frustration.

One might object to this account of FP explanation by pointing toward examples of individuals who
take information to be an explanation although they were not initially in a curiosity state. After all,
it seems that we can be given explanations for phenomena we are not at all interested in. While not
all explanations need to include the phenomenological aspect, without it we do have a real question
about whether the answer should count as an explanation. In such cases, we might want to say that the
person is engaged in quasi-explanatory behavior; she is in the domain of the explanatory. Because I do
not pretend to offer necessary and suffi- cient conditions for FP explanations but instead aim to make
clear the paradigm of FP explanation, it should come as no surprise that questions will arise about
borderline instances of explanation.

Another initial objection to this account may be that the pluralism about explanation that is entailed
leads to a problematic relativism about explanation. While it is true that explanations are relative to
the explana- tion seeker, and what satisfies as an explanation for one person might not satisfy for
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another (given different epistemic backgrounds or different degrees of tolerance for different kinds of
epistemic disarray), this kind of relativism does not permit just anything to count as an explanation;
it must fit the right functional role. Also, the relativism does not lead us to a world of inconsistent
idiosyncratic explanations, such that each indi- vidual feels satisfied with her explanation of someone’s
behavior, but the account fails to satisfy anyone else. Because the healthy, rational person is open to
revising her explanation in light of evidence against it, and we presume that the majority of humans fall
into this category, the process of discussing explanations will lead individuals away from idiosyncratic
explanations and toward societally shared ones.

The three features of FP explanation presented here make up the para- digmatic case of FP expla-
nation as it plays out in an individual. Given the decades of research on the nature of explanation, and
the lack of consensus about even the most basic elements of explanation, it is likely that the term refers
to a family of behaviors that share a resemblance relation. I take these three features to describe the
standard cases of FP explanation offered in the literature, and not as a set of necessary or sufficient
conditions.

These features remain independent from claims about the structure of folk psychological explanation.
They are consistent with an account of explanation in terms of a theory, subsumption over general laws,
or models. They do not presume a quasi-linguistic element to explanations as answers to why-questions.
They are also consistent with the possibility that folk psychological explanations are given in terms
of the propositional atti- tudes that are taken to be the causes of the behavior to be explained, so I
am not begging the question. They offer a framework that is compatible with the differences we see in
explanatory styles between individuals, and the differences we see across cultures. What this account
emphasizes is that FP explanation is something we do; it is a practice that humans engage in, rather
than an abstraction or a set of principles.

In addition, this account of FP explanation is a subtype of folk explana- tion more generally. It is
meant to describe how individuals explain behav- ior, and thus there is no such thing as an unqualified
FP explanation. An FP explanation is satisfactory or not relative to the explanation seeker; people can
disagree about whether a behavior has been well explained or not. If an explanation seeker denies the
truth of some proposition offered as an explanation for behavior, she will not accept that explanation,
since she would not gain a feeling of satisfaction from the purported explanation.

Another important feature of this account of explanation is that it sepa- rates the practice of ex-
planation seeking from that of explanation offering. A young child may be able to seek an explanation,
insofar as she is striving to resolve a tension between her beliefs, yet she might be cognitively inca- pable
of resolving the tension by postulating hypotheses because of her cognitive limitations. For example, if
an explanation in terms of the actor’s belief is needed, and the child is unable to engage in reasoning
about beliefs, she will fail to satisfy her need. However, if an explanation in terms of the individual’s
emotional state would suffice to resolve the tension, then the same child might be successful in offering
an explanation, since an understanding of emotional states develops before a child is proficient at at-
tributing propositional attitudes. While I speak of offering an explana- tion, remember that this does
not require any verbal behavior. A child may offer an explanation to herself simply by understanding
an individual as having an emotional response. As we will see in the next chapter, children are sensitive
to such emotional features from a very early age.

Explanation and Prediction
We saw in chapter 3 that folk psychological explanation is often taken to be nothing more than

backward prediction, and researchers in philosophy and developmental psychology have widely assumed
that if we have a good account of how we predict others’ behavior, we will also have a good account
of how we explain others’ behavior. However, we saw that not all methods used to predict behavior
will also offer explanations of behavior. Now it is easier to see why: if a purported explanation in terms
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of past behavior or stereotype does not serve to reduce affective tension to an acceptable level, such a
statement will not be accepted by the explanation seeker. Or if the statements are accepted (e.g., one
might say, “Yes, I know that she’s female and females often φ, but I still don’t understand why she
φed!”), they might not resolve the tension between the explanation seeker’s beliefs, because they do not
identify where the tension between beliefs rests, or they do not fill the gaps between the right beliefs.

In addition, a difference between prediction and explanation comes from understanding better that
explanation is a multistage process. The wondering stage of explaining behavior is largely automatic
and not under conscious control. That is, a curiosity state can arise in an individual without being the
result of a conscious thought process. Of course, we can also consciously decide to wonder why a state
of affairs occurs, as we do in the practice of science and much academic research, where we actively
seek out things to explain. However, FP explanation does not usually result from a purposeful search
for some behavior to explain. Rather, we become curious about behaviors as they occur, or as we hear
about them. Our world has no shortage of interesting people whose behavior activates our curiosity.

The next stages of explanation—the searching for explanations, generat- ing potential explanations,
and perhaps adjudicating between potential explanations—involve more controlled cognitive processes.
The curiosity state leads to an intentional response to the curiosity, which typically results in an in-
vestigation into the behavior. Thus explaining behaviors in most cases will include both automatic and
intentional cognitive processes.

On the other hand, predicting behavior, as a ubiquitous part of human social interaction, is largely
automatic and can be done without our even realizing it. As with explanation seeking, we can intention-
ally decide to make a prediction, as political pundits and celebrity gossip writers do. But the prediction
that the driver in front of you will stop at the red light, or that Maxi will try to retrieve his chocolate
from where he left it, do not require an intentional act of working things out. They are a part of our
automatic cognitive processes and exist from a very early age, as is shown in the infant theory of mind
studies.

If FP explanation is largely an intentional and controlled cognitive act and prediction is largely
an automatic act, then we should expect a signifi- cant cognitive difference between predicting and
explaining others’ behav- ior, which gives us another reason for rejecting the presumption of cognitive
symmetry between our practices of FP prediction and explanation. However, we must be careful about
what the rejection of the symmetry of FP expla- nation and prediction entails. From the rejection
of symmetry, it does not follow that there cannot be a connection between the cognitive processes
subsuming explanations and predictions in some cases. The rejection of the symmetry thesis only leads
us to reject the idea that explanation is backward prediction in all cases, but it does not cause us to
reject the pos- sibility that in some cases, the same method we use to make a prediction of behavior
can be used to provide a resolution to someone’s curiosity state. For example, personality traits are one
common way of explaining behavior, just as they are a common way of predicting behavior. Knowing
that he is a pushover, I might predict that the professor will let the student into his overenrolled class.
If someone asked for an explanation of the professor’s generous act, I might respond by giving the
same uncharitable answer and report that he is a pushover. But note that while there may be apparent
symmetry here (the same psychological property I used to make a prediction is used to explain the
behavior to someone else), there is an asymmetry in who the predictor and the explanation seeker
are. If I won- dered why the professor let the student in, it would not suffice to remind myself of the
method I used to predict the behavior. I already have that information, and if there developed in me
a wondering-why, or some curiosity about the behavior, it would be because I want some understand-
ing at a different level of explanation. I might be wondering why he is so generous to students, and to
answer that why-question, I need some addi- tional information. The question might be answered by
another trait attribution (e.g., he is friendly and helpful to everyone, and thus he is helpful to students)
or by a causal story about his past experience (e.g., his professors never helped him when he was an
undergrad, and he doesn’t want to cause the pain that others caused him).
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Four Questions about FP Explanation
This view of explanation invites many questions that I investigate in the following two chapters. The

four key questions are:
Do all explanations of intentional behavior rely on attribution of mental content, either directly or

indirectly?
Are all folk psychological explanations propositional?
Are folk psychological explanations part of a folk psychological theory? Do folk psychological expla-

nations purport to cite the causes of behavior?
Before giving my own answers to these questions, I want to talk about how they are answered by

advocates of the simulation theory and the theory theory. Furthermore, I will examine an additional
view of explana- tion that can be extracted from the model theory of folk psychology. While I have
already introduced the theory-theory and simulation theory views regarding FP explanation in chapter
3, here I will examine them in the present context and point out weaknesses with the accounts to the
extent that they fail to satisfy the three features of FP explanation.

The mechanisms underlying our ability to explain behavior are extremely important to us, given
that discussing people’s behavior is one of the primary occupations of a human being. The psychologist
Robin Dunbar (1996) suggests that we spend two-thirds of our conversational time talking about what
people are doing and why they are doing it. As we will see in the next chapter, this trend is evident
among humans at a very young age; children’s conversations are overwhelmingly about people and
actions, rather than physical events or states (Hood and Bloom 1979).

The folk psychology literature focuses mostly on the cognitive mecha- nisms involved in offering an
explanation and gives almost no attention to the curiosity state or explanation seeking. A closer look
at how theory theory, simulation theory, and the model view of folk psychology can account for the
practice of FP explanation will bring to light weaknesses with each view. I now look at those accounts
and show what is missing from the models and where the problems lie.

Explanation in Theory Theory
As we saw in chapter 3, the account of FP that we call theory theory adopted its structure from

David Lewis’s (1972) account of mental states in terms of psychophysical identifications. Those who
developed a formu- lation of folk psychology as a theory, such as Paul Churchland (1981) and Jerry
Fodor (1990), continued to accept Lewis’s general framework, which itself is modeled after the D-N
model of scientific explanation.

FP explanation takes the following form:
1. General covering law(s) relating mental content, sensory experience, and behavior.
2. The individual’s relevant mental content or sensory experience.
3. Behavior to be explained.
Because (3) can be derived via the application of the general law(s) to the behavior to be explained,

in this account FP explanation takes the form of an argument, just like D-N explanation in science. A
standard example of FP explanation, given the standard FP model, goes like this:

1. People act to best fulfill their desires given their beliefs, ceteris paribus.
2. Joe believes that he is thirsty, that water quenches thirst, and that he can find water at the water

cooler. Joe also desires to fulfill this thirst.
3. Joe walks to the water cooler.
This argument purports to explain Joe’s behavior. It tells us that he walked to the water cooler to

acquire water rather than the latest gossip. And it gives us that information by telling us what causes
Joe’s behavior, what his reasons are.
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Because theory-theorists take FP explanation to be derivable from a causal theory of behavior
that consists of a database of general principles about how propositional attitudes cause behavior and a
description of an individual’s beliefs and desires, constructing explanations appears to be a simple matter
of finding the appropriate beliefs and desires. For the theory- theorist, the cognitive mechanisms involved
in explaining intentional behavior are the same ones involved in constructing covering-law explana- tions
of physical events and states of affairs, given that they require the ability to make inferences between
laws and initial conditions and actions. It is in the theory-theory account of explanation that we see
most clearly how a theory of scientific explanation has been imported wholesale into the domain of folk
psychology.

Theory theory has clear answers to our four questions. In this view, all explanations of intentional
behavior rely on the attribution of mental content in propositional form. Without knowing an actor’s
beliefs and desires, we would not have an FP explanation. Explanations are part of an FP theory, and
they provide a causal explanation for behavior. The theory- theorist answers all four questions with a
yes.

As I argued in some detail in chapter 3, the covering-law model for FP explanation offered by
supporters of the theory theory suffers from some serious problems. For one, theories of scientific ex-
planation are not cogni- tive theories. Rather, they are normative theories of how scientific explana-
tions should be structured. Theories of FP explanation, however, have as their object the practice of
FP explanation among the folk; they are con- cerned with what people actually do. Determining the
best account of scientific explanation is not a descriptive task, but description is the primary concern
of those developing accounts of FP explanation. It would be quite a coincidence if the best description
of FP explanation were identi- cal in structure to a largely discredited theory of how we ought to for-
mulate scientific explanations. The similarity between the two accounts is more plausibly attributed to
the direct influence of logical empiricism on the development of functionalist theories of mind.

The theory-theorists’ focus on the structure of FP explanation leads to the assumption that the
cognitive processes must be reflected in the struc- ture. Thus the theory-theorists’ analysis of the
cognitive mechanisms implicated in constructing explanations consists of having or acquiring a theory
and having the correct inferential reasoning systems to allow the manipulation of that theory. But one
might worry that inferential reason- ing alone cannot account for how we choose the correct beliefs and
desires from all the belief-desire sets that are consistent with the behavior. This worry arises given the
underdetermination of reasons for action by behav- ior. If we want to know how we explain behavior,
the missing part of this story is how we choose the mental states that are most consistent with the
behavior to be explained, since any one behavior can be caused by a number of different mental states.
For example, there are at least as many potential reasons for going to the grocery store as there are
items one might expect to buy there. In addition, an actor may have had multiple reasons for acting,
as Davidson (1963) pointed out. Jack may have eaten the cake both because it looked delicious and
because he wanted to please the cake baker. At the least, an account of explanation in terms of covering
laws leaves much of the cognition involved in our FP explanatory practices in the dark.

The major concern comes from the implication that FP explanation and prediction are symmetrical.
While we may use a belief-desire set to make a prediction of behavior, it will not suffice as an explanation,
given the pragmatic nature of explanation. While it is clear that we may use belief- desire psychology
when providing psychological explanations of behavior, citing beliefs and desires is not always sufficient
for the construction of a satisfactory explanation. Consider, for example, the following belief-desire
explanation: “He believed that the towers would fall if they were hit by a plane, and he desired that the
towers fall.” As an explanation for a terrorist attack, this claim is probably useless, because a request
for an explanation of a terrorist attack is a request for further information about why someone would
engage in such behavior. The belief-desire attribution does not tell us why the terrorist would have that
desire. To provide that explanation, one must go beyond belief-desire psychology and talk about traits
(he’s a monster) or social conditions (he was poor), biology (he was responding to a perceived attack),
the situation (the United States has troops in Saudi Arabia), the terrorist’s personal history (his sister
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was killed by an American gun; he was mentored by an inflammatory imam; he became friends with
the wrong person), and so on.

While I take these arguments as sufficient for rejecting a D-N model of FP explanation, the theory-
theorist may be able to develop an account of FP explanation that neither entails the symmetry of
prediction and expla- nation nor denies the pragmatic aspect of FP explanation. For example, one
might agree that FP is a theory but deny the propositional nature of theories and the account of
explanation as argument. The semantic view of theories, according to which theories consist of models
rather than propositions, entails a very different view of the nature of explanation, but one that shares
some similarities with both theory theory and simulation theory. Before examining the model view of
FP explanation, let us look at how the simulation theorists understand our ability to explain behavior.

Explanation in Simulation Theory
For the simulation theorists, generating an FP explanation requires a bit more in the way of imagi-

native work. In classic simulation, our under- standing of others relies on our own cognitive processes.
We predict behav- ior by using these processes to determine what behavior the target individual will
engage in, or what decision the individual will make. But this method doesn’t work backward. That is,
we can’t run our cognitive mechanisms from behavior to generate a cause.

Instead, recall that Alvin Goldman (1995a, 2006) suggests that a simula- tor can construct expla-
nations for behavior by using a generate-and-test strategy, such that we generate hypotheses about
possible causes of the behavior we want to explain, and then test the hypotheses by using a mental
simulation. But how do we generate the hypotheses? What infor- mation do we use to decide which
belief-desire sets to test?

While in his early views Goldman seemed to suggest that such hypoth- eses could be generated
without appeal to theory, more recently he claims, “Theorizing seems necessary to generate hypotheses
about states respon- sible for the observed effects” (2006, 45). This apparent need for theory to explain
behavior is one reason Goldman gives for preferring a hybrid account of folk psychology that combines
elements from theory theory with simulation theory. Here Goldman opens himself up to the same ques-
tions we have for explanation under the theory-theory account: how do we choose inputs given the
overdetermination of behavior by mental states, and how do we deal with the possibility that the actor
has multiple reasons for one behavior?

This move removes one of the standard virtues of simulation theory. An argument often given for
simulation theory over theory theory has to do with their relative parsimony. Theory theory claims
that each of us carries an enormous information store that we rely on to engage in FP practices, while
simulation theory removes the need for such a database of FP platitudes. By using our own cognitive
mechanisms to simulate, we do not need to develop and rely on a full-blown holistic theory of human
behavior. If we need theory to explain behavior, this appeal to parsimony seems to be lost, but it might
be preserved if we can generate hypotheses without the full-blown theory needed for the theory theory.
To generate inputs for simulation, must we appeal to a holistic theory that connects sets of propositional
attitudes with behaviors?

Take the following example of how we explain behavior given Gold- man’s neosimulation view.
Suppose you want to know why Kurt killed himself. The first step is to use theory to generate possible
rationalizations for Kurt’s behavior; you consider the beliefs and desires that Kurt could have had
before he pulled the trigger. After selecting the most plausible belief-desire sets, you next input each
belief-desire set into your own practi- cal reasoning system—you imagine being Kurt with those beliefs
and desires—and you continue inputting belief and desire sets until you come up with the set that would
lead to Kurt’s suicidal behavior.

As a description of how humans actually explain behavior, this scenario offers several reasons for
skepticism. For one, humans have a difficult time engaging in such a powerful identification; we go to
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great lengths to avoid imagining being in such states of despair, from ignoring the homeless on the street
to changing the channel when the Oxfam advertisements come on. But we are consummate explainers
of tragedies, and the public spends millions of dollars to hear possible explanations about the exploits of
celebrities. Do we really need to imagine being the tragic figure to offer an explanation of his behavior?
When teenagers say that Britney Spears treats her children so poorly because her parents mistreated
her, are they coming up with this explanation by imagining how they would feel and act if they were
Britney? Do gossip magazine writers come up with their accounts via a simulation of their targets? It
seems unlikely.

In addition, the kinds of explanations we read about in the celebrity gossip magazines, and the kinds
of explanations we offer for our own tragedies, don’t often refer to the full propositional attitude set that
leads to the behavior. While one might claim that our explanations are simple truncated belief-desire
sets, and that conversational practices have us leave out the easily inferred member of the set, this
cannot answer the problem in all cases. Some of our explanations fail to refer to content at all. Why
did Kurt Cobain kill himself? People have blamed his wife, his hatred of fame (an emotion directed
at a state of affairs, not a propositional attitude), his drug addiction, his brain chemistry. While these
sorts of explanations may require some kind of theory, such as theory about the biological basis of
depression or drug addiction, they do not require a theory of mental content—they do not require that
the explainer is following SFP.

Perhaps most troubling is the question of how we go about determining which of the mental-state sets
is the best explanation, given the over- determination of propositional attitude sets for any particular
behavior. Goldman suggests that we can limit the possible sets of mental states to test via appeal to
theory, plus perhaps information recalled about prior simulations. Once we have a limited number of
sets to test, we likely use mental simulation to decide between them. Goldman’s view of explana- tion
via simulation turns out to be very much like the view of explanation we have from theory theory, so
it suffers from some of the same problems. This is evident given the weakness of his commitment to a
pure simulation account of FP explanation; Goldman suggests that the hypotheses we generate through
appeal to theory are plausibly tested sometimes using simulation—though he admits that no strong
evidence supports the claim. The claim that theory can be used to limit the search space when gen-
erating propositional attitudes to test may well be correct, but the worry is that theory—especially a
theory of standard folk psychology—will not be able to limit the search space enough to allow for an
effective search. While the theory might allow me to conclude that an individual’s beliefs about space
travel are irrelevant when determining why she is going to the grocery store, the theory does not allow
me to decide what she wants to buy. A general theory of human mental states and behaviors cannot
explain individual differences, and it is individual differences that we are so often interested in when
seeking explanations. How do I explain why my sister went to the store this morning? Rather than
looking for universals about human behavior, I might consider my sister’s idiosyncrasies. If I know she
eats yogurt every day, and I see there is no yogurt in the house, I can infer that she went to the store
to buy yogurt. While this could be construed as theoretical knowledge, it need not refer to her beliefs,
but only to her habits.

While Goldman hopes for a merging of the simulation and theory- theory accounts of how we go
about engaging in our folk psychological practices, he may give up too much by accepting the standard
view of theory theory. He answers our four questions in a way that is quite similar to the theory-theorist.
In his account of how we explain, Goldman focuses on explanations in terms of mental content, though
I think his view is more consistent with the idea that we can explain in terms of emotions and moods
as well as beliefs and desires. In his recent view, there are two levels of FP: low-level simulational mind
reading, which is independent from theory and allows us to understand others’ emotions and moods;
and high-level simulational mind reading, which allows us to understand others’ decisions and behaviors
and explain behavior, and may rely on theoretical knowledge of propositional attitudes (A. Goldman
2006). If we can simulate what people are going to do using a low-level simulation of another’s mood
or emotion, and if an appeal to the actor’s mood or emotion would resolve someone’s wondering why a
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person acted as she did, it seems reasonable also to accept that we can make explanations without the
attribution of mental content. While this is not something Goldman explicitly claims, it is consistent
with his two-tiered account of our FP mechanisms.

Goldman is cagey about whether psychological explanations are propo- sitional, but given the need
to appeal to theory to generate FP explana- tions, his view is also consistent with a positive answer
to our second question. His answer to the fourth question is unambivalent: FP explana- tions are
causal explanations, since the simulation model is a causal model. In characterizing the nature of
FP explanation, Goldman’s generally positive answer to our four questions aligns him with the theory-
theorists. But other accounts differ on at least some of these dimensions. Within the realm of simulation
theory, other ways of describing how we explain behavior do not rely on the heavy machinery of a folk
theory of human beliefs and desires.

One of those alternatives is offered by Robert Gordon. Unlike Goldman, Gordon does not give in
to the theory camp in his account of FP explana- tion. Gordon explicitly rejects the standard view,
inherited from the logical empiricists, that explanations must be given in the context of a theory or
some relevant causal law. He uses Davidson’s causal view of reason expla- nation as his foil and argues
that Davidson cannot accept at face value explanations such as “Sam’s running was caused by its
raining” or “Joan flew to Hawaii because there will be a solar eclipse there tomorrow” (Gordon 2000).
Rather, Davidson would claim that such explanations need to be understood as statements about the
reasons the individuals had for acting, since facts do not cause action, but attitudes toward facts do.
Gordon challenges the view that explanations for behavior must cite the cause of behavior. Instead
explanations can be facts that are considerations for acting in a certain way. This shift from causal
features to considerations not only allows for the existence of mixed motives for action but also allows
for a counterfactual analysis of explanation without the need for a counterfactual account of causation.

A simulator can determine his own reasons for having acted as he did, Gordon suggests, by generating
a situation very similar to the one in which he acted and running a simulation to determine if, in the
counterfactual scenario, he would have acted differently. If the outcome of the simulation is the same
as the outcome in the actual case, then the altered factor does not explain the behavior. However,
if the simulation of the counterfactual situation leads to a different outcome, then the fact that was
altered does serve to explain the behavior. Gordon gives the following example: “Suppose that among
the partners at Price Waterhouse who voted against the female candidate there was a particularly
scrupulous individual who asked himself, Would I be making the same decision if the candidate had
been a male with like credentials? To answer this question, he need only imagine the decision to concern
a male candidate with like credentials” (Gordon 2000, 77).

Gordon points out that this method of explaining behavior involves a level of pretend play that
is open to young children who do not yet have an understanding of representational belief. They can
figure out that Sam is running because it is raining, because they can engage in a pretend situ- ation
in which it isn’t raining, and by using simulation they can determine that Sam would not be running
(all else remaining unchanged). Children’s proclivity to engage in pretend play precedes their ability to
pass false- belief tasks, and we will see that children are already experimenting with explanations at this
point. As children develop cognitive sophistication, their ability to consider more complex counterfactual
situations develops, as well.

While Gordon offers a pure simulation view of FP explanation, his view also has some limitations.
For one, his appeal to “considerations” instead of causes is vague. His counterfactual analysis may be
taken by some to be a causal analysis, and many of the examples he gives appear at least prima facie
to cite causal factors, even if those factors are not psychological ones.

A second question arises regarding how one goes about deciding which features of a situation may
be potential explanations. Since an infinite number of features exist for each situation, an explainer
must have some method for determining which of the features of the situation should be modified
when developing and testing a counterfactual model. In the sexist hiring case, the decision to run the
simulation while varying the sex of the job candidate was based on a prior hypothesis that the decision
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may have been due to prejudice. Thus Gordon’s simulation offers a way of testing explanations, but
not of developing them. If you don’t have a prima facie hypothesis, how does the counterfactual model
account help one get started? And if some other method is needed to generate the hypotheses, and
simulation is only used to test the hypotheses, we have reason to think that some information about
the situation is required, and inferences about the situation could be made. Those inferences might
be about infor- mation we have gathered about the individual, or about general principles of human
psychology. Gordon does not provide a convincing argument that theory can be eliminated. What he
does do is point out that not all explanations need be stated in terms of one’s beliefs and desires. But
this leaves open the possibility that theory or knowledge of beliefs and desires is needed to generate the
plausible counterfactual situations.

Another problem is that simulations are not going to provide all the explanations that we are able
to generate. To return to an earlier example, it seems unlikely that we would be able to determine
whether or not the personality of Kurt’s wife had anything to do with his suicide. In Gordon’s view,
we would be able to determine whether Kurt killed himself because of his horrible wife by running a
mental simulation of Kurt in which Kurt’s wife is charming. But given the number of different factors
that could have played a role in Kurt’s suicide, it is not possible to draw any conclusions from this
modification. Maybe he would have, and maybe not.

Perhaps this is simply a limitation of the case owing to the lack of information we have about
Kurt’s life. But this limitation does not keep people from confidently asserting his wife’s actions as an
explanation for his suicide. Given the definition of explanation that I am assuming here, regardless of
whether Kurt’s rationalization involved thoughts about his wife, reference to his wife does explain his
suicide, for some people. Again, at this point I am not concerned about how best we can determine a
per- son’s actual reasons for acting. Rather, the focus is on the cognitive mecha- nisms that lead us to
generate explanations that fulfill the five features of a successful explanation.

Gordon’s simulation account of explanation significantly diverges from the accounts we get from
theory theory and from Goldman’s hybrid simu- lation. Of our four questions about the nature of
explanation, Gordon answers three negatively and remains neutral (so far as I know) on the question of
whether all FP explanations are propositional in form. We need not attribute mental states to explain
behavior; sometimes we explain by citing features of the situation. FP explanations are not causal in
nature but cite factors that are considerations in acting. And FP explanations are not part of a folk
psychological theory.

Despite these worries, Gordon’s account has its merits. A theory of FP explanation must be empiri-
cally adequate, and I argue that Gordon’s answer to at least one of the four questions about the nature
of explana- tion is consistent with what we know about how people actually explain behavior. Insofar
as Gordon deviates from the standard account of explanation as limited to causation, he is on the right
track.

Explanation in Model Theory
The view that folk psychology can be understood as facilitation with a model, which has been

advocated variously by Peter Godfrey-Smith (2005), Heidi Maibom (2003), and Ron Giere (1996), is
not as developed as the traditional approach to the theory theory or the simulation theory, and little
has been said about the nature of FP explanation according to the model view. However, I believe that
model theory is a promising approach to understanding how people understand one another, and in this
section I try to integrate the work that has been done on the semantic view of scientific explanation
with the work Godfrey-Smith has done to develop an account of FP explanation as model facilitation.

Godfrey-Smith suggests that modeling is a strategy used in many domains of science, such as robotics,
artificial intelligence, physics, and evolutionary biology, as well as in our lay understanding of the social
world (Godfrey-Smith 2005, 2006). A model is a fictionalized and simplified version of some part of the
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world, which makes the world easier to work with. Such models permit a kind of understanding through
engineering.

When practicing folk psychology, Godfrey-Smith suggests, a person will construct a psychological
profile, or multiple profiles, of the target. A profile is built from elements including propositional atti-
tudes, emotions, moods, and sensations, and these elements are connected by the appropri- ate logical
relations (Godfrey-Smith 2005). The person then inputs the relevant initial conditions and runs the
model to get a behavior prediction as output. The profile can also be used to explain a behavior in
terms of its cause, presumably by running the model backward.

While initially this suggestion might sound much like simulation theory, it has three important
distinctions. For one, Godfrey-Smith’s model is a theoretical and artifactual one, unlike the physical
model implemented in our practical reasoning system that the simulation theorists accept. It therefore
avoids the problems that simulation theory has with explaining how we can run our cognitive mechanisms
backward to explain behavior. A theoretical model can be used for both prediction and explanation.

Another way in which this type of modeling differs from simulation is that we may have personalized
models for many different individuals. While we may also have some generic model of humanity, much of
our predictive and explanatory work will appeal to more detailed models of specific people and perhaps
types of people. Given this plethora of models, the model view does not enjoy the parsimony that many
simula- tion views do.

Further, theoretical models are things we have to construct. Godfrey- Smith suggests that we may
use both a top-down and a bottom-up strategy to develop a psychological model of an individual. The
top-down strategy will involve using general principles we have developed about human behavior, in
a way similar to theory theory. The bottom-up strategy could use mental simulations to fill out the
details of the profile. We would hypothesize possible psychological properties and then use our own
mental processes to examine how those properties would interact with the general principles.

While prediction is relatively straightforward in the model view, expla- nation requires a bit more
work, given Godfrey-Smith’s distinction between a model and its construal. While we can understand a
model as pure struc- ture, the construal of a model is its interpretation and can include com- mitments
about the existence of theoretical elements or the realism of the model’s causal patterns. When we use
these models to predict behavior, we need not have any construal about the model; we can predict
without taking a position on the realism-eliminativism-instrumentalism debate, or the nature of belief,
and without having any commitment to the closeness of fit between the psychological profile and the
target. But generating explanations requires a construal.

Godfrey-Smith illustrates the difference between prediction and expla- nation by pointing out that
the same model (or variations of the same set of models) can be used to predict the behavior of a human,
an organization such as a corporation, and a nonhuman animal. However, when we come to explain
the behaviors of these different targets, we will probably con- strue the model differently—perhaps as
a metaphor in the case of a corpo- ration, as a useful anthropomorphism in the case of the animal,
and perhaps as an accurate description of the causal mechanisms in the case of the human. The model
cannot be used to provide explanations with definite truth conditions, because the models do not “say
anything” about the target system (Godfrey-Smith 2005, 11). Rather, the explanatory work is done by
the construal of the model.

Godfrey-Smith says little about the cognitive mechanisms underlying construal, but given his re-
marks, it is plausible that construal is constrained by consistency within the models at play and the
other things we believe about the world. He also leaves open the kind of construal that would be in-
volved in using a model to explain, given that a model can resemble a target in different ways, and he
rejects isomorphism or any similar concept as ways to formalize the resemblance relationship between
model and world. Since construal plays an essential role in explanation via model, we can examine the
implications of different kinds of construal for the account.

Consider a realist construal first. One might worry that if the folk psychological explainer takes a
more realist view about the relationship between the model and the target, the model is construed as
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a largely accurate causal map of the target system, and the problem of symmetry between prediction
and explanation arises once again. A model that is used to predict, and then is used to explain once
some realist construal of it is made, allows an explanation that refers to the same processes that permit-
ted the prediction. But this worry could be avoided, since multiple models exist within a domain, and
the explanation could involve picking among the models. This way, the model that explains may be
different from the model used to predict, and no symmetry is required (though, as we would hope, it is
possible).

Another implication of a realist construal is that all the explanations would be taken to be causal
in nature. However, construing the models as real causal accounts of the target does not reflect all our
FP explanatory practices, an idea that I elaborate in the next chapters. We do offer expla- nations of
behavior that do not take the form of causal explanations.

Alternatively, we could understand the construal as metaphorical rather than realist, as in the use
of folk psychology to talk about corporations. While metaphors may satisfy as an explanation in some
cases of human behavior, it is unlikely that such a construal would have widespread success in resolving
affective tension.

Another possible construal of the FP models could come from some- thing like Nancy Cartwright’s
(1983) simulacrum account of explanation. Cartwright, like Godfrey-Smith, sees models as fictions and
also accepts that, depending on the goal of the model, a realist model may not always be the preferred
type. But unlike Godfrey-Smith, she takes a model to include an interpretation of the world; she pre-
sumes a formal resemblance relationship. A simulacrum explanation leaves out the details of the target
and focuses on its form, but it doesn’t say anything misleading about the target. Thus, while the model
should not be construed in a realist sense, because the causal details are left out, it is more than a
metaphor. The success of an explanation comes in degrees; the more information con- tained in an
explanation, and the more precise the explanation, the better it is. Once you have a model that can
be manipulated, any why-question about the model can be answered, and in this sense the model itself
serves as an explanation.

To understand what a simulacrum explanation might look like, we can turn to Mehmet Elgin and
Elliott Sober’s development of Cartwright’s account. They provide an example of how an optimality
model in evolu- tionary biology, describing the evolutionary trajectory of an asexually reproducing
population, can help to explain some states of affairs. They claim, to begin with, that we might derive
the following conditional from the model:

(7) If organisms are fitter the closer they are to the optimal value α and if no forces other than
selection are at work in the population, then the population will evolve to a state in which all organisms
exhibit the trait value α.

They continue:
Suppose the optimality model correctly describes how selection acts on the trait of interest:
(8) Organisms are fitter the closer they are to the optimal value α.
Given this information, suppose we observe that
(9) The n organisms in the population have trait values β1, β2, . . . , βn (where each
βi differs only negligibly from α). (Elgin and Sober 2002, 447)
Elgin and Sober suggest that (7) and (8) explain (9) without being an argu- ment for (9) or making

(9) more probable. The description of the model we get in (7), along with the description presented in
(8), makes sense of the traits that individuals display in the population by saying something about a
cause of the explanandum and by making a general claim about the model. Instead of the explanans
entailing the explanandum or making it more probable, the explanans shows some of the causal forces
involved, since the value described in (9) is close to the value predicted by (7).

Exporting these views to explanation in folk psychology, under a simu- lacrum construal a folk psy-
chological explanation involves developing a model of the target that will provide what the explanation
seeker takes to be at least a simplified version of the causal story, and that will answer the explanatory
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question. In this account, too, FP explanations are causal explanations, given the assumption of close-
ness of fit between model and world. Again, the worry arises that model FP explanations do not reflect
the diversity in our FP explanatory practice, since not all our explanations take the form of causal
explanations.

Despite the question about how the models can be construed, the model view possesses certain
virtues. For one, the model view of FP explanations differs from the other accounts, since an explanation
need not be a propo- sitional attitude. Recall that Godfrey-Smith’s FP model is a psychological profile,
which includes the target’s moods and emotions, as well as mental states. Given that the content of
the model is not limited to mental content, the kinds of explanations that can come from the model
are more diverse, reflecting more of our actual practice. However, to more fully capture the pluralism
in our practice of explaining behavior, we need to know more about the various ways in which a model
can be construed, so as to accommodate noncausal explanations, as well.

In the model view, the natural answers to the four questions are the following:
(1) Do all explanations of intentional behavior rely on attribution of mental content, either directly

or indirectly? No
(2) Are all folk psychological explanations propositional? No
(3) Are folk psychological explanations part of a folk psychological theory? Yes
(4) Do folk psychological explanations purport to cite the causes of behav- ior? Yes, in some con-

struals.
FP explanations are not propositional, though they can be stated as propo- sitions. It is more

accurate to say that they are properties of models. And because explanations are properties of theoretical
models, they are part of a folk psychological theory.

Explanation according to the model view can account for some prag- matic aspects of FP explanation.
However, it is not obvious that this view can accommodate explanations that are not true but believed
to be true by the explanation seeker. Given the substantial work being done by con- struals in Godfrey-
Smith’s account, we need to know more about the variety of ways in which one can construe a model
before determining whether this account is empirically adequate. If FP explanation assumes that the
model is a realistic simplification of the human it models, then the result of model manipulation would
be true causal explanations of human behavior. But FP explanations need not be true, and as we will
see, they need not be causal. The worry about the model account as developed here is that it fails as
a descriptive account of how people in fact do explain behavior. However, as we will see, aspects of
this view nicely correspond to our practice of explaining behavior. The idea that we construct psycho-
logical profiles that we then use to predict and explain behavior is an insight I return to in chapter 10.

My Answers to the Four Questions
Given the constraints on explanation, all three accounts of how the folk explain behavior discussed in

this chapter make claims that can be empiri- cally examined. In chapter 8, I look at what we know about
how the folk in fact explain behavior. By examining the real practice of explaining people and their
actions, I will be able to defend my answers to the four questions that framed this chapter. We will see
that people’s explanation of behavior is not limited to attribution of mental content and cannot always
be understood as propositional in form. While explanations may be a part of an FP theory, the answer to
the third question depends on how one understands theory. But most important, what becomes clear is
that people do not limit their FP explanations to causal explanations. Some explanations of intentional
behavior are given in terms of noncausal dis- positions, statistical generalizations, or enabling features.
Thus it will be evident that the folk do not assume that all intentional behavior has a determinate
psychological cause. These empirical findings form the basis for an account of folk psychology that
begins with FP explanation, and according to which the key to being a folk psychologist is not reading
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minds but recognizing persons—fully fleshed individuals with pasts and futures, embedded in a web of
relationships, and rich with moods and personalities.
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8. The Science of Folk Psychological
Explanation

Child: Mommy, I always ask why. Why do I always ask why?
Parent: Because you are curious about things.
Child: What is curious?
—Maureen Callanan and Lisa Oakes

Aspects of Explanation
In the last chapter, I suggested that theories of FP explanation are descrip- tive theories, unlike the

normative theories of scientific explanation. I described paradigmatic FP explanation as consisting of
three distinct ele- ments: a curiosity state regarding a person or her behavior, the explanation seeking,
and the generation of an acceptable explanation that resolves the affective tension that drove the
explanation seeking in the first place. An FP explanation is information about the social domain that
leads one to experience aha! (or at least leads to a decrease in the discomfort associated with cognitive
dissonance).

In this chapter, I review the empirical research on explanatory behavior in children and adults to
further undermine the claim that folk psychology requires the attribution of the propositional attitudes.
We will see that in both children and adults, many explanations of intentional behavior make no reference
to propositional attitudes. These data also undermine the idea that the folk think that propositional
attitudes are the cause of all inten- tional behavior. We find that the folk think that some behaviors
are caused by moods, emotions, traits, and other nonpropositional features. But we also find that some
explanations do not cite causal features at all.

This discussion of what the folk actually do when they engage in explanatory behavior will help to
form the account of FP explanation that is developed in the next chapter. With a greater understanding
of what we in fact do when we explain behavior, we will be in a better position to answer the four
questions regarding what a good theory of FP explanation must consist of.

We can begin by looking at the development of explanation seeking in children. As we will see, infants
are already engaged in FP explanatory practices, and young verbal children begin to offer explanations
of human behavior before they have much understanding of representational belief.

Explanation Seeking in Children Infants
When do children begin to wonder why? In many accounts, infants are almost immediate wonderers.

Long before they develop the ability to ask why-questions, infants engage in exploratory behaviors
and make facial expressions such as pursed mouths and furrowed brows that some devel- opmental
psychologists interpret as expressing puzzlement and distress (Gopnik 2000). For Piaget (1936/1952),
infants’ early exploration of their environment and their interest in novelty stem from the child’s need
to make sense of the world in which she finds herself. The affective state of curiosity has motivational
force (Berlyne 1960; Keller 1987) and drives exploratory behavior (Voss and Keller 1986). Infants’ early
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exploratory behavior is a sign of a curiosity state, and I argue that exploratory behavior in the social
domain is an early form of FP explanation seeking.

Prelinguistic infants engage in many exploratory behaviors from an early age. According to some
accounts, children are already exploring the world as two-month-old infants, as demonstrated by their
tendency to give tongue protrusions to both social and nonsocial stimuli, and at four to six months
with their reaching behavior (Chen et al. 2006). At this age, they are also coordinating their behavior,
emotional expressions, and commu- nicative attempts with mothers (Trevarthen 1977). The infants
focus atten- tion on caregivers’ vocalizations and facial expressions and attempt to elicit responses from
caregivers, and such behaviors are a kind of social exploration.

While many developmental psychologists suggest that children are curious about people and their
actions, one might worry that this does not demonstrate curiosity about people or their actions qua
intentional agents. Perhaps children explore their social world and their physical world without wonder-
ing about people. However, evidence shows that infants distinguish between the social and the physical
at an early age. For example, Trevarthen’s observation that children respond differently to social and
physical stimuli suggests that children see a difference in kind between agents and objects.

More recent experimental studies also suggest that infants have an early tendency to see some
movements as agential and other movements as nonagential. Infants can distinguish between objects that
are self-propelled and those that are not, where the self-propelled objects are interpreted as intentional
agents acting according to their goals (Premack 1990). Infants also seem to see action as rational. Heider
famously discovered that adults tend to describe the movements of geometrical shapes as actions per-
formed by rational agents, and that people make up stories about these objects as if they were actors
in a soap opera (Heider and Simmel 1944).

Infants also seem to perceive some kinds of abstract movement as ratio- nal (Gergely et al. 1995;
Csibra and Gergely 1998). Using a violation of expectation paradigm, the researchers showed twelve-
month-olds a video of a small circle moving over a rectangular barrier to a larger circle. Once the
child habituates to this stimulus, she is shown one of two new videos. In both videos, the two circles
remain, but the rectangular barrier has been removed from the scenario. Children shown the old-action
video, in which the small ball continues to move over the now nonexistent barrier toward the larger ball,
show renewed attention. Children shown the new-action video, in which the small ball now moves in a
straight line to the large ball, fail to demonstrate any renewed interest. Gergely and colleagues interpret
this result as indicating that the children see the old action as something novel, because they perceive
the small ball as an actor with the goal of getting to the larger ball as directly as possible. The child
shown the old-action video looks longer because the small ball is now behaving anomalously, given its
goal. Gergely and colleagues suggest that this behav- ior indicates that infants have an innate cognitive
system for identifying intentional agents from a pattern of rational behavior. The infants recog- nize
the behavior type and use the information to determine that the object is in fact an agent (Király et
al. 2003).

Continuing research is uncovering more about how the infant distin- guishes between actors and
nonactors. A series of studies by Woodward and colleagues examined the features of movement that
lead infants to see movement as behavior (Woodward 1998). For example, in one study Woodward
used a violation of expectation paradigm to examine whether different objects that were engaged in the
same motions would be inter- preted in the same way. Infants were habituated to a human reaching
toward an object and then were shown one of two behaviors. The new object condition showed the
human reaching in the same direction, but toward a different object. The new side event showed the
human reaching in a different direction, but toward the same object. Infants as young as six months
expected the hand to reach for the same object, rather than in the same direction, thus suggesting they
perceived the movement as goal oriented. However, when Woodward repeated the experiment using
inani- mate objects rather than hands—things such as a mechanical claw or a rod—the researchers
found that infants did not show the same result. They concluded that though infants appear to see
human movement as action, they do not easily generalize the same motion to inanimate objects.
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In follow-up studies, researchers examined whether the infants were attending to some feature of
biological versus mechanical motion. Guaja- rdo and Woodward (2004) investigated this question by
testing infants’ responses to disembodied hands. They found that infants’ responses to the movement of
an ungloved, disembodied hand are the same as their responses to a person’s action, but the identical
movement of a gloved hand is not interpreted as an action.

It remains an open question how exactly infants divide agents from the rest of the world, and what
features of actors they take to be relevant in determining whether or not actors should be perceived
as agential. None- theless these studies, along with the infant theory of mind studies dis- cussed in
chapter 2, provide compelling evidence that preverbal infants distinguish action from mere movement,
and actors from mere objects. This suggests that the curiosity and the exploratory behavior that infants
demonstrate toward other people represent curiosity about others as agents, rather than as inanimate
objects in the environment. If this is so, then twelve-month-olds have the ability to see others as agents.
Infants are engaged in exploratory behavior toward people, and since they see others as intentional
agents, it is reasonable to suggest that they are already engaged in seeking FP explanations.

Verbal Children
One might object that preverbal children’s behavior cannot provide enough evidence for explana-

tion seeking, because extremely young chil- dren cannot ask questions. While some evidence suggests
that preverbal infants make nonlinguistic requests for information in terms of a gesture, expression,
or vocalization (Chouinard 2007), we can turn to look at the questions asked and answered by verbal
children.

We know that, across cultures, children begin asking wh-questions in a determinate order. What and
where (terms that refer to observables) emerge earliest, soon followed by who. Only later do how, why,
and when (terms that refer to abstractions) emerge (Brown 1968; Clancy 1989; Ervin-Tripp 1970; Labov
and Labov 1977; M. Lewis 1938). By the end of the third year, children are able to utter why-questions,
which is six months or more later than their use of the early what-, where-, and who-questions (Clancy
1989).

Although children don’t ask why-questions until they are nearly three, researchers generally accept
that children understand the semantics of “why” as two-year-olds. For one, explanatory questions can be
phrased in other terms, such as “how come?” In addition, evidence suggests that the order of acquisition
of the wh-questions does not reflect the child’s devel- oping ability to understand the concepts, since
during the process of learn- ing a second language, the order of acquisition of why-questions remains the
same (Felix 1976; Lightbown 1978).1 Finally, we know that children use terms referring to temporality
and causality in their declarative state- ments (e.g., they use terms such as because, so, and then, and
when) at twenty-six months, all terms associated with explanations (A. Bloom et al. 1980). Such evidence
is taken to indicate that children are offering causal explanations at two years. It may be that children
ask for explanations even earlier; Chouinard (2007) argues that younger children ask syntacti- cally
incomplete explanation questions, such as “Daddy break?” in response to an observation of the father
breaking an object. This question is interpreted as a request for an explanation, given the context of
the utterance.

We know that two-year-olds will ask for explanations, but what are these explanations about? While
the topics of children’s questions vary, from the beginning children are much more likely to ask about an
individual’s behavior and motivation than anything else (Dunn 1988; Callanan and Oakes 1992). And
though they are asking questions by eighteen months, they rarely ask questions about others’ beliefs,
desires, knowledge, other mental states or personality traits until they are two and a half to three years
old (Chouinard 2007). At eighteen months, children wonder about the behavior of people and animals,
and before they ask questions directly about mental states, children ask questions that fall within the
domain of social cognition, such as “What is he doing?” or “Why is he sleeping?” (Chouinard 2007, 19,
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64). While these questions differ from the questions that children ask a year later, the answers to these
questions about people’s behavior will often refer to mental content, emotions, and motivation.

While the content of children’s requests for information is often taken to be a request for causal
information, other plausible interpretations exist. In one study that looked at parents’ answers to their
children’s why-questions, the authors stated that the answers overwhelmingly cited causal features such
as a mechanism, a prior cause, a purpose or teleology, or some combination (Callanan and Oakes 1992).
For example, Callanan and Oakes take as causal the child’s question “Mommy, I always ask why. Why
do I always ask why?” because they understand the mother’s answer, “Because you are curious about
things,” as stating the cause of the child’s behavior.

But it isn’t clear that dispositions such as curiosity are indeed causal in nature rather than a mere
description of the person. By calling the child “curious,” the parent may mean only that he often asks
questions, a description that at best provides statistical information about the child but certainly doesn’t
offer a causal explanation for the behavior. If the child then asks a question about the nature of curiosity,
the answer will not help him understand any better the causes of his questioning behavior. However,
this answer could give the child other kinds of information. The child might be told that children of
his age usually ask those questions—an explanation consisting of more general information. Given that
the child is presumably learning something new, that explanation may satisfy, though it does not take
a causal form.

Another study gives us the example of a causal why-question, “Why [did the crawfish die]?,” and the
parent’s answer, “Well, maybe he’s old” (Chouinard 2007, 103). It isn’t age that caused the crawfish to
die; rather, age is associated with diseases and decay in organisms, and it was disease and decay that
caused the death. So, again, this is not a causal answer but an example of an explanation that takes an
inductive statistical form. Another example from this set of studies is “How come I cannot go outside?”
(Chouinard 2007, 17). This is supposedly a causal explanatory question but can easily be interpreted as
a request for information about a rule, reason, or description (e.g., “When it’s dark, children are more
likely to get lost outside”), rather than a cause (e.g., “Because the door is locked and we cannot open
it”).

While it is clear that children do engage in causal reasoning from an early age, what is less clear
is the extent to which children are seeking causal information when they ask questions about human
behavior. Instead perhaps children are simply seeking information, some of which will appropriately be
causal, but some of which may be about whether the behavior is typical, acceptable, or connected with
other behaviors. For example, when a parent tells a child that she should share toys because it is the
nice thing to do, the parent is offering a normative reason to share and letting the child know that
sharing is a virtuous action. Or when a toddler asks, “Why?” after a caregiver says, “Please don’t kick
the cat,” the response might be, “Because only mean people hurt others, and you don’t want to be a
mean person, right?” Exchanges such as these give children information about the social world, about
what is good and bad, liked and not liked, rather than citing an actor’s personal reason for acting or
psy- chological information about why humans don’t like being attacked. Not all our FP explanations
provide a causal story about the target behavior.

Explanation Generating in Children
Although explanation seeking may be something that humans do almost as soon as they are born, it

is more difficult to determine when children begin generating explanations. Nonverbal behaviors that we
might associ- ate with explanation generation, such as a cessation of exploratory behav- ior, could also
be due to boredom or a shift in attention due to a new stimulus. Given verbal behavior, though, we know
that by two years, chil- dren are also offering explanations for a variety of things, and evidence from
children’s naturalistic language demonstrates that two- and three- year-olds are extremely interested
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in psychological explanations that focus on people, their behavior, and their mental experiences (Dunn
and Brown 1993; Hickling and Wellman 2001; Hood and Bloom 1979; McCabe and Peterson 1988).

Turning to the contents of children’s early FP explanations, it is clear that they do not begin to
explain behavior in terms of the actor’s propo- sitional attitude. Rather, children’s early explanations
refer to other psy- chological features of an individual (such as their desires for objects or emotions),
social-conventional features (such as rules), and physical or biological features (such as the weather or
someone’s age) (Hickling and Wellman 2001).

Let us look at three typical examples of children’s intentional action explanation. Young children
will answer a why-question by citing their own desire (Twenty-eight-month-old child: “Open it” Adult:
“Why?” Child: “Because I want you to open it”) (Hood and Bloom 1979, 7), or will cite an emotion, “I
not gon go up . . . because I’m afraid of her” (Hickling and Wellman 2001, 671), or will describe the
situation (Adult: “Why are you taking off your socks?” Thirty-one-month old child: “Because it’s not
cold outside”) (Hood and Bloom 1979, 6). Researchers categorized all three of these explanations as
psychological. However, of these three examples, only the desire explanation is possibly interpreted as
a propositional atti- tude attribution. We know that children appear to understand something about
desire at eighteen months, and the early use of desire and other emotions in children’s explanations
reflects this understanding. The second example has a child attributing behavior to fear, which is an
intentional emotion rather than an attitude with propositional content.

In the third example, the child is interpreted by Hood and Bloom as referring to her own belief,
but it is more in keeping with what we have subsequently learned about the trajectory of children’s
developing belief concept that this explanation is a situational one. It reflects the child’s understanding
that socks are worn when it is cold; since it isn’t cold, she doesn’t need to wear socks. While adults can
reinterpret the child’s utter- ance as providing a reason explanation for her action, the child need not have
conceptualized the state of affairs as her reason. That is, the child need not have metarepresentational
knowledge of her own beliefs at this stage.

Indeed, children appear to lack an ability to offer explanations in terms of belief until they are four
or older (Andrews and Verbeek, unpublished data; Moses and Flavell 1990; Wimmer and Mayringer
1998; Wimmer and Weichbold 1994; but see Bartsch and Wellman 1989 for evidence that children refer
to false belief to explain at a younger age). Even when chil- dren are asked to explain their own behavior
through reference to a prior false belief, three-year-olds have great difficulty. Atance and O’Neill (2004)
tested children’s ability to recognize their own intentions by giving them a modified unexpected-contents
task. In one condition, children are shown a box of crayons and asked what is inside. After the child
answers the question, the researcher says, “Look, there’s some paper over there. Why don’t you get it
to draw on with the crayons?” The child retrieves the piece of paper, and then the experimenter opens
the box, showing the child that candles, not crayons, are inside. The child is then asked what she previ-
ously thought was inside the box. If the child answers “candles,” the experimenter immediately asks,
“Why did you go get the paper then?” Fifty percent of the subjects failed the past-belief part of the test;
of these, 81 percent were unable to explain their paper-retrieving behavior. However, in 35 percent of
trials where children passed the false-belief test, they still failed to cite a plausible explanation for their
behavior. This suggests that explaining behavior predicated on a false belief may be more difficult that
predicting it.

The picture that emerges of children’s developing ability to explain behavior is that at a very
early age, children begin to seek explanations, and they are particularly interested in understanding
the behavior of agents. Sometime during the second year, children are explaining behavior, but these
explanations are not given in terms of propositional attitudes. Children do not explain behaviors in
terms of belief until four years and do not understand beliefs as referentially opaque until even later.
Chil- dren’s lack of understanding of representational belief forces us to interpret their explanations not
as truncated belief-desire explanations but as expla- nations that make reference to some other aspect
of the person, such as an emotion, a goal, or a desire, or some aspect of the situation that makes sense
of the behavior.
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What becomes clear from a review of the developmental literature is that children engage in both ex-
planation seeking and explanation offering long before they are able to attribute propositional attitudes
in the way described by SFP, and these explanations need not be directed toward causes.

The Purposes of FP Explanation
We see that children seek and offer explanations at an early age. But what purposes are served by our

drive for explanations? That is, what makes us explain some things and not others? That question has
no simple answer, and the variety of reasons we have for offering explanations, combined with the nature
of FP explanation as inherently context dependent and individually relativized, further undermines the
view that we give FP expla- nations fundamentally in terms of propositional attitudes. In addition, if
we look at the contents of adult explanations, it becomes clear that not all explanations of behavior are
going to be causal.

At least four types of purposes can be given for FP explanation seeking: to acquire new knowledge,
to reduce cognitive dissonance, to gain greater control, and to evaluate behavior. Though these purposes
can be interre- lated, I will examine each in turn.

When we seek explanations to gain information about a situation, it may be because we want to
better understand the elements of the situation and how they fit together. For example, an executive
who is touring the shipping department of his company may notice a man reading out numbers as he
is putting boxes in a pile. Seeing no one responding to the packer’s behavior, the executive might ask
his tour guide, “Why is he reading off the shipping numbers?” If the guide points up to the catwalk,
where a supervisor with a clipboard is checking off numbers, the executive promptly gains a better
understanding of how the system works. He now knows that the packer is reading off the shipping
numbers so that the supervisor can keep track of the packages. But this explanation may or may not
correspond to the packer’s reasons for reading out the numbers; if he is cognitively disabled, he might
be reading the numbers because he was told to, not because he has an understanding of how that action
fits into the larger system of the shipping department.

Or consider the child who asks his father in the car, “Daddy, why don’t you go?” When the father
shows the child the stoplight and explains how it works, the child learns something about how to drive
a car and the rules of the road in his society. In this case, when the father explains the func- tion of the
stoplight, presumably he is giving his reason for stepping on the brake.

These are examples of how an explanation of behavior can give us information about the norms
at play in different social situations. Such explanations also give us greater control, insofar as they
allow us to make predictions that we might not previously have been able to make. Once the executive
realizes that this packer is reading out numbers to keep track of the packages, she can predict that other
packers will read out numbers, as well. She has learned that this isn’t just an idiosyncratic behavior
of an individual packer, it is what packers should do. The same goes for the child who learns about
stoplights. He can then expect that cars will stop at red lights, and can use this information to decide
when to cross the street.

Sometimes we seek explanations primarily as a means to avoid affective tension, and we generate
explanations without much concern for rational constraints such as evidence. This reason for asking why
is associated with cognitive dissonance theory (Festinger and Carlsmith 1959; Frey 1982). Cognitive
dissonance is an affective response that arises when an indi- vidual has beliefs that conflict with one
another, which then leads people to resolve the tension by finding some way to reconcile the apparently
conflicting beliefs. Cognitive dissonance theory has people resolving this tension in any way necessary,
even going so far as to reject true or justified information simply because it is incompatible with their
preexisting beliefs (Edwards and Smith 1996; Lord et al. 1979). This means that the kinds of explanations
we look for are not always aimed at the truth but can instead be aimed at a pragmatic goal that is
unconcerned with, or even opposed to, the truth.
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Developing an explanation that reduces dissonance can also have the effect of giving the explainer
greater control. For example, a person who sees another engage in an anomalous behavior can develop
a tension between the observed behavior and the belief that led her to expect a dif- ferent kind of
behavior. Seeking an explanation for the anomalous behav- ior is also seeking an explanation for why
her prediction was wrong. This explanation will give the explainer additional information about the
actor or the situation and will allow the explainer to make better predictions in the future.

A third reason to explain behavior is to gain greater control (Heider 1958; Ichheiser 1949; Kelley
1971; Kelly 1955). With control over the situ- ation, an individual can use the explanatory information
to present herself in the best light, managing how an audience perceives her. Having an explanation can
also give someone greater facility at working within the situation or making future predictions. From
this research, we know that people are more likely to seek explanations about others when they expect
to meet them in the future (Berscheid et al. 1976; Elliott 1979; D. Miller et al. 1978), and when they
are already feeling a lack of control (Swann et al. 1981). When we expect to meet someone in the future,
having an explanation for their behavior helps us understand how to interact with them and will help
us to predict their behavior insofar as it may provide information about individual differences. If you
learn that a person is reading classic novels in preparation for taking the GRE, when you meet her
again, you will be in a position to talk about something she is con- cerned about, which might make
her more kindly disposed toward you.

We also have evaluative reasons for offering explanations; the kinds of explanations we give for
behaviors are related to our normative judgment of the behavior. People tend to give more explanations
in terms of belief when they want to appear rational (Malle et al. 2000), and decrease their appeal to
propositional attitudes when explaining behavior judged to be negatively valanced (Malle and Nelson
2003). This finding reflects the common observation that behaviors deemed immoral by society are
rarely explained, and people who try to explain immoral behavior are often taken to be justifying
the immoral act. For example, in response to an announce- ment that Alliance Atlantis was going to
produce a miniseries about Hitler’s early life, his upbringing, and early political career, many people were
concerned that the documentary would serve to explain Hitler’s genocidal acts. Protesters appeared to
want Hitler’s acts to remain unexplained; for example, Abraham Foxman, national director of the Anti-
Defamation League, argued, “Why the need or the desire to make this monster human? The judgment
of history is that he was evil. Why trivialize the judgment of history by focusing on his childhood and
adolescence?”

The evaluative function of explanation is also reflected in the difference found between how people
explain their own behavior and how they explain others’ behavior. One of the classic findings of social
psychology has to do with this difference, namely, the claim that we explain others’ behavior in terms
of personality traits or other personal characteristics, rather than in terms of the situation (Ross 1977).
When people explain their own behavior, however, many researchers have noted that the types of
explanations differ according to whether the behavior is seen as a success or a failure. One’s own
successes are explained in terms of personal characteristics such as traits, whereas one’s failures are
more often explained in terms of situational features (Ames et al. 1977; Jones and Nisbett 1972; Small
and Peterson 1981; S. Taylor and Koivumaki 1976; Zuckerman 1979). This self-serving bias can be seen
when, for example, a person explains that she forgot to keep a promise by citing her busy schedule
rather than her absentmindedness, but fails to accept similar situational features as explanatory when
her colleague forgets his promise.

While this general claim has come under fire (P. Lewis 1995; Malle 2006a), a host of evidence
nonetheless demonstrates that people use dif- ferent explanatory styles for evaluative or normative
purposes, and styles of explanation differ by individual (Buchanan and Seligman 1995). Studies of
explanations in written accounts suggest that people tend to explain more negative than positive events
(Peterson et al. 1992; Peterson and Seligman 1984), and when putting a positive spin on a behavior,
people tend to explain it in terms of mental states such as beliefs and desires (Malle et al. 2007).
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Depressed people are more likely to explain their own behavior as due to a stable personality trait
(Peterson et al. 1992).

As empirical research on the purposes of explanation continues, we will probably find that factors
about the explainer, such as explanatory style, cultural background, age, and emotional state, interact
with the type of action being explained (be it positively or negatively valanced, a typical versus atypical
behavior, performed by someone from an in-group versus an out-group, or self versus other) in a complex
manner. Knowing how these and other variables work together will perhaps offer more informa- tion
about why we explain behavior. Indeed, as we will see, such issues are probably just as important to
ongoing work in how we explain behavior.

Explanation Types and Contents
In both developmental psychology and social psychology, the focus has largely been on causal expla-

nations. As understood by social psychology, explanation, like prediction, can involve attributing mental
states, but it also involves the external factors of the situation, the individual’s perceived character traits
and past behavior, and even the observer’s response to the situation. Social psychology takes both our
predictive and explanatory practices to be caused by a heterogeneous set of mechanisms. However, social
psychologists (e.g., Kelley 1972) have largely shared with develop- mental psychologists (e.g., Gopnik
et al. 2004) the view that explanations are primarily causal. The literature on attribution theory has
largely focused on a view of folk psychology according to which we understand other behavior as being
caused by the person, the situation, or a combination of the two. The emphasis on causal accounts of
folk psychology is also evident in the explanatory-style literature, which focuses primarily on individual
differences in kinds of explanations offered for one’s own behavior (Buchanan and Seligman 1995).

Despite these emphases, once researchers began to look at the explana- tions people actually give for
behavior, they discovered a variety of expla- nation types. Bertram Malle pioneered the investigation
into the kinds of explanations that adults provide for intentional behavior by examining the linguistic
behavior of adult participants in an experimental setting. He found that while people predominantly
explain behavior in terms of reasons, we also cite nonreason causes, including causes given the actor’s
past history. In addition, we offer explanations that cite features of the individual or situation that made
the behavior possible, even though these were not part of the event that caused the behavior (Malle
1999, 2004; Malle et al. 2000).

Malle thinks that folk psychological explanations of intentional behav- ior can be classified into
three types: reason explanations, causal history explanations, and enabling factors explanations. While
reason explana- tions are generally taken to be propositional attitude explanations, Malle’s reason
explanation category includes reasons not only in terms of belief and desire but also in terms of goals
and valuings. Malle defines reason explanations as “those behavior explanations that cite agents’ reasons
for intending to act or for acting intentionally” where reasons are “agents’ mental states whose content
they considered and in light of which they formed an intention to act” (Malle 1999, 27). This definition
of reason explanations mirrors the familiar account of rationalizations offered by Davidson (1963). A
second kind of explanation for action is Malle’s causal history explanation, which does not cite the
actor’s reason but instead refers to what Malle calls a “mere cause.” A mere cause is any cause of a
behavior that is not a reason, including the actor’s mood, personality trait, emotional state, or some
other fact about the person. Causal history reasons refer to “factors that lay in the background of the
agent’s reasons, such as in her upbringing, personality, culture, or in the immediate context” (Malle
2004, 91). Enabling factor explanations, on the other hand, are not seen as causal explanations. These
explanations refer to a feature of the person or the situation that allowed a person’s intention to result
in a successful action, such as an individual’s skill or the simplicity of the action.

Malle uses these categories to analyze explanations offered by his research subjects for behaviors
described to them, such as yawning in class, inviting someone to dinner, refusing dessert, and so on. The
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subjects were asked to explain each behavior and to rate the extent to which the action was intentional.
It was found that they tended to provide reason explana- tions, citing beliefs or desires, for actions they
deemed intentional. If the action was not deemed to be intentional, people tended to explain the action
in terms of some nonpropositional property of the agent or in terms of the situation (Malle 1999).

In his frequency analysis, Malle reports that people usually cite reasons, though these rarely take
the form of an explicit propositional attitude attribution; in such cases, the coder infers that the speaker
suppressed a mental-state marker. Thus when the question “Why did she refuse dessert?” is answered
with “She’s been gaining weight,” this is presumed to be short- hand for “She thinks she’s been gaining
weight” (Malle 2004, 97). In explaining others’ behaviors, subjects in the study explained 61 percent of
behaviors by reasons alone, 16 percent by causal history of reasons, and 23 percent by a combination
of the two kinds of explanation.

These studies demonstrate that people do not limit their explanations to causes. Rather, the evidence
shows that when we look for diversity in the kinds of explanations people offer, we find it. Indeed, there
may be even more variety in our explanation types than have been discovered so far. The causal history
of reasons category, for instance, blurs the traditional distinction between explanations in terms of the
actor’s psychology and explanation in terms of the actor’s situation. There is some reason to keep that
distinction, given the evidence that these explanatory styles differ in frequency in East Asia and North
America (J. Miller 1984; Morris and Peng 1994; Norenzayan et al. 2002; Nisbett 2003). For example,
Chinese and

U.S. newspapers were found to give very different kinds of explanations for an action that made
news in both countries. Gang Lu, a Chinese physics student at the University of Iowa, opened fire in
the physics department, killing his adviser and several other people before turning the gun on himself.
An analysis of the newspaper reports in the two countries discov- ered that U.S. papers tended to
explain Lu’s actions by citing psychological characteristics, such as having a bad temper or believing
that guns are a good way to solve problems. The Chinese papers, on the other hand, tended to explain
Lu’s action as being influenced by situational features, such as his isolation from Chinese society, the
prevalence of guns in the United States, and his lack of relationships (Morris and Peng 1994). Indeed,
when examining the explanatory styles of people in cultures that promote individuality rather than
community, researchers found that causal expla- nations are more common in individualistic societies,
and this difference becomes more pronounced with age (J. Miller 1984).

Malle’s categorization also presumes that any explanation that can have an attitude attached to it
should be seen as a propositional attitude or reason explanation. Malle claims that mental-state markers
are not necessary for identifying something as shorthand for a reason—people infer that the reason is
a reason believed by the actor, even if the claim is not made explicit. Malle writes, “In response to the
question ‘Why did he quit his job?,’ the answer “His boss was sabotaging him” is a reason expla- nation
that refers to a belief even though no belief marker is visible” (Malle 2004, 97). But does it? At least
two points undermine the inference that all explanations of this sort are shorthand belief attribution
explanations. For one, very young children can provide these sorts of explanations in terms of the
situation before they understand representational belief. For example, when asked why a girl is looking
under the piano, a child can respond by saying “The kitty is under there,” and when asked why the boy
is looking for his teddy behind the couch, the answer is often “Because that’s where he left it” (Bartsch
and Wellman 1989; Andrews and Verbeek, unpublished data). However, these explanations should not
be understood as truncated belief attributions, given children’s difficulty with understand- ing belief at
this age. Instead of explaining what the actor believes, the children could be explaining what she should
be doing given her past experience. In this case, the explanation may be more accurately catego- rized
as a causal history explanation than a reason explanation that cites the actor’s belief.

A second reason to deny that statements about the situation are always unmarked belief explana-
tions stems from Robert Gordon’s analysis of reasons (Gordon 2000). As Gordon argues, facts about a
situation, rather than an individual’s belief about the situation, can be reasons for action. Recall that
Gordon says the fact that it is raining can be the direct cause of Sam’s running, rather than necessarily
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mediated by Sam’s belief that it is raining. Young children can explain Sam’s behavior by citing the
situa- tion, even without an understanding of belief, because they can engage in counterfactual reasoning
that leads them to see that if it were not raining, Sam would not be running. Gordon would agree that
this explanation does offer a reason, but he would reject the supposition that the explainer is interested
in the actor’s belief.

We have a couple of reasons to side with Gordon over Malle on this point. Suppose a child explains
why another child hit someone by saying that the child was being teased. In Malle’s account, that
explanation refers to the child’s belief that she is being teased. But if she is very young and has no
concept of teasing, then this explanation cannot accurately describe the content of the child’s belief. This
is not to say that the explanation would be incorrect; rather, the explainer cannot have the child’s belief
in mind when offering this explanation if he knows that the child cannot conceptualize the description
of the situation that he offered.

Indeed, this need not only hold for young children. Not all attributions of situational features will
reflect the de dicto belief of the actor. Consider again Malle’s own example: Frank quit his job because
his boss was sabo- taging him. While Frank’s boss may actually be sabotaging him, explaining Frank’s
quitting in this way may be more of a condemnation of the boss than a description of Frank’s belief.
Frank might not even know that his boss is sabotaging him. Instead, if the sabotage were successful,
Frank may believe that he is terrible at his job, and quit given that belief. Alternatively, the sabotage
may have caused Frank to have extremely negative affective responses to going to work, leading him to
quit because work made him so miserable. To automatically code this explanation as a belief attribution
ignores the other possible interpretations. It assumes that all attributions are de dicto attributions, when
we often give explanations in de re terms. For example, after coming home from the state fair, a mother
might tell her daughter, “The judges think that your father bakes the best cake in all of Minnesota,” to
announce that her husband won the blue ribbon at the cake-baking contest. However, she doesn’t really
mean to suggest that the judges’ de dicto belief is “Sally’s father bakes the best cake in all Minnesota,”
given that the judges may not even know that the man has a daughter. While rules of logical inference
prohibit us from making inferences from de dicto to de re attributions of belief, in our folk practices,
we violate this rule all the time.

Given that we might benefit from learning under what conditions people explain behavior in terms
of personality traits, emotional states, moods, or other nonpropositional mental states, and given that
not all statements about the situation can be taken as unmarked belief attribu- tions, we need further
research on these questions to uncover the extent of the diversity of the explanations we offer for
behavior. In addition, given the variety of functions for explanations, we can also look for differences
in explanation type within different kinds of situations. This is a rich area of study that psychologists
have only begun to investigate.

Explanatory Pluralism
We are born explanation seekers. Children explore their world from an early age, and they also

use the information they gather to more effectively interact with the world. Some of the explanations
children seek may be aimed at discovering the causal structure of the world, but others may be aimed
at uncovering the normative structure of the world. Causal struc- tures and normative structures can
both be used to make predictions about future behavior because they both make generalizations. But
normative structures do not offer an explanation at a mechanical level; normative explanations are given
to evaluate behavior or to provide statistical infor- mation rather than to describe the cause of behavior.
While some explana- tion seeking is directed at uncovering causal structures, children also ask why to
learn about the social, cultural, and linguistic features of their society and to learn what behaviors are
associated with each other. Like adults, children ask why in the face of violations of expectations, and
the answers they find help to resolve the tension and unify their view of the world.
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As adults, we give explanations for different reasons, and the reason we have for providing an expla-
nation will help to shape the kind of explana- tion provided. We offer different kinds of explanations
depending on whether or not we approve of the behavior and of who engaged in it. We use our expla-
nations to help understand an action and to make normative judgments about it. We explain by citing
propositional attitudes, personal- ity traits, moods, emotions, situational features, causal histories, and
enabling factors. And we do not give all our explanations in terms of the event that caused the behavior.

This review of the social and developmental psychology literature on the lay practice of explaining
behavior demonstrates that the drive to explain behavior occurs very early in human development, and
our expla- nations take many different forms. The flexible nature of FP explanation further undermines
the claim that folk psychology is the attribution of propositional attitudes. Just as we saw for prediction,
so FP explanation is not limited to propositional attitude attribution but includes a rich tapes- try of
explanatory contents.

The empirical evidence also casts further doubt on the central role of the propositional attitudes in
folk psychology. Insofar as the folk explain behavior in terms of emotional states, moods, personality
traits, enabling features, and situations, they do not limit their explanations to the beliefs and desires
that caused the action. And though the folk explain some behavior by citing causes in terms of non-
propositional psychological prop- erties, they also explain behavior by describing noncausal enabling
factors. Other explanations take the form of statistical generalizations, which allow people to under-
stand a behavior by seeing it as part of a larger pattern. If we have noncausal explanations for behavior,
the accounts of FP explana- tion offered by the major models of folk psychology discussed in the last
chapter will all be deficient in this regard.

In chapter 10 I present my account of pluralistic folk psychology that, I will argue, is a more
empirically adequate place to begin to understand our practices of predicting and explaining and our
use of propositional attitudes. But before we get to that, I examine some challenges to the account of
FP explanation that I have been defending so far.
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9. Worries about Explanation and Mental
State Attribution

A scorpion and a frog meet on the bank of a stream, and the scorpion asks the frog to carry him
across on its back. The frog asks, “How do I know you won’t sting me?” The scorpion says, “Because if
I do, I will die too.” The frog is satisfied, and they set out, but in midstream, the scorpion stings the
frog. The frog feels the onset of paralysis and starts to sink, knowing they both will drown, but has just
enough time to gasp, “Why?” Replies the scorpion: “It’s my nature.”

—Aesop, attributed

Explaining Behavior without a Theory of Mind
In the last chapter, we found that the verbal explanations people offer for behavior vary both in

terms of their contents and in terms of their forms. While some explanations have propositional attitudes
as their contents and are causal in form, other explanations cite nonpropositional mental content, such
as emotions or moods, and others refer to no mental content at all. And while some explanations are
causal, others are inductive, statisti- cal, or refer to enabling conditions and do not appear to make
any claims about causality or laws of human psychology. The varieties of explanatory content and
structure suggest that one can be a successful explainer of behavior while lacking the ability to ascribe
propositional attitudes.

Before we finally accept that folk psychological practices are possible without needing to attribute
propositional attitudes, let us first address some challenges to the last two chapters. Critics may raise
a number of concerns. An obvious worry is that I am illegitimately expanding the defi- nition of expla-
nation by allowing that someone without language might be able to explain behavior, and there are at
least two reasons to take this position. First, one might think that language is needed for thought, and
second, one might think that language is needed to gain the kinds of concepts required for explanations.
I will briefly address these concerns.

A second set of worries comes from the idea that our verbal FP explana- tions at least implicitly
attribute propositional attitudes to others. My claim that we offer explanations that do not cite causes
or mental states is based on analysis of linguistic behavior. But there are reasons to worry about drawing
any conclusions from the empirical data on the verbal explana- tions we offer, if we can offer explanations
without verbalizing them, and if we need not be a competent language user to seek and even produce
explanations. Nonetheless I argue that we do not automatically attribute propositional attitudes when
we observe intentional action.

Finally, one may worry that nonpropositional and noncausal explana- tions would be given only for
nonintentional behavior. In response, I argue that the folk think that traits cause behavior, and traits
are distinct from propositional attitude attributions. The folk’s actual behavior suggests that they don’t
think that all intentional actions are caused by proposi- tions, and they don’t think that all intentional
actions are caused by some event. Once I show this, I will have the foundation necessary for develop-
ing a pluralistic account of folk psychology, which we will turn to in chapter 10.
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Nonverbal Explainers
According to my account of a satisfactory FP explanation, the explanation seeker must believe

the explanation. But one might worry that without language, an individual lacks beliefs, and hence
nonverbal individuals cannot be explainers.

While it might initially seem strange to hold that nonhuman animals and preverbal infants are
explaining events in their social (and physical) world, I think that this reaction may stem from the
fact that such individu- als are not seen as communicating explanations; that is, they do not explain
events to others, and in this way they are different from humans whose verbal behavior is rich with
explanations. But adult humans, too, explain behavior without verbalizing it. We might explain others’
behav- iors without communicating that explanation when we try to figure out how to buy a bus ticket
when traveling alone in an unfamiliar city, or when observing from afar a person on a beach repeatedly
walking a few paces and then stooping down. A person might also explain her own atypical behavior
to herself while keeping her explanation secret; think of the self- serving explanation a married woman
might offer to herself for a secret adulterous encounter. As such, verbal expression is not necessary for
expla- nation. The mere fact that other species and preverbal infants fail to com- municate explanations
verbally is not enough to show that they are not generating them.

The more serious criticism along this vein comes from those who argue that having language is
necessary for having belief. This is a standard worry among some philosophers. One reason has to do
with content. If an indi- vidual lacks language, what form does the content of a belief take, and how
could we ascribe that content using language? Another worry has to do with the truth functionality of
beliefs. Beliefs are taken to be true by the believer, and thus believers must have the concepts of truth
and falsity. But these concepts in turn require the concept of belief, since beliefs are the only things that
are true or false. Thus, to understand what a belief is, you must be a language user. Arguments such
as these have been offered to undermine the claim that animals have beliefs (e.g., Davidson 1975, 1982;
Stich 1979). I first briefly consider answers to these two worries and then turn to a more nuanced version
of the criticism, according to which language is required to have the concepts or capacities necessary
for offer- ing FP explanations.

The argument that one cannot have beliefs without language because language is required to provide
content can be addressed by considering alternative vehicles for belief. For one, though an individual
may lack an external language, she may still think in a language of thought (Fodor 1975). However, while
language is often the default way of thinking about mental content, we have other, less obvious ways of
conceiving of representational beliefs. Some philosophers suggest that individuals without language may
be able to represent beliefs by using a cartographic structure. It has been argued that beliefs and the
rational inference between beliefs can be accounted for by maps or diagrams (Braddon- Mitchell and
Jackson 1996; Camp 2007; D. Lewis 1994; Rescorla 2009). For example, mental maps will take the place
of mental sentences. A map, like an image, provides a lot of information by virtue of its organization and
cannot be divided into a set of semantically meaningful smaller parts. In this way, maps are like words,
not sentences: take a point off a map, and you lose all semantic information about that point. Maps
are systematic and productive, they have resources that can be rearranged, and they can be rearranged
in a potentially infinite number of different ways. Maps can share much of the expressive power of
language, includ- ing the logical connectives, though they may not be able to accommodate attribution
of propositional attitudes (Camp 2007). While this under- standing of belief has its limitations, maps
are easy to embrace given that not all FP explanations rely on propositional attitudes attribution, and
prelinguistic children do not seem to have an understanding of represen- tational belief.

The second argument against nonverbal belief comes from Davidson (1975, 1982). His argument is
based on a worry about the truth functional- ity of beliefs. If you have a belief, you must believe that
belief to be true. Davidson thinks that we have no plausible way to understand objective truth without
language; truth and falsity apply to propositions only (Davidson 1982). Thus a believer must have an
understanding of proposi- tions. This amounts to the requirement that a believer must have metabe-
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liefs about beliefs—something much like a theory of mind. Davidson writes: “My thesis is . . . that a
creature cannot have a thought unless it has language. In order to be a thinking, rational creature,
the creature must be able to express many thoughts, and above all, be able to interpret the speech and
thoughts of others” (322–323; italics in original).

The main worry is that Davidson’s account of belief leads to conclusions that are prima facie false.
For example, we would be forced to say that children who lack a theory of mind have no beliefs, and that
even some adults with autism are incapable of thought, although they are competent users of language
(Andrews 2002; Andrews and Radenovic 2006). David- son’s account requires that believers must be
capable of interpreting the actions of others in terms of their reasons for action, but some children
and adults with autism, and most children younger than four, fail to offer explanations in terms of
propositional attitudes. This conclusion, I think, is sufficient to undermine Davidson’s argument, since
the concept of belief that most philosophers operate with would allow us to ascribe beliefs to individuals
with autism.

In our paper, Radenovic and I discussed the case of Eric, a high-func- tioning autistic high school
student who was doing well in school and had been mainstreamed into the general classroom. Eric was
taking part in applied behavioral analysis therapy to help him learn to stop interrupting in class and
during assemblies. In one instance, Eric interrupted a guest speaker in front of five hundred students,
shouting, “Yesterday they con- fused the schedule yesterday. Yesterday they confused the schedule—yes-
terday.” The speaker stopped and looked at Eric, made a joke at Eric’s expense, and the entire room
broke out into laughter. During the ABA therapy, Eric was asked why the students all laughed. He
replied, “They laughed because they felt the same [as I did]” (Gray 1996).

Given Eric’s conversation with the therapist, we can easily ascribe to him the belief that people
laughed, although Eric is unable to correctly interpret behavior or attribute beliefs. Davidson would
have us say that

Eric’s inability to accurately interpret others means that he lacks beliefs himself. Not only is this
conclusion bizarre, but it is also contrary to a core platitude about beliefs, namely, that people who
honestly assert things believe what they say. Davidson’s thesis would force us to reject this widely held
platitude and, worse, would have us say that Eric is not a rational thinker.

I find the arguments against the possibility of nonlinguistic belief weak. Relying on such arguments to
undermine the possibility that one can offer explanations without language is overkill. Instead one might
have a more nuanced concern that without language, one lacks the concepts or cogni- tive capacities
needed specifically for explanation. We can turn to address that concern now.

Those who are willing to accept that belief is possible without language may still worry that the
kind of beliefs required by FP explanations are not possible in the absence of language. Surely certain
beliefs exist for which knowledge of language is necessary, such as beliefs about quantum physics, or the
grammaticality of sentences. One might think that beliefs about the explanations of action fall into the
same category and are not available to those who lack language.

What are some plausible candidates for such concepts? Certainly the concept of belief is one that
some think requires language, as we saw in the previous paragraphs. And reason explanations are,
according to stan- dard FP, explanations in terms of beliefs and desires. But this is the very claim that
I have offered evidence against, and the critic would be begging the question if she claimed that all
FP explanations must include reference to belief. At least the critic would be obligated to confront the
empirical evidence before plausibly making such a claim.

Another possible response is to say that one must understand intention- ality to offer FP explanations.
This view is much more plausible. For an individual to offer an explanation of behavior, it is reasonable
to think that she must have some understanding of behavior as distinct from unin- tentional bodily
motion, and also that she must have an understanding of the more general distinction between agents
and nonagential entities.

While I agree that explainers must have this ability, we have no reason to think that language is
required to make such distinctions. Empirical evidence shows that individuals without language are
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capable of making such distinctions; as we saw in previous chapters, infants are able to dis- criminate
between intentional and nonintentional action at an early age. Not only do human infants seem able
to understand intentionality before they have any language ability, but this ability is shared with some
other apes. Chimpanzees, for example, have been shown to be able to discriminate between a person
who was unwilling to give them food and a person who was unable to give them food. If a person had
food but couldn’t give it to the chimpanzee because the food was too large to fit through the feeding
hole or the person couldn’t see the food, then the chimpanzee was relatively calm. However, if the
person was able to offer the food but refused to do so, the chimpanzee was more likely to demon- strate
impatience with the unwilling person by striking the Plexiglas barrier or moving the apparatus (Call et
al. 2004).

Another indication that other apes understand intentionality comes from a study of helping behav-
ior in chimpanzees (Warneken and Toma- sello 2006). Researchers found that chimpanzees engage in
helping behav- iors in response to a human caregiver’s nonverbal request for an out-of-reach object,
similarly to eighteen-month-old children. By responding appropri- ately to the human’s request, the
chimpanzees’ behavior suggests that they understand human motion as intentional action that has a
clear meaning. These findings suggest that we have no reason to worry about language being necessary
for understanding intentionality. Unless some other concept is needed to offer FP explanations (and
this seems unlikely), it seems there is no special worry about attributing FP explanatory beliefs to non-
linguistic individuals. If thought without language is possible, then explanations of behavior without
language are possible. Unlike, say, thoughts about the grammaticality of sentences, FP explanations
are not intrinsically tied to any linguistic concept.

Automatic Mental State Attribution
The second set of concerns stems from a methodological worry; just because we provide verbal

explanations that do not make reference to belief doesn’t mean that we don’t automatically attribute
beliefs to agents whose behavior we are explaining. Just because we don’t explicitly state the belief
doesn’t mean that we don’t assume it to be present, at least in some implicit sense.

One might object that while our linguistic behavior suggests that we explain action in terms of
traits, emotions, enabling features, and situa- tions, the ability to offer such explanations relies on a
prior understanding of propositional attitudes. Although FP explanations do not overtly take the form
of propositional attitude attributions, they should still be inter- preted in terms of the actor’s beliefs
about the situation. We dealt with a similar concern in chapter 6; perhaps verbal descriptions of behavior
are actually shorthand belief-desire attributions, especially in the case of trait attributions.

Note first that if we insist that behind all verbal FP explanations lies an implicit reference to beliefs
and desires, we will end up in one of the two following problematic positions. Either we would have
to accept that young children have an understanding of representational belief, despite evidence to
the contrary, or we would have to conclude that young chil- dren do not explain behavior, despite the
appearance that they do. In each of the two cases, we would have to face the task of accounting for
empiri- cal evidence.

Perhaps more to the point, we have reason to understand belief ascrip- tion (and other similar
practices) as the result of distinct cognitive capaci- ties, as I have already argued. However, the claim
that I rejected is that trait attribution is shorthand for belief and desire attribution, because a double
dissociation exists between understanding traits and understanding beliefs. Normal children come to
understand personality traits only after they understand the mental states of desire and belief, while
some children who cannot attribute beliefs are able to use traits to predict behavior. When impaired
children use trait attribution, they are taught to understand traits as dispositions to behave in certain
ways. In fact, this is how traits are understood in the psychological literature—as shorthand for kinds of
behavior, rather than anything like private states of mind. Unless we are going to return to a behaviorist
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method of individuating mental states, personality traits should be seen as distinct from any mental
states, includ- ing beliefs and desires.

Nonetheless the retort that all FP explanations contain at least implicit reference to beliefs and de-
sires is a natural criticism because we can restate many explanations in terms of propositional attitudes,
and we can rephrase the reasoning that led to a prediction in terms of propositional attitudes, as well.
The explanation “He mugged the woman because he is a drug addict” can be rephrased as “He mugged
the woman because he wanted money for drugs, and he believed that the woman had money.” But no
matter how easy it is to construct these claims in this manner, the mere fact that we can make such
a reconstruction does not entail anything about whether that reconstruction is an accurate account of
the explainer’s cogni- tive processes.

Of course, this response leaves open the possibility that we are ascribing propositional attitudes
when we explain behavior. It is only a response to the worry that, since we can reinterpret any verbal
explanation in terms of belief and desire attribution, the explainer is implicitly attributing beliefs and
desires. We now need to address the worry that belief attribution is automatic and drives our folk
psychological practices of explanation and prediction, despite the surface features of our explanatory
behavior.

To my mind, the main intuition behind this objection is that humans automatically attribute belief
whenever interpreting intentional action. The argument goes like this: we do not need to engage in an
extra act of reasoning after observing a behavior to determine the beliefs that may have led to the
action, because the attribution of belief is the result of cognitive processing that is triggered by the
observation. This makes the attribution something that happens very fast, which need not occur at
the level of conscious awareness. Thus when we explain intentional action, we auto- matically infer the
actor’s belief, even if we do not state that belief in a verbal explanation of the behavior, and even if we
are not consciously aware of forming the belief attribution.

This argument is based on an empirical claim about human cognitive processing, and since research
has been conducted on this question, we need not rely on our intuitions to conclude one way or another.
Evidence suggests that we do not automatically infer beliefs, even when we observe behavior that was
caused by an actor’s false belief.

In the original study on the automaticity of belief attribution, Ian Apperly and colleagues (2006)
compared adult response times to questions asked about a false-belief scenario. Participants were shown
a variation of the Maxi task; more specifically, they were shown a video of a woman looking into two
open boxes and indicating the box that contains the object with a marker. The woman leaves, and a
man changes the position of the boxes or the location of the marker so that the woman has a false
belief.

At the beginning of the trial, participants were told that their task was to identify the location of
the woman’s object at the end of the trial. After watching the man move the object, participants were
given one of two possible probes and were asked to indicate whether the probe statement was accurate
or not. The belief probe made a statement about the woman’s belief, and the reality probe made a
statement about the actual location of the object.

The authors reasoned that if belief were automatically ascribed when individuals observe behavior,
then even given the instruction to monitor reality, the participants would also be interpreting the
woman’s belief. Thus there should be no significant difference in response time whether the person is
asked about the woman’s mental state or about the actual situation, since both pieces of information
should be already available to the participants. However, if it takes participants longer to correctly
respond to the belief probe, the authors reason that they must be engaging in additional processing,
and therefore that belief attribution is not automatic.

What researchers found is that it takes adults significantly longer to attribute a belief than it does
to report on reality. This effect was not due to some special feature about belief or an artifact of the
study, such as a longer processing time for reading the statement about belief than the statement about
the situation. The researchers ran another condition in which participants were instructed before the
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task to consider the charac- ter’s belief, and this condition elicited no significant difference in response
times between the belief and reality probes.

This finding suggests that adults do not automatically ascribe belief when observing a person’s
behavior, but attributions of belief are generated in an effortful and deliberate fashion when needed.
However, another study challenges this conclusion. Cohen and German (2009) argue that the perfor-
mance demands on the two tasks are different, since the informa- tion about the woman’s belief is
presumably formed when she marks the location of the object, and the information about the location
of the object is given later, when the man moves it. Thus a memory confound might explain Apperly’s
result.

To test their theory, Cohen and German modified the task so that the last thing the participants
see before answering the questions is the woman indicating her false belief by putting a marker on
the wrong container. This “short-delay” condition was compared with performance on a replication of
Apperly’s original “long-delay” experiment. The authors found that belief responses were significantly
faster than reality responses in the short- delay condition, and contra the original study, there was no
significant difference in the long-delay condition.

While both studies begin to address the question of automaticity in belief attribution, I think it
is too soon to draw any solid conclusions about the issue. One might want to interpret Cohen and
German’s study as evi- dence that we do automatically attribute belief when we see someone acting
on a false belief, but some problems are associated with drawing that conclusion from their study, as
they point out. The response times they found were longer than expected for an automatic process,
and though the times are inflated (given the time it takes to read the probe and push a button), they
think that the belief attribution activated by the task probably involves multiple cognitive processes.
Given these methodological concerns, Cohen and German think that for a good study of automaticity,
we should turn to the methods of neuroscience.

I see an additional problem with the design of both studies. One concern is that the woman’s act of
marking the box that contains her object is a symbolic act that primes observers who possess a theory
of mind to think about belief. Evidence suggests that using markers such as these improves performance
on theory of mind type tasks performed by children younger than four (Hauser 2006). In addition, we
know that external markers can help animals perform cognitive tasks. For example, chimpanzees who
are trained to use one kind of concrete tag for pairs of similar objects (AA) and another marker for
pairs of different objects (AB) are then able to perform analogy tasks that chimpanzees who do not
use markers are unable to perform (Thompson et al. 1997). The worry with the present paradigms
is that because of the introduction of a marker—a quasi-symbolic element— the participants are no
longer automatically inferring belief but are being primed to think about belief. If the woman’s act of
marking the box is seen as a communicative one, then the natural interpretation of that act is to see
it as indicating her belief about the location of the object. If this is right, then the task cannot help
us determine whether belief attribution is automatic, any more than would a task in which the woman
uttered the sentence “I believe the object is in this box.” Rather, to test whether or not we ascribe belief
in situations where the actor is not intentionally communicating her belief, we would need a scenario
that lacked any such communicative element.

If adults do automatically ascribe beliefs when they observe behavior, then there must be a develop-
mental account of this automatic process. However, no developmental story seems forthcoming. Since
children who lack the concept of belief are certainly not automatically ascribing belief to others who act
intentionally, it is difficult to see why they would begin to do so once they develop an understanding of
representational belief. In some cases, of course, ascribing belief would help the child to understand the
behavior. But as I have argued, in most cases ascribing beliefs will not give the child any additional pre-
dictive power. If I am right, then those who think that belief ascription is automatic must explain how
automatic attributions come to be generalized, and automatized, across all intentional acts. Supporters
of automaticity have many questions to answer before we can conclude that adult humans automatically
perceive intentional action in terms of the actor’s beliefs.
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Though the investigation into the automaticity of belief attribution still has a way to go, this
discussion does bring home the point that we cannot presume that we automatically mindread from the
mere fact that we can reconstruct an explanation in terms of propositional attitudes. The same applies
to parallel arguments about the prediction of behavior. The claim that an automatic process takes
place is empirical, and it requires empirical investigation. Nonetheless, given the behavioral evidence
that individuals can explain behavior without demonstrating any understanding of belief ascription, the
burden of proof is on those who think that automatic pro- cesses are present.

The critic might still worry that even if we do not automatically attri- bute beliefs to actors, we
do automatically attribute some other kind of mental state. Thus there must be a problem with my
account, according to which we can give satisfactory FP explanations in terms of situations or trait
attributions that do not explicitly refer to the actor’s mental state. While some personality traits, as
stable dispositions of an individual, cannot be understood as a mental state of the actor (e.g., honesty,
loyalty, pliancy, manipulability), others can (e.g., to call someone a happy person is to say that she
is often in a happy mood). Our verbal explanations in terms of behavioral traits, enabling factors, or
situations often imply some- thing about the actor’s mental state.

Even if this were so, it would still be a conclusion that is inconsistent with SFP, according to which
all FP explanations must be at least implicitly propositional. But I think we have reason to reject even
this minimal com- mitment to mental-state reference in an account of FP explanation. For one, as I
argued in the previous chapter, situational explanations some- times cite causes that the actor is not
aware of. Recall the example of the employee whose boss is successfully manipulating him to quit, but
the employee is unaware of the boss’s manipulation. One explanation for the employee’s quitting is that
the boss is making his working environment extremely unpleasant. The employee may know that his
working environ- ment is unpleasant but fail to know that the boss is the cause. Thus this is not the
explanation the employee would offer for quitting, since he doesn’t know his boss’s plan. Sometimes we
explain people’s behavior in terms of a cause of that behavior, even when the actor is unaware of the
causal factor.

The same sort of analysis can be made for trait attributions, insofar as our trait attributions do not
always refer to a property that the actor would claim for herself. Or worse, the actor might have specific
beliefs about herself that contradict the personality traits. Negative personality traits in particular can
be useful for predicting and explaining behavior, though they do not make up a mental state of the
individual, and though the individual might deny that the trait term correctly describes her behavior.
For example, consider the nonmentalistic trait “self-centered.” Seeing Mary enter the elevator I am
heading for, I might predict that since she is self- centered, Mary will not hold the elevator for me. I
attribute this trait to Mary because of all the other self-centered behaviors she engages in: she always
insists we take the speaker to her favorite restaurant, even though it is too expensive for the graduate
students; she refuses to come in early for department meetings because she likes to sleep in; when she
tires of a task, she quits and forces others to finish it for her. If Mary were asked to explain why she
didn’t hold the elevator, she might say, “I didn’t notice you.” However, it was a lack of attention to her
surroundings that earned her the reputation of being self-centered to begin with. Or she may not have
an answer at all; we need not know all our reasons.

Traits that are societally prohibited, such as being racist or sexist, are often not owned by people who
behave in a way that may accurately be described as such. Accompanying the racist behavior may be
all the nar- ratives of antiracism, and the unaware racist could firmly believe on intel- lectual grounds in
the equality of the races, to such an extent that she joins antiracist organizations and rallies for equality.
However, at the same time, she might unknowingly discriminate against members of another race when
they are not part of her social network or class. If someone were to ask her why she discriminated, she
may deny that she acted in such a way, claim she doesn’t know, or offer an alternative reason explanation
for her action. An alternative reason explanation, however, cannot be accepted at face value, given the
worries about confabulation, which may be espe- cially strong in situations like this.
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Given the tendency to confabulate and our desire to present a positive self-image to an audience,
an agent’s sincerely stated post hoc reason for her action can be inaccurate. Consider Ted Bundy’s
claim that his addiction to hard-core violent pornography drove him to murder, or the anorexic’s
rationalization for her dieting. Sour-grapes situations give rise to another case in which untrustworthy
reason explanations are given by an actor— that is, when the fox walks away from the grapevine
muttering, “I didn’t really want those grapes anyway.” Maybe he is just trying to convince himself, but
if he succeeds, he will have reconstructed his reason for acting after the fact.

For FP explanations in terms of personality traits denied by the actor, there are no natural inter-
pretations in terms of mental content, and in some such cases, the explanations assume lack of mental
content, as in the case of the self-centered person who doesn’t notice others. Of course, one might object
that in such cases we are not explaining intentional action, since one cannot intentionally not notice
things. But I think this response is too simple. These behaviors are considered by the folk to be under
control of the actor, and just as our courts hold people responsible for negligence, since we are discussing
folk psychology, it is relevant that the folk take such actions to be intentional ones. Further, we can
cultivate self-centeredness by having intentionally ignored unpleasant situations or people in the past.
When a mother tells her son to look away when passing a beggar on the street, she is teaching the boy
to become self-centered, and that training can result in the boy growing into a man who actually fails
to notice the homeless when he passes them by.

The contents of our verbal FP explanations are diverse, and no evidence supports the idea that all
that diversity should be understood as presup- posing mental-state ascriptions in all cases. Again, this
points to a problem with the claim that folk psychology is the attribution of propositional attitudes.
We encountered this tension already in the examination of folk psychological prediction, and here we
also see discrepancy between SFP and our actual explanatory practices. At this point, I have offered
a number of arguments against the need for the propositional attitudes, and in chapter 10 I argue for
a view of folk psychology that accepts that we can be folk psychologists without reading minds. But
before going on to that, I wish to examine one more concern about my account of FP explanation.

Explanations, Reasons, and Causes
According to SFP, our explanations are given in terms of beliefs and desires because we take beliefs

and desires to be the cause of our behavior. We have already seen that not all FP explanations are
causal ones; explanations in terms of enabling features and statistical generalizations do not purport
to cite the cause of behavior. Here I want to further argue that the folk also take some intentional
action to be caused even when the actor has no primary reason for that action. Rather than thinking
all intentional behavior must be caused by reasons, the folk think that some intentional action can be
caused by the person as a whole or by some part of her personality.

First, it seems that the folk can take an action to be intentional even when the actor did not
engage in that action for a reason. This point is demonstrated by people’s response to Joshua Knobe’s
story about a chair- man of the board who doesn’t care about the environment but cares only about
maximizing profits (Knobe 2003; Malle 2006b). The folk take the chairman to be intentionally harming
the environment when such harm is a known side effect of his business decision, though he has no reason
to harm the environment; he does not construe his own action as harming the environment but sees
it as maximizing profits. He has reasons only for the primary behavior, not the side effect. Side-effect
cases, acts of self- centeredness, unconscious bias, and cases that involve acts of negligence or rudeness
may all lead to judgments of intentional action, even though no reason explanation for the behavior
is evident, because the actor does not construe her action in the same way as the observers do. That
the actor does not construe her actions as being caused by a reason may be explained in terms of her
personality.
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We can understand such cases by extending Rosalind Hursthouse’s anal- ysis of intentional actions
not done for reasons. She argues that some actions are arational—not done for reasons in the Davidsonian
sense—but are still intentional because they would not have been performed had the actor not been
in the emotional state that she was (Hursthouse 1991). Hursthouse argues that explanations in terms
of an actor’s emotional state cannot be understood as shorthand for an explanation in terms of beliefs
and desires. Further, she argues that emotion explanations—or arational explanations in general—
ought to be seen as an autonomous variety of psychological explanation. An example of arational
action is a person’s jumping up and down from excitement. We can take the jumping behavior to be
intentional and explain it by the person’s excitement about some event, yet we cannot offer a traditional
reason explanation for the behav- ior: we cannot “indicate what it was about the action that appealed”
(Davidson 1963, 685), we don’t know why she jumped rather than smiled, and the actor herself would
not be able to answer that question.

Hursthouse argues that the folk understand some intentional actions to be explained not by beliefs
and desires but by emotional mental states. I am suggesting that, in addition, we ought to recognize
that the folk under- stand some intentional actions to be explained by nonmentalistic person- ality
traits; some actions are explained by who we are rather than what we think. For example, consider the
following explanation for a woman’s insistence on a long engagement: “She’s a careful person who takes
things slowly.” This explanation does not imply that the woman doesn’t yet believe that her fiancé is
the right person for her, nor that she desires more time to assess the relationship. She can be fully
committed to her promise and simply be the kind of person who doesn’t tend to make changes quickly.
In this way, the trait explanation is quite similar to Hursthouse’s arational emotional explanation of
behavior. Consider Hursthouse’s example of an action explained by anger:

Jane, who, in a wave of hatred for Joan, tears at Joan’s photo with her nails. I can agree that Jane
does this because, hating Joan, she wants to scratch her face.

. . . I can agree that she would not have torn at the photo if she had not believed that it was a photo
of Joan; and if someone wants to say, “So those are the reasons for the action,” I do not want to quarrel,
for these “reasons” do not form the appro- priate desire-belief pair assumed by the standard account. On
the standard account, if the explanatory desire in this case is the desire to scratch Joan’s face, then the
appropriate belief has to be something absurd, such as the belief that the photo of Joan is Joan, or that
scratching the photo will be causally efficacious in defacing its original. And my disagreement is with
adherents of the standard account, who must think that some nonabsurd candidates for appropriate
beliefs to ascribe to agents performing arational actions are available. (Hursthouse 1991, 59–60)

In both the engagement case and the photograph case, there may be no appropriate set of beliefs
and desires that constitute a reason for the action, but these actions are intentional. Given the folk’s use
of traits to explain behavior, and the finding that that traits cannot always be identified with reasons,
it is part of folk psychology that not all actions are explained by reasons. And if the folk think that
traits cause behavior, and traits are not propositional attitude attributions, then the claim that the folk
think that propositional attitudes are the cause of all behavior is false.

The trait and the emotion explain the behavior; Hursthouse claims that we consider the emotion to
cause the behavior, too. In like fashion, one might think that it is part of folk psychology that traits
also cause action. For example, a father may attribute his reluctance to let his teenage daugh- ter
begin dating to his being old-fashioned, recognizing that he has no rationale for his behavior. Being
old-fashioned or conservative may be construed as causing his decision, at least proximately.

These considerations present a further worry. Perhaps folk behavior is inconsistent with not only
the idea that all intentional acts are caused by propositional attitudes but also the view that all actions
are caused by some event. Important differences exist between causes in terms of emotions and causes
in terms of traits. The experience of emotion is an event; it raises no metaphysical concerns to consider
Jane’s wave of hatred as causing her act of destruction. However, a personality trait, as a stable disposi-
tion of a person, is not an event. Traits, unlike beliefs, desires, emo- tional experiences, or other mental
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states, cannot have the same sort of efficacy. If it is part of folk psychology that traits cause behavior,
as well as explain behavior, then perhaps this metaphysical worry must be addressed.

While I accept that the folk do not think that all actions are caused by reasons, given the multitude
of possible accounts of causation, it would be hasty to say that the folk think that some actions are
not caused. Rather, the folk sometimes think that actions are due to the person being who she is, not
to her having some mental event. This commitment can be analyzed as a causal commitment under a
counterfactual view of causation. For example, we would say of the old-fashioned father that, were he
not old- fashioned, he would let his daughter date. In such a sense, we might say that it is the father’s
being old-fashioned that causes him to keep his daughter off the dating scene. Because, according
to counterfactual accounts of causation, the counterfactual element could be an enabling condition,
a property, a disposition, a historical fact, and so on, such a view is compatible with the pluralism
apparent in the practice of folk psychology.

Some might object that counterfactuals provide only a weak sense of causal relevance. However, that
charge does not concern me. I am merely trying to describe how the folk understand other people and
their actions. What we have found is that the folk think that there are explanations for behavior that are
not causally efficacious in the sense of there being an event whose occurrence causes the explanandum.
Dispositions, traits, and the person as a whole being are also seen by the folk to explain action, and if
we want to understand this explanation as causal, the counterfactual account of causation will suffice.

Toward a New Way
Folk psychology implies that traits, similarly to emotions, can be the cause of behavior as well as the

explanation for behavior; folk behavior reflects a commitment that is inconsistent with both the claim
that all intentional actions are caused by propositions and the claim that all intentional actions are
caused by some event. From a very young age, children have an understanding of others as intentional
agents and can differentiate between intentional and accidental movement even before they under- stand
propositional attitudes or personality traits. As adults, our explana- tions sometimes reflect this natural
and early ability to see others as persons, whose behaviors can be explained in terms of who we are,
and not in terms of what we think.

Our folk psychological explanations are plural in both content and form, and the diversity that we
see in both explanation and prediction is sufficient for rejecting SFP. But if we reject the traditional
view, what view should we put in its place?

In the next chapter, I offer a new set of folk psychological principles that is consistent with the
pluralism I have been endorsing. First I contrast the commitments of this plural approach to folk
psychology with the com- mitments of standard folk psychology, and I argue that the old research
projects must be abandoned. Instead we need a new research program, one that begins with the principles
of pluralistic folk psychology and an under- standing of folk psychology as more like reading people,
and less like reading minds.
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IV The Solution



10 Folk Psychological Pluralism: Reading
People, Not Minds

Begin with an individual, and before you know it you find that you have created a type; begin with
a type, and you find that you have created—nothing. That is because we are all queer fish, queerer
behind our faces and voices than we want any one to know or than we know ourselves.

—F. Scott Fitzgerald

The Principles of a Pluralistic Folk Psychology
According to standard folk psychology, human understanding of other people rests on our sense that

behavior is caused by beliefs and desires. However, the evidence presented thus far indicates that this
view is mis- guided, because humans use a variety of methods to engage in their folk psychological
practices, and not all these methods require seeing others as having reasons for their actions. According
to a pluralistic account of folk psychology, while many different cognitive processes facilitate social inter-
action, what is necessary for being a folk psychologist is the ability to see others as intentional agents.
In the standard view, the dividing line between folk psychologists and others is the ability to see others
as acting from their propositional attitudes. However, this dividing line underestimates the power of
other cognitive processes used in social interaction. Even without a robust understanding of beliefs and
desires, agents can predict and explain others’ behavior. They can also justify behavior, shape their own
behavior to acceptable societal standards, coordinate their behavior with others, identify intentional
action, make moral judgments, and engage in a host of other social practices that are arguably as
important as predicting and explaining behavior.

Instead of taking folk psychologists to be the class of people who are able to attribute beliefs and
desires to others, we can offer a different set of criteria. To engage in our folk psychological practices,
we require two capacities. First, a folk psychologist must be able to distinguish agents from nonagents.
Second, a folk psychologist must have facility with at least some of the cognitive mechanisms that
allow for engagement with some of the practices of prediction, explanation, and so forth. If you want
a dividing line, that is the best you’ll get. Organisms who are able to differentiate intentional agents
from everything else and interact socially with other intentional agents have many of the properties
that make us so interested in human mind and action. After that, it is all a matter of degree. Having
the concepts of belief and desire does not make for a radical change in social interactions, for as I have
argued, it isn’t necessary for the ability to predict others’ actions, or even for the ability to explain
behavior, and as I argue in the next chapter, it isn’t necessary for deception, either.

Recall that standard folk psychology is based on the following commitments:
(SFP1) Propositional attitudes are the cause of all intentional behavior. (SFP2) Folk psychology is

the attribution of propositional attitudes.
(SFP3) One needs to be a folk psychologist to have robust success in predicting, explaining, and

interpreting behavior.
(SFP4) The method that allows us to predict behavior is also the method that allows us to explain

behavior.
Given the centrality of (SFP3) to the definition of folk psychology, I have argued that we should

preserve this principle, but in so doing, we are forced to reject all the others. I propose that we replace
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the principles of SFP with another set of principles that are consistent with both (SFP3) and the
descriptive account of social cognition that I have presented. Let us replace them with the principles of
a pluralistic folk psychology, as follows:

(PFP1) One needs to be a folk psychologist to have robust success in predicting, explaining, and
interpreting behavior.

(PFP2) Folk psychology is a social competence, which includes the ability to identify behavior,
predict behavior, explain behavior, justify behavior, normalize behavior, coordinate behavior, and so
on.

(PFP3) The social competences of folk psychology are supported by a number of different cognitive
mechanisms, and one’s degree of success as a folk psychologist is a function of the number of competences
mastered and the degree of facility with the different competences.

(PFP4) Intentional behavior is seen as sometimes caused by any number of factors, such as moods,
propositional attitudes, emotions, and so on, and sometimes influenced by other factors such as person-
ality traits, dispositions, or historical facts.

(PFP5) The requirement for being a folk psychologist is the ability to recognize that intentional
agents exist, and to fare well in discriminating intentional from nonintentional agents.

(PFP1) is identical to (SFP3), given its status as the core commitment of folk psychology. The other
principles are meant to elaborate on the first principle in a way that is empirically adequate given the
discussions of the previous chapters while retaining enough of the flavor of SFP to avoid the accusation
that this is merely a change of subject. This chapter begins with a defense and discussion of the last
four elements of PFP. I then argue that none of the standard theories of folk psychology can easily be
modified to remain consistent with these principles. I conclude that the old project of trying to find
a single model of folk psychology is misguided and should be replaced with a new project—one that
starts by rejecting the claim that our folk psychology consists of seeing others primarily as receptacles
for propositional attitudes, and replaces it with a more holistic approach, according to which we see
others as persons.

(PFP2) Folk psychology is a social competence, which includes the ability to identify behavior,
predict behavior, explain behavior, justify behavior, normalize behavior, coordinate behavior, and so
on.

The second element of PFP is meant to draw attention to the functions of folk psychology beyond
prediction and explanation. The emphasis on prediction and explanation, to the exclusion of other folk
psychological practices such as gossiping, justifying, condemning, evaluating, manipulat- ing, coordi-
nating, and so on, may be seen as a legacy that philosophers inherited from Hempel’s emphasis on
prediction and explanation, an influ- ence that was subsequently passed on to psychologists. As we
begin to leave behind the influence of the logical empiricists on the structure of folk psychology, and
the notion that our social interactions are much like the interaction between scientist and subject, we
can leave behind their influence on the scope of folk psychology, as well.

Theories about the structure and nature of folk psychology have relied heavily on evidence about our
ability to predict behavior that came from the false-belief task. While prediction has been of primary
interest in the folk psychology literature, with explanation of secondary interest, it has long been noted
that the practices of folk psychology extend much further. Churchland points out, “We use the resources
of folk psychology to promise, to entreat, to congratulate, to tease, to joke, to intimate, to threaten,
and so on” (Churchland 1989, 231; see also Wilkes 1981, 1984). Others have emphasized different roles
for folk psychology, including coordinating behavior (Morton 2003), making judgments of moral respon-
sibility (Knobe 2003; Morton 2003), identifying intentional action (Knobe 2003), perceiving intentions
(Gallagher 2004), understanding others (Hutto 2004; Gallagher 2001), justifying behavior (Davidson
1963; Andrews 2004), regulating behavior (Hobson 2007; Mameli 2001; McGeer 2007; Zawidzki 2008),
and providing reasons (Davidson 1963; Hutto 2008). Each of these views stems from an insight about
one or more of the myriad ways in which we interact with others, and I propose that they all be
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included, along with the standard practices of prediction and explanation, in any complete account of
folk psychology.

Not all the authors mentioned in the previous paragraph would be welcoming of this inclusive
approach; some argue that folk psychology is fundamentally used for a particular practice, and that other
practices are merely derivative. For example, Daniel Hutto argues that folk psychology is fundamentally
for offering reasons for behavior, and since to have reasons one must have language, in his view it follows
that a folk psycholo- gist must have competence with a natural language. Once language is in place, we
develop the ability to act from reasons, and to see others as acting from reasons, because we have been
exposed to stories and conversations about people acting for reasons (Hutto 2008).

In addition, Hutto, like many of these authors, is committed to an understanding of folk psychology as
the attribution of the propositional attitudes. For Hutto, it is clear that folk psychology provides reasons
for behavior in terms of the propositional attitudes. In Tadeusz Zawidzki’s account of the evolutionary
function of folk psychology, he focuses on the attitudes and argues that the evolutionary function of
propositional atti- tude attribution could not have been to predict behavior but may plausibly have
been to help regulate social behavior to facilitate coordination (Zawid- zki 2008). In Peter Hobson’s
account of the development of folk psychol- ogy, he too relies on the propositional attitudes when he
suggests that infants come to grasp mental-state concepts in terms of a biologically based identification
mechanism, which allows individuals to assimilate the mental properties they see in others (Hobson
2007).

Since many of these authors are concerned about folk psychology as the attribution of the attitudes,
and so far I have only argued that folk psychological prediction and explanation can be accomplished
without appeal to the attitudes, one might worry that some other practices, such as regulating behavior,
might require propositional attitude attribution. However, we can easily call to mind examples of these
sorts of practices that do not rely on propositional attitude attribution. For example, we can condemn
a person for being a jerk (trait attribution), and we can coordi- nate behavior with another if we know
her habits (inductive generalization over past behavior). We can justify behavior by pointing out the
situation the person was in, or showing that it is consistent with an ethical principle. We can regulate
others’ behavior by obeying the norms of society. We also can identify a person’s goals long before we
gain facility with propositional attitude attribution, as we know from studies of human infants and
chimpanzees.

By expanding the practices associated with our folk psychology abilities to include all the competen-
cies associated with social interaction, we are able to draw on a greater data set in developing a theory
of how we under- stand other minds. While some might worry that such an inclusive approach will
muddy the waters, no one has denied that we use our com- petence as folk psychologists in a number
of different social contexts, and for different purposes.

While facility with prediction and explanation is certainly part of what it means to be a folk psychol-
ogist, an individual who possesses only those folk psychological competences would lack many paradig-
matic features of a folk psychologist. Consider someone who is able to predict and explain by attribut-
ing propositional attitudes but cannot identify personality traits or perceive another’s emotional state.
While children with autism are often presented as a good example of individuals who lack the ability
to attribute beliefs and desires, high-functioning adults on the autistic spectrum who gain some com-
petence in making predictions in false-belief situations can still have some facility with understanding
others’ character traits or emo- tional states. And among those people with autism who pass false-belief
tasks there can be severe social impairments; successful performance on the task does not track suc-
cessful social interactions in ordinary contexts (Happé 1994; Ozonoff and Miller 1995). To account for
this deficit, Happé and Frith have hypothesized that due to weak central coherence (the ability to take
into account the context when interpreting social as well as nonsocial situations), children with autism
cannot use their knowledge of other minds in everyday life, although they can use this knowledge in
context-free and limited experimental settings (Frith et al. 1994; Happé 1994). If this account is correct,
then the ability to recognize the salient features of the situation may cause folk psychological deficits,
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even if the target’s beliefs and desires are correctly understood, and when predictions can accurately be
made in cases where the salient features of the situation are made explicit.

In addition, having the ability to ascribe propositional attitudes is insuf- ficient for making accurate
predictions of behavior. For example, adults with Asperger’s syndrome often have problems with small
talk, and they know that they have this problem. What is a simple task for neurotypicals is often
experienced as a deliberate engagement with a quasi-logical problem for people on the autistic spectrum.
In his autobiography, John Elder Robison, who was diagnosed with Asperger’s later in life, illustrates
this struggle by describing a conversation he had with a friend:

Last week my friend Laurie said, “One of my girlfriends is having an affair. And the guy rides a
motorcycle just like yours!”

Laurie’s statement posed a problem. Unlike most interactions, ours had not started with a question.
Should I respond with an opinion about the statement? Or should I ask a question myself? I considered
what I had just heard:

Laurie has a girlfriend. Yes, Laurie has lots of girlfriends. Which one is she talking about?
The girlfriend’s having an affair.Why tell me? Do I know her? Do I know the guy? Is this a convoluted

way of suggesting that I should have an affair, since I have a motorcycle?
The boyfriend has a motorcycle. Well, that narrows it down. Most potential boy- friends have cars,

not bikes. So this boyfriend is one of the 5 percent, as opposed to the 95 percent of the motoring public.
Do I know him?

The motorcycle is just like mine. How much does Laurie know about bikes? Does she mean he rides
an Electra Glide Classic, or does she just mean his motorcycle is black?

. . . I knew she wanted a relevant response—something connected to what she had just said, more
than just “Oh.” I also knew from experience and observation that a statement like “I went to Newport
to see the Jazz Festival last weekend” would not be an appropriate answer. It occurred to me that what
I needed to do was to keep gathering information until I could frame an intelligent conversation. The
successful conversational computer programs did that. So I asked a question.

“Which girlfriend is that?”
Laurie looked surprised. “Why would you want to know that?” she said. (Robison 2008, 189–90)
This incident illustrates Robison’s failure to accurately predict how Laurie would respond to his

question, and the heroic measures he undertook to figure out an appropriate response. From his descrip-
tion of his thought processes, it is clear that he is able to attribute beliefs and desires to Laurie. But
that ability doesn’t allow him to be a successful conversational partner in this situation. Robison says
he later realized what he should have said, but only after overhearing a similar conversation. Because he
lacks the ability to read social cues, Robison’s conversational successes depend on his ability to observe
conversations and find patterns. Before he began studying conversations, his facility for small talk was
much worse, so bad that people took his inappropriate responses as evidence he was a psychopath.

A familiar caricature of a person with autism is someone who cannot pass the false-belief task and
hence cannot attribute beliefs and desires. Not only is this picture misleading in its interpretation of
passing the false- belief task, but it also presents an extremely simplistic picture of the range of deficits
found in people on the autistic spectrum. In fact, 20 to 35 percent of children diagnosed with autism
pass the false-belief tasks (Baron- Cohen 1995). The impairments associated with autism span the range
from failure to recognize other people as agents to difficulty knowing what (and not that) others are
thinking or feeling—a lack of empathic accuracy. At one end of this continuum, we have individuals who
would likely not be characterized as folk psychologists, insofar as they are unable to recognize others
as agents. At the other end, we have people like John Elder Robison, who clearly is a folk psychologist,
although he is not terribly sensitive to other people’s emotions or goals. We all sometimes fail in our
folk psycho- logical practices by making false predictions, offering implausible explana- tions, or failing
to coordinate, and we all on occasion are unable to figure out what others are thinking. While people
on the autistic spectrum have a greater problem with this than do neurotypicals, it is still a matter of
degree.
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By including a host of abilities as part of folk psychology, we better capture the myriad ways in which
people might use propositional atti- tudes, but we also better capture how minds understand minds in
different ways and with varying degrees of success. That is, the individual differences we see in people’s
folk psychological competencies are more consistent with this inclusive approach to folk psychology.
Some people are fine at predicting behavior but offer explanations that others see as nonsensical or
simplistic. A narcissist falsely thinks that the thoughts of others are always focused on her, but she still
has no problem with quotidian predic- tions and justifying others’ actions. The depressed person will
explain her successes as the result of the situation and not take credit even when credit is due, but she
may perform perfectly in empathic accuracy tests. As long as an individual can engage in some of these
practices to some degree of success, he is a folk psychologist.

(PFP3) The social competences of folk psychology are supported by a number of different cognitive
mechanisms.

As we have seen already, folk psychology is not exhausted by the attribu- tion of propositional
attitudes, but the practices of prediction and explana- tion, as well as the other practices of folk psy-
chology, are made possible by a host of cognitive capacities. While I have focused on a small set of
rather well-known and well-studied cognitive capacities, by no means do I think that these exhaust the
methods we use when engaging in the folk psychology practices. The question of which other cognitive
mechanisms are involved in these and other practices is one that I take as an ongoing research project.
My discussion has focused on the behavioral research on understanding minds, but as I stated in previ-
ous chapters, the current discussion only scratches the surface of what is involved in even just our folk
psychological practices of prediction and explanation. As I stated, additional research on emotion and
mood perception will be relevant to a fuller picture. Furthermore, we have much to learn from other
scientific disciplines.

The current attention to social neuroscience is another means for uncovering the mechanisms that
allow us to be successful folk psycholo- gists. For example, the discovery of the mirror neuron system
may help to explain the phenomenon of social resonance, or coming to think and feel what others close
to you think and feel. Because of the work of Rizzolatti, Gallese, and their colleagues, we now know that
neurons in the ventral premotor cortex of monkeys discharge both when a monkey is witnessing another
engage in a goal-related action and when the monkey engages in that action itself (Rizzolatti et al. 1996;
Gallese et al. 1996). Using imaging techniques, researchers have detected mirroring regions in the human
brain, as well (Fadiga et al. 1995). The mirror neurons are part of larger mirror systems and may serve
as one of the mechanisms involved in our automatic folk psychology judgments (Gallese and Goldman
1998; A. Goldman 2006). While the relationship between folk psychology and mirror neurons is still
undetermined (Dinstein et al. 2008), the field of social neuroscience promises to offer much information
about the brain areas and other cognitive processes associated with our folk psychological practices.

Research in the burgeoning field of social endocrinology can also help us understand the mechanisms
that are involved in successful folk psycho- logical behavior by demonstrating how hormones, together
with our sen- sitivity to others’ hormones, are related to social cognition. While much is already known
about levels of testosterone and sexual behavior, other research is looking at the role of hormones outside
the domain of sexuality. For example, in one study, researchers found that when playing an invest- ment
game, participants who were exposed to oxytocin were more likely to give all their money to an unseen
trustee; almost half of the oxytocin group made the full commitment, compared to a quarter of the
control group (Kosfeld et al. 2005). Another group of researchers suggested that women are judged to
be more attractive when they are fertile, based on a study that found exotic dancers receive larger tips
just before they ovulate (G. Miller et al. 2007). Such studies suggest that without knowing why we are
so affected, our folk psychological practices are constrained by exposure to some hormones.

The roles of these different systems in the production of folk psychologi- cal behavior must be
extraordinarily complex. Given the complexity already apparent, the expectation that we can model
folk psychology in terms of a flow chart should be discarded. The dynamic sophistication involved in our
practices should lead us away from trying to understand folk psychology in terms of functional models
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(e.g., Stich and Nichols 1995; Nichols and Stich 2003). Such models cannot represent the phenom- enon
accurately, since they do not include the varieties of cognitive pro- cesses and heuristics involved in our
social practices.

In my view, no one path exists for a particular folk psychology behavior or judgment. Rather, we
have folk psychological styles, with individuals dif- fering in style from one another and from case to case.
When you need to predict whether your colleague will meet you after the conference, you might rely on
her verbal promise, but that alone may not be enough to solve that predictive problem. You might also
consider personality traits such as attentiveness, punctuality, or reliability; you might consider some
of her personal circumstances, such as her having a young infant that needs to be fed, or an alcohol
problem; and you might consider some of the situational factors, such as the conference being in a big
hotel that is difficult to navigate. Whether or not you rely on one of these pieces of information—or some
combination of them—to formulate your predic- tion, it will be based on the kind of folk psychologist
you are, what you notice about the situation, how you understand the person, and your mood, among
other factors.

Explanatory style has been investigated by social psychologists who have found that people vary
even in how they explain their own behavior, depending on things such as their mood or stress level. For
example, people who are depressed tend to attribute their successes to some unstable cause outside of
themselves. Depressed people tend to think that their successes are the result of some accident, but their
failures are their own fault, caused by their own internal stable features. People who are not depressed
are much more likely to explain their successes in terms of internal and global personality traits and to
dismiss their failures as acci- dental and caused by external features (Buchanan and Seligman 1995). Such
differences in how individuals explain their own behavior provide just one example of how factors such
as hormones interact with cognitive mechanisms when we engage in some folk psychological practices.

No general flow chart will be possible in my account, for the particulars of the case and one’s facility
with the different cognitive capacities will lead to a complex interaction that guides one’s decision-
making process. This means that we will observe both individual differences between folk psychologists
and situational differences for an individual in any predictive situation. We should also expect different
capacities to play a more or less central role in the different folk psychology practices. As I have argued,
while we should not expect that our quotidian predictions rely on propo- sitional attitude attribution,
we will see a much greater reliance on propo- sitional attitudes when explaining behavior.

To make this point, we can look again at the abilities of people on the autistic spectrum. While some
argue that a theory of mind can never be taught, as we have seen, a variety of therapies have been used
to help individuals on the autistic spectrum engage in the folk psychological prac- tices. Therapists are
able to help autistic children to behave appropriately in social situations by making accurate predictions,
coordinating their behavior, and so on, but the end of a successful therapy is not to make the children
use the same cognitive mechanisms as typically developing indi- viduals; rather, it is likely that people
with autism gain these competencies by relying on psychological processes different from those used
by typically developing individuals. One reason to think this is so is that autistic chil- dren rarely
develop anything like the typical interest in social interaction. A number of language-based therapies
aim to improve social interaction and social understanding of high-functioning children with autism,
although these children have already been through applied behavioral analysis (ABA) therapy, speak
language, and are often placed in the class- room with normally developing children. Such therapies
involve explicit explanations of socially relevant concepts such as friendship, causes of different emotions,
emotional expressions, and the like. This means that while normally developing children intuitively grasp
these concepts, a child on the autistic spectrum must have them broken down and analyzed for her.

Therapy can explicitly teach a child to label simple emotions (e.g., sad, happy, afraid, angry) via
explicit teaching of the emotion and can teach how to recognize these emotions in self and others by
identifying the ways people usually express them. For children who learn about emotions through such
therapies, the emotion concepts are not given. Rather, the concepts are analyzed for them and taught
to them through therapies such as the picture exchange communication system (PECS) or Carol Grey’s
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social stories therapy. In ABA therapy, the child is trained to use symbols that refer to mental states
and to use the correct symbol in the correct situ- ations. Given the developmental differences, however,
we have no reason to suspect that the mechanisms involved in these behaviors are similar to those used
by a child who develops language normally. Though the child may learn how she ought to behave, and
how others should behave, there is reason to think that she does not understand why she ought to act
in this way.

Individuals rely on different capacities to engage in folk psychological practices, whether they are
depressed people explaining their own behav- ior, or people with Asperger’s trying to figure out how to
hold a conversa- tion. The capacities we rely on vary among individuals, and even within individuals
across contexts, and these facts support the move away from a single model that captures all our folk
psychological practices.

That individual differences exist among folk psychologists reflects our natural tendency to see people
as more or less socially skilled. Some people lack social graces; we take others to be skilled socializers,
and we rely on those individuals not only to make our social interactions delightful but also to contribute
to our society as helpful psychotherapists, good teachers, and effective political leaders.

(PFP4) Intentional behavior is seen as sometimes caused by any number of factors, such as moods,
propositional attitudes, emotions, and so on, and sometimes influenced by other factors such as person-
ality traits, dispositions, or historical facts.

The fourth principle of a pluralistic folk psychology rejects the familiar claim that the folk take
behavior to be caused by propositional attitudes. In the last chapter, I argued that people see intentional
behavior as caused by nonpropositional mental states, and by other mental properties such as personality
traits or dispositions. We also see some behavior as primarily caused by a person’s past history rather
than anything more internal. And in a radical departure from the traditional picture, the folk see that
some intentional behavior is not caused by anything resembling a reason. As

Hursthouse argues, an arational action can be intentional and caused by emotions rather than reasons.
We jump for joy, we tear up a photo in anger, we tousle someone’s hair in love, and those actions can
be inten- tional even if there are not reasons that led us to engage in them (Hurst- house 1991). We can
provide a similar analysis of intentional actions that are caused by things other than reasons, including
personality traits or past experience. Ending a yoga pose can be an intentional act, even if one did not
have a reason for stopping at that particular moment. An early move out of the pose is sometimes seen
as resulting from a lack of self-discipline, and thus something the yogi is responsible for, unlike an early
move out of the pose caused by a physiological response such as losing balance. Some actions we do
before we know it, and without having reasons for them, but we still take ownership of those actions
and see them as intentional acts. So maybe the next time your teenager answers, “I don’t know” when
you ask, “Why did you do that?” you should consider that she may be telling the truth.

Once we allow that things other than reasons cause some intentional actions, this offers a serious
challenge to any of the major theories I group together under SFP. At the least, the existence of arational
intentional actions shows that the accounts generated by those operating under the framework of SFP
are incomplete.

Theory-theorists cannot account for such behaviors; arational actions are left out of the framework
altogether. For example, Nichols and Stich’s (2003) model of folk psychology as (primarily) theory
assumes that inten- tional human action is caused by beliefs and desires inputted into a practi- cal
reasoning system. Correspondingly, their third-person mind-reading system operates on others’ beliefs
and desires to output the expected behavior. In accounts such as this one, arational actions fall outside
the scope. There is no entryway for an action that is not caused by a belief or a desire in models of folk
psychology that ignore the causal role of emo- tions, personality traits, and so forth. If a person does
not have a reason for acting, then your prediction or explanation of her behavior would not count as a
folk psychological act according to this model.

In some accounts, simulation theorists fare better. Early characteri- zations of simulation theory
describe simulation as feeding pretend beliefs and desires into one’s own (off-line) practical reasoning
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system, and these models suffer from the same inability to account for actions that are not caused by
reasons. Alvin Goldman’s early work on mental simulation falls neatly into the SFP model. However,
Goldman’s more recent develop- ment of simulation includes what he calls low-level mind reading, and
we could see this view as allowing us to predict, and even to some extent to explain, some arational
actions. While Goldman does not address this issue directly, it is a simple matter to expand his view to
permit such behaviors. In his account of low-level mind reading, we engage in a face-based simula- tion
of others’ emotional states (A. Goldman 2006). When we observe another’s facial expression, our mirror-
neuron system is activated, which causes activation of the neural substrate associated with the target’s
emotion. That is, to some degree, I share the emotion of the target when I see her facial expression, and
I can read her emotion off my own experience.

Goldman relies on the claim that there is a human mirror system sensi- tive to facial expressions,
concluding that this system is responsible for our ability to understand others’ emotions. Having the
right kind of mirroring system in place is not sufficient for mind reading, Goldman is quick to point out,
but should only be seen as the basis for what he characterizes as low-level emotion reading.

Following Goldman, mirroring may be at play in our understanding of some arational actions. Sup-
pose you see a person jumping up and down, your mirror system is activated, and you automatically
see that she is jumping for joy, not disgust or fear. Knowing the emotional state she is in helps you
to explain her behavior and can lead you to ask the right kind of questions—perhaps “You got the
job?” However, the mirror system cannot work for all kinds of arational action. For example, the system
should not be expected to be involved in our recognition that a behavior is caused by a personality
trait; there is almost certainly no mirror system for personality.

Goldman is right to recognize that cognitive systems do much of the work of understanding other
minds without having to appeal to mental states such as belief and desire, but he doesn’t go far enough.
The folk think that behavior is caused not only by emotions and propositional attitudes but also
by personality traits and situations. Mirroring alone cannot account for our recognition of someone’s
personality trait, so we need some other explanation for our ability to recognize someone as selfish or
generous from a small set of behaviors.

Model theorists are even better at accounting for our understanding of arational actions, since their
models can include emotions, moods, and sensations, as well as propositional attitudes (Godfrey-Smith
2005). Insofar as we can expand the model view to include additional elements, such as personality
traits and a person’s past history, model theory should be able to accommodate intentional action that
isn’t done for a reason.

(PFP5) The requirement for being a folk psychologist is the ability to recognize that intentional
agents exist, and to fare well in discriminating intentional from nonintentional agents.

The final principle of a pluralistic folk psychology specifies a necessary condition for being a folk
psychologist, which is needed to limit the class of folk psychologists to something generally consistent
with our intuitions about the extension of the category. To be sure, I do not want to define away
the possibility that some nonhuman creatures are folk psychologists, but I also don’t want to allow
everything into the category so as to make it empty. One reading of the debate about chimpanzee
theory of mind is to see it as a question about whether chimpanzees see other apes as inten- tional
agents with mental lives. If the recognition that other agents exist is considered a necessary condition
for being a folk psychologist, this debate remains a live one.

The folk notion of agency to which I am appealing here rests on the flexibility of cognition. When
we observe something acting differently in extremely similar situations, we suppose that the behavior
is due to the thing’s agency and is not a direct result of external stimuli. Where we see inflexibility, we
assume that no agency exists. To take a familiar example of cognitive inflexibility, consider the ant’s
response to dead conspecifics. When an ant dies, it excretes folic acid, which acts as a cue for the other
ants to take the corpse out of the nest. But when a live ant is painted with folic acid, its nest mates will
drag the struggling body away. As far as carting away the dead goes, the ants do not enjoy a flexible
cognitive system that allows them to distinguish between live and dead ants, and this suggests they
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lack an ability to distinguish agents from nonagents. Their behavior is determined by the existence of
the folic acid stimulus.

While I do not have much more to say about this principle, let me end by pointing out that the char-
acterization of people with autism as impaired folk psychologists can be traced back to this requirement.
In his early clas- sification of autism as a disorder, Leo Kanner described children who had impairments
so extreme that it is not an exaggeration to say that they sometimes lacked the ability to distinguish
intentional agents in the world. For example, he says of one child:

On a crowded beach he would walk straight toward his goal irrespective of whether this involved
walking over newspapers, hands, feet or torsos, much to the dis- comfort of their owners. His mother
was careful to point out that he did not inten- tionally deviate from his course in order to walk on
others, but neither did he make the slightest attempt to avoid them. It was as if he did not distinguish
people from

things or at least did not concern himself about the distinction. (Baron-Cohen 1995, 61; italics mine)
Even highly verbal people with autism have impairments that are better described as a failure to

recognize others as persons than as a failure to attribute beliefs. In many self-reports, people on the
autistic spectrum describe the difficulty they have in seeing others as agents. For example, Peter Hobson
(2004) quotes one autistic youth as saying, “I really didn’t know there were people until I was seven
years old. . . . I then suddenly realized there were people. But not like you do. I still have to remind
myself that there are people.”

When an individual fails to recognize others as agents, that individual is more accurately described as
people-blind than as mind-blind. While people have minds, they also have intentional actions, personality
traits, mannerisms, and emotions. They joke, tease, gossip, and share conspirato- rial stories and moral
judgments with others around them. They are sad, happy, fearful, in love, or grumpy. When someone
fails to see any of this, they are failing to see a whole person, not just a set of propositional content.

Folk Psychological Pluralism
The principles of pluralistic folk psychology provide us with a basic frame- work for the revised

project of determining the nature of folk psychology. They show that the explanations for how we
predict and explain behavior will differ from the explanations for our attribution of propositional atti-
tudes, for example. These principles provide us with a starting point in that they are descriptively
adequate, unlike the principles of standard folk psychology. With this new foundation, we can also ask
new questions and give new answers to the old ones. For example, these principles suggest a new answer
to the question about possible ultimate explanations for prop- ositional attitude attribution, which I
examine in chapter 11. They also suggest new ways of examining the question of whether other species
are folk psychologists, and whether they use the same processes that humans use to predict and explain
behavior, questions I discuss in chapter 12.

Importantly, these principles suggest that the explanandum in the metaphysics of mind does not
reflect the folk understanding of mind and action. The metaphysician’s emphasis on questions about
the nature of belief—whether a belief is identical to a brain state, a functional state, or something else;
the individuation of beliefs; the ontological status of belief; the causal powers of belief—reflects the view
that beliefs are the central element of mind, despite the interest in emotion, embodiment, and envi-
ronment found in other quarters within the philosophy of mind. The study of how the folk actually
see others as agents who act not just from reasons but also from emotions, moods, personality traits,
experiences, and so forth, suggests a different emphasis may be warranted for philosophers aiming to
uncover the nature of mind.
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How Do the Traditional Accounts of Mind Reading Stack Up?
Folk psychology, theory of mind, and mind reading are all terms that have been used in SFP to

refer to our ability to interpret others as having beliefs and desires and acting for reasons. These terms
and their general approach present human social cognition as a sparse and intellectual exercise in which
mind is divorced from the person. When we are reading minds, the focus narrows such that information
about the person is lost. This includes information about what kind of person the target is, what her
personality is, what kinds of behaviors she engages in, what sort of emotional responses she tends to
have, what her social status is, and what her current mood is. Mind reading looks only at mental content;
in so doing, it overlooks the vast array of information that we use when making social judgments about
others.

I have argued that this sort of information about the person is central to our ability to predict and
explain behavior. Mindreading sheds the messy business of dealing with the person when it focuses on
the content of mind, and the accounts consequently suffer.

Consider simulation theories. For the simulation theorist, the folk per- ception of others is based on
an ability to determine what we ourselves would think if we believed and desired the things that the
target believes and desires. Remember that the simulation theorists do not argue that we sometimes use
simulation for our folk psychological practices; rather, they claim that simulation is necessary for any
degree of folk psychological understanding. Over time, use of simulation might lead to other shortcut
heuristics, but those methods are merely derivative.

Accepting such claims requires that all the additional methods for pre- dicting behavior can only
be used by those who are good enough simula- tors to have developed shortcuts. That would seem to
include predictions in terms of stereotypes, personality traits, past behaviors, and social norms. But
children can use some of these methods to predict behavior before they are successful at standard
simulation tasks. Furthermore, we have no prima facie reason for thinking that one must simulate to
understand stereotypes, personality traits, or social norms. We do not simulate when determining what
personality someone has, and insofar as we might men- tally transform ourselves into someone having
trait T when simulating a target with trait T, that transformation rests on additional knowledge about
the trait and the kinds of behavioral tendencies associated with it. As we saw, the simulation theorist
cannot retort that traits are merely shorthand for mental states, since a disassociation exists between
trait attributions and belief attributions.

Theory theories fare even worse. According to theory-theorists, our ability to accurately predict
behavior relies on our ability to correctly attri- bute beliefs and desires; people who suffer from deficits
in folk psychology lack the ability to attribute such mental states and may not even under- stand
they exist. As we saw in the previous section, theory-theorists are also unable to account for the folk
acceptance of intentional action that is not caused by propositional attitudes.

Neither of these accounts of the cognitive architecture underlying our folk psychology can be modified
to incorporate the facts about pluralism. And the trend toward hybrid views does not solve the problem.
The recent SFP literature recognizes the strengths and weaknesses of each theory, but this recognition
has not led to a critical reassessment of the general approach; instead it has produced a trend toward the
development of dif- ferent hybrids of the two theories. Josef Perner was one of the first to argue that we
should move beyond the dichotomy when he wrote: “The future must lie in a mixture of simulation and
theory use. However, what this mixture is and how it operates must be specified in some detail before
any testable predictions can be derived” (Perner 1996, 103). A survey of the published SFP literature
shows that the hybrid view is now dominant. Goldman, another early advocate, writes, “Some kind of
mixed theory, I suspect, is unavoidable” (A. Goldman 1995b, 192), and his recent book is widely taken
to be a defense of a simulation-theory hybrid. Others such as Currie and Ravenscroft (2002) and Nichols
and Stitch (2003) have iden- tified weaknesses in their prior views and have modified those to include
elements of the alternate theory.
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However, no hybrid account is going to avoid the limitations of both theories if neither approach
recognizes that our social practices of predict- ing and explaining behavior are possible without a concept
of representa- tional belief, and without having to attribute propositional attitudes. The hybrid accounts,
like the traditional ones, still fail insofar as they focus on propositional mental contents rather than on
a more integrative notion of the person acting in society. They fail in taking a homogenized view of our
acts of social prediction, and in assuming that we use one method in all cases (even if they accept that
this method might include elements of both simulation and theory). And they fail to recognize that
prediction and explanation are not symmetrical.

I have shown no single method exists for predicting or explaining behavior, and thus we should
reject the question “What is the architecture of folk psychology?” on the basis of its false presupposition,
namely, that we engage in folk psychological practices in only one way. I have argued that this is
true not only between categories of folk psychological practices (i.e., there are differences in how we
predict and explain behavior) but also within categories. In addition, I have argued that there are
folk psychologi- cal styles, and individuals do not always use the same methods to predict behavior;
thus we must reject the general question “How do we predict others’ behavior?” as being based on a
false assumption. A better question, one that accepts individual differences and differences between the
various folk psychology practices, would be something like “What are the cogni- tive strategies involved
in predicting behaviors?”

Simulation theorists, theory theorists, and theorists of resulting hybrids might protest that their
models are not designed to deal with folk psychol- ogy in the broad sense I have led us to; they might
claim only to offer models of how we predict and explain behavior when we do attribute propositional
content. If these accounts are taken to be so limited in scope, they are still uninformative without
an accompanying theory about how to determine under what conditions we make predictions and
explanations in terms of propositional content. Furthermore, the pluralism inherent in our predictive
practices is an interactive pluralism; we do not use just one method at a time but apply some combination
of methods to arrive at our predictions. Even more problematic for this response is the existence of folk
psychological styles; not everyone will use the same combination of methods to make the same prediction.

What simulation theory and theory theory are both guilty of is an overly intellectualized view of
human social cognition according to which we cannot help but think of peoples’ beliefs and desires when
we are interacting with them, and our understanding of others, our ability to predict their behavior or
to explain it, fundamentally rests on what they believe rather than on who they are. At bottom, the
problem with both simulation theory and theory theory comes from their reluctance to see our folk
psychological practices as engagements with socially situated people—agents with personalities, pasts,
and ways of being. Instead such approaches portray our social lives as a manipulation of sets of disem-
bodied propositions.

Model theory fares better than simulation theory or theory theory insofar as it allows for the inclusion
of elements other than propositional attitudes in our understanding of others. Model theory, like theory
theory, is an information-rich account of folk psychology, and we have seen that many of the methods
used to engage in folk psychological practices require a rich body of knowledge. This includes specific
knowledge about the person, as well as general knowledge about traits, stereotypes, social norms, past
behavior, and so on.

To see how well model theory fares with the principles of PFP, we can examine two versions of the
theory. Recall that in Godfrey-Smith’s account, we have a general folk psychological model, and we use
that model to construct additional models of individuals given their particularities; the individual model
might include information about the individual’s per- sonality, emotional tendencies, past behaviors,
social standing, and so forth, and these elements are connected by logical relations (Godfrey- Smith
2005).

In Maibom’s account of model theory, our social practices are made possible by the existence of
at least two kinds of models: models of general information about social practices, which she calls
social models, and models of particular individuals, which she calls folk psychology models and takes
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to be limited to the target’s beliefs and desires (Maibom 2007). Both accounts move closer to an
empirically adequate account of how our folk psychology practices are possible. Both are consistent
with our judgments of others as influenced by elements other than propositional attitudes. And both
are consistent with the notion that folk psychology is a social competence and is not limited to predicting
and explaining behav- ior. Maibom argues that one benefit of model theory over theory theory is the
emphasis model theory places on the practice of folk psychology, and its contention that theoretical
knowledge without the know-how needed to apply that knowledge should not be seen as knowledge
of the empirical world (Maibom 2009). And Godfrey-Smith (2005) emphasizes that folk psychological
competence is really facility with manipulating the relevant models.

Though it is an improvement, model theory, in both these versions, is less amenable to the third and
fourth principles of pluralistic folk psy- chology. The third principle states that a number of different
cognitive mechanisms are at work in our folk psychology practices, but according to model theory, all
these practices can be described as represented theoretical information. The claim might be understood
as a general claim about human cognition and representation, and as consistent with the analysis of
human cognitive architecture as neural networks in the brain. If that is the position, then model theory
does little more than tell us that our understanding of human behavior can be theoretical, though we
have a nonpropositional cognitive architecture.

In addition, the characterization of our folk psychological practices as theorizing forces a cognitive
distance between individuals that does not appear to be there. Some of the mechanisms involved in our
folk psycho- logical judgments are automatic, and we respond to stimuli that we are not even aware of.
Take our sensitivity to information from others’ endo- crine systems. Our tendency to judge someone
who has sprayed himself with oxytocin as trustworthy is not plausibly seen as theoretical knowl- edge,
but this response to the hormone interacts with other mechanisms that are more heavily information
based. For example, since I know that oxytocin sprays are on the market, I might start to question my
natural reactions to people and worry that someone may be using the spray to manipulate me.

Or consider how simple touch can have an effect on one’s folk psycho- logical judgment. While we
all recognize that touch plays an important part in building bonds between infants and caregivers and
between indi- viduals developing intimate relationships, the effect of a discrete touch by a stranger may
not be so well known. But touching affects our interper- sonal relationships in many ways; evidence
suggests that people who are touched briefly demonstrate a greater willingness to help the toucher, to
feel increased gratitude toward her, and to share more information with her. People are more persistent
in working on a difficult task when lightly touched, and customers give bigger tips when touched. Touch
encourages children to perform better in an educational setting, by increasing their willingness to come to
the blackboard. These sorts of effects are found even when one does not know that one was touched (see
Guéguen 2010 for a review). Why do people respond differently when touched? Evidence sug- gests that
in certain contexts and cultures, people make more positive folk psychological judgments about those
who touch them, describing the toucher as more friendly, helpful, patient, and honest than individuals
who performed the same role without touching (Erceau and Guéguen 2007; Fisher et al. 1976; Steward
and Lupfer 1987). These kinds of phe- nomena do not leave much room for any theoretically mediated
informa- tion processing.

Our understanding of others’ emotions or moods based on their facial expressions, and our perception
of some motions as goal directed, further undermine any account of folk psychology that is based entirely
on theo- retical information. We understand some things about other people with the same immediacy
with which we understand some things about our- selves, without requiring a theoretical lens.

In addition, the story I have been telling emphasizes the complexity involved in folk psychology.
Models are typically described as simplifying that which they represent, minimizing the variables and
running in an idealized problem space. But the dynamic involved in coming to some conclusion about
human behavior, given both the automatic processes and the more controlled, information-heavy pro-
cesses, is unlikely to be easily idealized or simplified. If so many variables are inherent in every act of
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social judgment, the model theory owes us an account of how we are able to limit those variables and
decide which ones to ignore and which ones are salient whenever we construct a model.

Maibom and Godfrey-Smith may have different responses to such con- cerns. Maibom emphasizes
the knowledge implicit in social models, which provide us with procedural information about social
norms; she might argue that we don’t need to construct new models for each situation, because many
of our quotidian acts of prediction are based on the social models. While I agree that we do have
such procedural information and we rely heavily on it, relying on social norms alone cannot help us
when we are forced to make judgments in cases of deviation from the norms. According to Maibom,
in such cases we resort to folk psychological models, which represent the same information that is
represented in the theory- theory account. However, as I have argued, we do not need propositional
attitude information to predict all deviant behavior. While Maibom’s account of folk psychology adds
nonpropositional information to the folk theory of human action, it still relies heavily on propositional
attitude psychology.

Godfrey-Smith takes folk psychology as fundamentally a skill in manip- ulating models of individuals
and social generalizations, and his view is perhaps more compatible with an approach that takes the
person as central:

Folk-psychological interpreters can rapidly put together specific, filled-out psycho- logical profiles,
to explain and predict the actions of individual agents. Some of these specific psychological profiles are
extremely fragmentary and minimal, while others are rich and detailed. They are put together out of a
repertoire of standard elements, including states like beliefs and preferences that take that-clauses and
are linked by logical relations, along with such things as emotions, sensations, and moods. (Godfrey-
Smith 2005, 5–6)

While still holding a theory-based view, Godfrey-Smith acknowledges that our understanding of
many aspects of folk psychology, such as emotions or moods, is not theoretically posited but known
directly through experience. Only once we introduce those elements into a folk psychology model do
they become part of an information-rich theory given their relations to other elements of the theory,
including theoretical entities.

In addition, though he seems to place primary importance on the SFP notions of belief and desire,
his reliance on the construal of a model allows us to understand belief in ways that may be more
amenable to the PFP approach. Godfrey-Smith tells us that the model can be seen as a realist map or
as an instrumentalist input–output box or as something in between. By allowing different construals of
the model, we are also allowing very different ways of conceptualizing belief.

It is here that the view becomes especially promising. I suggest that if we combine Godfrey-Smith’s
model theory with Schwitzgebel’s phenom- enal dispositional account of belief, we could avoid some
of the problem- atic consequences of the view that belief attribution is needed to predict and explain
behavior. Recall that in Schwitzgebel’s view, a person believes that p if she behaves according to,
and experiences enough of the stereo- typic elements associated with, the belief that p to satisfy the
attributor and her audience, and if any missing elements important to the attributor and her audience
can be excused due to some aspect of the situation (Schwitzgebel 2002). So in this view, the belief
attribution is shorthand for disposition plus phenomenal experience, and in a folk psychology model,
we can construe the beliefs in this way. The belief elements in the model could be read as shorthand
descriptions of behavioral dispositions plus phenomenal experience.

If we were to accept a version of Godfrey-Smith’s model account and construe the folk psychology
models according to a Schwitzgebelian account of belief, this would be a radical deviation from the SFP
model: children who lacked a concept of representational belief could still be relying on beliefs in the
form of behavioral and affective tendencies when understanding other people and their action. Thus it
is consistent with Godfrey-Smith’s account that one can use a folk psychology model without having
the concept of belief. Rather than seeing others in terms of what they believe, we can see others in
terms of what they do and what they feel.
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Given the flexibility inherent in this account due to the role of con- strual, and its ability to accom-
modate an asymmetrical model of how we explain behavior (as I argued in chapter 7), Godfrey-Smith’s
version of model theory may be consistent with PFP. However, as we add traits, social norms, people’s
past behavior, and so on, to the model, in addition to the propositional attitudes and the emotions
and moods, we need to know more about the relationship between these elements and how to manipu-
late such a model. We are told that logical relations hold between the elements, and those relations
will do the major work in providing us with an output. But it isn’t clear that we will find logical re-
lations connecting and weighing disparate elements such as personality judgments, social- norm roles,
knowledge of past behavior, endocrine or mirror system responses, and so forth. We might not even
find that probabilistic relations connect these elements. Human folk psychology is not only complex but
also not the result of logical processes; we have seen that our folk psycho- logical practices are marked
by pragmatism and bias. Our judgments are influenced by what we want to be the case, and by what
we have experi- enced recently. The messy facts are what are supposed to be smoothed over by models
that operate in context-free space, and while that might work for some folk psychological practices such
as explanation, it isn’t clear how it would work for other folk psychology practices, such as prediction,
for example. If we don’t have the theoretical knowledge to connect all the elements in our model, and
we don’t know how to weigh the variables, we won’t be able to manipulate the model in a useful way.

Another worry about the model theory is that it seems not to leave room for some of the auto-
matic processes involved in our folk psychology practices. Our unmediated responses to others’ facial
expressions, hor- mones, movements, and touches suggests an immediacy in our folk psy- chology that
is not reflected by any exhaustive theoretical account. Our automatic willingness to trust others or to
see others as attractive, honest, or likable is not accurately characterized as an act of interpretation,
because we are not making inferences but simply seeing the individual as trustwor- thy as immediately
as we see his gender. Of course, once we know that the target is a man, and is trustworthy, we can
appeal to some theoretical information about what such people tend to do in certain circumstances.
However, the model theory has nothing to say about a simple folk psychol- ogy judgment that this man
is trustworthy.

Model construction and manipulation may accurately describe some subset of our folk psychological
practices. However, any account of folk psychology that presents it as nothing more than theoretical
knowledge will be hard pressed to accommodate the immediacy and automaticity of many of our folk
psychological practices. The theoretical distance between the knower and the known does not reflect the
closeness so often experi- enced between mothers and children, lovers, and good friends. To really know
someone is more than being able to manipulate logical principles to predict or explain their behavior;
it involves having a seemingly effortless sense of the person.

Reading People, Not Minds
The shift away from propositional mental contents and toward under- standing others more holis-

tically as persons better reflects the way we relate with other people. As very young children, we lack
general knowl- edge about human personality types, normal behavior, stereotypes, and how beliefs and
desires relate to behavior; at the beginning, our knowledge of others is individualistic. Infants know
a limited number of individuals, and through experience they develop expectations about how those
indi- viduals behave. When these expectations are not met, this background allows infants to begin to
wonder why. As infants gain experience with people’s behavior, they add to (and take away from) the
profiles they have built of the first people in their lives. Our earliest folk psychological inter- actions
are with the individuals we typically come to know the best, and it is from this early recognition of our
caregivers as persons that our folk psychological practices spring forth.

Rather than beginning with generalizations of behavior, as the standard folk psychology story goes,
we begin by understanding individuals as persons. It is from our early experience with individual charac-
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ters we can later form generalizations about people, though we also form generaliza- tions when we learn
things about people from our mother’s knee, directly through stories about normal and abnormal be-
havior, through statements about types of people, and indirectly by observing our caregivers’ responses
to others. But for most human infants, the root of all folk psychology is the early understanding of the
person who takes care of us.

As a child’s social domain expands, she builds additional psychological profiles and uses them to
understand the people she comes to know well, and these new profiles provide additional information
to use in formulating general knowledge. When she meets new people, she under- stands them first via
a combination of automatic processes that let her make initial judgments about a person’s traits and
status, and the general principles she has generated from previous individual personality profiles.

As children gain more experience with people, they gain a greater array of both particular character
knowledge and generalizations about normal behavior. This leads adults to have both individual knowl-
edge of persons and general knowledge of character types and normal behavior.

Accordingly, when we make sense of people we know, we use a different approach from the one
we use to make sense of those we don’t know much about. Those we know we see as well-developed
characters, while those we don’t know well are seen as types. There is a difference in degree, but also a
difference in kind. Those we know are our in-group, and there is an acceptance of the practices of our
in-group that is not reflected in our understanding of those we don’t know. Metaphorically, the farther
away we are from someone, the less likely we are to see him as a person with a fully developed character,
and the more likely we are to see him as a type. Our folk psychological engagements are based on our
sense of how close we are to the target, and the strategies we use to predict, explain, justify, normalize,
coordinate, and so forth, vary accordingly.

The mindreading approach to folk psychology misses the richness and variety in our social interaction.
The old project of developing a model of how we mindread should be replaced with a new approach
that focuses on our understanding of others as persons, and on the differences between how we know
friends and strangers.

Folk psychology as person reading is consistent with the principles of a pluralistic folk psychology and
is consistent with the developmental picture, as well as the real differences we see in our engagements
with those we know and those we do not. Mindreading accounts do not naturally capture this real-
world relationship with other people. For one thing, the standard approaches do not naturally account
for the difference in kind in the folk psychological engagements between strangers and intimates, because
according to those views, we understand others as containers for sets of propositional attitudes, rather
than as fleshed-out people with smells, tics, cultures, status, and various idiosyncrasies.

Our social engagement with others is possible due to a rich set of predic- tive and interpretive
cognitive processes, as I have been arguing. But it also rests on something more rudimentary, namely,
our ability to see others as persons. Persons, in contrast with nonintentional objects or artifacts, have a
host of interesting properties. They are self-propelled. They are conscious beings, with phenomenological
awareness. They have personalities. They are subjects rather than objects, and because of this, they
are objects of moral (and legal) concern.

The normativity of personhood is an essential part of our folk psychol- ogy. When we are explaining
behavior, justifying behavior, or coordinating behavior, we are thinking about what the individual ought
to be doing given her personality, her social position, and our relationship to her. Our explanations for
out-group members and for people we have already deemed to be worthy of disapprobation will reflect
that prior judgment, just as we explain our own behavior, and the behavior of people we approve of, so
as to put it in a positive light. These findings from social psychology and the explanatory-style research
program force us to reject any assumption that folk psychology is completely value neutral. Even our
quotidian predictions of others are based on what we think others should do; the driver should stop at
the red light, and the couple walking toward me on the narrow sidewalk should move to let me pass.
When such quo- tidian predictions turn out to be false, and an individual violates our expectation, we
see that person as worthy of disapproval, however slight. When we interact with people face-to-face, we
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are more likely to see them holistically, and as such we sense that we have a better understanding of
them. When we are distanced from others with whom we are engaged, our sense of them as a person is
reduced. This is apparent in a classic study of social cues and e-mail. The authors of the study found
that given the weak social-context cues in e-mails, people focus more on themselves than on others, and
this changes the content of communications. For example, people are more likely to disclose extremely
personal information via e-mail, are more inclined to give bad news, and in general are more likely
to behave irresponsibly (e.g., by flaming) (Sproull and Kiesler 1986). New e-mail users are less likely
to respond to the recipients of their e-mails as persons, not because they are unable to gauge what
someone would think or feel in response to an irate note but because they lack the subtle behav- ioral
and social-context cues needed for a fleshed-out character profile.

Our physical interactions benefit from a rich array of information that comes from body movements
such as gait and facial expression, hormonal information, and all the information about a person’s social
standing and group membership that we gain from their appearance, style of speech, and movements.
With this additional information, we are able to build richer psychological and character profiles for
the individual, and with this additional information we have more data to use when predicting, explain-
ing, and engaging in other folk psychology practices.

While individuals on the autistic spectrum are often described as having an impairment of min-
dreading, they can also be described as having a problem with person reading. People on the autistic
spectrum might be a bit more like people using e-mail for the first time, given their difficulties with un-
derstanding body language, emotional expressions, and other social cues. High-functioning autistics and
many people with Asperger’s learn how to respond appropriately through therapy or through observa-
tion of others, as people who spend much time communicating via elec- tronic media learn to respond
appropriately by creating techniques to provide and read the kind of information lost. This way of seeing
the deficit is consistent with the hypothesis that autistic spectrum disorders are due to weak central
coherence.

Take, for example, the story about John Elder Robison’s problem with small talk. He says that when
he later overheard two women talking in a restaurant about another’s affair, he realized what his friend
Laurie was up to in telling him about her girlfriend’s affair (or at least he thought so):

When I heard them talk, I suddenly understood that Laurie’s statement had been meant to entertain
or impress me, and that my response should have been an expression of admiration or excitement.
However, that never occurred to me at the time. It’s clear to me that regular people have conversational
capabilities far beyond mine, and their responses often have nothing at all to do with logic. I suspect
normal people are hardwired to develop the ability to read social cues in a way that I am not. (Robison
2008, 191)

As is apparent from this passage, Robison can ascribe beliefs and desires to others and can gain
greater competence at ascribing plausibly correct ones, as well. He understands that Laurie desires to
impress him, and that she thinks he should respond with admiration or excitement. But note that
even before he knew her mental content, he also knew that there was some mental content. He is not
mind blind. Rather, what he didn’t know was what was on her mind, so to speak, because he wasn’t
sensing the cues she was giving. We are all in that position from time to time. It is just much more
common for people like John Elder Robison, and at least part of his social impairment comes from the
inability to relate to others as well- developed characters. The difficulty some have with small talk and
casual conversation is a problem with understanding the subtle social cues that successful conversational
partners use to figure out when to interject a comment, when to make a joke, and when to laugh at
another. Conversa- tion also involves knowing how to tease without hurting, and how to respond to
others when they tease you, something Robison also had much difficulty with as a child.

Skilled folk psychologists know how to read what is going on in a con- versational exchange in a way
that is richer than knowing what the others believe and think. In contrast, an impaired folk psychologist
might see a conversational partner as a type rather than a person, like a one- dimensional character
in a bad novel. While knowing personality types and behavioral patterns is part of folk psychological
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competence, it does not get you very far. As F. Scott Fitzgerald wrote, “Begin with an individual, and
before you know it you have created a type; begin with a type, and you find you have created—nothing.”

The analogy between folk psychology and fiction is apt. Skilled folk psychologists are like skilled
novelists, who are able to construct the kind of personality profile needed to engage in the folk psychology
act or to tell a compelling story. The adage for novice writers has long been “Show, don’t tell.” A novel
that shows rather than tells does not draw characters as sets of beliefs and desires; rather, it places the
characters in situations and has them act accordingly, and the more skilled the novelist, the better the
reader sees the character as a person. A one-dimensional character is one result of poor storytelling, and
poor storytelling is often the result of describing only a character’s mental contents. A good storyteller
paints us a portrait of the character by showing us the topography of her behavior: how she speaks,
how she responds to different people and different situa- tions, and her mannerisms. A skilled folk
psychologist will be sensitive to these same elements when interacting with other people.

Since understanding others as persons involves so many factors, and our understanding of others as
persons is key to our folk psychological practices, the old project of determining the structure of our folk
psycho- logical practices needs to be replaced with an entirely new project. This new project is based
on an understanding that folk psychology is hetero- geneous in terms of the practices it includes and
the cognitive and biologi- cal mechanisms involved. This means that the new project can take a more
piecemeal approach, asking questions that range from the general (“How do we come to see another as
having a personality trait?”) to the specific (“What is involved in predicting what a serial killer will do
next?”). To understand folk psychology better, we can examine general differences between prognosti-
cating predictions and quotidian ones, and general dif- ferences between explanation and prediction. We
can also examine how we engage in other folk psychological projects by determining how we evaluate,
justify, negotiate, manipulate, and so on. The project is collabora- tive, and with researchers in psy-
chology, neuroscience, endocrinology, anthropology, and philosophy working together, we might hope
to find better answers to questions about the structures of our folk psychology.

At this point, advocates of SFP might be thinking that my critique and proposed course of action
are all well and good but do not address folk psychology, understood narrowly as the attribution of
beliefs and desires. I take up this concern in the next chapter by offering a theory of the func- tion of
our ability to ascribe such mental content to others. My answer is a departure from the usual story
about the function of propositional atti- tude attribution.

The mindreading approach to folk psychology should be replaced with a research program shaped
by an understanding of folk psychology as person reading. Person reading is a holistic approach to folk
psychology and promotes an understanding of others as whole people rather than sets of propositions.
Taking a person-reading approach opens up new avenues of research in folk psychology; it invites re-
searchers to uncover folk psy- chological styles, to look for groups of actions that are predicted using
the same cognitive mechanisms, and thereby uncover similarities between kinds of actions that may not
have been previously recognized as such. It also offers promise for people with social impairments by
identifying spe- cific practices and tailoring therapies for the particular deficit shown by the individual.
It might also offer insight into our folk psychology failures, as well as our successes, and illuminate how
the various processes involved in our acts of predicting and explaining interrelate.

My intention has not been to offer anything like a theory of folk psy- chology but rather to lay
out a set of principles to structure a new research program. In the next two chapters, I aim to show
how this new approach can help to answer two questions about folk psychology and phylogeny. One
is the functional question about the attribution of the attitudes. If we do not need to attribute beliefs
and desires to others to predict much behavior, what do we need them for? The other is the question
of theory of mind in other species. What is a theory of mind from the perspective of pluralistic folk
psychology, and do apes, dolphins, or members of any other species have one?
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V. Implications of the Account



11. Social Intelligence and the Evolution of
Theory of Mind

If a social animal is to become—as it must become—one of “Nature’s psychologists” it must come
up with the appropriate ideology for doing psychology; it must develop a fitting set of concepts and a
fitting logic for dealing with a unique and uniquely elusive portion of reality.

—Nicholas Humphrey

The Social Intelligence Hypothesis
Humans can do a lot socially without having to think about others as receptacles for beliefs and

desires. Yet most adult humans are able to con- sider people’s mental content. If we can accomplish most
of our social goals without ascribing propositional content—without mindreading— why is this skill so
widespread? Why is it that attributing propositional attitudes is ubiquitous among adult humans?

As young children, before we have the set of attitude concepts and the fitting logic that connects
those concepts to action, we are still able to predict behavior, explain behavior, make judgments about
the acceptabil- ity of behavior, coordinate behavior, and so forth. I have argued that we are even
able to act deceptively and predict behavior when others have false beliefs without appealing to any
representational belief concept. But these claims fly in the face of what has long been given as an
evolutionary story about the function of the ability to attribute beliefs and desires.

The social intelligence hypothesis provides a well-received answer about the evolution of our ability
to attribute propositional attitudes. Varieties of this hypothesis suggest that we must attribute propo-
sitional attitudes to succeed in a complex social environment. The hypothesis, which origi- nates with
Alison Jolly (1966) and Nicholas Humphrey (1976), attempts to explain the perceived difference in
intelligence between species and at first focused on the differences between primates and other taxa.
The difference was mysterious, since while many activities in primates’ daily lives require sophisticated
cognitive ability (e.g., navigating, processing food, remem- bering what food is available when), these
tasks are not unique to the primates and other species who are considered to have sophisticated cogni-
tive abilities, so ecological demands could not alone account for the dif- ference in cognitive capacity
between species.1

What could account for the difference is the corresponding complexity of these species’ social en-
vironments, or so Humphrey and Jolly indepen- dently proposed. Apes and monkeys live in intricate
social groups that require substantial cognitive commitment; they must be able to recognize individu-
als (visually, aurally, and perhaps via other modalities as well), they must keep track of kin relations
(especially in matrilineal species such as baboons), they must keep track of dominance relations and
alliances, and they must be sensitive to possible defections. They must be able to remember who did
what to whom and when, and who should care about it. In addition, they must decide what to do in the
face of such actions and make judgments about whether they should, for example, challenge a dominant,
join a coup, or court the dominant’s mate. They must decide when to let others know they have found
food, and when to keep it for themselves.

The family feuds, social climbing, and power struggles of primate social living make for much cog-
nitive work, work that humans are all too familiar with. Not for nothing are the interactions of ape
and monkey societies often portrayed as if they were pages from a novel. Researchers have called this
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primate political landscape Machiavellian (Whiten and Byrne 1988) and have likened it to something
out of a Jane Austen novel (Cheney and Seyfarth 2007). In his book Chimpanzee Politics, Frans de Waal
(1982) emphasizes the cognitive demands created by chimpanzees’ need for com- petition and deception.
To thrive in this cutthroat environment is to come out on top of what has been called an evolutionary
arms race (Whiten and Byrne 1988).

According to Humphrey, the function of primate cognitive ability is to give individuals the ability to
construct complex decision trees for predict- ing how one’s own behavior will affect others. Given the
fierce primate social environment, making better predictions of behavior was instrumen- tal for gaining
greater resources; better predictions were used to better manipulate others’ behavior. As individuals gain
a more sophisticated theory of social action and greater predictive success, they up the stakes for other
members of their community, thus creating an evolutionary arms race. Since attributing propositional
attitudes is needed for making the most accurate predictions of behavior, the arms race led to the
develop- ment of mental-state concepts such as belief, and a theory of how beliefs and desires cause
behavior. Developing these abilities takes sophisticated cognition, because they require the postulation
of theoretical entities such as belief and desire, and also require the development of some mechanism
for using these theoretical entities to make predictions of behavior. Thus we would expect that any
species that was engaged in the evolutionary arms race would demonstrate greater general cognitive
sophistication than species that were not (Humphrey 1976).

The social intelligence hypothesis is premised on the theory that sophis- ticated cognition must be
adaptive, given the high costs associated with developing a large brain. Evolution is not optimizing, and
we should not expect creatures to be cleverer than they need to be. From this, it follows that primates
developed sophisticated cognitive abilities for some particu- lar function.

Current supporters of the social intelligence hypothesis have expanded its focus from primates ver-
sus nonprimates, and the hypothesis is thought to be a general-purpose explanation for differences in
cognitive capacities. Species with sophisticated cognitive capacities are those who live in complex so-
cial groups, whereas most asocial species have less in the way of cognitive ability. Evidence for this
hypothesis comes from a number of different arenas. Neurological evidence is provided by correlations
between social group size and the relative size of the neocortex in a number of dif- ferent taxa, including
humans, cetaceans, insectivores, carnivores, and bats (Dunbar 1998), though the correlation does not
appear to hold for some species, such as orangutans, who are large brained and semisolitary. Behav-
ioral evidence also supports the hypothesis; Kamil (2004) argues that the degree of social acuity cor-
relates with reproductive success in social animals, based on his studies of baboons. Three degrees of
sociality (spatial proxim- ity to other adults, being a recipient of grooming, and grooming others) are
strongly correlated with offspring survival rate in baboons, indepen- dent of dominance ranks (Silk et
al. 2003). Supporters of the social intel- ligence hypothesis take the neurological and behavioral data
to represent strong evidence of a correlation between sociality and cognitive ability among species, and
the hypothesis is thought to explain the correlation. However, if I am right to question the assumption
that attribution of propositional attitudes leads to greater predictive power, this version of the social
intelligence hypothesis lacks motivation. We have cheap heuristics for predicting and deceiving, and
they do not require the ability to attri- bute propositional attitudes. Our ancestors who lacked a theory
of mind did not need it to predict the behavior of friends and foes who themselves lacked a theory of
mind, nor did they need one to deceive them.

If mindreading is adaptive, there is likely a different explanation. I suggest that a better account of the
function of mindreading is the devel- opment of sophisticated moral abilities such as the justification
of behav- ior, which helps to explain both how a theory of mind facilitates group living and how it
facilitates the development of technological advances. The hypothesis I propose is that our species
developed moral understand- ing before we developed the ability to attribute propositional attitudes
and gained a theory of mind. If this is right, then the moral sense is more primitive than theory of mind.
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Deceiving without a Theory of Mind
We take advantage of a number of different cognitive mechanisms when we predict behavior, but can

we deceive without having a theory of mind? In one sense, the answer is obviously yes. Across species,
animals survive by deceiving others, from the piping plover’s broken-wing ploy to the little green frog
who lowers his voice to sound bigger. But no one argues that these creatures have a theory of mind;
simple heuristics are available to explain these behaviors, and simple plausible evolutionary stories can
be told.

In another sense, the answer is obviously no. If deception involves intentionally creating in another a
false representation of the world, then of course theory of mind is needed for deception. Since the little
green frog is protecting his territory by warding off potential competitors with his deep croak, he needs
at most the ability to consider how his actions affect the actions of others. (Of course, he doesn’t even
need that; the behavior might be nothing more than a noncognitive evolved strategy, one of the happy
accidents that the green frog’s ancestors happened upon.) There is no need for the frog to consider the
beliefs of his competitors, so he isn’t really deceiving the other frogs, much less lying to them, as the
popular press reported (Zimmer 2006).

These two answers correspond to two types of deception, as identified by the primatologists Richard
Byrne and Andrew Whiten. They describe the common animal deception as an example of tactical
deception, which they define as “acts from the normal repertoire of the agent, deployed such that
another individual is likely to misinterpret what the acts signify, to the advantage of the agent” (Byrne
and Whiten 1991, 127). What we might call true deception, on the other hand, requires that the deceiver
intends that another has a false belief.

True deception is often taken to be one of the technological advance- ments in the social cognition
arms race. However, a theory of mind offers an advantage only when predicting the behavior of someone
else with a theory of mind; when predicting the behavior of others who lack a theory of mind, attributing
beliefs will normally offer no additional predictive power. Let us return to the example of how someone
without a theory of mind might learn not to utter the standard call associated with finding food. First of
all, the individual must recognize that every time he finds food, he makes a certain sound, and when he
makes that sound, everyone else comes and takes away some of the food. Upon noting this correlation,
he takes it to be a causal relationship. Subsequently, when he finds food and wants to keep it for himself,
he doesn’t make the cry. This individual is manipulating the behavior of others without considering
the content of their minds, and he is able to do so because he has noticed the relationship between two
variables. But he does not need to know why the others come when he calls, and he does not need to
know anything about their beliefs or desires. This behavior is a form of tactical deception, though, and
does offer advantage to the individual in a world of food scarcity.

Recall that I made a similar move in chapter 2 and argued that a child could pass the false-belief
task without a representational theory of mind. We also saw from the infant research that it is possible
to track false belief and intentions well before developing this ability. The more evidence we have that
sophisticated behaviors, including deception and performance of “theory of mind” tasks, do not require
inferences about propositional attitudes, the less plausible Humphrey’s story becomes. In addition, if
other species predict, manipulate, deceive, compete, and so forth without min- dreading, then we have
no reason to think that humans need to do so. While it is true that evolution is not a tidy process, we
should avoid pos- tulating the development of a unique cognitive process to make better predictions of
behavior when the current mechanisms work just fine.

Humphrey’s story is based on the assumption that having a theory of mind permits greater success
in deceiving those who lack a theory of mind. For a theory of mind to offer a competitive advantage, it
would have to be widespread, since in a community that is not rife with individuals who already have a
theory of mind, no competitive advantage exists to having one; methods of deception that do not require
a theory of mind already exist. On the other hand, in a community that does have many individuals
with a theory of mind, it would be a disadvantage to lack it. Clearly it can be advantageous to have
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a theory of mind to deceive others who can con- sider your thoughts and motivations. In addition, we
need to appeal to mental states in situations that are about mental states to begin with (e.g., when
teaching someone how to meditate, or determining how to convince someone that he or she wants to
buy a house). But since having a theory of mind does not help to predict the behavior of those without
a theory of mind, and yet today adults have one, there may be another story to be told about theory
of mind acquisition. In what follows, I propose a differ- ent kind of social intelligence story to account
for the evolution of theory of mind in humans.

Predicting with a Theory of Mind
In developing the framework for a pluralistic folk psychology, I have emphasized that humans can

predict behavior without having the ability to attribute beliefs and desires. Nonetheless I have been
careful not to deny that we sometimes do mindread when anticipating what others will do next. At this
point, we can examine under what conditions an individual needs a theory of mind to predict behavior.
Because quotidian predictions can be made using various methods that do not require understanding
representational belief, we need to look toward the more unusual predic- tions to find cases in which
having a theory of mind would be beneficial. When we need to make predictions in unfamiliar situations,
about unknown actors who are not easy to categorize, or about known actors who are behaving atypically,
the methods we use to make quotidian pre- dictions will often fail. Given these considerations, I suggest
that our ancestors would have benefited from having a theory of mind to predict behavior in anomalous
situations. When faced with an anomalous situa- tion, we cannot appeal to our experience or someone’s
past behavior to predict what is going to happen next. We cannot rely on our knowledge of traits or
stereotypes or social norms. Instead we need to engage in a more effortful cognitive act that begins with
coming to grips with the situ- ation. When we recognize an anomaly in behavior or situation, we are
immediately thrown into a state of affective tension. Seeing something as an anomaly and wanting to
act appropriately in the situation (to make a correct prediction, or coordinate behavior, or so forth)
require that one first seek to understand the situation. Understanding the situation involves formulating
a construal of the situation’s elements, including the target’s behavior, the environment, other actors,
and so forth. This means that an individual who recognizes an anomalous situation is thrown into a
state of explanation seeking.

What sorts of explanations are available to the explanation seeker in an anomalous situation? Since
the case falls out of the normal repertoire of behaviors, then neither causal-history explanations nor
enabling-factors explanations will be of much use. A potential predictor does not under- stand anomalous
behaviors, and without understanding a behavior, it is even more difficult to determine what caused
the behavior. To understand an anomalous behavior, we have to seek a reason for the behavior that will
make sense of it.

Let me give an example of a situation in which a behavior might be seen as anomalous. Suppose that
all adult members of a community gather leaves for bedding every evening. The leaves make for a soft
place to sleep, but since the leaves dry out during the day, a new bed needs to be made each evening.
Adult females build nests for their offspring, and adolescents begin gathering their own leaves after they
are weaned. One day, an ado- lescent who has made her own nest several times already does not join
the rest of the community in gathering leaves. Instead she leaves the group, only to return the next
morning none the worse for wear. Night after night, the adolescent disappears without building a nest
and reappears in the morning. This behavior makes no sense to the other group members, who follow
a well-established pattern of behavior without any deviations. No individual differences, nothing about
the adolescent’s personality, help her group members make sense of the behavior; she isn’t antisocial,
she isn’t consorting with new friends outside the group—that is, none of the stan- dard causes of such
behavior make sense here.
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To explain this behavior, an observer has no recourse but to consider the actor’s reasons. As we know,
observers more often explain behavior by appealing to the causal history of the individual, and actors
more often explain their own behavior by appeal to beliefs and desires. However, some conditions arise
in which observers explain others’ behavior in terms of reasons—when they are motivated to portray
the behavior in a positive light (Malle 2004; Malle et al. 2007). While it may be easy to disapprov- ingly
explain out-group behavior or condemn anomalous behavior by referring to a negative personality trait
or stereotype (e.g., she ate her child because she is crazy), one cannot offer a positive explanation for an
in- group member so easily. In the nest-building example, the deviant is a fully accepted group member,
so the group members may be motivated to portray her behavior in a positive light and hence will tend
to explain the behavior in terms of the actor’s beliefs and desires.

Given the underdetermination of propositional attitudes by behavior, these explanations may not
be accurate. But seeking to understand a state of affairs involves asking for an explanation of what led
to the current situ- ation, and this leads us to consider the beliefs and desires that the actor might have
had. After developing a plausible explanation that cites an actor’s beliefs and desires, we can use that
attribution to make a prediction. In an anomalous situation, a prediction of future action can only come
after an explanation for the agent’s past behavior because predicting behavior based on the attribution
of beliefs and desires relies on a prior ability to explain or construe behavior as being caused by beliefs
and desires. This suggests that before our ancestors began explaining behavior, they lacked the ability
to attribute propositional attitudes. In this view, it is in offering reasons, not predictions, where we
should expect to see the evolution of theory of mind.

Norms and Theory of Mind
If humans did not develop the concepts of belief and desire to better predict behavior but rather

developed the ability to resolve the affective tension that came with wondering why someone acted in
an anomalous way, then our human ancestors must have had some way to identify these behaviors as
anomalous. The sensitivity to behavior that is bizarre or otherwise out of the ordinary makes sense only
against a background expectation about normal behavior. What this means is that our ancestors had
an understanding of something like norms before they had a theory of mind.

Social norms are both action guides and tools for anticipating others’ behaviors. However, they are
more than merely statistical regularities. For example, since most North Americans choose to drive a
car with an auto- matic transmission, the person who buys a car with a manual transmission is violating
a statistical norm. However, because driving a manual is not a behavior that the community will view
with disapproval, it does not violate a normatively salient statistical regularity, or a social norm.

A social norm is based on one’s expectations in cases where violating the norm results in a negative
consequence for the transgressor, either in the form of disapproval from the community or in the form of
negatively valenced emotional responses in the actor, such as secret guilt. Community disapproval varies
in its form; on the mild end of the continuum, disap- proval may be expressed as simple puzzlement,
but in more dramatic cases, the transgressor may be injured or killed. Adherence to the norm solidifies
one’s membership in the community and invites acceptance and protection by the other community
members.

Not only human societies have social norms; many animal societies do, as well. Perhaps the most
common norms surround the distribution of food and sex. Chimpanzees, for example, have norms about
how to divide meat after a hunt (Boesch 2002), how rank influences access to provisioned food (Hare
et al. 2000), and how to treat offspring (de Waal 1996) and sexual partners (Goodall 1971). Violations
of these norms can result in physical harm toward the transgressor.

Other animal norms appear to have a purely social function. Susan Perry discovered an interesting
set of norms within a community of capuchin monkeys related to social games:
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All of these behaviors occur in relaxed social contests, in which the participants are typically some-
what isolated from the rest of the group. . . . The participants move slowly (which is highly unusual for a
capuchin) and have trancelike expres- sions on their faces, staring out into space or else looking at their
fingers. . . . All of them [the activities] involve a certain amount of risk or discomfort to one or both par-
ticipants. Handsniffers have one another’s fingernails delicately lodged in their nostrils, which restricts
their movements; tail-sucking and the finger-in- mouth game involve placing a body part between the
sharp teeth of the partner (since many capuchins are missing digits and tail tips, it is reasonable to
assume that this is risky); the hair-passing game involves yanking significant amounts of hair out of the
face and shoulders, which cannot be very comfortable. Perhaps these conventions are ways of testing
the bonds between individuals. (Perry et al. 2003, 254)

Because such behavior has no obvious purpose, Perry thinks that these hand-sniffing games may
have a derivative function of building trust and strengthening bonds between individuals. It takes a lot
of time for two monkeys to get to the point when they will calmly permit a partner to insert her finger
deep into a nostril or eye socket. This suggests that hand sniffing and other capuchin games are social
norms; they are behaviors that are created and enforced by the community. Perry thinks that these
rituals may be used to signal commitment to the social relation- ship, and failure to perform the ritual
may have long-term negative con- sequences for the pair. Individuals must coordinate with each other
to touch in ways that involve risk, and in ways that are not extendable to just anyone in the community.
In addition, the games involve turn taking and role switching, suggesting that the players are following
well-devel- oped rules. If the norm is violated, a capuchin will be injured, losing a fingertip or sustaining
damage to an eye. Moreover, if the social-bonding interpretation is correct, violations could also lead
to emotional distress over the deterioration of the bond.

Since monkeys almost certainly do not attribute representational beliefs to others, the development of
social norms in monkeys demonstrates their ability to develop variations of the behavioral repertoire that
involve creat- ing, following, and violating social norms having to do with trust, harm, and cooperation.
Recognizing a norm violation is an implicit acknowledg- ment that social norms exist, and is based on
an expectation about normal behavior. The norms need not be declaratively represented; the rules may
take the form of some implicit knowledge how rather than propositional knowledge that.

What this suggests is that rather than developing a theory of mind to predict behavior, humans may
have developed a theory of mind to explain norm violations. First, I have argued that before humans
needed to explain behavior, there was little driving the need to develop a theory of mind. In addition,
I suggested that the need to explain people’s actions was driven by others’ anomalous behaviors. But
to perceive a behavior as anomalous, one needs to have an understanding of normal behavior, and to
under- stand behavior as normal is to have at least an implicit understanding of the relevant social
norms. Insofar as this account is correct, before the human species developed a theory of mind, humans
had an understanding of social norms.

An Adaptive Function of Explaining Behavior
This discussion suggests that Humphrey’s story gets things backward; understanding of beliefs and

desires could not have been an adaptation for making better predictions of behavior, because before
they began offer- ing additional predictive power, the belief and desire concepts would already have
been part of the cognitive repertoire. Given the assumption that developing a theory of mind comes at
great cost, we might expect it to have some adaptive function. If this is so, then the account I have pro-
vided suggests that the adaptive function of a theory of mind has some- thing to do with explaining
behavior, rather than predicting it.

A different version of the social intelligence hypothesis is compatible with this account. In her initial
presentation of some of the ideas that led to the hypothesis, Alison Jolly suggests that cooperative
social learning, not fierce social competition, led to greater cognitive capacity. For many species, social
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learning involves a close observation of what another is doing. My hypothesis can be seen as an extension
of Jolly’s version of the social intelligence hypothesis, since an individual is in a better position to learn
a new behavior when she knows what the behavior is for. This is not to say that a theory of mind
evolved to promote social learning, since the ability to explain behavior is not necessary for a great
deal of social learn- ing. Many different species learn to engage in behaviors simply as a result of
observing someone in their social group performing those behaviors. Birdsongs are a good illustration;
male white-crowned sparrows, for example, sing different mating songs depending on whether they live
in Berkeley or Sunset Beach, California (Marler and Tamura 1964). These spar- rows learn to sing the
song they were exposed to as fledglings, without any need to understand anything about song dialects.
In other instances, however, knowing why someone is engaged in a behavior can be an impor- tant step
in learning the behavior oneself.

Social learning in animals is currently of great interest to those research- ing animal culture and
innovation. In this field, a cultural behavior is understood to be one that is transmitted repeatedly
until it becomes wide- spread throughout the population (Whiten et al. 1999). New sets of behav- iors
may be introduced to the community’s behavioral repertoire by immigrants or innovated by community
members. Innovation is “the process that generates in an individual a novel learned behavior that is not
simply a consequence of social learning or environmental induction” (Ramsey et al. 2007, 395; see also
Reader and Laland 2003). Thus an inno- vative behavior is anomalous and is not comprehensible either
in terms of what others are doing or in terms of obvious environmental features. I suggest that having
the ability to understand why another is engaged in an innovative behavior, as well as social learning
of beneficial innovations, is what drove the evolution of a theory of mind.

Others have postulated a relationship between theory of mind and technological developments, as
well. For example, some argue that a theory of mind was needed for Oldowan tool manufacture via
stone-knapping techniques to become cultural (e.g., Mithen 2000, 2002). However, social learning need
not require a theory of mind when the affordances of the new behavior are obvious; seeing how a tool
helps to butcher an animal much more quickly and efficiently is reason enough to make such a tool
for oneself. My point is not that theory of mind is needed to engage in any social learning; rather, I
argue that the development of a robust culture with both technological advancements and social norms
requires the ability to recognize the reasons individuals have for acting in novel ways. In the biological
anthropology literature, culture is defined as not only the way we do things (McGrew 1992) but also
the norms and standards of one’s community (McGrew 2009). Cultural traditions involve the existence
of implicit codes of behavior, because they refer to population-specific dif- ferences in behavior that (a)
are not ascribable to purely ecological differ- ences between communities, (b) are socially learned, and
(c) persevere for some time. Thus social learning is an essential part of the development of a culture,
but culture, as a collection of norms and standards, exists only in a subset of animal species that engage
in social learning.

Arguments in favor of culture have been made for a number of species; collaborative research has
demonstrated the existence of culture and com- munity-specific behavior in chimpanzees (Whiten et
al. 1999), orangutans (Van Schaik et al. 2003), capuchin monkeys (Perry et al. 2003), and whales
and dolphins (Rendell and Whitehead 2001). For example, the chimpanzee project continues with 571
candidate behaviors as culturally variant (Whiten 2007). Many of the behaviors on this list are related
to different methods of food processing, though other cultural behaviors appear to have purely social
benefits, such as the chimpanzee handclasp grooming seen in some communities.

Innovation is an essential aspect of culture and of individual intelli- gence (Reader and Laland 2002;
Piaget 1936/1952). The cognitive processes involved in the development of culture must account for both
the indi- vidual innovation and the spread of the innovation inside the group. Candidate processes for
innovations include exploration, neophilia (attrac- tion to novelty), and learning (Reader 2003). Reader
gives the example of the British titmice who learned to open milk bottles by piercing the foil at the
top of the bottle and eating the cream off the top (Fisher and Hinde 1949; Hinde and Fisher 1951). To
innovate this behavior, the titmice had to explore a novel area (the doorsteps where the bottles were
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left), inves- tigate a novel object (the milk bottles), and try a new food (the cream). The titmice may
have invoked learning to improve their technique by adjusting their grip on the bottle and to discover
that the foil cap is easily pierced (Reader 2003).

Because cultural behaviors result from some innovative behavior that spreads throughout a social
group, a community that has a robust culture must also have some mechanism for identifying and
promoting useful innovations. Social learning is thought to play an important role here. In the titmouse
example, naive birds that come across opened bottles can learn about the affordances of the bottle: it
contains food and can be opened via piercing with the beak. They can also observe other birds opening
and drinking from the containers.

It is in identifying the benefits associated with such novelty that the ability to explain behavior
may be adaptive. In the case of the titmouse, it does not require much of an imagination for the naive
bird to discover why his conspecifics are opening the bottles; the affordances are too strong. But as
culture develops, the innovations are less likely to be so obviously beneficial to group members. Take,
for example, the handclasp grooming first identified in chimpanzees at Mahale (McGrew and Tutin 1978).
When two chimpanzees handclasp groom, they sit facing each other, holding each other’s hand or wrist
over their heads. This behavior is considered a cultural one because it is not common across chimpanzee
communities, and we know of no ecological reasons for the behavior. When a naive chimpanzee sees
others engage in handclasp grooming, the worth of the behavior is not as immediately obvious as the
worth of the titmouse’s opening the milk bottle. The function of social traditions, like chimpanzee
handclasp grooming or the capuchins’ finger- in-nostril game, may require a bit more attention on the
part of the naive individual.

As early hominids innovated behaviors whose functions were not trans- parent to observers, it is likely
that group members needed to understand the reasons behind the new behaviors for the innovation to
be adopted by the community. One such innovation was surely the use of fire for cooking food, which
is a clear case of a beneficial innovation (Wrangham 2009). However, the benefits of cooking meat were
unlikely to be apparent to our human ancestors. Fire, which would have been known as a destruc- tive
force, and food, which is needed for energy, might have seemed an unlikely combination. It is not wild
speculation to suggest that the first individuals who cooked and ate meat were seen as engaging in a truly
bizarre behavior, one that may even have violated the norms associated with meat eating and sharing. In
response to this novel behavior, group members could have taken one of two general strategies: they could
have punished or ostracized the innovator for violating the norm, thereby stop- ping the transformation
of the behavior into a cultural tradition, or they could have tried to understand the anomalous behavior
and sought to justify the individual’s actions. The willingness to take the second option and to justify
a bizarre (and, on the face of it, destructive) act demonstrates the kind of openness to novelty that is
necessary for technological advance- ment. Such reasoning suggests a potential adaptive function for
explaining behavior: it allowed the development of innovative technologies and social behaviors that
have benefits not immediately obvious to naive individuals.

While the development of culture depends on the neophilia of the indi- viduals who first innovate,
it also depends on the willingness of the com- munity to tolerate norm violations.

A community that ostracized individuals for acting outside the norm would have fewer innovations.
When people are shunned for acting abnor- mally, they are transformed from in-group members to out-
group members. However, when community members seek an explanation for an indi- vidual’s abnormal
behavior, they are seeking reasons for the action that will serve to justify it. The close relationship
between the practices of explaining and justifying behavior bolsters this hypothesis. We often use the
terms explanation and justification interchangeably. When the teenager says, “I can explain!” in response
to her mother’s disapproval of some action, she means that she can justify her action in her mother’s
eye. Moreover, when attempting to justify an action, we often provide only an explanation and leave
the normative claim unstated. For example, if I try to justify why I ran a stop sign, I might merely
point to my bleeding pas- senger without trying to convince the officer that getting a bleeding person
to the hospital trumps stopping at a residential stop sign at 3 a.m. If the first instances of explaining
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behavior in terms of reasons were also attempts to justify behavior, this would help explain the close
connection we still see between these two practices.

Communities that tolerate abnormal behaviors and seek to see the worth in them are more likely
to develop technologically in the way that the Homo line did. They are also more likely to develop a
sophisticated moral sense. The explanations of abnormal behavior that transformed them into cultural
traditions and hence normalized them would function as justifications. Having a community with a
developed moral sense will be beneficial insofar as it helps with the cohesion of social groups. A moral
sense combined with an openness to innovation will allow for the con- struction of a more complex
society that involves things like turn taking, sharing, and property. Behavioral innovations that assist
the survival of a group can be refined and promoted once individuals develop the ability to justify
behavior. For example, one might be able to convince conspecif- ics to take turns serving as sentry, or
to build group shelters, once members of one’s society are able to understand behaviors in terms of
reasons, justify behavior, and analyze the arguments given for novel behaviors. Living in large social
groups will be beneficial to individuals if they can expect aid from others. Novel behavior that promotes
long-term gains over short- term gains can be adopted by the group once that behavior is seen as being
done for a (good) reason.

Social innovations can create or strengthen an emotional bond between conspecifics, and this bond
can be seen as the glue that holds the com- munity together, even when its members do not see one
another for long periods of time. In chimpanzee societies, for example, out-group males and infants may
be killed, and this indicates that real survival value accrues from making sure that your community
members understand that you are one of them. Having shared explanations or justifications for culturally
specific behaviors, even if these explanations are no more than confabula- tions, may be essential in a
community that makes life-and-death decisions based on whether an individual is one of them or not.

Thus we get a twofold adaptive benefit from explaining behavior: it promotes both technological
development and social-moral development. I have argued that some understanding of social norms is
the likely precur- sor of a theory of mind used to explain behavior. The adaptive worth of explaining
behavior and justifying behavior in terms of others’ beliefs and desires should be clear; it leads both to
the drive to understand abnormal behavior and to the acceptance of the kinds of innovations that have
a real impact on fitness and thus drive the species’ evolution and ecology.

Social Intelligence as Explaining Behavior
Explaining behavior in terms of one’s reasons for action, I suggest, offers real benefits to individuals

and species, much more so than predicting behavior based on someone’s reasons. If there is an evolu-
tionary story to be told about our coming to see others as having propositional attitudes, it is likely to
be a story about the cognitive capacities that allow one to recognize that an anomalous behavior has
some purpose behind it.

This view has at least two interesting implications. One is that species without a theory of mind could
still have some normative or quasi-ethical systems, and such individuals may be considered something
like a moral agent (Andrews 2009). For a person to be a moral agent, at minimum, two things must
hold: the individual must be autonomous, and the indi- vidual must understand the consequences of
her actions. For each condition, some think that having a theory of mind is required. For example,
Christine Korsgaard (2006) argues that autonomy is a form of normative self-government that requires
that the actor have self-awareness of the grounds of action as grounds—that is, one must recognize that
her reasons serve to justify the action. This suggests that theory of mind is necessary for autonomy,
since even to realize that one has reasons for actions requires metacognitive understanding of one’s own
propositional attitudes. However, an individual without a theory of mind can still rec- ognize that a
behavior is a norm violation, can recognize that others will respond negatively to norm violations, and
can choose whether or not to violate that norm given those consequences. Whether one wants to call
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such a creature of full-blown moral agent or not is a matter of discussion, but since the individual has
some understanding of social norms, and understanding social norms is a form of moral understanding,
individuals without a theory of mind could still have moral knowledge. Having such knowledge opens a
door into the sphere of the normative.

In the next chapter, I explore a consequence of this view. If the human understanding of belief was
used to explain behavior before it was used to predict behavior, then when we turn to examine theory
of mind in other species, we should consider whether critters are seeking explanations of behavior.
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12. Being a Critter Psychologist
Comparative researchers have never specified “the unique causal work” that repre- sentations about

mental states do.
—Derek Penn and Daniel Povinelli

Problems with the Chimpanzee Theory of Mind Research
Program

I have argued that being a folk psychologist does not depend on having a theory of mind, and that,
for the most part, we do not need the ability to attribute propositional attitudes to predict behavior. I
have also suggested that the evolution of theory of mind in humans was not driven by a need to improve
behavioral predictions. These views have implications for the ongoing research program on chimpanzee
theory of mind. This research program, though moribund for twenty years after Premack and Woodruff
first introduced the question, has seen an explosion of interest in recent years. However, it is not entirely
clear what the current generation of researchers are after when they ask, “Does the chimpanzee have a
theory of mind?”

As was discussed in chapter 2, Premack and Woodruff understood the term theory of mind to refer
to the ascription of mental states to others to predict and explain their behavior. Premack made this
definition explicit in 1988 when he said that he and Woodruff were originally interested in the question
“Does the ape do what humans do: attribute states of mind to the other one, and use these states to
predict and explain the behavior of the other one?” (Premack 1988, 160). However, given our discussion
about the role of belief attribution in prediction and explanation so far, it is clear that Premack and
Woodruff’s question itself conflates a number of issues, and the question requires some revision.

First, we must address the false presuppositions in the question. In formulating it, Premack and
Woodruff assumed that humans attribute mental states when both predicting and explaining behavior.
We have seen that this is not necessarily the case. The question also fails to distinguish between pre-
diction and explanation, and I have argued that it is more natural to find mental-state attributions in
explanations than in predic- tions. Yet the research paradigms designed to test the question focus on
prediction; to my knowledge, no one has studied chimpanzees’ social explanation-seeking behavior. I see
this as an implicit endorsement of the symmetry thesis, which I rejected in chapter 3.

Another problem with the question is that it is ambiguous. Theory of mind has meant both at-
tributing mental states to predict and explain and more specifically attributing belief and desire to
predict and explain. Worse, given the philosophical debates about the nature of belief, researchers may
be working under different conceptions of what it is to have a belief.

To avoid the ambiguity, some researchers have suggested that we under- stand the term as a “generic
label” for a number of different cognitive processes involved in social cognition (Tomasello et al. 2003b,
239), a view that fits nicely into a PFP approach. Today the dominant view is that chimpanzees
understand a variety of nonpropositional mental states, such as seeing (Hare et al. 2000; Plooij 1978;
Goodall 1986; de Waal 1996; but see Povinelli and Eddy 1996), hearing (Melis et al. 2006), goals
(Uller 2004), intentionality (Tomasello and Carpenter 2005; Warneken and Tomasello 2006), and even
knowledge (Kaminski et al. 2008; Hare et al. 2001). However, even scientists who are happy to explain
the behavior of chim- panzees in terms of sophisticated cognitive mechanisms show little willing- ness
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to see chimpanzee social cognition as mediated by concepts such as belief. For example, while they
think that chimpanzees can ascribe percep- tual states to others, Tomasello, Call, and Hare believe
that “there is no evidence anywhere that chimpanzees understand the beliefs of others” (Tomasello et
al. 2003a, 156). Even David Premack today admits that chim- panzees do not have a theory of mind in
the sense of being able to attribute beliefs, because “creatures without language cannot attribute belief”
(Premack and Premack 2003, 149).

Not everyone agrees with this position. Some are boosters; given her decades of work with Kanzi
and other symbol-trained chimpanzees and bonobos, Sue Savage-Rumbaugh writes, “There is no doubt
that Kanzi attributes intentions and feelings to others and that he recognizes the need to communicate
things about his own mental state to others” (Savage- Rumbaugh et al. 1998, 56). And some are critics;
Daniel Povinelli and his colleagues think that all chimpanzee behavior can be accounted for without
postulating that they understand anything about others’ mental states.

Rather, chimpanzees can solve the purported theory of mind tasks by constructing behavioral ab-
stractions rather than relying on mentalistic concepts such as “seeing” (Povinelli and Vonk 2003, 2004).

The claim that chimpanzees do not understand belief is far too hasty. For one thing, it reflects an
implicit commitment to the symmetry thesis, which we have seen to be false. The symmetry thesis
states that prediction is backward explanation. If this thesis were true, it would be methodologi- cally
appropriate to use only predictive tasks to test chimpanzee theory of mind, since you would also be
testing their ability to explain, albeit in a forward-looking way. That researchers have only tested for
theory of mind in predictive tasks suggests that they at least implicitly accept the sym- metry thesis.
Otherwise they would also have attempted to determine whether chimpanzees attribute beliefs to explain
behavior. The ability to attribute beliefs will not be fully examined in chimpanzees until someone is
able to test chimpanzee explanatory behavior, and while it may be true that we have no evidence that
chimpanzees do understand others’ beliefs, this may be due to the researchers’ theoretical assumptions
and not a reflection of the chimpanzees’ capacities. When we look for something where we don’t expect
it to be, we are not really looking at all.

In addition, I am concerned that the definition of the term belief (or perhaps just its extension)
is more constrained when it comes to questions of chimpanzee belief. As we saw in chapter 2, we can
analyze belief in a number of different ways, and there should be different ways of examining whether
chimpanzees understand that others have beliefs given those different accounts.

The lack of agreement about meanings, the ambiguity, and the false presuppositions lead me to
conclude that the question “Does the chim- panzee have a theory of mind?” should be rejected and
replaced with more specific questions about the nature of chimpanzee social cognition. The original
question allows for a yes–no answer, but either answer merely invites more questions about what the
answer actually means. I suggest that we replace the original question with other, more productive
ques- tions, such as the following: Is the chimpanzee a successful predictor of others’ behavior, and in
which contexts? Do chimpanzees seek explana- tions for behavior? Do chimpanzees recognize others as
intentional agents? Do chimpanzees have any understanding of representational belief? Do they engage
in joint attention with any other chimpanzees (e.g., is joint attention limited to mother-infant dyads?)
or with any humans? Do they have any understanding of personality traits? Might chimpanzees con-
struct dispositional stereotypes?

To demonstrate how this investigation might go, I will start by suggest- ing ways to answer the first
four of these questions. My aim is not only to help steer the ongoing debate about the chimpanzee’s
social cognitive abilities but also to demonstrate the fecundity of the PFP framework for researchers.

Chimpanzee Critter Psychology
Starting from the position that chimpanzees, like other animals, have minds, we can ask whether

chimpanzees are critter psychologists, that is, whether they recognize that other critters are intentional
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agents, and whether they have robust success in any of the folk psychological practices. I argue that like
some children younger than three, many chimpanzees can also be considered folk psychologists, given
the PFP framework. The requirements for being a folk psychologist in my account are having the ability
to recognize that intentional agents exist and having success in some of the folk psychological practices
of predicting, explaining, or inter- preting the behavior of an intentional agent; such an individual is
at least a minimal folk psychologist. We can define a critter psychologist as a nonhu- man animal who,
minimally, understands that others are intentional agents and can successfully engage in some folk
psychological practices.

I first argue that chimpanzees recognize that others are intentional agents, and from there I examine
the extent to which they engage in pre- dictive, explanatory, and interpretive practices.

Intentional Agency
To see someone as an intentional agent, we must see the agent as the origin of her behavior, as

having some flexibility in behavior, and as having behavioral goals. A number of different comparative
studies demonstrate that chimpanzees, like human infants, naturally perceive certain kinds of movement
as purposeful. We know that chimpanzees perceive a difference between intentional behavior and unin-
tentional body movement and are more impatient with humans who are unwilling to give them food
than with those who are unable to give them food (Call et al. 2004). We also know that chimpanzees
help humans achieve their goals; in the course of normal social interaction with a human caregiver,
chimpanzees pick up an object the caregiver accidentally dropped (Warneken and Tomasello 2006). In
addition, we know that chimpanzee infants, like human infants, perform on violation of expectation
tasks in ways that suggest an understanding of agency (Uller 2004).

The original chimpanzee theory of mind study is now seen by Premack as evidence that chimpanzees
understand goals. In the original study, the chimpanzee Sarah was shown videotapes of humans working
to achieve some goal such as trying to play an unplugged record player or trying to light a gas heater
(Premack and Woodruff 1978). In discussing that study, Premack writes:

To consistently choose photos depicting the proper “solutions” to particular prob- lems, as Sarah did,
one must first see a “problem.” But what is a “problem”? A videotape depicts merely a sequence of events,
not a problem. A “problem” is pro- duced by a reader who interprets a videotape. The reader must see
the actor as being goal-directed, as trying to reach inaccessible food or trying to rectify malfunctioning
equipment. Sarah’s consistent choice of solutions to the actor’s problems demon- strated that she did
interpret the videotapes, attributing mental states to the actor. (Premack and Premack 2003, 146)

Premack’s depiction of this study as requiring the perception of a problem is interesting. If Sarah
interpreted the human as having a problem, and her action as helping him solve the problem, she must
certainly have seen the human as an agent with a goal. However, Premack is too quick to conclude that
this means that Sarah attributed a mental state to the actor, since one might be able to see someone as
having a goal without seeing them as having a desire; having the concept of desire may not be necessary
to recognize behavior as goal oriented.

Another reason to think that chimpanzees understand agency comes from their imitative behavior.
Evidence suggests that chimpanzees are able to imitate intentional behaviors and can even act out a
model’s intended action when that behavior has not been displayed (Myowa-Yamakoshi and Matsuzawa
2000; Tomasello and Carpenter 2005). Further, chimpanzees, like eighteen-month-old human infants, also
appear to know when they are being imitated. In a study with a chimpanzee named Cassie, Nielsen
and colleagues (2005) found that Cassie responded differently when being imitated by his caregiver
than he did when his caregiver engaged in non- imitative behavior. Like human infants, Cassie would
systematically vary his behavior while closely watching the imitator. Nielsen and colleagues describe
one bout of behavior while Cassie was being imitated: “Cassie poked his finger out of the cage, wiped
the ground in front of him, picked up a piece of straw and placed it in his mouth, pressed his mouth to
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the cage, then poked his finger out of the cage again” (Nielsen et al. 2005, 34). Such repetitive sequences
were the norm when Cassie was being imitated, but not when the caregiver engaged in nonimitative
behavior or no behavior at all. Cassie’s response demonstrates that he was aware that his caregiver was
acting purposefully, further evidence that the chimpanzee has a notion of agency.

In contrast to these findings, one published study concludes that chim- panzees do not understand
capability, or what others can and cannot do (Vonk and Subiaul 2009). Since an individual who does
not understand capability would not be able to distinguish between an intentional and unintentional
action, this study offers a challenge to the dominant view. However, I see reason to reject the authors’
interpretation of their findings.

In the study, chimpanzees are given the opportunity to beg for food from one of two humans, one of
whom is unable to supply the food. Across a number of experimental conditions, the researchers found
that the chimpanzees did not beg from the capable human significantly more often. However, we do
not know whether the “incapable” human was seen as incapable by the chimpanzees. The human was
rendered inca- pable of supplying the food owing to her placement in a series of appara- tuses that
either hid her limbs completely or served as a barrier to movement.

For example, a person is incapable of delivering food because there is a bar in front of his ankles,
so he cannot use his foot to push the tray toward the chimpanzee, or in front of his arms, so he cannot
reach ahead with a tray of food. However, a bar in front of the ankles need not deter a deter- mined
provider from delivering food, since he can lift his feet over the bar, and the same goes for a bar in
front of the wrists. A chimpanzee might be especially unimpressed by the barrier, given chimpanzee
physiology. Chimpanzee limbs are largely interchangeable, such that a leg may be used to perform a
function for which humans would only use an arm. Given the disanalogy between the motor capabilities
of humans and chimpan- zees, asking the chimpanzee to report on the capability of humans requires
them to suppress any knowledge they might have about chimpanzee capa- bility, or any cues they might
use when predicting the behavior of a chim- panzee, and develop new cues or a new understanding of
human ability. Another problem with this study is that the experiments required the chimpanzees to
make a further inference: if a limb was not visible, it could not be used. The subjects had to realize,
for example, that the experiment- ers with arms held behind their backs were not just holding their
arms out of sight but were unable to use their arms in any way. Both issues make this set of studies a
problematic test of sensitivity to capability, and given the previous evidence suggesting that chimpanzees
are sensitive to what others can and cannot do, it seems likely that task demands were the cause of the
poor performance in this experiment rather than an insensitivity to causally relevant observable cues.

The studies just discussed offer evidence that chimpanzees have an understanding of agency. Chim-
panzees realize that other chimpanzees and humans engage in purposeful action that is goal directed,
and while this is sufficient for us to say that they have an understanding of agency, it does not allow
us to say much about how they understand agency, what the chimp understanding of agency consists
of, and how they discriminate agents from nonagents. Our understanding of the infant understanding
of agency is perhaps a bit more developed, but similarly, we do not know, for example, why infants are
more likely to see an ungloved hand as an inten- tional actor, compared to a gloved hand. Comparative
research on the folk and the critter understanding of agency is needed if we want to understand whether
the mechanisms used by humans and chimpanzees are the same, or whether these behaviors are merely
analogous. Regardless of mecha- nism, however, the function is the same across species: humans and
chim- panzees see others as intentional agents engaged in purposeful behavior.

Predicting and Coordinating
Support for the idea that chimpanzees see one another as intentional agents also comes from evidence

that they are able to successfully predict and coordinate behavior with others. Of the host of data on
predicting and coordinating, the most impressive comes from behavioral observations of chimpanzees
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in their natural habitat. I will briefly describe two behav- iors common among some communities
of chimpanzees—hunting and border patrols—as evidence of their ability to predict and coordinate
behavior.

During his thirty years observing chimpanzees at Taï National Park, Côte d’Ivoire, the ethologist
Christophe Boesch has documented the chim- panzees’ sophisticated ability to cooperate to hunt colobus
monkeys (Boesch 1994, 2002). Unlike in other chimpanzee communities, where an individual can succeed
in a hunt alone, in the Taï forest, single hunters rarely succeed. This drives the Taï chimpanzees to use
group hunting strate- gies, involving up to four individuals in a single hunt. Boesch and col- leagues
describe the four roles in a group hunt: the driver initiates a hunt by forcing the prey to move through
the trees in a single direction; the blocker will climb trees to keep the prey from deviating from the
driver’s path; the chaser will climb under the prey and attempt to capture it; the ambusher will quietly
climb in front of the prey to block escape and form a trap.

When the prey is spotted, each of the hunters takes on one of these roles, based on their location in
relation to the monkey and the location and behavior of the other chimpanzees. The behavior is carefully
synchro- nized among the chimpanzees, and the hunters have to behave flexibly, for they will change
roles as necessary. Each of these roles is quite sophis- ticated, and it can take the Taï chimpanzees
twenty years to become pro- ficient in the more sophisticated hunting roles.

Once the hunt is concluded, the hunters receive different amounts of meat depending on their role
at the end of the hunt. The drivers and the ambushers rarely capture the prey, and they usually receive
about three times less meat than the captors (Boesch 2002; Boesch and Boesch- Achermann 2000).
However, if an ambusher accurately predicts the prey’s behavior, and the behavior of the other hunters,
then the ambusher receives just as much meat as the captors. Bystanders receive significantly less meat
than do the hunters, so it benefits the chimpanzee to join a hunt, even in the face of danger (Boesch
1994). Hunters, unlike bystanders, are permitted early access to the carcass.

The ability of chimpanzees to coordinate their behavior to achieve a goal that can only be achieved
by a group is indicative of their ability to predict behavior—not only the behavior of the prey but also
the behavior of the other hunters. This is true both during the hunt, when the move- ments of all the
hunters have to be carefully choreographed, and also after the hunt. For example, the driver, who rarely
makes contact with the prey and almost never makes the kill, must anticipate that he will be rewarded
by those who do make the kill. The group hunting dynamic also suggests that chimpanzees are able
to identify when others make good predictions, given that an ambusher who correctly anticipates the
movements of the prey and the other hunters is given more meat than one who does not.

Chimpanzees also demonstrate their ability to coordinate behavior in their border patrols. Chim-
panzees are one of the few species known to form coalitions to engage in large between-group hostile
encounters. Such intergroup aggression has led to the extermination of one known chim- panzee com-
munity at Gombe (Goodall et al. 1979). When males form patrol groups, their behavior changes dra-
matically. John Mitani describes the behavior of chimpanzees in Kibale National Park, Uganda: “Males
are silent, tense, and wary. They move in a tight file, often pause to look and listen, sometimes sniff the
ground, and show great interest in chimpanzee nests, dung, and feeding remains” (Mitani et al. 2002,
18).

These patrols move along the periphery of their territory, sometimes making incursions into neigh-
boring territories to hunt colobus monkeys, and often they run across members of the other community.
Depending on the size of the patrolling group and the size of the group they encoun- ter, the patrol may
either back away quietly or attack. When hunting outside their territory, they are silent and quickly
take the prey back into their own territory. However, when intergroup encounters result, the chim-
panzees have been observed to kill infants and adult males. David Watts and his colleagues describe
one example of an intergroup encounter:

As they reentered the forest, the Ngogo chimpanzees met chimpanzees from another community .
. . two females with infants, one juvenile, and one adult male that immediately fled northeast with
the Ngogo chimpanzees in pursuit. The Ngogo chimpanzees caught up to the strange adult male after
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chasing him for about 100 m and surrounded him. Adult Ngogo male EL began to pummel the intruder,
and adults BF, BRU, LO, and MO quickly joined him. The strange male tried to escape down a small
hill but could not elude these five Ngogo males and others that joined them. The Ngogo males, led by
EL, continued to beat, bite, and kick him for 20 min, and dragged him farther down this hill into a small
stream valley about 50 m away from the spot of his initial capture, where he died during or shortly after
the attack. All of the Ngogo males remained in the area after the stranger was killed. Several circled
his body and some sniffed it, while others sat nearby. After about 30 min, all of the Ngogo chimpanzees
moved southwest, angling toward the center of their range. (Watts et al. 2006)

These kinds of aggressive intergroup encounters are almost always won by the attacking group. When
the patrols cross into another community’s territory, it appears that they will attack only when they
outnumber the groups they come across; otherwise they retreat. The patrolling chimpan- zees are able
to coordinate their behavior, as in the case just presented, acting as a group to kill another chimpanzee.
The researchers also believe that the chimpanzees are able to recognize low-cost versus high-cost oppor-
tunities, and that they will make opportunistic attacks when costs are low. If so, chimpanzees are also
able to gauge the likelihood of success of their actions.

Given both the naturalistic data and the experimental findings, we can conclude that chimpanzees
are critter psychologists, given their ability to predict and coordinate behavior with others they see as
agents. However, we still know little about the mechanisms they use to engage in these behaviors. In
particular, we do not know whether the means they use to predict behavior can also be used to explain
behavior. To better understand the mechanisms that chimpanzees use to engage in these behaviors,
we need to know what else they can do. One way of determining whether chimpanzees only anticipate
others’ behavior in terms of behavioral regularities is to examine whether they also act to understand
others’ behavior by looking for explanations. If chimpanzees are able to engage in folk psychological
practices in anomalous situations in which prior behavioral regularities are lacking, then we have reason
to think that chimpanzees may be able to explain behavior.

Explanation Seeking
While it is uncontroversial to say that chimpanzees predict the behavior of conspecifics and prey,

explaining behavior is another matter entirely. We don’t yet know much about the chimpanzee ability
to seek explana- tions. Little research has been done on this issue, and the studies that have been
conducted focused on explanations of physical events (e.g., Povinelli and Dunphy-Lelii 2001).

This oversight should be remedied. Given my account of the elements involved in explaining behavior,
we can examine whether chimpanzees seek explanations in terms of (a) having a curiosity state directed
at some unexpected state of affairs, and (b) engaging in exploratory behavior asso- ciated with the
state of affairs. We can also look for evidence that chim- panzees accept an explanation by looking for
indications that the curiosity state has been resolved. Just as we were able to examine preverbal chil-
dren’s ability to seek explanations, we can use methods like those pre- sented in chapter 8 to examine
the chimpanzee’s ability to explain.

We have prima facie reason to suspect that chimpanzees might seek explanations for behavior.
Chimpanzees engage in a great deal of explor- atory behavior, and they are able to learn from observing
others engaging in novel actions. Moreover, the previous discussion of whether chimpan- zees understand
agency offers suggestive evidence that they might also seek explanations of behavior.

In the Nielsen study, upon noticing the behavior of his caregiver, Cassie began to systematically
alter his behavior, all the while watching his care- giver’s movements, as though he were trying to figure
out whether he was being imitated. Similar studies on children are interpreted as the child’s testing the
hypothesis that she is being imitated, and are seen to offer convincing evidence of imitation recognition
(Asendorpf et al. 1996; Meltzoff 1990). If we interpret the results of this study in the same way, we will
be compelled to accept that Cassie engaged in some explanation- seeking behavior. To test a hypothesis
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about human behavior, he would have been in a curiosity state to drive the hypothesis generation, and
he would have created an interpretation of the human’s behavior that he could then test.

Though the study is suggestive, the need remains to directly examine whether chimpanzees explain
others’ behaviors. Evidence that the chim- panzee is explaining someone could come from looking at the
topography of chimpanzee behavior: a facial expression or body posture indicating an affective curiosity
state; then directed exploratory behavior; and finally a resolution of the curiosity state, as indicated by
a satisfaction facial expres- sion or body posture.

Finding evidence of a chimpanzee curiosity state might sound like a difficult task, but current devel-
opments in chimpanzee emotion research have simplified this problem. Chimpanzees express emotions
by their facial expressions, and following Ekman’s work in emotion in human facial expressions, Lisa
Parr and Kim Bard have created the Chimpanzee FACS (Facial Action Coding System). They use this
system to construct models of chimpanzee expressions to determine the configuration of muscle move-
ments that chimpanzees find salient in their perception of emotion, and the researchers have found that
chimpanzees are sensitive to others’ emo- tional responses, as indicated by their facial expressions. For
example, Lisa Parr’s research demonstrates that chimpanzees are able to categorize facial expressions
associated with different emotional responses (Parr 2003).

We have evidence of a chimpanzee affective state that we can categorize as a curiosity state, and
we have evidence of chimpanzee affective states of satisfaction, and we have evidence of chimpanzee
exploratory behavior. But what we do not yet have is a systematic way to examine whether these three
elements arise together in a pattern suggesting explanatory behavior. One way of finding the pattern is
to make a formal observational study of chimpanzee behavior in the field and hope to observe incidents
that fit the proposed pattern of behavior. This may be our best bet, since we are most likely to see
explanatory behavior in the face of anomalous behavior.

It may be possible, however, to set up an anomalous event in an experi- mental context. This would
require making another animal appear deviant to the subject. For example, consider the following
scenario. Chimpanzee B observes an anomalous behavior: chimpanzee A screaming at what appears to
be a banana. Chimpanzee B is in a curiosity state, as indicated by his facial expression. Next chimpanzee
B moves toward chimpanzee A and explores the surroundings. After removing the barrier hiding the
snake, chimpanzee B understands why chimpanzee A is screaming, and his curiosity state is resolved.

Some problems arise with the details of this experimental setup. For one, when chimpanzee B sees the
snake, he is unlikely to be satisfied; he is more likely to be terrified and run away. And unless chimpanzee
A is constrained, it is likely he would run away, too, as soon as he saw the snake. But something like
this setup could help to provide experimental evidence that chimpanzees explain behavior. We know
that chimpanzees are interested in deviancy. In a personal communication, Frans de Waal says that
chimpanzees will run toward their screaming cohorts to see what the trouble is. However, that behavior
may be an example of information seeking rather than explanation seeking. What is the difference?
When an individual is seeking information, she lacks the affective state that drives the search for an
explanation. For example, when a chimpanzee looks in the direction another is looking, or looks to see
what is causing someone to make an alarm call, but does not express curiosity, she may just be seeking
information. Information seeking is not associated either with a puzzled affective state or with a conflict
between the situation and the appropriate behavior from the animal’s behavioral repertoire. And it is
likely that information seeking is not the only goal in anomalous situa- tions. When the actor is truly
deviant, and the behavior is outside the norm, an observer may be driven to seek an explanation.

A drug addict is one example of a deviant. As we know from the early research on chimpanzee
addiction, a chimpanzee addicted to morphine will prefer to seek drugs over food (Spragg 1940). The
lack of interest in food is highly unusual for a chimpanzee, and were a naive chimpanzee to be placed
in a food competition study with an addict, the naive chimpan- zee should show some surprise at the
addict’s behavior. For example, consider the following experimental setup. The addict is familiar with
the morphine delivery system in an opaque box, and the addict and a naive subordinate chimpanzee
both witness the baiting of a container in the room with a banana. Both chimpanzees are released into
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a room that contains the containers baited with the banana and the morphine. We expect that the
addict would ignore the food in favor of the morphine, and the naive chimpanzee would get the food
without altercation, to his surprise. However, if the naive chimp was surprised by the addict’s lack of
interest in the food and wanted to explain the addict’s behavior, he might engage in some exploratory
behavior (examine the other chimp, examine the box containing the morphine delivery system). In a
second trial, both chimpanzees would witness the room being baited with a papaya. If in this case the
naive chimpanzee were to seek the food without concerning himself with the addicted chimpanzee, it
shows that he predicted that the chimp would not seek the food because of the preference for morphine.
This prediction could not be made using simple induction, since the situations would be different insofar
as the food item was different. The naive chimpanzee would therefore have learned that the addicted
chim- panzee prefers the drug to all else, and would have used this information about the addict’s desire
to predict his future behavior.

While this should remain a thought experiment, given the moral repug- nance of addicting a chim-
panzee to morphine, it is one example of where we might see explanation-seeking behavior. Deviance
is something that humans seek to explain, and when researchers are in a position to intro- duce naive
chimpanzees to deviants, they could do so. The proceeding behaviors might suggest that the chimpanzee
is explanation seeking, but, as with prelinguistic children, it will be difficult to conclude that a chim-
panzee has successfully generated an explanation.

Whether or not chimpanzees seek to explain behavior is an open research question, and an area rich
with opportunity for learning about what chimpanzees think about the chimpanzee mind. So far, all the
studies of chimpanzee theory of mind have focused on prediction. But prediction is easily accomplished
without considering the contents of mind. If we want to know whether chimps understand others’ mental
states, we should examine their ability to explain behavior.

Belief Attribution
Despite interest in the topic, I believe that the issue of whether chim- panzees understand belief

remains underexplored, given the confusion about the nature of belief and the role it plays in human
folk psycholo- gical practices. The received view is that chimpanzees do not understand belief (or at
least no evidence demonstrates that chimpanzees understand belief). For example, in their review of
the theory of mind research program, Call and Tomasello (2008) conclude that while chimpanzees
understand perceptual states, knowledge, goals, and intentions, they do not under- stand false belief
(which, if true, let me note, would strongly suggest that chimps do not understand true belief, either).
Instead Call and Tomasello claim that “chimpanzees understand others in terms of a perception- goal
psychology, as opposed to a full-fledged, human-like belief-desire psychology” (187).

If a “full-fledged human-like belief-desire psychology” is what the SFP view says it is, then one
concern with Call and Tomasello’s conclusion is that they, like Premack and Woodruff, are mistaken
about human psychol- ogy. However, another worry arises about this conclusion, and that comes from
a potential contradiction in the claim that chimpanzees understand seeing and knowledge but do not
understand belief.

Let us look at the problem with seeing first. The suggestion is that chimpanzees understand that
others have mental representations of their perceptions of the world, and that those perceptions can
vary from one individual to the next. In addition, chimpanzees are able to use their understanding
of others’ mental representations to predict their behavior. But to predict behavior, the chimpanzee’s
understanding of seeing must be holistically connected to a host of other concepts—for example, the
chimpanzee must understand that seeing a desirable food item will make an individual want that item,
and unless some defeating desire or defeating observation intervenes, the individual will seek out the
food item. A defeat- ing desire might be the desire not to be beaten by the alpha, and a defeat- ing
observation might be an observation that an alpha is present. What is the difference between this
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perception-desire account and a belief-desire account? Very little indeed. The story sounds plausible
to supporters of a belief-desire psychology simply because the human concept of seeing is intimately
connected to believing, so much so that we say “seeing is believing.”

Seeing does the same work as believing, because someone who sees some- thing happen will then
be in a doxastic state regarding that event, whereas someone who does not witness the event will not
share that doxastic state (ceteris paribus). Likewise the success of a child’s performance in the false-
belief task can be ascribed to her developing understanding of seeing just as easily as it can be ascribed
to her developing understanding of belief. The child who passes the false-belief task understands that
Maxi did not see his mother move the chocolate to the cupboard, and therefore she understands that
Maxi will not look for the chocolate in the cupboard.

Our concept of seeing has behaviors associated with it, in addition to having connections with other
concepts. Since in humans the category of behaviors we call seeing is associated with the doxastic
category of believ- ing, to say that a chimpanzee has anything like the human understanding of seeing,
we would be compelled to accept that she also understands belief.

The claim that chimpanzees understand knowledge but not belief is likewise conceptually problem-
atic. According to the traditional account of knowledge as justified true belief, a known proposition must
be believed because taking a proposition to be true involves believing it. The act of taking something
to be true is an act of believing it, just as the act of rejecting a proposition as false requires believing
the negation of it. The justified true belief analysis of knowledge has been challenged, given the Gettier
counterexamples (1963), which suggest that justified true belief is not sufficient for knowledge. How-
ever, for the most part, epistemologists have not given up on the belief condition for knowledge (but
see Williamson 2000).

Thus to claim that chimpanzees understand seeing and knowledge but not belief is fundamentally
problematic. One way to resolve this tension would be to reject the claims about the chimpanzee’s un-
derstanding of seeing and knowledge. However, overwhelming evidence demonstrates that chimpanzees
understand seeing. Naturalistic data include reports that adult chimpanzees monitor gaze, while infant
chimpanzees do not (Plooij 1978). Infant chimpanzees, like infant children, do not attend to gaze when
making requests from their mothers, and do not begin to look at their mother’s face before making a
request until around ten and a half months. Chimpanzees seem to develop a sophisticated understanding
about what others can see, as they are able to anticipate others’ behaviors based on what they can and
cannot see. For example, low-ranking chim- panzees act differently when they are out of the dominant’s
sight. When a lowly chimpanzee is invisible, he will take advantage of his situation by mating with a
preferred partner or by eating food that would not be avail- able to him if the dominant were present
(Whiten and Byrne 1988). As we have seen, chimpanzees express emotion via their facial expressions,
which are understood by others. And like humans, chimpanzees sometimes find it useful to hide their
expressions from others. De Waal reports that in one case, when a chimpanzee began fear-grinning in
response to threatening vocalizations from another chimpanzee, he literally wiped the expression off
his face before turning to face his rival. It took him three tries (de Waal 1996). And while laboratory
experiments have found mixed results, recent studies defend the claim that chimpanzees do understand
seeing (Hare et al. 2000; Tomasello et al. 2003a). Brian Hare and colleagues found that when a sub-
ordinate and a dominant chimpanzee are both released into a room baited with food, the subordinate
will avoid the food if the dominant can see it. In the conditions under which the dominant chimpanzee
cannot see the food, the subordinate will eat it. The chimpanzees are across the room from each other,
so the subordinate has to consider a different visual perspective to judge what the dominant can see.

The claim that chimpanzees understand knowledge is based primarily on experimental evidence. Let
me briefly describe one study (Kaminski et al. 2008). Two chimpanzees take turns pointing at opaque
buckets to gain food rewards that may be hidden inside. In this experiment, the subject observes that
two buckets are baited, but the naive competitor only observes the baiting of one bucket. What the
researchers found was that when the subject was allowed to make the second request, she tended to
choose the bucket that the competitor did not see baited. (Unlike adult humans given a similar task,
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the chimpanzees allowed to make the first request did not tend to choose the bucket that the competitor
knew was baited, thus maximizing their chances of gaining a food reward on their second turn.) Note
that neither chimpanzee witnessed the other’s first choice, so the subject’s choice was influenced not by
what her competitor did in fact do but rather by what she expected her competitor to do. The authors
claim, “These results suggest that, at least in some situations, chimpanzees know what others know, in
the sense of have seen” (Kaminski et al. 2008, 229).

The conclusion that chimpanzees understand knowledge has been derived from studies about audi-
tory awareness as well as visual perception (Melis et al. 2006). Insofar as such claims are warranted,
they entail some- thing about the chimpanzee’s ability to understand another’s epistemic state, and un-
derstanding another’s epistemic state requires understanding something more general about knowledge
that is common to evidence gathering via both visual perception and auditory perception. In the human
case, we would say that what is common to our understanding of others’ epistemic states, given their
perceptual experiences, comes from an understanding of knowledge. And since, in our best analysis,
understand- ing knowledge requires understanding belief, if the chimpanzees under- stand knowledge,
they must also be seen as understanding something about belief.

This argument cuts both ways. Those who think that chimpanzees do not understand the concept
belief will simply claim that they do not under- stand the concept knowledge or the concept seeing, either.
The critic might say that these studies show that the chimpanzee is sensitive to another’s knowledge or
perceptual state without understanding that he is sensitive to it—without any conceptual metacognition
involved.

Instead of looking toward the predictive paradigms for evidence of chimpanzees’ understanding of
belief, we should turn toward the explana- tory paradigms. However, here too difficulties arise. In
the fearful-banana paradigm described earlier, the topology of explanatory behavior does not indicate
the attribution of a belief. Recall that kinds of explanations are pluralistic, too. Chimpanzee B may
well explain chimpanzee A’s behavior in terms of the situation (there is a snake there) or in terms
of a perceptual state (he sees a snake). The best nonverbal evidence that a chimpanzee understands
belief would consist of the topology of explanatory behaviors in a situation that does not permit an
explanation in terms of anything other than belief state. And to devise an experiment like this requires
more knowledge about normal chimpanzee social behavior, and knowledge about instances of deviance
in natural chimpanzee society.

Moving Forward
To make greater progress in studying chimpanzee theory of mind, we need better conceptual analysis

of the relevant concepts, including knowledge, belief, and seeing. In addition to the conceptual work,
methodological work must also be done. We can make progress by recognizing that humans do not
appeal to beliefs nearly as often as thought. If humans do not predict much behavior by attributing
beliefs, we have no reason to think that other species would. I suggest that we are likely to move ahead
on this question of chimpanzee belief attribution only through dedicated field research by primatologists
interested in the question of explanation-seek- ing behavior. The work is laborious and time-consuming,
but field research- ers are privy to a wider array of natural behaviors than are researchers working
with chimpanzees in a laboratory setting. In the field, a variety of social and ecological conditions
cannot be replicated in a laboratory. For example, the intergroup conflict behavior described earlier
is unique to the field; certainly no researcher would be granted ethics approval to reproduce such
interactions in captivity, and where serious conflicts do arise among captive chimpanzees, caregivers
separate the individuals. In addition, in the field we find seasonal differences—rainy seasons and dry
seasons—that affect animal mobility and the availability of different food items. The field is a much
richer environment for a chimpanzee, no matter how much enrichment he has in captivity. Differences in
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terrain, food, building materials, potential tools, social partners, and so on, all provide more opportunity
for discovering novelty than does a captive situation.

If explanatory behavior is evolutionarily beneficial because it promotes the development of tech-
nologies, then looking for the topology of explan- atory behavior in the field makes sense. The work
on chimpanzee cultures has uncovered technological differences in tool use and construction among
different groups of chimpanzees, and these findings indicate that chimpanzees have mechanisms for the
social transmission of novel behav- iors. A close examination of those mechanisms may help us discover
whether the need to explain behavior naturally arises for the chimpanzees. If it doesn’t, then we have
reason to conclude that chimpanzees do not naturally understand belief. But from that conclusion, it
does not follow that chimpanzees cannot be given the opportunity to learn about belief in a human encul-
turation situation. Savage-Rumbaugh’s conviction that Kanzi understands others’ minds may indicate
something about Kanzi’s uniqueness, rather than point to a generality about bonobos. Without field-
work, however, we cannot know this. We must observe first; then we can think again about experiments
testing for belief attribution.

Chimpanzees are folk psychologists who see others as intentional agents with goals. They predict
and coordinate behavior, and they may even seek explanations for anomalous behavior. What we don’t
yet know is whether chimpanzees understand others as having representational beliefs. We need more
research to answer this question, but we need to do the right kind of research. Predictive experimental
paradigms cannot hope to supply an answer, given the ubiquity of alternative explanations. Rather, we
must first determine whether chimpanzees seek to explain behavior.

If chimpanzees do not seek to explain behavior, then they will probably not have an understanding
of belief, given the fundamental nature of explanation for the development of the belief concept. I
have argued that the traditional understanding of the relationship between prediction and explanation
should be turned on its head. Prediction in terms of belief is derivative of explanation in terms of belief,
and so if someone understands belief, she is also explaining behavior. Given the PFP account, method-
ological changes are necessary in the chimpanzee theory of mind research program. We should decenter
the role of prediction, just as we have decen- tered the role of propositional attitude attribution in folk
psychology. Chimpanzees are folk psychologists, but they may still know nothing about belief.
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13. Conclusion
Seeing People

In one of his last collections of oral histories, Studs Terkel spoke to Harvard students and employees
who had been involved in a campaign to increase wages for custodians, cooks, and other workers. One
not surprising fact that emerges from these stories is that before the beginning of the campaign, the
workers and the students were quite alienated from one another. Bob Kelly, a building manager at
Harvard, said, “When I first came, I didn’t like the students at all. I resented them a great deal, and I
just looked at them as wealthy snobs. They don’t see you. Some of them won’t speak to you. If they
see you in the street, they don’t see you” (Terkel 2003, 301).

As the campaign started, students and workers began relating to one another differently. Greg
Halpern, one of the students who occupied Mas- sachusetts Hall to protest Harvard’s labor policy,
described the transition:

I think students began to see custodians differently. When you look through someone, when you pass
someone in the hallway and don’t make eye contact and you don’t say hi, and in four years you don’t go
up and talk to the same person who cleans the dining hall or your room, you’re clearly not respecting
them, you’re not thinking of them as a person. After the campaign, there were plenty of students who
finally began to think of workers as people they could know. And so there were friendships formed. We
have barbecues at my house now where workers come, and we go out together to bars or just hang out.
That certainly never happened before. Maybe we earned their respect. (Ibid., 309)

Kelly described the transition from the workers’ perspective:
I’d notice those students working nights and days, they’d be here running off copies and have

meetings all night. They’d be in here at seven-thirty in the morning, going out postering. They were
doing something that they would gain nothing from. . . . The workers who did the work around the
university, I noticed, got to like the students. Instead of “We’re taking care of spoiled little rich kids”
it’s “Can you believe they’re doing this for us?” . . . Boy, people can surprise you. (Ibid., 301–302)

As a result of the campaign, some social relationships and behaviors changed. Two groups of people
from different backgrounds who did not relate to one another well came to feel a resonance. Both Kelly
and Halpern describe this process in terms of coming to see the other. They began to treat one another
like people, but the transition was not due to understanding one another’s reasons for action. Describing
it as an improvement in min- dreading clearly misses the point; the shift in the way the students and
the workers were perceiving each other cannot be accounted for in the framework of standard folk
psychology. In fact, it becomes apparent in the interviews that neither side came to accurately know
the others’ reasons for actions. Halpern suspects that the improved relationships between students and
workers may be due to the students earning the workers’ respect. The workers were surprised by the
students’ behavior and couldn’t believe what was happening. Kelly thinks that the students did not
have anything tangible to gain from their actions, but when he asks himself what selfless action gives
you, he suggests perhaps that the students gained hope.

As the workers and students began to see one another as persons, their attitudes changed, and they
noticed more similarities than differences. Liliana Lineares, a custodian at Harvard, said:

What happened between the students and the workers was an emergence of a really tight relationship,
a sort of common affection rose between us. Before the taking of Massachusetts Hall, I didn’t have this
feeling. When it happened, when the sit-in happened, at first really nobody could believe it. It was
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almost like a form of salva- tion that the students had finally become conscious of our problems. Before
the student strike, I definitely saw them as privileged people who were very different than me. After
the sit-in, I saw that it wasn’t like that. (Ibid., 298)

When alienated individuals come to see one another as persons, they see them as embedded in an
environment, with personal relations, economic realities, past histories, personalities, moods, physical
limitations, future goals, and social contexts. The students and the workers came to see others as people,
not robot slaves, and not just as other minds. To describe the transition in the relationship between
students and workers at Harvard during this period as a change in the beliefs and desires that the
individuals attributed to one another is misleading; it substitutes one form of alien- ation for another.

A similar worry about overly intellectualizing human beings has been raised in the domain of ethical
theory. Ethicists debate whether consequen- tialism, deontology, and virtue ethics are incompatible with
personal rela- tionships, because such theories require that people act from duty, obligation, or some
other objective principle, rather than from a subjective feeling of love or friendship. As Michael Stocker
(1997) argues, ethical theories for the most part are concerned with justification and reasons for action,
rather than motives, and living the good life requires harmony between reasons and motives. By focusing
on reasons and ignoring motives, Stocker thinks that most ethical theories ignore the person, both in
terms of the actor and in terms of the target, and the advice offered by such theories is ultimately
unable to lead one toward the good life.

The contemporary discussion of folk psychology has largely ignored such worries while suffering from
the very malady Stocker identifies in most ethical theorizing. This is particularly problematic given that
the study of folk psychology is a descriptive endeavor, as opposed to a norma- tive one. Accounts of
folk psychology should portray actual, as opposed to ideal, action; but the standard accounts focus on
reasons for action while ignoring the less intellectual, affective, habitual, or cultural forces that influence
how we see others. When we come to understand that our con- sideration of others’ beliefs takes up
less of our cognitive energy than the standard accounts suggest, there will be no motivation to portray
people as alienated individuals calculating one another’s future behavior as if we were physicists looking
at particles. In our social relationships, we have love and affection, laughter and teasing, playful games,
and furious fights; there is hasty generalizing, accurate stereotyping, and implicit bias—these are all
part of our interpersonal engagements. While standard views of folk psychology, which focus solely on
the attribution of propositional atti- tudes, leave out the richness of our practices and engagements, the
pluralist approach is able to account for it.

Replacing standard folk psychology with pluralistic folk psychology can help to improve our empiri-
cal investigation into theory of mind in chil- dren and critters, which in turn can offer a fresh start in
our attempts to describe the cognitive architecture subsuming our folk psychological prac- tices. It also
invites empirical research on a wider array of folk psychologi- cal practices, including explaining, justi-
fying, regulating, and coordinating behavior. But it also brings to light the need for greater conceptual
contri- butions. For many, belief is assumed to be a representational state of an organism, and this view
is imported into much of the empirical research. However, other accounts are on offer, and there are
methodological consequences to adopting one account over the other. What one thinks about the nature
of belief will have implications for the philosophy of mind in the debates about eliminative materialism,
identity theory, func- tionalism, and ecological approaches to cognition. But the conceptual analysis
should not be seen as a purely philosophical practice. Just as the philosophical accounts should help
to shape the research programs in psychology, so the empirical results should inform the philosoph-
ical accounts. This process of theorizing, testing, and revising should be part of an interdisciplinary
collaboration that incorporates the strengths of philosophical analysis and empirical investigation.

By introducing persons into our study of folk psychology and by refus- ing to portray the diverse
practices of folk psychology as amounting to a third-person act of telepathy, not only do we start down
a path that leads to a better understanding of our folk psychological practices, but we also gain a better
understanding of the similarities and differences between humans and other species in the full range
of life engagements—from birth and the connection between caregiver and child, through the various
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relationships we have at different developmental stages, to the very end of life. The folk, and the critters,
have much left to teach us.
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Notes
1 Do Apes Read Minds?
1. I understand standard folk psychology (SFP) to include the traditional theory- theory accounts

of folk psychology found in D. Lewis 1972 and Churchland 1981 and some versions of simulation theory,
such as A. Goldman 1995a. SFP also refers to theories of folk psychology that incorporate elements of
theory theory and simu- lation theory, such as Nichols and Stich 2003 and A. Goldman 2006. SFP does
not include Gordon’s (1986, 1995a, 1995b) account of mental simulation, nor does it include challenges to
SFP advocated by philosophers including Gallagher (2001, 2006), Hutto (2004, 2008), Zawidzki (2008),
or the other authors in Hutto and Ratcliffe 2007.

4 How Do You Know What I’m Going to Do? You Know My Beliefs
1. The main problem with Gordon’s view, as I see it, is that to get a simulation started, one needs to

know what features of the situation are relevant—which prop- erties would actually affect the person’s
behavior. We cannot simulate every property a person has, and we need to find some way of determining
which ones are salient. Without a method for understanding which properties, including the features
of a person’s environment, are salient and necessary inputs for the simulation, simula- tion could not
account for our ability to predict behavior. For example, the behavior of a racist would be quite different
from my behavior in certain circumstances, but it would also be easy to predict his behavior, because
I know the nature of his strongly held beliefs. But in recognizing the person’s racism, it seems I am
acknowl- edging his beliefs and using them to modify my beliefs for the purpose of the simu- lation. To
imaginatively identify with the racist, I would need to know he was a racist, and I would have to use
beliefs regarding the superiority of one race over another as part of the input. Thus the environmental
input version of simulation theory cannot avoid attribution of beliefs or desires in at least some cases.
Because of this, my discussion of simulation theory involves only those versions that include beliefs and
desires as inputs.

5 How Do You Know What I’m Going to Do? You Know Me
1. The authors offer two explanations for this result. First, it supports the view that stereotypes are

hypotheses, and data are needed to test the applicability of the hypothesis to an individual. Subjects who
did not see the video of Hannah taking the test did not have the evidence that they needed to generate
predictions about academic success. Alternatively, the subjects may have made automatic predictions
about academic performance given the stereotype but were unwilling to state these predictions given
the stigma against using stereotypes in this way. That is, the sub- jects may have recognized that they
did not have the evidence needed to justify any prediction of behavior, so they consciously decided to
withhold judgment. The performance of the subjects who saw the test videotape suggests that they
made at least an implicit prediction of behavior after viewing the context video.

8 The Science of Folk Psychological Explanation
1. Bloom and colleagues argue that the order of acquisition is due to the syntactic complexity of

the different terms, not semantic complexity of the concepts associ- ated with them. Since the early wh-
questions (what, where, who) can serve as major sentence components in conjunction with the copula
(e.g., “What’s that?” “Who’s that?”), and the later wh-questions (why, how, when) cannot, these later
wh- questions are syntactically more complex (L. Bloom et al. 1982).

11 Social Intelligence and the Evolution of Theory of Mind
1. While the social intelligence hypothesis is widely accepted, alternative accounts also describe

primate cognitive uniqueness. For example, Povinelli and Cant (1995) argue that the morphological
features of the great apes create unique kinesthetic problems that need to be solved. In their view, as
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apes evolved greater body mass than the other arboreal primates, their usual methods of locomotion
through the trees were compromised owing to the greater weight. Arboreal apes had to spend ever-
increasing amounts of time determining how to get from one place to another, and they had to find
paths through the trees that would hold their bulk. As the apes became better at solving this locomotion
problem, they developed an under- standing about their body, which Povinelli and Cant hypothesize
may have sufficed to establish an explicit concept of self. Another competitor is the view that the need
to create mental maps to keep track of the distribution of food across a large terri- tory led to the
developed primate brain (Clutton-Brock and Harvey 1980).
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